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PREFACE

With this volume, seventh in the History of San Francisco

Music Series, the Northern California Writers' Program con-

tinues the work begun by Project 665-08-4-80, sponsored by

the City and County of San Francisco, which prepared the first

six volumes in the series.

The research and writing for this volume were done under

the immediate direction of Cornel Lengyel, Unit Supervisor,

and under the supervision of Katherine Justice, District

Supervisor. The research was the work of Neva Bent ley,

Jessie B. Hall, Abigail Kneeland, Maury Lees, W. B. McDonald,

Ruth Noble, Edgar A. Park3, and Gracian v/arner. The writing

was done by John Delgado, Madeline Gleason, Sam Kutnick,

Margaret Maxfield, Harvey Muldoon, and Basil Vaerlen,

We are indebted to the Production Unit of the Historical

Records Survey Program for the mimeographing of this volume.

Walter McElroy, State Supervisor
Northern California Writers' Program
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INTRODUCTION

by Kedfern Mason

Anatole France says that the office of a critic is to re-

late his "adventures among masterpieces." In truth the word

"critic" is a misnomer. The word means "a judge"; and the

writer about music is a witness giving evidence before the

tribunal of Demos, who, in the long run, administers the high

law and the low.

Music is at once the most intimate and the most universal

of the arts. Every man and woman born is, within the measure

of his or her capacity, a musician, and even in the use of the

spoken word, especially when moved, instinctively practices

the art of tone. For as Herbert Spencer points out, "cadence

is the comment of the emotions on the propositions of the in-

tellect." In assessing its value the critic makes mistakes.

When Schumann first saw a Wagnerian score, he wrote very

harshly; later he changed his mind. Camille Saint-Saens told

me that Cesar Franck wrote "mad harmonies." "Such music ought

not to be written," said the pedagogue Lesueur to Hector Ber-

lioz, when they were listening to the Beethoven Fifth
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Symphony. "Never mind, master," replied Berlioz, "they won't

write much of it."

"If music is good," said Richard Strauss, "it means some-

thing. The duty of the critie is to tell what the music does

to his soul, to explain wherein a singer or instrumentalist

reveals character. In a word, he must be an artist, express-

ing through the art of letters what the music-maker expresses

through the art of tone .

"

But apart from his purely aesthetic attitude towards mu-

sic, the critic ; to deserve the confidence which he hopes will

be reposed in him, also has a social responsibility. It was

the writer's privilege to visit operatic capitals of Europe --

Berlin, Vienna, Prague, Milan, Rome, Paris, and London -- to

find out what the different governments were doing for the

subsidisation of opera, symphony, and conservatories. In

Berlin the minister of education was curious to learn what it

cost San Francisco for each performance of opera. When he was

told that it cost #15,000 he was shocked. For that sum, he

said, the companies in German cities could give performances

once a day for ten days. But then the sum paid for princi-

pals, except guest artists like Jeritza and other stellar at-

tractions, was only |250 a performance. "Opera will never be

for the people in America," he said, "until you adopt the op-

eratic stock company system."

But, due largely to newspaper education, San Francisco

imposed a small music tax, and the Symphony profits thereby to
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the amount of about $35,000 a year. Our city is the first in

the whole of the United States to take that stand.

"You know, I am ever the no/~born child," said Goethe to

his friend Eckermann. Happy is the critic with a spirit open

to all aspects of "beauty and with a mind in sympathy with

manifold phases of culture.
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PART I

PIONEER CRITICISM

Comment on musical events In San Francisco's early press

was confined usually to the baldest announcements, though oc-

casionally a press blurb, ornate and rococo as the period,

filled a small column. Reviewing appears to have been in the

hands of sentimental ladies and gentlemen who strained their

metaphors and similes beyond poetic license. One of the

earliest examples in this category -- and in many respects a

classic one -- appeared in the Alt a California of December

23, 1850:

"The first grand concert of vocal and instru-

mental music was given yesterday afternoon at the

California Exchange. Some forty musicians performed

many of the most popular and grand overtures, sym-

phonies and variations of the composers. A number of

these artists rank among the very first performers

that can be named anywhere. We have heard the grand

aria from Attila (an opera by Handel) executed on the



trombone by Signer Lobero, spoken of by excellent

judges as one of the finest exhibitions of taste,

science and skill ever offered to the appreciation

of an audience

•

"But what most particularly struck our fancy,

ear and heart, was the Cavatina from La Sonnambula,

sung by Senora Abalos. It was artistic in the best

sense, full of expression and feeling, and poured

forth in a torrent of silvery sound in golden threads

of attenuated melody until the very fountains of sym-

pathy in the soul were stirred. Her voice filled the

immense room as if it had been but the size of a pri-

vate parlor, and each wall and post seemed to catch

up the floating melodies and echo them back again,

until a flood of rich and glorious melody wrapped

everything.

"We almost thought we could see those exquisite

notes take wings like angels, and float aloft, or,

converting themselves into wreaths of evergreen mem-

ory, festoon each pillar or cornice, chaplets to tell

how the heart may be softened and all the avenues of

the soul laid open and the feelings born captive by

the witching power of the most divine of all our en-

joyment, Music."



Such ecstasy of sentiment was in sharp contrast to the

actual conditions of performance. The halls wore small and

ill-fitted, the performers often mediocre, and the audiences

large and ill-mannered. The Alta California on February 5,

1851, showed a growing concern for the manners of the com-

munity when it addressed the gentlemen:

"ADVICE GRATIS. We would respectfully advise

gentlemen, if they must expectorate tobacco Juice in

church or at the theatre, that they should be a little

particular to eject it upon their own boots and pan-

taloons, instead of the boots and pantaloons of

others."

By 1852 San Francisco had begun to lose its boom-town

atmosphere and to acquire the rudiments of a stable, cul-

tured society, A few better theatres were built to serve

exclusively for entertainment purposes, unlike the earlier

type of saloon-music hall.

On the evening of November 30, 1852, Catherine Hayes —

the sweet singer known popularly as Kate -- stepped onto the

platform of the American Theatre to face a crowded house of

the wealth, beauty, and elite of the city. The next morning

the Alta California wrote:

i;Long and loud were the cheers which greeted her

entree. Silence having been restored, Hiss Hayes sang



the sweet and plaintive invocation, Ah, mon filsl, one

of the most touching gems of Meyerbeer's music Her

voice is naturally mezzo-soprano. Excessive study has

forced it perhaps a shade higher. It is sweet, mellow,

lacking, if anything, power. In the upper register her

notes certainly require strength. Her voice is admir-

ably cultivated, flexible, and the delightful shake or

quaver which she introduces with so much effect, imparts

a softness or tremulousness to her plaintive songs,

soothing and agreeable to the listener.

"Miss Hayes was ably assisted in the duet from

Norma by Herr Mengis, baritone. Previous to -this duetto,

aignor Herold executed a fantasia on the piano with much

taste and skill.

"Altogether the concert was highly successful.

There was much enthusiasm and altogether too much noise

and uproariousness. Some younger sons of Erin became

so much excited as to toss hats and money upon the

stage, which however enthusiastic it may seem, could

not but be regarded as extremely bad taste.

"The program also contained an interpretation of

the 'Last Rose of Summer, a scene from Don Pasquale

and several ballads

.



"Her ballads being the most exquisitely rendered

were repeatedly encored. At the close, Miss Hayes

was escorted to the Oriental Hotel by a torch-light

procession composed of a body of our firemen, and

serenaded."

An anonymous writer in the Golden Era of December 19,

1852, revolted from such orthodox appreciation, and with his

satirical pen pricked the bubbles of effete culture in his

review of Hayes' concert:

"To say that the house was brilliantly recherche'

and fashionable, would convey but a faint impression

of the scene which burst upon our astonished gaze.

There were seated young tdistin^ue critics, '
and to

crown it all, there was the divine magnificent Hayes

herself, with all her ladylike grace of manner and

rich magnificence of voice. We have listened to

'Sontag, ' 'The Lind, » et id orane genus , but these,

in comparison with Miss Hayes, are but as rushlights

to the sun. She is magnificent — she is the ideal

of perfection -- and deserves a more brilliant place

in the heavenly choir than any planet which has ap-

peared during the present century. We never remember

to have heard any singer of modern times introduce

the Sequia with so much effect, and in her lower reg-

ister her management of the Buenos Noches is a



magnificent triumph of art. Her musical education

has evidently been of the most finished order; and in

her perfect control of the Se Compra Pro she has no

equal. We think, however, in her upper register she

sometimes fails in E Pluribus Unum but the startling

effect she produces with her Non conbatibus en swampo ,

make ample amends for this, as well as her want of the

poco mais arriva -

"In rendering her ballads, she throws all that

aqui sevende , that gushing of the soul, into her music,

that the listener floats in a spiritual atmosphere of

delight, positively uncertain whether he is an inhab-

itant of this sphere or in the land of dreams."

PROPHETIC VISION

San Francisco had always had the ability to leap ahead

of itself, and by 1853 there was serious talk of the estab-

lishment of a civic opera. The Alta California , in an edi-

torial of April 25, 1853, anticipated the 1920 's when it

wrote;

"There are probably few cities in the world, or

any of its population, that affords so liberal a sup-

port to the same number of artists, of every class and

order, as San Francisco. From the 'first fiddle' of

Mi ska Hauser, through all the gradations to talent and

skill, down to the lazy organ grinder who perambulates



our streets from morning till night; from the charming

prima donnas, Eiscaccianti and Hayes, down to Mary, the

accordion girl, who sings in saloons and cafes; all

meet with a generous reward for their performances. For

months Mme • Biscaccianti sang bo admiring audiences;

Miss Hayes had given series after series of concerts,

with signal success; Miska Hauser's bow, like the wand

of a magician, excites to rapture large and fashionable

audiences; the concerts of the Alleghanians are pleas-

antly remembered by hundreds of our citizens; company

after company of Serenaders have tarried with us from

time to time, contributing much to the amusement of our

citizens, and to their profit; our saloons and theatres

support many excellent orchestras; we can boast of some

fine instrumental bands, who, almost daily, head proces-

sions through our streets: those, together with a host

of small fry, who pick up a living from door to door,

making both day and night hideous with their dolorous

bellowings, prove beyond a doubt that the people of San

Francisco — comprising, as they do, specimens of al-

most every class of nearly every nation upon the globe,

even to the four castes of China -- appreciate and re-

ward musical talent according to its various degrees of

merit.



"What other city, outside of California, pays two

or three thousand dollars for a day's professional music?

In what other city does the player upon the clarinet or

trombone command fifty dollars for blowing upon the

streets during a day's parade? Under such favorable

circumstances, why is there not a movement made to es-

tablish here an operatic troupe of the first class, by

subscription or otherwise? The Signor Biscaccianti made

such a proposition some months since, we are aware; but

why he was not successful or why the matter should have

been allowed to drop, we are not informed. We feel as-

sured, however, that if properly taken in hand, this

object could be accomplished, and would prove highly

profitable to those who undertake the task. In the ab-

sence of Barnum, who will take the first step?"

FIRST OF THE GREAT VIOLINISTS

The arrival of Miska Hauser, internationally known vio-

linist, called for all of the critical ability which San Fran-

cisco could muster. The critic of the San graaaslaco'tSailg;

Herald , writing on February 10, 1853, the morning after Hauser 's

first concert, reported the event simply:

"This gentleman has come modestly among us, with

but little flourish of trtimpets; but that he is a

finished artist and most accomplished violinist, no



one who heard him last evening, can for a r.oment doubt.

He executed four nieces, a fantasia on airs from Lucre

-

zia Borgia, the Carnival of Venice , The Mother's Prayer,

and The Bird in the Tree ; and in each he called down

the most tumultuous applause. His instrumentation is

superb in its faultless accuracy and in a dashing bril-

liancy that we have rarely heard ecualled. He has a

very quiet manner, wholly devoid of clap-trap, grace-

ful, simple and unaffected; and he executes the most

difficult and rapid passages apparently without effort.

He v/ields his bow with the hand of a master; and after

hearing him last evening, we are net surprised the

musical world should have assigned him a rank among the

first violinists of the age."

After Hanser's second concert, the San Francisco Daily

Herald of February 11, elaborated on his appearance and abil-

ities on the platform:

"... the instrument becomes in his hands wonder-

fully expressive. Without aiming to astonish by clever

tricks on the catgut, he plays with unaffected ease, and

draws out the capabilities of his instrument — its al-

most vocal powers — with a naturalness and brilliance

that delight his audience. Last night they interrupted

him again and again with the liveliest manifestations
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of satisfaction, and the conclusion of the piece was

greeted with the most vehement applause, which would

not be stilled until he appeared and repeated it . . .

The violin acquires new powers in his hands. There

is scarcely a feeling which he does not make it ex-

press, and that with such distinctness as at once to

be understood. In one passage in the Carnival of

Venice mockery and derision were sq admirably coun-

terfeited, and the audience involuntarily burst into

laughter ... We do not over-rate the merits of this

artist. Our citizens, who certainly can appreciate

true merit, are missing a treat. They may rely upon

it, such a performer has never appeared upon these

shores.

"

MUSIC HALL VARIETY

The music halls of this period gave combination perform-

ances which were the forerunners of the variety show and

vaudeville of a later period. On July 27, 1853, the Daily

Herald reviewed the appearance of the Pacific Musical Troupe

at the then New Musical Hall on Bush Street. After describ-

ing the luxury of the hall, which seated 1,200 patrons, and

commenting on the elegance of the "richly toiletted" ladies,

the critic wrote t

"After a well executed overture by the orchestra,

which includes some of our best musicians, the troupe
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appeared and were greeted with a hearty reception.

They opened with a beautiful quartette, entitled a

Greeting to California . It was well sung, although

it was evident the voices of the lady performers fil-

tered, from the timidity incident to a first appear-

ance. The audience encouraged them by the most ani-

mated plaudits, and before the entertainment closed

they rallied completely, and sang with full confidence

in themselves, and their hearers. It is impossible In

the brief space allotted to us today to particularize

the merits of the performers in their rendering of

the numerous pieces sung during the evening. The se-

lections were excellent, comprising every variety of

English music.

"Mr. Beutler's tenor is clear, full and sonorous

of considerable compass and well under control* He is

destined to become a favorite. Mr. Smith has a deep,

rieh bass, and a tolerable baritone. With a little

more spirit and force thrown Into his execution he will

become a popular singer. The madrigal Down in the

Flowery Dale , an old composition of as early a date as

1541, was delightfully sung by the whole troupe and

called forth the heartiest applause. Many of the

pieces were encored at the boisterous demand of the

audience, and all were loudly applauded.
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"Miss Leach suffered more from timidity than her

companions. As the evening advanced however, she

gathered courage, and in the duet Lovely Maiden and

the solo Ijm Going for a Soldier , Jenny, her contralto

was very pleasing. She is a valuable acquisition to

the troupe, and with the improvement which will come

with greater practice, must be a favorite-

"Mr. Jones' song, We Met by Chance , she sang with

exquisite taste and feeling. Her voice is a clear,

sweet soprano, capable of great expression and although

not remarkable for power, it is given forth with a

fullness and freedom that fill the Hall. Her appear-

ance is highly prepossessing; all the troupe have yet

to leam the grace and ease of movement which consti-

tute the finished stoge manner. This, of course, can

only be acqtiired by practice-

"A portion of the Philharmonic Society, consist-

ing of about forty members, appeared in chorus. They

sang with spirit and with scarcely a jar. A stronger

chorus woiild be an advantage next time."

MKE. ANNA BISHOP

Prima donnas were great favorites among the pioneers.

Among the great and near- great who reached the Coast, Mrae •

Anna Bishop captured the public's heart. She was accompanied

by her elderly Don Juan, the harpist Bochsa, and it is
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possible that much of her fame was duo to their notorious

relationship. The Daily Herald, reviewing her second concert

on February 11, 1854, grew surer on its critical legs:

"Notwithstanding the tempestuous character of the

weatsher, and the horrible conditions on the streets,

Musical Hall was crowded to its full capacity last

night by a brilliant audience, among whom appeared a

number of ladies . . .

"Her voice in certain passagos was evidently af-

fected by the dampness of the atmosphere, preventing

the clearness and distinction of tone of which it is

unquestionably capable. In those passages requiring

strength and volume, it gushed forth full and melodi-

ous and completely answered the high expectations of

the audience, Madame Bishop's voice is not remarkable

for its softness or clearness, but it possesses con-

siderable volume, has been well cultivatoci, and is

managed with great skill . . .

"Mr. Bochsa performed several pieces upon the

harp, from which he extracted very fair music.

"It would be well to omit the nonsense contained

in the pamphlets disposed of at the door as the key

to these concerts. It is impossible to read the. silly

anecdotes related in this key, and enter fully into

the spirit of the very fine music of the concerts."
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Stephen Massett, the first musical entertainer in San

Francisco, became a contributor to the Pioneer Magaz ine under

his pen name of James Pipes of Pipesville. In the February

1854 issue he greeted the appearance of Anna Bishop and

Bochsa with a typical combination of rustic humor and serious

evaluation:

"Now, as the great event of the month is the ar-

rival in our city of Madam Anna Bishop, and the great

harpist Bochsa (why not spell it Boxer at once), Mr.

Pipes intends devoting a 'brief space' to these dis-

tinguished artists. Imprimis: Madame Anna Bishop is

without doubt the most finished singer, and the most

perfect artiste that has yet visited California. Com-

parisons, I am aware are sometimes Ode rqua ,
but . . .

people will institute them. Some will tell you of the

delightful singing of Kate Hayes, of the strength,

flexibility, roundness, beauty, and 1-don' t -know-what

-

all of her voice. Others insist that BiskIt -- but

it's no use, I can't spell that word — katyouraunity,

I think it is — had the greatest power, and that her

sustanooto, I think they call it, was infinitely su-

perior to the 'Swan of Hearing.' Again, some will

have it that Madame Thillon is perfection . . . while

not a few think Miss Coad was equal to any emergency.

So it is; comparisons will be drawn; but we hesitate
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nothing in. saying that Madame Anna Bishop will make a

more lasting impression, and. be considered incomparably

the most artistic songstress of any who has paid these

golden shores a visit."

MUSIC CRITICISM COMES OF AGE

In the same issue of the Pioneer Magazine , San Francisco

was treated to its first protracted music criticism, a full-

length discussion of things musical in the growing city.

Since the magazine was founded for purely literary purposes,

it could devote time and space to critical analysis.

"If we are to judge by certain unmistakable signs,

the musical wants of our community are decidedly on the

increase. The legitimate is patronized, but the opera

is the thing desired. Evidences of the existence of a

taste among us for the works of the great musical mas-

ters manifested themselves upon the advent of Biscacci-

anti to San Francisco; they increased to a remarkable

degree when Kate Hayes arrived; and if the attendance

at the concerts and operas, which have been given dur-

ing the past four weeks, has not been so great as to

meet the expectations of parties interested, the cause

is not, in our opinion, to be attributed to a lack of

taste or an unwillingness among our people to patronize

music; but the reader may perhaps glean the reason from

our remarks below*
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"The musical supply during the last four weeks

has been sufficient in quality and quantity to meet

perhaps all reasonable requirements; but, if we mis-

take not, the entertainments have not been served in

a style to satisfy the taste of the public. In every

instance there has been some drawback; something want-

ing to give a perfect unity — a satisfactory fullness

to the entertainment; and the audience has always left

the hoxise with an undivided opinion on this point,

however divided their opinion might have been on

others

.

"At the Metropolitan, for instance, we have had

Madame Anna Thillon, Miss Gould, Madame Planel, Messrs.

Hudson, Leach, Laglaise, Conlon and others. Here cer-

tainly was a force sufficient in numbers and talent to

produce a series of musical entertainments, which would

have completely satisfied the demand of the public. But

never, have these artists, nor any equal number of artists

been united. Whether the fault lies with the managers

or is to be looked for in that jealousy which always in-

fluences musical artists to a greater or less degree, we

know not. We presume it would cost but a trifle more to

produce the opera entire by means of all these artists,

than it does i;o produce it mangled and abridged of its

fair proportions « Engagements should be made, if possible,
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for longer periods, and under such terms as will enable

the manager to assign just such roles to each artiste

as it pleaseth him.

"As affairs are now, Madame Planel and Messrs. Lag-

laise, Conlon, etc., lie idle most of the month, with no

hope for employment. Could they not be induced to ac-

cept permanent situations at rates within the bounds of

reason? It would certainly conduce to the benefit of

their private exchequers, while at the same time it

would give satisfaction to the public, swell the trea-

sury of the theatre, and tend to lengthen the period of

their employment

.

"Thus far, in these musical entertainments, the

public have only been able to hear Madame Anna Thillon.

As a great musical celebrity, as an artiste of eminent

genius, as an actress of more than ordinary merit, and,

withal, a woman of grace and beauty, the said public

were desirous of seeing and hearing Madame Anna Thillon

once or twice. That done, they were satisfied. The

novelty was over. After that the public desired to

hear the beautiful conceptions of the great maestros

correctly rendered; and in this respect they have been

disappointed. There are many among us, who would like

very much to hear the opera of Le Domino Noir or The

Enchantress or La Fille du Regiment ; and we know that a

great many attended the Metropolitan to hear these
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operas, but they did not hear them. The^y heard Madame

Thill on sing several a rias and s cenas , and that was

all. Everything was cut out of the opera which could

possibly call off the attention of the audience from

Madame Anna Thillon. She was the opera, and there was

nothing of the work of the composer allowed to appear,

except just so much as was necessary to exhibit Madame

Thillon. The whole plot of the opera, its utility,

was destroyed by the prominence which was given to the

part of the prima donna, and the curtailment of the

accessory parts, which were by no moans intended by the

composer to be throv/n entirely into the shade.

"The orchestral portion was equally neglected.

The orchestra is deficient in numbers . We desire to

find no fault with its quality. We allude to its size.

It is too weak for the house. Mr. Loder attempts to

remedy this defect with his piano,* but this is an utter

abomination. How can he, with his fine musical taste,

end\ire it? There are very few instruments that harmo-

nize with it. Brass instruments never do. Wo instru-

ment should be used in concerted pieces which sounds

more than one note at a time. The piano is a complete

orchestra in itself. It sounds all the parts at once,

and when introduced into the orchestra, it sets itself

up in opposition to all the other instruments. If Mr.

Loder will stand in the auditory and let some one else
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play while he listens, we venture to say he will dis-

card the piano; and if he will mark the effect when the

piano is used, and compare it with that when it is not

used, he will find that it does not add to the apparent

body of sound at all; while, at the sane time, the pu-

rity of the harmony, the union and blending of the var-

ious sounds are much more perfect without it and the

effect is every way more pleasing to the ear.

"Another defect which we might notice was the want

of a good chorus. But good choruses require time and

labor for their production. Honey cannot call them

forth at short notice, and much is to be excused on

this head.

"We have expressed our dissatisfaction with the

accessories; and in these there is much, very much, to

influence one's opinion of the principal -- the prima

donna . The feeling with which one leaves the house,

whether of satisfaction or dissatisfaction, of pleasure

or weariness, goes a long way towards making up the

opinion which one entertains respecting the merits of

the leading artistt;- . If the scena is tame, for want of

the orchestral prelude — if the melody of the aria is

marred by an unmelodious accompaniment, if the solo is

murdered by a halting and bungling chorus, if, in fine,

the passion and truthfulness of the actress is lost to

us for want of that unity which the whole opera, well
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performed, would produce-, we are dissatisfied — and

there are very few who will take the trouble to dis-

cover the causes. They leave the house dissatisfied.

They tell their friends that they were dissatisfied;

and the necessary consequence is, empty benches and a

financial crisis.

"It is possible that our opinion of Madame Thillon

has been in some measure influenced by the causes men-

tioned. We recognize in her very great merit, both as

an artiste, and as an actress. But we think she pos-

sesses more merit in the latter capacity than in the

former. She is beautiful, graceful, and has a most be-

witching naivete -- a charming archness -- which en-

chants the eye. In Le Domino Noir all these charms be-

long to the character; and her personification was na-

ture itself. But in La Fille du Regiment the repre-

sentation v/as by no means satisfactory. 'Marie' is the

very reverse of Anna Thillon. In her, the vivandiere

shows through the formalities and conventionalities of

the fine lady. This is the ruling idea of the opera.

The natural, is the vivandiere ; the artificial, is the

fine lady; and nature constantly bursts the bonds of

art. But in Madame Thillon' s representation, the vi-

vandiere was unnatural and forced, while the fine lady

was perfectly natural. The character is not in her

vein.
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"As an artiste , Madame Thillon occupies a higher

rank in the musical world than we are willing to accord

her. There may have been a time, and probably was,

when her voice possessed greater power and volume than

it now does. But if so, that time is past. At present,

her voice is a soprano of very moderate register. It

is thin and weak; and it is only in occasional t our s de

force that it fills the house. We know that this is in

some measure the fault of tho house itself, which is by

no means so constructed as to be easy to sing in. But

yet, as compared with ether and inferior voices on the

same stage hers is evidently lacking in power. In the

lower register particularly, the notes lack roundness

and fullness. But her voice possesses great flexibil-

ity and is highly cultivated. Her execution is bril-

liant. The f iorituri are chaste, not too ornate and

rendered with the accuracy of a bird. This is her

great charm.

"But it is very unsatisfactory to criticise an

artiste who has been listened to under every possible

disadvantage. The omission of the recitative and the

introduction of the dialogue in its place, is of itself

sufficient to mar tho whole performance. It destroys

the unity. We not only miss the recitative itself,

(and that is a great deal), but the effect which its

omission has upon the remainder is shocking to an ear
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possessed of any delicacy at all. For a moment we lis-

ten to the harsh, monotonous tones of the dialogue, and

then, without any preparation, some one begins to sing

about the same matter. On one occasion, in the Crown

Diamonds, Madame Thillon addressed one of the charac-

ters in recitative and was answered in dialogue. It is

incongruous and absurd.' -- after listening to the dia-

logue awhile, the aria seems like an interruption; and

by the time we have heard that through, listening to

dialogue again seems like suddenly tumbling from heaven

to earth. We feel that the artiste has not done her-

self justice, and fear that our opinion does her great

injustice.

"Of the other artistes at the establishment we do

not propose to speak at any length. The roles taken by

them afforded no opportunity for any extraordinary dis-

play of merit. Miss Gould has however come more promi-

nently forward. She possesses an organ of great power,

and of great capacity for improvement. Study would add

several notes to its present good register. It is

sound, equally good in all parts of the scale -- has

evidently never been overstrained, and is of sweet,

pure tone. It lacks polish ~ it lacks art. It is a

very good natural power, which under competent masters

might be made much of . . .
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"At the Shisleal Hall, Madame Anna Bishop has given

several concerts. In one respect she has the advantage

over her competitor for public favor. The Musical Hall

is easier to sing in than the Metropolitan, and the

voice sounds better in it. But irrespective of this,

and making all due allowances for the difference in the

houses, Madamo B, has a voice of far greater power than

Madame Thillon; and as an artiste she is in every re-

spect her superior; and perhaps her friends are justi-

fied in claiming for her a rank superior to any artiste

that has visited this city. In brilliancy -- clearness

of tone -- compass and precision, she is inferior to

Biscaccianti. In sweetness and purity of tone, grace-

fulness of ornament, flexibility, and tasteful execu-

tion, she is inferior to Kate Hayes. But she is supe-

rior to either of theso artistes in other respects.

While she possesses a voice of far greater volume than

they, she excels the former in roundness and fullness

of the notes, and the melody of their tone, and she ex-

cels the latter in the accuracy of her delivery. Over

the latter, her chief superiority was in the sostenuto .

In the fiorituri, trills, roulades, etc., the flexibil-

ity of Miss Hayes r voice gives her a greater superior-

ity. This is particularly noticeable in the scena and

aria introduced by Kate Hayes in The Elixir of Love , as

written expressly for her -- and announced in Madame
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Bishop's programme as v/ritten expressly for her. In

the higher walks of the Grand Opera we cannot admit a

comparison between Madame Bishop and the other artistes

named. Neither of them could compare with her as 'Tan-

credi.' It is the highest art, that she would occupy

the highest rank. In the minor opera, the opera buffo,

she would be excelled by either of the artistes named.

But in the expression of high and lofty sentiments, em-

anating from a grand and noble character, we look for

and expect a full, powerful voice such as Madame Bishop

possesses: and we are not satisfied with any art with-

out this. It is to this that Madame Bishop should con-

fine herself; a role in which she is unapproachable,

incomparable. She should not sing these trifling bul-

lae's, any one can sing ballads. It derogates from her

high rank to be singing such songs as I Used to Know

a "Taller Gal. how can an artiste sing such songs as

that, when the echoes of her voice have scarce died a-

way, and the tones are yet lingering in our hearts, of

that noble burthen Mourir pour la Fatrie ? Leave such

trash for the ignoble vulgar. Let those sing them that

can sing naught else. But you, Madame Anna Bishop, to

whom the Creator has given a rare voice, one capable of

expressing great and noble sentiments, descend not to

palter with mirth or sentimentality. If it is neces-

sary to relieve the overstrained attention, let some
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other person sing 'the funny songs-* » But when you step

forth upon the stage, be Tancredi, Beatrice, Semiramido,

-- be something grand and noble.

"There is one error which an artist sometimes

falls into. That of mistaking noise for applause; or

rather judging of the appreciation of the audience from

the noise which is made* The really good judges of mu-

sic, the cognoscenti, the dilletanti , applaud with si-

lent attention, with breathless stillness. They are

not generally armed with heavy boots, nor do they carry

clubs instead of canes. When a pause occurs for a mo-

ment in the midst of an aria, they do not spoil the ef-

fect of it by stamping on the floor; and they do not

drown a diminuendo finale by making an uproar like bed-

lam.

"The noisy people do not represent the musical

taste of the community. Those who love music here,

good music, cultivated music, those who can appreciate

a great artiste , are the same class here that they are

elsewhere: the educated, the c\iltivated, the refined.

It is their approval or condemnation, that gives tone

to public sentiment on these subjects. It is their

sentence that makes the artiste popular or unpopular;

and it is they who night after night fill the concert

room and the opera house, and who fill the treasury,

too. The noisy class do not love music. They go to
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hear any great novelty; but their curiosity being sat-

isfied, they go no more. It is to the refined portion

of the community that the artiste must look for support

;

and she must cater to their tastes; and she must judge

their tastes by her own.

"What we have said In regard to the accessories in

speaking of Madame Thillon, may be applied with still

greater force to Madame Bishop. There is the same want

of unity, of tine, place, and circumstance, which is

necessary to fit the mind and heart to fully appreciate

the gems from the opera, or the artist who affords them.

In this respect, Kate Kayes managed a great deal better

than has Madame Bishop. By the assistance of Herr

Mengis and other artists whom she found here, she was

enabled to give so much of an opera as to preserve the

plot entire; and to bring the audience to a fit under-

standing of it, so that they could appreciate her own

performance. Madame Bishop leases us altogether to the

help of imagination or memory. We think our artistes

exhibit an unwise economy. They come a long way to

reap a harvest; they should be prepared to tarry with

us a season, and to give us something Which we should

be glad to witness again; something that would become

a habit and fashion with us; something which we should

attend as regularly as going to phurch. Then they might

make money. We are perfectly willing to patronize,
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but it must be something we can appreciate. We have

attended opera in New York, Boston, New Orleans, Paris,

London, Naples, everywhere --we are from all parts of

the world, and we know what good music is, just as well

as any community. Give us something really good, and

complete, and not fragmentary, disjointed and incom-

plete, and we will support it with a liberal hand,

"It would be unpardonable to leave the subject

without noticing Bochsa; 'the father of the harp, ' he

says. In spite of all this humbug in the programmes,

and the librettos, we listened with great satisfaction

to the 'double back action' harp. The old man has not

perhaps the same certainty of touch and accuracy which

he possessed in the vigor of his prime, or the fire of

his youth. But his hand has not lost its cunning. He

still has power to hold the heart entranced:

'With the wizard notes that ring,
From the peaceful minstrel's string'

and we believe he is still without a rival in the world.

"But we must hasten to a close. Since the appear-

ance of Madame Thillon in the Crown Diamonds and the

Daughter of the Regiment as announced in our last, the.

Black Domino and the Enchantress have been brought out

at the Metropolitan, in the style alluded to above.

The Enchantress was performed three nights to full

houses.
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"Madame Bishop's first concert was given on the

7th of February, at Musical Hall. It was followed by

five others, the last of the series having taken place

on the 21st inst. The houses were only moderate. It

is rumored that Madame Bishop has entered into an en-

gagement with Messrs. Baker and Thoman, and will appear

soon at the American

.

"We understand that it is the intention of the

management of the Metropolitan to produce La Sormambula

with English words; Mr. Beutler, of the late Pacific

Musical Troupe, assuming the tenor part in place of Mr.

Hudson."

THE FATHER OF THE HARP

In the same issue of the Pioneer Magazine, Bochsa re-

ceived fuller attentions

"Have you seen Bochsa? Isn't he the most inimita-

ble old fellow in the world? David! why he was a fool

to him. We could think of nothing as the old fellow

discoursed so exquisitely on the harp last Tuesday

evening -- the notes trickling forth, each as distinct,

an* all as rapid as the pattering of hail — we could

think of nothing as the funny old man sat there fond-

ling his instrument, putting his ear to it, giving an

astonished look to the audience, and then listening

with face slightly upturned and with mouth open just
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wide enough for five flies to bu?.z in together, hut

hale old silver-heeded Winter, rising up out of his

snows and chills, and frozen silence, and for a half

hour's amusement loosing his little rivulets, beckon-

ing them down and around him from the hill tops, shak-

ing the glittering branches, toying with the wrinkled

old yellow leaves, and chasing them as they fall, and

then calling forth a hundred birds to chirrup and flut-

ter about his icicled locks ; now they troop round and

round his head, trilling out a thousand liquid notes --

now he stretches out his arms towards them in bewilder-

ment _-.nd they fly in among his spread fingers -- now he

tries to catch two or three of them, and laughs at his

ill success -- now they all pipe out one loud, quick

note, and the old fellow starts and looks wonder-

stricken in the succeeding silence — now they begin

chirping once more -- first one, and then another, and

then a dozen -- until all their merry little throats

are at it again; while the old fellow^s face first set-

tles back into blandness, then looks pleased, until fi-

nally, as he tries in vain to catch those which came

nearest to him, he laughs again and shakes his sides

for very glee. Now they all sweep round in a large

circle, and fly off and hide away into a grove behind

him -- not a little songster of them all to be seen;

then, as he hears chem no longer he starts up, looks
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round, eyes and mouth open, until by-and-by, having

waited long enough, they appear once more and flutter

around him. But in a few moments the old man has had

enough of the sport, and, with a wild sweep of both

hands and a final dash or two, dismisses them and re-

tires ."

A MASTERPIECE OF SATIRIC CRITICISM

In the early fifties, John Phoenix walked the streets of

San Francisco, playing upon the foibles of the town and pass-

ing up no opportunity to make a pun. John Phoenix, Esq. —

known in his soberer moments as George H. Derby of the United

States Topographical Engineers — contributed sporadic bur-

lesques to the local papers r In 1854 he was transferred to

San Diego to construct a dam across the San Diego River. In

that sleepy adobe village his main contact with the world was

through the bi-monthly sailing vessel from San Francisco which

brought him the current newspapers. It was the July, 1854

issue of the Pioneer Magazine which was instrumental in draw-

ing from him one of his finest parodies. Not a musician in

his own right, Derby saw with the satirist's eye the non-

sense which so frequently gets into even the best efforts to

describe emotional things. The article which stirred his

satiric impulses was devoted to a performance of David's Le

Desert, a composition for orchestra and chorus:
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"LE DESERT . ODE SYMPHONIE PAR FELICISN DAVID :

This magnificent work was produced at Musical Hall on

Wednesday evening, June twenty-first, to a crowded and

fashionable house, by a very full orchestra, and a cho-

rus composed of all the members of the 'Turn-Gesang-

Verein,' and choice members of the Saengerbund and

Philharmonic Society. The solos were rendered by Mr.

J. B. Eeutlerj the recitations most admirably given by

S. W. Leach, while these two performers were assisted

in the principal parts by Messers, -J. Connor Smith and

Zander.

"Among the modern triumphs of music The Desert

stands preeminent as the solitary representative of a

new school. It has borrowed nothing from the past.

Its whole plan and scope are novel, and at the same

time, the magnificence of the imagery, the boldness of

the conception and the masterly manner of its execution,

compels the admiration and hearty applause of the lis-

tener -- even while he is conscious that every rule and

precedent have been set aside by the composer.

"It does not depend for its success upon the in-

terest of the plot; for it has no plot. Its theme is

lofty and sublime; and it awakens in the soul emotions

in harmony with the subject. It does not belong to the

school of the oratorio; for the whole action is in the

music. Its strains, at times, remind one of the
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descriptive music of the old masters. But here lies

the difference — a difference which Lord Kane pointed

out long before David traversed the lonely desert, and

in its vast solitude drank in the inspiration which

here finds utterance in sublime music. The old masters

attempted to imitate the sounds v/hich they describe,

and the effect was so futile as oftener to provoke a

smile rather than to elicit praise.
.
David does not im-

itate the cause, but he seeks to arouse a similar ef-

fect. By his combinations of sound he produces in the

mind of the hearer, the same emotion which would be

produced by the scene itself, which forms his subject.

"The Symphony opens in the boundless desert — the

wide, unbroken waste of sand. The muffled notes scarce

break the silence, and following each other in dull mo-

notony, usher in the immensity of the silent waste.

Gradually the sounds roll forth in a song of praise to

God:

'Of thy immensity,
Of thy eternity,
I am the living image]

'

which swells out into a quicker hymn — then de cre-

s cendo poop a poco, dies away and is lost in silence.

"Gradually the silence is broken by the rocking

tramp of the approaching caravan. As it draws near,

one hears the song of the caravan, joyous and free.

The accompaniment becomes wild and fitful -- the voices

of the travelers one by one are hushed -- the chorus
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gradually dying away; then the instrumentation swells

again with quick and rapid passages -- and bold masses

of harmony introduce the storm in the desert:

'Down, down your heads — the Simoon wind of fire
Comes like the Scourge of God] 1

The wild discords -- the frequent accidentals are full

of terror. The wailing voice of grief, the cry of de-

spair, the prayer to God for succor — are so clearly

expressed by the music, that no interpreter is required

by the most untutored listener. The storm gradually

dies away; you hear its retreating footsteps, until at

last they are lost on the distance,

"The weary travelers gradually resume their places

-- the march of the caravan is heard again, and the

song of the hardy wanderers breaks out once more as

cheerfully as ever:

'Come on, trot on J

Let us on -- sing onl

'

"PART SECOND -- NIGHT: The caravan is at rest.

In the wide horizon no single object breaks the scene

beyond the line of tents. In the unclouded sky the

moon shines majestic. Prom the lone stillness, a sin-

gle voice breathes forth a song to lovely night. Then

come the sports of the tents, the dance of the Almees,

and a song in praise of the desert life. The music

gradually dies away; sleep spreads her mantle on the

weary travelers; one only, still musing on his distant,
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dark-eyed beauty, breaks the stillness with his revery.

At last his song is hushed; he too, sinks to rest, and

night and silence reign in the desert-

"PART THREE — SUNRISE s The breath of norning

shakes the robes of night. The light beans over the

sky, till the sun, majestically, as from an ocean bed,

rises above the clear, golden line of the horizon.

The chant of the Muezzin welcomes the return of day;

'La Allah ill' Allah.
On Mohammed r a s soul ' Al 1ah !

•

"The travelers awake; they resume their places.

We hear the confused noise of the assembling caravan,

till, gradually, order is established, and the same

march is heard as before. The caravan is on its way;

and the chorus of the travelers, rich with broad masses

of harmony, showing forth their recruited strength, the

freedom of their spirits and the joyous carelessness of

those who have weathered many a storm — disturbs the

echoless silence. The caravan passes on; the sound of

its retreating steps is lost; now you hear the swell of

the chorus — the bellow of the camel; then nothing.

The solitude of the desert again breathes forth its

eternal praise of the incomprehensible , the infinite God:

'In the desert all is still; and yet oh! mystery

I

In this unbroken calm

The lone and pensive soul
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Hears sounds melodious

In effable records of everlasting silence!

Each grain of sand is vocal;

In th' undulating air the concert swells J

I feel, I feel its power!

"The great expense attending the production of

this work — the length of time that is requisite to

school the force of choristers recurred -- is 30 great

as to have precluded the production of this magnificent

creation of genius in this country,, except on one oc-

casion. The manner in which the present entrepreneur

has placed the symphony before the public deserved what

it received from one of the most refined and numerous

audiences ever assembled in California -- applause,

unanimous and hearty. There was all the force that is

necessary to give full effect to the conceptions of the

composer, and the whole presented such an array of mu-

sical talent as no other city of this size can boast.

"Properly to appreciate this work it is necessary

that the ruling idea should be borne in mind throughout.

It is the Desert itself which speaks. The piece opens

with the voice of the Desert. You stand all the time

in the middle of the Desert; you hear its eternal voice;

you hear the caravan approach; _you see it struck by the

storm; you see the mirth and the revelry of the camp,

and feel the silence of the night, and you stand there
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still in the midst of the lonely sands, while the cara-

van resumes its inarch, and moves away from the sight --

leaving the solemn and eternal song of tibie Desert echo-

ing in the chamber of your soul.

"It is only doing simple justice to say that we

have never listened to a more perfect first performance,

and we hope that it will not be withdrawn until every

person, -- man, woman and child — has heard Le Desert

at least once."

Derby read this in the newly-arrived July issue of the

Pioneer Magazine and by the return steamer sent the following

back to San Francisco in time for the August issue?

MUSICAL REVIEW EXTRAORDINARY

San Diego, July 10, 1854

"As your valuable work is not supposed to be so

entirely identified with San Francisco interests as to

be careless what takes place In other portions of this

great kentry , and as it is received and read in San

Diego with great interest (I have loaned my copy to

over four different literary gentlemen, most of whom

have read some of it), I have thought it not improbable

that a few critical notices of the musical performances

and the drama of this place might ~be acceptable to you,

and interest your readers

.
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"I have been moreover, encouraged to this task by

the perusal of your interesting musical and theatrical

critiques on San Francisco performances; as I feel con-

vinced that if you devote so much space to then you

will not allow any little feeling of rivalry between

the two great cities to prevent your noticing ours,

which, without the slightest feeling of prejudice, must

be considered as infinitely superior. I propose this

month to call your attention to . . . the production of

Tarbox's celebrated Ode Symphoni c of The Plains . . .

which I flatter myself is of rather superior order:

"The Plains . Ode Symphonie par Jabez Tarbox. —

This glorious composition was produced at the San Diego

Odeon on the 31st of June, ult,, for the first time in

this or any other country, by a very full orchestra (the

performance taking place immediately after supper) , and

a chorus composed of the entire Sauer Kraut-Verein, the

77ee Gates Association, and choice selections from the

Gyascutus and Pike -harmonic societies. The solos were

rendered by Herr Tuden Links, the recitations by Herr

Von Hyden Schnapps, both performers being assisted by

Messrs. John Smith and Joseph Erown, who held their

coats, fanned them, and furnished water during the more

over-powering passages.

"The Plains we consider the greatest musical

achievement that has been presented to an enraptured
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public. Like Waterloo among battles; Napoleon among

warriors; Niagara among falls, and Peck among senators,

this magnificent composition stands among Oratorios,

Operas, Musical Melodramas and performances of Ethio-

pian Serenaders, peerless and unrivaled. II Frap_pe

toute chose parfaitment froid . It does not depend for

its success upon its plot, its theme, its school or its

master, for it has very little if any of them, but upon

its soul* subduing, all-absorbing, high-faluting effect

upon the audience, every member of which it causes to

experience the most singular and exquisite sensations.

Its strains at times remind us of those of the old mas-

ter of the steamer McKim, who never went to sea without

being unpleasantly affected; -- a straining after ef-

fect he used to term it. Blain inhis lecture on beauty,

and Mills in his treatise on logic, (p. 31,) have al-

luded to the feeling which might be produced in human

mind by something of this transcendentally sublime de-

scription, but it has remained for M, Tarbox, in the

production of The Plains , to call this feeling forth.

"The symphonie opens upon the wide and boundless

plains in longitude 115°W. , latitude 55° 21' 03" N.

,

and about sixty miles from the west bank of Pit River.

These data are beautifully and clearly expressed by a

long (topographically) drawn note from an E flat clari-

onet. The sandy nature of the soil, sparsely dotted
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with bunches of cactus and artemisia, the extended view,

flat and unbroken to the horizon, save by the rising

smoke in the extreme verge, denoting the vicinity of a

Pi Utah village, arc represented by the bass drum. A few

notes on the piccolo call attention to a solitary ante-

lope picking up mescal beans in the foreground. The

sun, having an altitude of 56° 27', blazes down upon the

scene in indescribable majesty. Gradually the sounds

roll forth in a song of rejoicing to the God of Day;

'Of thy intensity
And great immensity
Now then we sing;
Beholding in gratitude
Thee in this latitude,
Curious thing.

'

"Which swells out into 'Hey Jim along, Jim along

Josey,' then de-oresoendo , mas o menos ,
goco go c it a,

dies away and dries up. Suddenly we hear approaching

a train from Pike County, consisting of seven families,

with forty-six wagons, each drawn by thirteen oxen;

each family consists of a man in butternut- colored

clothing driving the oxen; a wife in butternut-colored

clothing riding in the wagon, holding a butternut baby,

and seventeen butternut children running promiscuously

about the establishment; all are barefooted, dusty, and

smell unpleasantly. (All these circumstances are ex-

pressed by pretty rapid fiddling for some minutes, wind-

ing tip with a puff from the ophicleide played by an in-

toxicated Teuton with an atrocious breath -- it is
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impossible to misunderstand the description). Nov/ rises

o'er the plains, in mellifluous accents, the grand Pike

County Chorus:

'Oh we'll soon be thar
In the land of gold,
Through the forest old,
O'er the mounting cold,
With spirits bold —
Oh, we cone, we come,
And we'll soon be thar.
Gee up BollyJ whoo, up, whoo haw)

'

"The train now encamp. The unpacking of the kettles

and mess-pans, the unyoking of the oxen, and gathering

about the various camp-fires, the frizzling of the pork,

are so clearly expressed by the music that the most un-

tutored savage could readily comprehend it. Indeed, so

vivid and lifelike was the representation, that a lady

sitting near us involuntarily exclaimed aloud, at a

certain passage, 'Thar, that pork's burning I ' and it

was truly interesting to watch the gratified expression

on her face when, by a few notes of the guitar, the pan

was removed from the fire, and the blazing pork extin-

guished.

"This is followed by the beautiful aria:

•0! marm, I want a pancake!

'

Followed by that recitative:

' Shet up, or I will spank youi

'

To which succeeds a grand crescendo movement, repre-

senting the flight of the child with the pancake, the

pursuit of the mother, and the final arrest and summary
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punishment of the former, represented by the rapid and

successive strokes of the castanet. The turning in for

the night .follows;,, and the. deep and stentorious breath-

ing of the encampment is well given by the bassoon,

while the sufferings and trials of an unhappy father

with an unpleasant infant are touchingly set forth by

the Cornet a piston.

"PART SECOND. The night attack of the Pi Utahs;

the fearful cries of the demoniac Indians; the shrieks

of the females and children; the rapid and effective

fire of the rifles; the stampede of the oxen; their re-

covery and the final repulse, the Pi Utahs being routed

after a loss oi thirty-six killed mid wounded, while

the Pikes lost but one scalp (from an old fellow who

wore a wig, and lost it in the scuffle), are faithfully

given, and excite the most intense interest in the

minds of the hearers; the emotions of fear, admiration,

and delight succeeding each other, in their minds, with

almost painful rapidity* Then follows the grand chorus:

•Oh I we gin them fits,
The In 3 en Utahs

.

With our six-shooters --

We gin' em pertickuler fits.'

After which we have the charming recitative of Herr

Tuden Links, to the infant, which is really one of the

most charming gems in the performance:

'Now, dern your skin, can't you be easy?'
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Morning succeeds. The sun rises magnificently (octavo

flute) ~ breakfast is eaten — in a rapid movement on

three sharps; the oxen caught and yoked up - with a

small drum and triangle; the. watches, purses, and other

valuables of the conquered Pi Utahs are stored away

in a camp-kettle, to a small movement on the piccolo,

and the train moves on, with the grand chorus:

'We'll soon be thar

,

Gee up, Bolly! Whoohup! Whoo Haw!'

The whole concludes with the grand hymn and chorus:

'When we die we'll go to Benton
Whup! Whoo, Hawi

The greatest man that e'er land saw,

Gee!

Who this little airth was sent on,

Whup! Whoo, Haw!

To tell a "hawk from a hand-saw!"
Gee! '

"The immense expense attending the production of

this magnificent work, the length of time required to

prepare the chorus, and the incredible number of in-

struments destroyed at each rehearsal have hitherto

prevented M. Tarbox from placing it before the Ameri-

can public, and it has remained for San Diego to show

herself superior to her sister cities of the Union, in

musical taste and appreciation, and in high-souled lib-

erality, by patronizing this immortal prodigy, and en-

abling its author to bring it forth in accordance with

his wishes and its capabilities. We trust every citi-

zen of San Diego and Vallecitos will 'listen to *t ere
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it is withdrawn; and if there yet lingers in San Fran-

cisco one spark of musical fervor, or a remnant of

taste for pure harmony, we can only say that the South-

erner sails from that place once a fortnight, and that

the passage money is but forty-five dollars."

I.IUSIC AND THE MINSTRELS

As a rule the minstrels were considered beneath the dig-

nity of the professional music reviewers, but in the January,

1855 issue of the Pioneer Magazine there was the following re-

mark about a recently deceased minstrel:

"Poor Tom Briggsi How well I recollect him as he

used to enter between the first and second divisions of

the performance, with his banjo on his shoulder, and

his cheerful: ' 'good eve'nin' white folks]' He was a

dandy nigger, handsome, and the special set of his red

vest, and the exquisite trim of his lov/er outline,

helped largely towards his title as the 'Darky Apollo.'

Tom Briggs was an extraordinary person, and had he cho-

sen a less humble instrument, and subjected his taste

to the tutelage of science, he would have achieved an

elevated and refined renown. As it was, he distanced

rivalry, elevated the banjo to the rank of the guitar,

and rendered his performance not only the feature of

the concert, but a by- word of surprise. This makes him

a character worth notice. Whenever anyone played to
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ears which had once heard him, the comment invariably

was: 'Ah but you should have heard Tom BriggsP This

was fame, and Tom Briggs felt its inspiring influence,

and day by day he played more famously because of it.

Success develops genius."

OLE BULL

The Pioneer Magazine, in its brief career, continued to

uphold high standards of musical criticism and to demand of a

performer the best that advance publicity had predicted.

While other local papers were gushing over Ole Bull -- as did

all the national journals, for he was publicized only a lit-

tle less than Jenny Lind had been -- the Pioneer listened

critically and was able to inform its readers

t

"Ole Bull is now waning. We believe that he only

sleeps, or that perhaps he does not appreciate a Cali-

fornia audience. Tricks upon the violin we have wit-

nessed usque ad nauseam . They are the accomplishments

of the juggler. Does Ole Bull consider us incapable of

appreciating genius? Let him appeal to the heart of

his audience -- not to the fancy. We have heard that

he has suffered from ill health -- that he is enfeebled

by sickness — that in fact Cle Bull is not himself.

This must be the cause, for his heart was not in his

work. He played skillfully, but mechanically. The se-

lections of music too, were not judicious. Is there
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nothing new under the sun? Must we ever hear the Car-

n ival of Venice and poor Yankee Doodle --no great af-

fair at its best, and very difficult to make music of

— must our ears forever be tortured with distortions

of this miserable air? Away with these abominations --

this wretched trickery ..."

GERMAN MUSIC SOCIETY

Minority groups have done much to foster music in San

Francisco, In the pioneer era, particularly, European art-

ists contributed to the local music halls. Large colonies of

Germans and Italians, to whom music was a necessary part of

the ordinary life, demanded and supported visiting soloists

and troupes in ever increasing numbers. It was a small step

to the organization of national unions, banded together for

the purpose of creating music. The Turn Vereins and Saenger-

bunds, among the Germans, were of this nature.

During the 1855 season, the Daily Herald followed

closely the performances of the Turn Veroin concert series,

which were made up usually of stock overtures, solo pieces by

vocalists and instrumentalists, and choral works rendered

usually by one or another of the numerous singing clubs. The

critic, on August 15, 1855, made a comment which spoke vol-

umes about the concert audiences of the time:

"The assemblage last evening lost much of the en-

tirely foreign element which hitherto has characterized
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these concerts. The uneasy shuffling about the room,

impatience for the performance to commence, and worse

than all the indulging in animated and boisterous con-

versation during the performance of several of the

pieces, showed a strong admixture of our own people,

whom we are sorry to say, on this very account we re-

gret to meet with to any extent at any exhibition where

the arts are solely the amusing or interesting feature.

"When will we Americans learn that common decency

is as much outraged in a musical or theatrical assembly

by loud conversation during the performance, to which

other people are listening with their whole soul, or by

riotous and unruly stamping, whistling and other signs

of impatience before the commencement of the same, as

though they were guilty of just the same conduct in a

church, and that if we wish to maintain a national

character for gentlemanly behavior and good breeding,

we must at least learn in such assemblies to pay at all

events, some slight deference to the comfort and ease

of those by whom we are surrounded.

"

The concert of September 23, reviewed the next morning,

was typical of the average program:

'•The selection of last evening, though limited,

and rightly so, for lengthy programmes are alv/ays tire-

some, was well chosen, and the audience present, though
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scarcely as numerous as we could have wished, evidently

considered themselves well pleased. Auber's Overture

to the Lac des Fees is in the style of all the com-

poser's instrumental pieces, easy, striking to the ear,

and eminently calculated, with an audience not hyper-

critically disposed or very choice in their musical

taste, to create a favorable impression of the accuracy

and skill of the orchestra, and from the vivacious and

light mode in which the composition was dashed through

with, by the assembled force, gave decided pleasure-

"The Huguenots , by Meyerbeer, though generally ad-

mired and appreciated by all lovers of the heavy German

school, to which it unquestionably belongs, is scarcely

to our thinking, a pleasing composition. There seems

to be a failure of point and system in arrangement of

the score. Much work aevolved upon the orchestra, and

the technical difficulties of the piece are evident at

every bar of the overture, with the exception of the

brilliant movement taken from the opera when it consti-

tutes the Drinking Chorus of the first act, and which

is woven into the work, the ear fail3 to catch a single

note which is at all melodious or pleasing; nothing but

an eternal roulade of ponderous and crashing movements

on the drums, trumpets, double basses and heavy instru-

ments. The orchestra did full justice however, to all

there was to do, and under the guidance of Mr. Herold

showed accurate and complete drilling.
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"Madame Bishop in the Mad Scene from Lucia was the

embodiment of all that is noble and glorious in the

range of female vocalism, and certainly sang the diffi-

cult Rondo with as much fervor and passionate melody as

we have ever heard her display; but, then, Madame Anna

always sings well, and to particularize in what is al-

ways so completely and delightfully rendered would be

to 'paint the lily.' ih the cane ion at the conclusion

of the concert, sung in the costume of a Mexican boy,

she created a perfect furor and elicited by her bold,

jaunty appearance, and perfectly true Castillian accent

a violent burst of 'bravos, ' not only from the English

portion of her hearers, but also from quite a moderate

crowd of those present, to whom the language was in ef-

fect their mother tongue, a compliment fully and thor-

oughly de served .

"

In the review of September 25, 1855, the Herald critic

found need to criticise the use of the piano as solo instru-

ment in a large concert hall. This concert was given as a

benefit to the Ladies' United Hebrew Benevolent Society.

"A piano in a concert room is apt to prove an ex-

ceeding bore unless it is a first class instrument and

handled with a vigor and touch of a De Meyer, a Hertz

or a Thalberg. We are sorry, for our own sakes, to see

among the selections for the evening a grand concerted
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piece set for this instrument, but were still more

sorry for the performer's sake, a lady of true artis-

tic merit and very skillful and exact pianist, when we

sav; the arrangements afoot for the rendition of the

solo. The mere sound of a piano is by no means suffi-

cient for a listener; one must see the fingering, the

movements, the grace, the dexterity, the action of the

performer. A host of assistants, not one of whom ap-

peared to have the slightest idea how such matters

should be arranged last evening placed an ordinary pi-

ano-forte (with the top, which should have been com-

pletely removed, opened a few inches) in a diagonal po-

sition on the stage, hiding completely from view, keys,

fingers, performers and all. A slight twinkling, and

now and then a heavy ponderous jar of the instrument

v/as all that v/as vouchsafed the audience of Czerny's

•favorite march,' and the good-natured audience seemed

generally well pleased when the infliction v/as over.

Had the instrument been a grand action and concert pi-

ano, and the view afforded of the player and the mode in

v/hich she played, it might have been different, for

certainly the lady, Madame Waldo, has an excellent

reputation as a piano instrumentalist; but of a surety

last evening, in consequence of the absurdity of the

arrangements, the audience lost the march and she lost

the credit she otherwise should have gained."
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Toward the end of the season, the Herald critic noticed

a vast improvement in the Gerraania ensemble. The review of

October 26, 1855, reads:

"Those who were fortunate enough to be present at

the masterly entertainment given last evening for the

benefit of Mr. Herold, the accomplished leader of the

Germanians, were the recipients of a most delightful

treat. The orchestra on this occasion embraced the

flower of the profession, and was, without exception,

the best graduated and evenly constructed force we have

had the pleasure of listening to in California. To a

force of thirteen stringed instruments, consisting of

four first and five second violins, two double basses

and two violoncelli, there were added twelve brass and

reed instruments, viz: two grand clarionets, two bas-

soons, one hautboy, two French horns, two cornets and

one trombone. Kettle and bass drums, triangle, etc.,

made up the band, which, formed of twenty-six instru-

ments, were in capital drill and went through their at

once arduous and classic duties with a correctness and

vigor in the highest degree complimentary to the skill

and training of their accomplished 'Chef.'

"The opening overture was selected from Weber, and

his ever glorious Oberon , filled with lightly tripping

measures so suggestive of fairies, and of all the mazy

magic weaving that Shakespeare has thrown around the
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theme, was placed before the force for rendition. This

was done In excellent style and time, and but few, very

few of the he id more labored passages occurring

in the score were slurred in the execution.. As a whole,

for the number of instruments employed, we have rarely

or never heard it more perfectly given, even in lands

more favored numerically speaking;, and, too, where none

of the drawbacks which are necessarily the rule here

are experienced. Following the overture Gung'l's truly

delightful waltz of Wanderlieder was given by the in-

strumental force, and abounding as the comoosition does

in those excessive dashes of waving and salutary melody

under the full rendition of the orchestra, it seemed to

gather new beauties and become more intensely brilliant

in their hands* A pleasing little melody by Kuecken,

sung simply and pleasingly by Miss Van den Broeck, and

Fuerstenau's intricate and brilliant flute solo, L ' II-

lusion, performed in his usual happy and effective man-

ner, by Mr. C Koppi£z, and Mendelssohn's majestic and

thrilling Wedding March from his unfinished opera of A

Midsummer Night 's Dream was given by the orchestra."

MUSIC IN THE CHURCH

A series of interesting articles about the churches of

the city appeared in the San Francisco Bulletin during 1856.

The writer signed himself "100" because Old Hundred ("Praise

God From Whom All Blessings Flow") was his favorite hymn. A

few of his pertinent remarks are quoted:
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July 8 s "The First Presbyterian Church has a

choir of ten instead of the fashionable quartet so much

in vogue in other churches. As a consequence the whole

congregation joined in singing the old-fashioned hymns."

August 5 s "St. Mary's: A small, plain organ, ev-

idently not intended for the finished church furnished

the music . . • The singing, while good for church

music, was not as fine as we have heard at an Opera

House, though frequently closely approaching it in the

style, execution, and manner of the choristers."

October 6s "Methodist Episcopal? The church has

a large choir, and a sweet-toned melodeon . . • There

never appeared to be any rivalry between the organist

and the singers, as to which could secure the largest

share of the admiration and attention of the audience."

August lis "Negro Zion Church* The choir singing,

which was excellent even if somewhat untrained, was led

by an individual who sat behind the stove and appeared

to have no music"

CLASSIC VS. POPULAR MUSIC

Throughout the fifties, the criticisms and reviews of

musical events show a gradual tendency to find fault with the

program selections. As the town grew, the cultured stratum

of society -- that element which had been trained to know and

to appreciate so-called classical music -- dwindled in pro-

portion to the mass public As a result, concerts were
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forced to appeal to the average taste. The weekly Chronicle,

February 28, 1856, printed one of the earlier attacks on the

calibre of the program:

"The second subscription concert of the G-ernania

Concert Society took place last night in the Music Hall.

The pieces in the programme are very beautiful, but it

must be said that some ol them appeared to be considered

very tedious by the greater number of the audience. The

Adagio, Scherzo and Finale of Beethoven's Symphonic in

Q

-

minor , for instance, are portions of a very grand and

celebrated composition, yet they caused many to yawn.

"Then to add to the heaviness of the entertainment

the vocal music was given in a foreign tongue . . .

men the vexed and exhausted hearer thinks how more

agreeable would be some plain old song, in his own ver-

nacular, to all those foreign unintelligible do-re-mi

-

fas . The G-ermania Concert Society would do well to

consider this matter. The classical character of their

concerts may best delight themselves and the connois-

seur in music; yet they play music not for the few but

for the many . . . Mme . Garbato's singing did not

strike us as being particularly effective."

On November 15, 1857, Wide West criticised the Germania

Society concerts, v/hich had been a failure for the season.

The critic pointed out what he thought lay at the root of the

matter:
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"We regret to learn that the season has not proved

a profitable one for the projectors of the entertain-

ments. This result might have been anticipated at the

outset. To fill such a hall as the Pavilion, from a

small community, three times a week, was an undertaking

that could only he accomplished by establishing a very

low rate for prices of admission. Such a course would

have secured the presence of a sufficient crowd to keep

the Pavilion warm by very force of numbers, and would

thus have done away with the complaints of chilliness

so prevalent during the latter part of the series of

concerts; a condition not at all alleviated by the

staring 'Ice Cream' placards prominently displayed. The

musical portion of the entertainments has been excel-

lent, tho' perhaps it would have been more pleasing had

it comprised more 'familiar' music. The first time of

hearing a piece seldom enables one to fully appreciate

its merit . . . Novelty, however, is so uncommon an ac-

companiment of San Francisco performances, that we are

in no humor to find fault on this ground. We trust ere

long to learn that the Germania concerts have been re-

sumed under more favorable auspices."

While Wide West regretted the lack of musical apprecia-

tion on the part of the public, other journals were openly

opposed to the 'high-falutin' character of the programs.

After the concert of the Harmonic Society, the Da

i

ly Bulle -

tin , February 10, 1858, wrote:
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"Towards the close of the entertainment, the Pres-

ident of the Society, Mr. Turner, announced that, with

one exception in March next, no more public concerts

would probably be given by the association . . . The

public — which had patronized these concerts more

liberally than other series of concerts had ever been

patronized before — he appeared to think could not ap-

preciate the classical music of this society, and there-

fore, to make its concerts acceptable, that body had to

perform lower class pieces. This, hereafter, it could

not do, and hence it was better to stop giving public

concerts altogether-

"Perhaps Mr. Turner is so far right. The public

insists upon being amused, not instructed. If the so-

ciety will give concerts for a price, they cannot ex-

pect a general audience to be content for their dollar,

with dry, tedious compositions, which the members of

the society perform chiefly for the sake of musical

practice in harmony, and they should not court popular

approbation. The public never asked them to give open

concerts. It was therefore a gratuitous piece of im-

pertinence on the part of Mr. Turner to talk as he

did."

As the decade of the fifties closed, it became evi-

dent that San Francisco definitely had passed from the

stage of accepting anything in the way of entertainment.
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Journals, through their critical departments, began to set

themselves up as more than just reporters -- they had a duty

to the public which was to point out the merits or demerits

of a performance. That their standards of judgment were

purely personal never occurred to them. It was the mid-Vic-

torian era of absolute standards; and music, as all other

kinds of human thought and activity, must conform to precon-

ceived premises.

The perennial argument for opera in the English tongue

received one of its first local supports when the Daily Bul-

letin wrote on May 6, 1859?

" II Trovatore , for a first performance, was last

night a great success. Italian opera here has many

disadvantages to contend against. Generally speaking,

it is impossible to muster a chorus of female voices;

then, the chorus of male voices is German, while the

principal solo singers are Italian, French, German,

Spanish or English, as the good fortune of the time may

have It, while all are mingled together in the same

piece. Again, while the orchestra players in this city

are indeed excellent musicians they seldom perform in

' large numbers together, and from want of constant prac-

tice, cannot give that nicety and completeness of har-

monious action that distinguished the operatic orches-

tras of the great cities of Europe and the United

States. It is true, however, that we do not expect
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here that exquisite tout-ensemble of Italian opera that

marks those places, and are satisfied with a much less

approach to perfection. A very hungry man is not fas-

tidious as to the character of the victuals that sat-

isfy his appetite. So here, we have been so long with-

out dramatic music of the highest class, that we are

prepared to make every allowance for shortcomings and

rejoice in the feast as it is set before us.

"Signora Blanchi, as 'Leonora' has the great work

of the piece before her, and she performed it effec-

tively. Her voice is not the most soft and sympathetic

in the world, yet it is powerful snd skillfully managed,

and with her passionate articulation served to carry

the audience enthusiastically with her. Mme. Feret,

with a voice of less volume, is an exceedingly sweet

and pleasing singer. Her tones, clear, soft and sym-

pathetic, charm the hearer, while her acting is enti-

tled to very high praise . . . The 'Manrico 1 of Signor

Blanchi, was nothing as a piece of acting. This gen-

tleman is somewhat clumsy in his stage attitudes and

movements, and he (and the same remark may be applied

to Signora Bianchi) has little expression in his coun-

tenance; yet his singing is very fine, and always gives

much delight to his audience . . .

"With good taste, the members of the orchestra

paid some attention to their costumes, as all had on
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white vests except one old grim Frenchman, He might

have dispensed with his dingy waistcoat altogether, and

a reasonable clean shirt would have been a substitute.

"We may add, that the costumes, scenery and stage

appointments generally, were of a magnificent descrip-

tion , | , an improvement would be effected by dispen-

sing with the cow -be 11 used to signal the orchestra

into their plaoes, preparatory to calling up the

curtain ..."

The Daily Bulletin was able to announce the fulfillment

of its wish for English opera on October 4, 1859; but un-

fortunately the production was not good enough to prove the

point:

"Mozart's famous opera Le Nozzo di Figaro, 'done

in English,' as given last night by the New Orleans

troupe, failed to excite the musical sensibilities of

the audianoe, Neither the music nor the story of the

piece is of the popular 'sensation' order; while the

rendition, by indifferent singers at best, was careless

and confused, without taste or expression. Those di-

vine melodies, the theme of every true musician's

praise, could only be perceived at times in the orches-

tra, soaroely once on the stage, It ie an outrage on

the memory of Mozart for this Durand troupe to pretend

to give opera like the Marriage of Figaro , that demands
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musical talent of the highest order for even its toler-

able rendition. To lessen still more enthusiasm in the

audience last night, the evening was cold, the house

poorly attended, and there was tedious and unusual de-

lay between the acts. Some pleasing acting of the

characters, however, persuaded visitors to sit out the

piece ."

As a final gesture to the fifties, the pally Bulletin

turned its critical guns on one of the giants of the early

days -- Madame Biscacciar.tjL. The unsatisfactory character of

her concert may have been due to the changing tone of public

appreciation., though no doubt, in part, it was due to the

failing ability of the singer herself. In the issue of No-

vember 9, 1859, the critic wrote:

"Madame Biscaccianti ' s second concert, which took

place last evening in Musical Kali, was attended by a

numerous, though not a crowded audience. The various

pieces given by the different singers and instrumental

players were received with much favor and almost all

of them were encored. In acknowledgement of calls for

repetition by an exacting audience not quite satisfied

with what was contained in the brief programme, Lime.

Biscaccianti sang very prettily what some people sup-

posed to be Sweet Home and The Last Rose of Summer ;

but the musical graces thrown around these simple and
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beautiful melodies were so many and Intricate that most

of the audience seemed to consider them as disguised

plagiarisms of our national music by some unknown Ital-

ian composer. Mme. Biscaccianti has a sweet voice, and

it has evidently been carefully cultivated; but it has

no great power and lacks sympathetic quality."

The new decade opened with another attack on songs in

foreign languages, The Daily Bulletin, August 7, 1860, wrote

of a "Monster Concert" under the direction of Herold;

"As for the concert last night, there was one great

blunder in the programme. Pieces wort, sung in Latin,

Italian, German end French, but not one word in English.

If the popular heart is to be deeply moved it can best

pnd often only be -one by music rendered in our vernac-

ular tongue. There seems to be a great deal of affec-

tation, in two of the singers at least, who are Ameri-

can born, deserting their native language, on most oc-

casions to warble in Latin or Italian. All these for-

eign tongues are 'caviar to the general multitude,

*

and not being appreciated, the melodies they convey are

little cared for.

"The Ah J fors ' e_ lui and the Sempre libera degg'io

given by Mrs. States lost all sentimental interest in

the ears of the audience. Given on the operatic stage

as a portion of La Traviata they would have had a
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dramatic value even to those who had only a general

knowledge of the plot of the piece, but who know not

the precise meaning of every word.

"As it is, Mrs. states has a very powerful metal-

lic voice, but indeed the same music would be better by

a good player on the cornet-a-piston. With the feeling

that plain words and simple thoughts add to the music,

it would be very different. We mention this case only

in illustration of the general principle we are con-

tending for that in concerts intended to be popular,

something should be sung that the audience can really

understand. Mrs- States has a fine swelling voice,

which only lacks a little mellowness, and some taste,

to be really grand.

"It is unnecessary to particularize the singing of

Mme . Biscaccianti and toe. P^ret. They are both gen-

eral favorites, and their characteristics as vocalists

are well known. A piece called 'The Soldiers' Chorus'

was finely delivered by the German Harmonie . The title

is English, but we presume the words are German -- at

all events they might as well have beftn, for not one

word (except perhaps a certain clack, clack) could be

distinguished."

HANDEL AND HAYDN SOCIETY

In 1862, a Handol and Haydn Society was formed in Sen

Francisco, modelled on that in Europe; and for a number of
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years many ambitious choral works were undertaken by this

group. The Alta California , March 31, 1882, reviewed their

initial performance of Haydn's Creation :

"THE ORATORIO: We had purposed to notice at length

the performance of the Handel and Haydn Society, on

Saturday night last, but on mature reflection, have con-

cluded not to do so, more particularly as a critique on

the initial effort of a new and somewhat difficult to

manage organization, would be ungenerous. The Society,

however, has broken the ice, and what defects were no-

ticeable to our ear, we have no doubt were apparent to

those having its future prosperity in charge.

"A large chorus, unless well trained, is as bad to

manage as a band of wild horses, and no music can be

expected to please the ear, even of those unlettered,

if the vocal and instrumental portions do not harmon-

ize. We do not know the gentleman who undertook the

part, but he signally failed at tines in the discharge

of his duty*

"Some reform is needed in this department, and a

little strictness will not come amiss if the Society

desires to rear itself into an equal musical repute as

its namesakes abroad. Still, a beginning must be made,

and viewing it wholly as an amateur affair, we con-

gratulate the ladies and gentlemen who participated in

the effort to present Haydn's oratorio of the Creation ,
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for the first time on the Pacific. Before it should be

repeated, however, a large amount of arduous labor will

be requisite, to make one to say that the work received

full justice, for the days of Jenny Lind, and the times

when an organ was deemed requisite, are still fresh in

the memory of mmy."

A Mrs. Gleason sang well, according to the News Letter

of March 8, 1862, and her accompanist, Madame Waldow Cohen,

was pleasing enough for the critic to make comparisons:

"The next feature of the Concert was the re-appear-

ance of Madame Waldow Cohen who played one of Thalberg's

compositions with great success. Surely it is quite a

pleasure to see an elegantly dressed lady setting /sicj

at the piano, and playing with ease, grace, and bril-

liancy, as to watch the long-backed, bearded, sallow-

faced •afrtcw&rd squads ' who have exhibited themselves so

often at the various concerts, aid who punch and thump

their instruments as though they were striving to tame

and gain the mastery over some mighty monster -- deter-

mined by maltreatment of the roughest description to

subdue it. It does not augur much for the taste of the

community when such gentry are permitted to crowd the

ladies out — especially when such performers as the

above-named lady are in the city."
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ANITA BISHOP RETURNS

After ten years Anna Bishop reappeared in San Francisco

and learned, as have many of her successors, that an artist

whom the city has once taken to its heart is never forgotten.

The Town Crier , October 7, 1865, commented*

"The welcome given Anna Bishop, last Wednesday, on

the occasion of her reappearance after an absence of

nearly ten years, was an ovation. Before the concert

commenced, every seat in the Academy of Music ./as fil-

led, and many ladies were obliged to content themselves

with places in the parquet. The storm of applause that

shook the walls on the appearance of the fair canta-

trice, appeared to affect her deeply, and her opening

notes of the Casta Diva bore evidence of the emotion

that swelled her bosom. The artiste, however, soon

triumphed over the woman, and never was the chef

d'oeuvre of Bellini more correctly interpreted than on

that evening. To our ears, Madame Bishop has lost noth-

ing, and her duet with Mr. Lascelles, called Sunset ,

oomposed by Stephen Mas sett, was the gem of the evening?

so sweetly and chastely rendered was it, that it struck

upon the senses like the refinement of song.

"The lady has evidently recovered from her last se-

vere indisposition, and, in consequence, sang with that

sweetness, pathos, and brilliancy for which her youthful

performances were always remarkable. Indeed, her
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rendering of one or two morceaux in particular was so

beautifully truthful and earnest, and was withal so in-

genuous, as to cause the audience to almost forget the

fact that so many years had elapsed since they last

heard her. The well-merited burst of applause must

have assured the world-renowned cantatrice of the high

regard entertained for her by Californians.

"

Another artist who had won his way into local favor was

Roncovieri, the opera singer, whose family is still active

in San Francisco public affairs. The Alta California , Octo-

ber 27, 1866, reviewed a benefit concert given for him. (The

"benefit" was a custom prevalent in the nineteenth century.

Various artists would band together and give their services

for one evening, the total proceeds of the show going to the

personal use of a chosen artist. This was a common method of

filling out the frequently poor seasons which every performer

was forced to face at one time or another.) The Alta Cali-

fornia wrote:

"Last evening Lions. Roncovieri, a most deserving

artist, took his benefit. The house was not full. Hi6

expenses were light, however -- the artists of the late

Bianchi troupe all volunteering, with the exception of

Brambiila. This smacks slightly of 'petit inoffensif

Fossati' affair of last year. Luckily, however, a most

amiable and estimable person took the soprano role in
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so good a manner as not to cause any regret for the

nonappearance of the favored soprano. Mons . Ronco-

vieri, we hear, has sung on two occasions for Miss

Brambilla for nothing, and was entitled to a recom-

pense. Pe-^hpps, he did not ask for it.

"The opera II Trovatore was cut most dreadfully.

The first act was done well, the trio between Miss Emma

Howson, Bianchi, and Mancusi winning great applause.

The first scene in the second act was splendid, Mme.

Bianchi, showing her most intense dramatic action in

that scene, and fairly creating a furore of applause,

interrupting her frequently in the midst of her impas-

sioned declaration. The beautiful aria 'II Balen' was

unceremoniously omitted by Mr. Mancusi* The public

paid for that air, as well as the others, and ought to

know why it was not given. Mr. Mancusi must learn a

little of the English language and of satire, and not

imagine that we are all asinine- see our favorable no-

tice of his performance at the Academy of Music, on

Thursday evening -- that part in particular praising

his singing in the Puritani duet.

"We have listened with some amount of impatience.

at the buffooneries and gags Introduced into Crispmo .

In an opera buffa, one wants to laugh; in a tragic

opera it is rude and insulting to have an artist turn

around to the audience and grin at some persons, and
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turn to the members of the chorus and call them jack-

asses in a tone loud enough to be heard on the back

seats of the parquette. N

"Some respect is usually paid when singing with a

new prima donna. All efforts and subterfuge tending to

turn the services of Miss Howson to bad account failed

most signally. Miss Howson 3ang most admirably; and

with a few years of experience, and hearing some of the

best models, which she could not hear in the colonies,

she will be second to none, for her voice is beautiful,

fresh and spontaneous. Bianchi was better than ever

before — her voice fresh and clear as a bell."

AN ANECDOTE

San Francisco is that strange phenomenon, a city which

organized pioneer societies while it was still being founded.

The city's first decade had hardly ended before groups banded

together to collect and preserve information about the "old

days," So rapidly did the population change that ©very year

witnessed fewer and fewer of the "original" founders. The

Daily Dramatic Chronicle for May 25, 1867, reprinted the fol-

lowing from an Eastern paper with the air of telling some-

thing about the city's dim past:

"The following anecdote of Herz, the pianist, ap-

pears in an Eastern paper. We have changed things a

little since the date of this story, but our present
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population doesn't pay as liberally for its music as

the miners.

"'When Herz, the celebrated pianist, was in Cali-

fornia, he announced a concert in one of the new cities,

and was obliged to send to San Francisco for a property

very necessary to the entertainment — viz: a piano.

At the hour announced for the concert, the tickets were

all sold, the house was crowded, the artist was at his

post, and everything was in readiness — except the pi-

ano. In consequence of an inexplicable delay, the in-

strument had not arrived. Herz looked at his rough and

bearded auditory in a very agreeable trepidation. What

if the gold digging dilettanti should take it into their

head to give him a taste of revolver or bowie-knife —
by way of filling up the time.

"'Heavy drops of perspiration stood on the pian-

ist's brow, and he began to wish himself in China, in

Kamschatka — anywhere but in California. The miners

saw his alarm and kindly comforted him: "Never mind the

cussed piano" said two or three of them soothingly, "we

don't car^forit; we came to see you. Make us a speech."

Herz, with restored serenity, did the best he could.

"'The spoken entertainment seemed to please the

audience, and everybody, except the artist, seemed to

forget about the piano, when its arrival was announced.

A number of strong men carried the instrument into the
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hall and placed it on the platform. It was a three-

cornered or 'grand' piano, and Herz promising to aston-

ish these simple and easily satisfied inhabitants of

the Pacific Coast, seated himself on an empty whiskey

keg, instead of the more civilized stool, and ran his

fingers over the keyboard.

"'31umi bluml splashl splash! not a sound did the

piano utter, save that of keys striking in the water.

The Californians who had brought the 'box' from San

Francisco, finding it very heavy, had floated it to

town and upon dragging it out upon the levee, had neg-

lected to pour the water from the interior. '

"

HUMOR IN REVIEWS

Occasional touches of humor crop up in the early re-

views, usually at the expense of one of the performers. The

Dally Dramatic Chronicl e, August 17, 1867, practiced the fol-

lowing high-handed irony on one conductor:

"We would like to be informed what Herr Schmidt,

the leader of the Opera House orchestra, means by play-

ing the same overture for ten years three times each

night. Has he a wicked and sinister motive In doing

so? Does he wish to ruin the instruments of the members

of the orchestra by compelling them to play the very

same notes continually? It looks very strange to us,

and unless he soon changes his tune, we hope there will
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be an official investigation of fche: matter."

The same Journal hurried to inform its public of the

following "shocking accident" which befell a local favorite

during a grand opera performance:

"During the performance of the opera Crispino ,

last Wednesday night, at the Academy, a most shocking

accident occurred to Signor Mancusi, who was singing

the oart of the. merry cobbler. In the scene where the

good fairy . . . gives him the bags of money, he falls

down on his face before her to show his thankfulness.

But alas; as he did so on this occasion a whir-rip-rip-

ing sound was heard by the stilled auditors., who, un-

able to account for the strange noise, looked in blank

astonishment at each other. The noise seemed to have

affected the good fairy, too, who immediately commenced

acting very singularly. She seemed to be wanting to

swallow her handkerchief, shaking her sides and then

finally turned her back to the audience.

"The grateful cobbler rose from his prostr-^ed do-

sition unconscious of what had happened; but he was not

long left in ignorance. He had ruined his pants. The

seat of them was badly fractured. They had unfortu-

nately been too tight and the strain uion them was too

much for them and the spectators too.
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"The poor cobbler finished the gesticulations of

this trying scene with but one hand, the other being

on duty elsewhere. There were many hard-hearted per-

sons present who did not sympathize with the miserable

buffo, but seemed to enjoy the contre temps hugely."

SUMMARY OF OPERA SEASON

The type of opera season current in San Francisco in

1867 is indicated by the following review. The critic, writ-

ing in the Daily Dramatic Chroni cle, August 31, 1867, was un-

able to refrain from expressing his disapproval of at least

one member of the troupe:

"A review of the two seasons of opera given at the

Academy of Music under the joint management of Mr. Tib-

betts and Signor Mllleri, commencing May 9th, and end-

ing August 28th, shows a total, including benefits, and

matinees, of forty-three performances, sixteen of which

were given during the first season, ending June 1st, and

twenty-seven during the second, commencing July 10th.

Two operas entirely new in San Francisco were produced

during the second season. lone, which was given five

times and L'Africalne six times. The other thirty-two

performances consisted of II Trovatore , five times; Un

Ballo In Maschera , four; Nojrma, three; Ernani , throe.? La

Favorita, three; Lucia dl Lammermoor, three times; Lu-

crezia Borgia , twice; La Traviata, twice; Poliuto ,
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twice; Crispino e_ la Comara , twice; and Don Pas quale ,

Faust , and II Barbiere di Siviglia , once each. Of the

composers, (setting aside Meyerbeer and Petrella) Verdi

has of course been the favorite, his works having occu-

pied fcurteen nights; Donizetti, eleven; Bellini, three;

the Brothers Ricci, two; and Gounod and Rossini, »ne

each.

"The labors of the management, conductor, Orches-

tra, chorus and artists, in the rapid production *f

these operas, have been absolutely immense, but have,

with one exception, been earnestly undertaken and cred-

itably fulfilled. Signor Mancusi, the baritone, has

appeared thirty-eight times, having sustained a part in

every opera except Norma and Lucrezia . Signorina Bram-

billa has appeared thirty-*seven times; Signor Limberti,

thirty-six; Signer Milleri, thirty-two; and Mme # Stella

Bonheur, thirty-one. Signorina Bellini appeared six

times; Signor Bianchi, four; Signor Mcrley, three times;

and Signor Bellini, once. M. Roncovieri, M. Charles,

Mrs. Hall, Mme. Y^okers, M, Noedblom, M. Hennecart, and

ethers, have done their duty faithfully in subordinate

characters, who go far to make up the general effect of

a performance.

"Of the principal artists, we have nearly always

had reason to speak in high praise, and we need net en-

large upon their respective merits at this time. There
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is one duty, however, which we owe to ourselves and to

the public but have delayed until the close of the sea-

son for the sake of the management. If the whole truth

had been told about the demerits of Signor Limberti,

the opera would have terminated in disaster three months

ago, to the great pecuniary disadvantage of both manager

and artists.

"We therefore intended to take an opportunity after

the close of the season to express our deliberate opin-

ion of Signor Limberti when that opinion would injure

no one else. His unexpected departure has in some sort

tied our hands, and we have now merely to say that we

consider him, both as a man and an artist a thorough

disgrace to his profession.

"There may be in some part of the world a country

where a brilliant natural voice, and a good style of

recitative are all the qualifications that a 'first

tenor' requires; where he is permitted to be grossly

ignorant of music which he has sung a hundred times;

where he may express, by one unmeaning smile every va-

riety of emotion, where he may, after receiving his pay

in advance up to the end of a season do all in his

power to embarrass the management; and may drive sharp

bargains with his brother artists when it is too late

for them to secure the services of any one else, where

in short, he may not be either an artist, a gentleman,
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or a man of honor. In such a country Signor Limberti

will achieve a brilliant success, and to some such

country, we trust he has gone. He has our benediction."

THE PRESS SUED

On one occasion, the local press expressed its critical

attitude too freely toward a visiting artist; on that occa-

sion the paper was sued. The man in question, one Farini,

had entertained the journalists in his rooms before his ap-

pearance, hoping thereby to win the critics in his favor.

The Daily Dramatic Chronicle, April 18, 1868, explained his

procedure:

"Enlisting the services of a disreputable hanger-

on of newspapers and professional people a number of

the musical critics were bored into waiting upon this

'Farini' at his rooms, where they were plied with cham-

pagne and cigars ad libitum. As for the musical abil-

ity of the self-styled 'Artist, ' on this occasion, we

can say that the critics were thoroughly disgusted and

unhesitatingly pronounced 'Farini' to be an impostor

and musical adventurer."

The review of Farini' s concert brought the Chronicle into

court, but a wise judge dismissed the case. The review ap-

peared in the issue of April 17, 1838:
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"The person calling himself Signor Antonio Farini,

had his first concert (and in all probability his last,

so far as the city is concerned) at Piatt's Hall last

night, to an audience which could hardly have paid the

mere expenses . . . Now that this fellow has actually

been listened to and judged, by a small but representa-

tive portion of our musical public, it is no longer of

the slightest consequence whether he is an Italian named

Antonio Farini, or a native of Poland named Myers; nor

do we even care whether he graduated from the piano of

a lager-beer saloon in New York, since it is quite evi-

dent that a saloon is the only place in which his per-

sonal appearance and manners and his limited musical

culture would allow him to shine. We have pianists and

others in our San Francisco saloons who would no more

play the piano like 'Signor Farini' than they would act

and talk like him.

"His performance last night has abundantly proved

that his presence in San Francisco is quite unnecessary,

kid that he Jaad better return to the city of his adop-

tion, where laurel wreaths, jo-ld watches, and services

of plate reward his efforts, and where the best brands

of champagne and cigars have mor^ influence over music

critics than they do here.

"Farini was encored after each of his pieces, more

in derxaion bhan in admiration; and his Last hose of
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Summer was followed by a volley of bouquets from the

front seat on the floor of the hall. The bubble has

burst, and 'Sighor Antonio Farini ' stands today before

the San Francisco musical public for just what he is

worth. Charlatanism does not thrive here, unless com-

bined, as it was by Gottschalk and Heller, with real

artistic merit and gentlemanly manners

.

. • "It is a disgraceful fact that the program used

exclusively at the concert of Farini, at Piatt's Hall

last night, contained a number of quack advertisements

-»f the most disgusting character -- advertisements re-

lating to the treatment of loathsome diseases, the very

names of which are revolting. To place such a publica-

tion in the hands of the ladies who attend concerts is

a wanton insult to our citizens. It is an outrage

which ought net to be permitted, and no place of amuse-

ment which tolerates it Is worthy of the patronage of

respectable people."

MADAME PARFPA-RCSA

In 1868, Madame Parepa-Rosa — a cigar- smoking, shrewd,

money-loving singer -- honored San Francisco with her Italian

Opera Company. The Daily Dramatic Chronicle , June 29, 1838,

reviewed the first appearance of her season, which numbered

more than fifty nights of opera i
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1 On Saturday evening last, at Piatt's Hall, took

place the great musical event of the season -- the

first appearance on this coast of the celebrated prima

donna, Madam Euphrosyne Pareoa-Rosa, whose fame in

Euro; i.-. .and America has been established by a series of

and whose visit to California, therefore,

may Justly be taken not only as an evidence 03" great

enterpuse. but as a hi ch com-oliment to the musical

taste of Dur public on the part of Madame Parepa-Rosa

herself, who is, we believe, jointly interested in the

pecuniary success of the undertaking. The extremely

cordial reception which she met with on Saturday eve-

ning and the enthusiastic applause which followed each

song; must have shown her that her confidence in the

taste and good will of the San Francisco public had not-

been misplaced, and thai her prominence as an artiste,-

long ago conceded elsewhere, was fully recognized and

i h re. But the audience, although, large,

fashionable, and enthusiastic, was by no means crowded,

pe being a number of vacant seats not only on the

main floor but in the gallery — m f&et the hall was

but Little more than half full; and w.e think the man-

agement ir.ust already be convinced that the price, of ad-

mission to these concerts, though certainly net out of

proportion to their merit, is nevertheless so high as

to be beyond the means or inclination of the greet; body

of even our music-loving people.
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"Our community is a small one, and is not re-in-

forced to any extent, as those in the Eastern cities

are, by suburban residents and passing travelers. Mere

curiosity to see and hear the distinguished cantatrice,

therefore, will be satisfied after one or two concerts;

and the audience during thf rest of her visit here will

consist almost entirely of those who enjoy the music

itself, i 1^ the high artistic interpretation given to it

by Madame Parepa-Rosa, and the other members of the

troupe.

"Whether these lovers of high art are numerous

enough to fill Piatt's Hall at present prices, it is a

question for the management to decide; and the ultimate

success of the enterprise will depend very much upon

their prompt arid graceful action. The programme for

Saturday evening was admirably selected and arranged,

giving to Mrdame Parepa-Rosa a cavatina, a ballad, and

a part in a duet, and to each of the other artistes two

pieces which may be presumed to afford a fair opportu-

nity for the display of his special powers

•

"The concert was opened by George W. Colby, in

Leopold de Meyer's piano solo on themes from La Grande

Duchesse , which he played with quiet ease and force on

the Steinway Grand* .
Signer Mancusi, always a favorite,

sang in thoroughly artistic style the 'Bella Sicc^me un

Angelc ' from Don Pasquale . The English tencr,
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Brookhouse Bowler, in Balfe's well known, 'Come Into

the Garden, Maude,' displayed a light voice of very

pleasant quality, well managed except whan occasion-

ally forced away from the pitch by too much effort.

His phrasing and delivery are good, and his manner

though decidedly English and perhaps a little affected,

is on the whole quite prepossessing.

"Next appeared the great artiste, Madame Parepa-

Rosa herself in the familiar cavatina from Ernani . She

was welcomed most heartily, the applause lasting for

several minutes .

"The opening recitative was given with fine artis-

tic emphasis of which even those few bars sufficed to

display the purity and power; but its wonderful compass

and flexibility and the perfection of Madame Rosa's in-

tonation even in the most rapid passages, were fully

displayed in the 'Ernani involami, ' and especially in

the closing cadenza, of which she took the first eight

notes with the full voice, repeating them sotto voce,

and varying the termination of the cadenza so as to

make a brilliant flight into the upper regions of

melody, lightly but fairly touching the high E flat --

an achievement which brought down the house.

"Her rendering of the 'Tutto Sprezzo, ' was marked

by still greater rapidity and firmness and served to

introduce a splendid shake, although she omitted the
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final one, substituting a simple termination of her own.

The applause which followed the cavatina, would not he

hushed until Madame Parepa-Rosa complied by singing a

light and graceful French song, the title of which, we

telieve is 'Voulez vcus aller. f Signor Pietrc Ferrante,

the tuffc of the troupe, made a very favorable impres-

sion in the famous 'Largo al factotum, ' which he sang

with great gusto. He is young, food locking, full of

life and vivacity, arid has a fair though not remarkable

voice, good style, and extremely rapid and distinct ar-

ticulation .

"The final part was concluded by the appearance of

Carl Rosa, the celebrated violinist whose fresh ard

youthful face and manner would hardly lead one to expect

the maturity and breadth of style displayed in his in-

terpretation of Artol's fine fantasia on the Russian

National Hyim . His tone is full and sweet, especially

the low notes in the double stops; his execution is not

so keen or rapid as that of Paul Julien, but mere con-

scientious and his arpeggio passages are given with

more composure and distinctness than we have observed

in any other oerformer on this coast. He responded zo

a jersistent encore with a simple arrangement of the

beautiful, 'D'xin nenriero, ' from La Sonnambula .

"Mr. Bowler opened the second nart with Wallace's

'Let Me Like a Soldier Fall, ' from Maritana and gave
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'Then You'll Remember Me,' for an encore, displaying in

both songs the same pleasing qualifications already no-

ticed.

"Signer Mancusi, upon his second appearance, was

received with a very hearty round of applause, which

indicated, no doubt, that the public had lost none of

their admiration for an eld favorite after hearing the

new comers. He sang Donizetti's barcarole, 'G-irami de

Calais, ' and responded to an encore with a pretty Ital-

ian song which we remember hearing him sing at a con-

cert some months ago.

"Signor Ferranti found full scope for his dramatic

talent and vicacity in Fioravanti's serio-comic song,

'Fe:/imine, feminine,' and was followed by Mmo# Parepa-Rosa

in the beautiful 'Nightingale's Trill,' composed ex-

pressly for her by W. Cary and introducing several

shakes and echo passages which were given with exqui-

site delicacy and precision. She was equally happy in

her rendering of 'Coming Through the Rye, • given for an

encore. M. Carl Rosa played 'Auld Robin Gray' with

great expression and followed it with Hauser's 'Caprice

Fantastique, ' a bewitching trifle in harmonics which he

was compelled to repeat.

"The concert ended with the lively duet from the

last act of L' Elisere d'Amore, sung with great expres-

sion by Madame Rosa and Signor Ferranti. Mme. Rosa was
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not only applauded at every opportunity during the even-

ing with great enthusiasm, but was profusely showered

with bouquets, and she and the other artistes were com-

pelled to appear repeatedly in acknowledgement of the

admiration of the audience."

THE. CRITICAL CALIFORNIANS

In its earliest days, San Francisco had gained the repu

tation of being overly critical in matters musical and thea

trlcal. There is little doubt but that this is to be attrJ

buted to the fact that the city from its earliest days hs

had the opportunity of hearing practically every artist <

any merit in the civilized world. From even the smalles

backwash villages of Europe, performers came to Californ:

hoping that they too could line their pockets with some i

the fabulous wealth which was rumored to be so plentiful

The concert room. itself was Bl Dorado's school in criticia

But the disgruntled attitude of second-rate performe:

did much to make traveling companies suspicious of appear!

in San Francisco. Because they did not fare well they to

everyone that the Coast was too critical. In the January 1

1869, issue of the Alta California appeared an editorial whi

aimed to justify the city's stand, though recognizing th

much which passed for criticism was only provincialism out

bounds

:

"The average Californian is nothing if not criti-

cal. Possibly our independent habits of thought and
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local self-conceit havo something to do with inducing

this peculiarity, but it is certain that no people in

the world are more exacting and captious than those

whose noble mission it is to set the universe right from

the Californian standpoint ... In California every

penny-a-liner believes himself a born critic and en-

lightens the general public through the columns of city

and country press with delicious audacity. The number

of persons in San Francisco who do not consider them-

selves equal to the task of criticizing one of Ros-

sini's operas is few indeed.

"Among the musical critics there is but one vari-

ety which denies the glorious privilege of tearing a-

sunder singers and musicians to all except themselves.

There is liberality among all musical critics except

with those who are themselves performers. To play pas-

sably well on the oboe permits one to sit in .judgment

on the violin-playing of Olo Bull; and to speak intelli-

gently of Parepa's singing is allowed only to one who

sings al3o, even ever so execrably. These exacting pop-

sons annihilate an unprofessional opinion with ' Pray,

sir, do you play the kettle-drum, or can you read the

score of Dinorah?' This sort of ruling would debar us

from the enjoyment of a good painting, or the criticism

of a bad one, unless we were versed in all the mysteries

of ' scrumbling, ' 'impasting' and 'glazing.'
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"Still these people are not so -unreasonable as a

more numerous class with whom everything is considered

comparatively* With these last, there is no music since

they heard some great and wonderful artist.

"It happens that Jenny Lind, Patti, Grisi and other

world famous singers do not visit San Francisco. There-

fore, we have no music worth listening to. 'Alas I ' weep

these knowing ones. 'This is not Sontag' (who said it

was?) -- 'But La Grange never sang that aria in such

wretched fashion.' There is a homely proverb in New

England, to the effect that if one cannot get butter,

one must make salt nork do instead. But because these

comparative critics cannot hear Brlgnoli and Mario in

San Francisco, they refuse to be comforted by the notes

of less famous singers, lie are not firm in the belief

that they would know the difference between Timberlake

and Limberti, if they heard them after all. But the

mean element in this sort of criticism is, that they

insist upon hearing at a low cost in San Francisco such

a performance as in New York, London and Paris. To

bring these artists to San Francisco would entail a sum

which no Califomia manager could afford. The founda-

tion of all artistic criticism in California is person-

ality. This is due to the provincialism of our people,

and the undercurrent of thoughtless meanness which per-

vades this little Pedlington of the Pacific in which we
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live. Everybody knows everybody's business and such a

thing as anonymity among literary men, or an imperson-

ality of the press, are utterly unknown.

"Whenever an individual, or an association of in-

dividuals, receive a rebuke from the press, there is in-

stantly a threatening roar 'Who writes this?' No at-

tempt is made to answer arguments or deny statements,

but the instinctive recoil is upon the writer, not upon

the journal, nor upon the facts . . . The widely ram-

ifying personal influences which destroy independence

of thought and make impartial criticism well-nigh impos-

sible here, will give way to more liberal ideas and

greater nobility of purpose when metropolitan habits

and manners release us from our present isolated pro-

vincialism."
->

THE BRIGNOLI CONCERT

When Brignoli finally arrived on the Coast he was already

failing artist. The magazine Figaro, December 2, 1869, re-

iewed one of his concerts:

"Signor Brignoli, whose voice was better in hand

than previously, succeeded only in convincing us that

he does not know how to make the most of the fragmen-

tary ruin still left him. His F, G, and A flat are

still passable, but forced from the throat with a jerky

spasmodic effort. They are rather painful to listen to.
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The piano would still be somewhat enjoyable if properly

handled; but it is not — neither musically not artis-

tically — and there is the end of it. Signor Susini

was again the broad, artistic singer we so gladly wel-

comed on Monday night; and, we may say, is the only

finished artist of the company. Miss Henne can hardly

yet be called a finished singer; though she gives evi-

dence of careful study, and seems to have the material

for a genuine artist when she shall have attained her

growth . . .

"Miss McCullough is unfortunate in her selections,

and very unfortunate in transposing the aria from Son-

nambula to the key of A flat minor, where it is next to

impossible to get an orchestral accompaniment in perfect

tune 'within a mile' . . . more than one lady amateur

in the audience who could have, and has sung it much

better, at that.

"Signor Ciccone, who was not nervous, played his

own (very poorly made) fantasia on Lucrezia very nicely

as far as tone and cantabile passages and cadenzas are

concerned. He has a lovely piano and a fine crescendo.

"Signor Petrilli improves on acquaintance, and his

modesty of manner is refreshing in a company of great

reputation and with very little merit,"
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OLE BULL RETURNS

The critical reception of this performer, after many

years' absence, was as eulogistic as ever. The Daily Evening

Bulletin , February 12, 1870, wrote:

"Ole Bull's concert at Piatt's Hall last evening

was a brilliant triumph* The audience was large, fash-

ionable and eminently appreciative, comprising more

than the usual proportion of those who love music for

music* s sake, with a goodly representation of the

wealth and fashion of the city. The great artist was

warmly greeted on his appearance en the stage -- a com-

pliment which he gracefully acknowledged. He is some-

what changed since he was hern sixteen years ago. His

hair is a little frosted| his form a little less erect,

his step a little less elastic than then. But his eye

has lost none of its bright yet kindly lustre, and his

right hand has lost none of its cunning. He possesses

the same marvelous strength yet delicacy of touch —

the same control of his instrument, the same faculty of

throwing his whole soul into the passion of the music

After hearing other accemplished violinists, wo are more

than ever impressed with Ole Bull's greatness. He stands

alone. As he follows no models, so he has no imitators

. . . The £reat Norwegian nevermore strongly impressed

us with his power than last evening. His first perform-

ance — Concerto in _A major — was a grand triumph of
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Instrumentation — strong, massive, brilliant, abounding

in exquisite harmonies and tender bits of melody. It

aroused the audience to enthusiasm, and at once placed

the performer on the footing of a favorite. His next

effort — The Mother's Prayer — was equally remarkable

for its strength and purity of style and depth of feel-

ing and equally well received -- so well, indeed, that

the audience finally coaxed him into responding to an

encore, which he did in Home Sweet Home with variations.

"His last piece, the Carnival of Venice , was skil-

fully executed and warmly received, and being recalled,

he gave a medley of light airs, which pleased the aver-

age listener quite sis much as the more heavy and diffi-

cult pieces. Miss Hattie Safford sang two or three so-

los and one concerted piece. She is pleasing in face

and manner, and her voice, a soprano, possesses much

sweetness and purity, and she uses it with fine effect,

especially in quick movements. She was twice encored,

both times responded, arid made a very favorable impres-

sion on the audience. Mr. MacDonald, a tenor of consid-

erable merit, sang a romanza from Martha and barcarole

from The Pair Enchantress , and was also in the conclud-

ing piece (duet from Linda ). He reminds us of Brook-

house Bowler, but his manner is more prepossessing, and

his voice of a finer quality. Mr. Hoffman, who presided

at the piano, showed himself master of the instrument,

and came in for a fair share of the honors of the even-

ing."
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MUSIC FESTIVAL

The early seventies were years of speculative frenzy and

false prosperity for San Francisco, when financial wizard

William C Ralston and his Bank of California ring held sway

over the city's social and economic life. For the first half

of the decade, until the crash of the bank and Ralston'

s

death, San Francisco wore the look of a boom town. In musi-

cal events the boom- town spirit was evident, The year 1870

opened with a mammoth musical festival which the Alta Cali-

fornia reviewed on February 2_-> 1870, the second day of the

event

:

"The program yesterday . • . was mere classical in

character than hitherto • • • The symphony and violin

concerto showed that the audience contained a large per-

centage of the musical knowledge capable of appreciating

the higher works of art.

"The overture to Ali Baba . . . was handled with

consummate skill * . . Nearly every one of these two

hundred performers (most of whom are German), is a vet-

eran, and very many are soloists of recognized skill*

"Mozart's grand chorus from the Twelfth Mass fol-

lowed, sung by 1,200 voices. This was succeeded by

G-ade's Symphony in C_, performed by 150 instrumental-

ists, The audience recognizing the excellence of the

composition received it with general favor, but its

merits could in reality be fully appreciated only by
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those whom Ion ,5 practice and musical culture had famil-

iarized with severely classical music.

"The great assemblage seemed rather disposed to

reserve its enthusiasm for the grand national patriotic

and more popular productions. 'Sleeper, Awake,' «from

St . Paul and the prayer from Moses in Egypt was given

by the entire choral force with thrilling effect. There

were a few palpable instances where the tenors gave out

false notes . • . Herold, the most exacting of leaders,

seemed to be imbued with the spirit of the music . . •

"It would be to no purpose here to attempt to elab-

orate criticism of their monster choruses. The techni-

cal hair-splitting which critics often parade as indi-

cations of musical discrimination . • . sink into in-

significance when applied to the harmonies which can no

more be analyzed or dissected under the ordinary rules,

than a mountain can be tunnelled with a pruning knife

...
"And now, for the first appearance, since the fes-

tival's commencement, of Camilla Urso, the director. A

street was cleared among the army of cellos, violins,

violas, double basses, brass instruments, drums, etc.,

and the lady was led upon the spacious stage by R. R.

Swain, Esq., president of the Mercantile Library. Her

appearance was the signal for an ovation such as any

artiste in the world might have been proud of.
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"After the ovation, Camilla Urso took up her cele-

brated violin, the old one, made in 1780, and the sil-

very tones of the instrument came forth at the bidding

of its mistress. The theme was a Grand Concerto by

Beethoven and to say that it was handled in a thoroughly

artistic manner, that its intricacies, its harmonies

. . . were interpreted with exquisiteness of finish and

touch and excellent skill that left nothing to be de-

sired, would be but inadequate praise.

"The concert was not resumed with a most thrilling

rendition of the celebrated chorus from the Creation,

'The Heavens are Telling.' This grand and imposing per-

formance was given by the entire strength of singers and

instrumentalists, artillery from the outside of the

building, and the big drum beating of which the enthusi-

astic Mr. Schmidt has reduced to a science. The quick-

ness, precision and earnestness of purpose which this

performer exhibits, is really one of the 'sights' of

the festival, and undoubtedly has great influence as an

example in inspiring others with zeal and emulation.

"The famous overture to Der Freischutz was next

on the program. Its strange, weird harmonies were

never more efficiently given . . . Then came the 'Anvil

Chorus' from II Trovatore, In which anvils, artillery,

mammoth drums, drum corps, 1,200 singers and 200 Instru-

mentalists were engaged. The national anthem, inter-

spersed with cannon, closed the program , . .
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"Scenes and incidents outside pavilion: The crowd

outside the pavilion was fully as large as on the first

day of the festival. As early as twelve o'clock all

the choice spots for 'gazers 1 were occupied

owing to the fact that there was no probability of rain.

.

"In several instances teams ran against each other,

drivers swore with a degree of looseness that was really

shocking, and horses, becoming excited under the lash of

the whip and tongue, plunged and reared in a frightful

manner. Pickpockets did a heavy day's work.

"Boys threw mud, with the unnecessary explanation

'what goes up must come down,' ran against everybody

and over children being dragged around by their mothers,

pelted organ grinders with mud done up in paper, stole

apples from peddlers, kicked and pelted every dog that

came in sight . . . The firing of the artillery was the

only portion of the festival that could be enjoyed by

outsiders. After the premature explosion of one of the

guns, the crowd kept at a respectful distance."

A. PIANO VIRTUOSO

One of the brilliant pianists of the period, ^Ernst von

Hartmann, had settled in San Francisco in the early sixties.

The Alta California noticed one of his concerts in the Novem-

ber 28, 1870, issue

:



"Hartnmn is an artist of the first rank, who might,

without discredit to himself, vie with ihegreat pianists

of Europe . . . The. performance comnenced with a sonata

by Beethoven -- Op. 10 in P. Beethoven is to most

hearers a sealed book, but were we often to hear his

sonatas interpreted by the gentleman, we could not but

learn to love and revere that grandest of old masters.

But the gems of the program were the Pclenaise , Op . 53

of Chopin, and Liszt's Rigoletto Paraphrase ; both of

the modern school of music. The immense difficulty of

these compositions rendered more remarkable the perfect

ease with which they were played.

"It is a relief to get away from the usual pro-

grams presented to the community, in which figure mor-

ceaux such as The Carniva l of Venice , The Mocking Bird ,

etc. -- which share with the phoenix the property of

perpetual resurrection."

A CORNET VIRTUOSO

Virtuosi on even the minor instruments received due

praise in the early press. The Alta California , July 26,

1872, recorded that a Mr. Levy — who gained an international

reputation on his chosen instrument -- lived up to his repu-

tation:

"The success of the eminent cornet player, Mr.

Levy, increases every time he plays . . • He is by far
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the best that we have heard since Koenig, to which in

some respects he is superior. His notes are by turns

rapid, soft, strong, sweet, ringing and tender, now

dulcet as a flute, and again sonorous as a bugjs, and

all accomplished with almost incomprehensible ease. To

know how remarkable and charming a player Mr. Levy is,

he must be heard, not read of."

A MUSICAL raEMOMSNCN

In any age the unusual performer is apt to command more

attention and adulation than the intrinsic merit of his per-

formance may warrant. In the seventies there was the case

of the Negro musician, Blind Tom, who had mastered the pianc

and a phenomenal repertory of pieces entirely by ear. The

Bulletin. April 15, 1873, fulsomely described one of his per-

formances:

"The history of this celebrity is too familiar to

the general reader to require any extended notice of

his strange life. It is sufficient to say that he is

of pure Negro blood, twenty-four years of age; that his

parents were common field hands on a plantation; that

he has been blind since birth ... He has from infancy

had a passion for musical sounds, and a nice sense of

the slightest difference in sounds, as to pitch, qual-

ity, and volume. In the enjoyment of this sense he

seems to have lived, to the sacrifice, in a
.

great
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measure, of other faculties. Yet his memory is keenly

alive, not only to musio, but as to events, dates,

names, etc. "lie is said to be able to play any one of

over five thousand pieces without a moment's hesitation.

Of late years he has been instructed in the technicali-

ties of music, which lie learns without difficulty . . ,

Of the performance last evening, it was simply wonder-

ful, and to most, if not all the audience, incomprehen-

sible . . . After an awkward bow, he turns his face up

to the gaa lights and gives the people an exhibition of

grimaces cf a hind not often witnessed . . . The first

number on the program was a portion of Beethoven's

lloonlight Sonata. He struck the piano with much force

and brought out sounds which jarred unpleasantly on the

ear. This piece seemed to be chosen to display Tom's

extraordinary powers of execution rather than to please

with sweet sounds. At its conclusion Tom sprang up and

clapped his hands as enthusiastically as any of his aud-

itors. He then stood rubbing one hand on the other, un-

til tne attendant announced the next piece,

"The program embraced a great variety cf pieces,

including passages \7hich required exquisite delicacy cf

touch on the part of the pianist and silence from the

audience.

"One of the strangest performances of the evening

was the rendering of three pieces at once, giving the
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Fisher's_ Hornpipe vrith the right hand, Yankee Doodle

with the left, and singing Tramp ,
Tramp at the same

time. By request he repeated the three pieces, play-

ing one in the key of A, one in C and singing in the

Key of G.

"Professor Evans then played a difficult piece,

and Tom immediately played it after him, but so much

faster, that its effect was somewhat lost on the aud-

ience. Mr. Evans ran his fingers over the keys, and

Tom named each note that had been struck.

"During the evening Tom sang several songs in a

harsh grating voice, yet with precision ... The clos-

ing piece, however, was the best of the evening, being

descriptive of the battle of Mannas sas £$$£$• First,

the distant sound of the drums and fife of the Confed-

erate army, playing The Girl I Left Behind Me, gradu-

ally increasing in volume until the arrival on the

field of battle; then the departure of the Federal army

from Washington to the tune of Pixie ,
its arrival, the

preparation for the fray, the engagement, with booming

cannon, blasts of trumpets and rattle of small arms;

closing with the arrival of a train of reinforcements,

and the final confusion and disorder of the retreat."

FIRST PEFORKANCS OF THE MAGIC FLUTE

In 1874, the heyday of the Ralston "ring, » San Francis,

witnessed its first production of Mozart's Magic Flut
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Sherman and Hyde'j! Musical Review, May 1S74, wrote of the

performance

:

"Mozart's Ma^ic Flute was produced for the first

time in San Francisco on April 12, 1874, at Piatt's Hall,

by a number of amateurs, to enable Prof. Muller-Fabbri

to bring before the public some of his pupils, and the

least that can be said of the entire performance is

that it was creditable to all concerned . . .

"It is exceedingly difficult to properly notice a

performance of this kind, it being quite unfair to com-

pare each performer with some operatic artist of world-

wide reputation, and yet at the same time only just,

that proper credit be given for any talent shown on the

part of any of those concerned and print the particular

and glaring faults of which even amateurs can be guilty.

"We think that if an amateur is cast for a part

concerning which, if he had common sense, he knows his

inability to fill, and yet consents to take it, it is

not fair to others who really perform their parts meri-

toriously, that he should be praised equally with them.

"Mrs. Babcox, who was the Queen of the Night, is

the possessor of a light soprano voice, of very high

compass ... One of the principal features in the op-

era are the solos for the queen reaching F altissimo
,

which note Mrs. Babcox possesses. We hardly think that

it is fair to compare her on that account with such
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artists as Murska, Leutner, and others. However, her

portions of the opera were well sung . . .

"Miss Ivy Wandesforde as » Paulina' was excellent

. . Should Miss Wandesforde persevere in her musical

studies, we are confident that she will some day make

quite a reputation for herself. We hope she will not

think she has already arrived at perfection, as it re-

quires long and unwearied attention to study to acquire

anything more than ordinary . . .

"Mr. Cornelius Makin, as 'Sarasotro' acquitted him-

self with honor, the more so as his voice is not suited

for the part, As much cannot be said of Messrs. Masten

and Cohen, who were entirely out of their spheres as

far as singing was concerned. Mr. Masten' s voice is

quite weak and uneven, and as it requires a good actor

to make anything of the part, he almost failed in every

particular. Of Mr. Cohen, the least said, the better.

Mr. Adler, as 'Monostatos, ' was very good. His compan-

ions' constant predictions of his entire failure in the

part were the probable incentives to determined effort

• • •

"In regard to the orchestra, we cannot say anything

in praise. The overture was
1 omitted. The musicians en-

gaged and paid for the ourpose, were not only negligent,

but seemed, from their actions , determined that the whole

thing should be a failure. We cannot find words suffi-

cient to condemn such action on the part of those
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immediately concerned, and we sincerely hope that the

like v;ill never occur again. If it was their intention

so to neglect their duty, they should not have engaged

themselves for the performance. As it was, the leader

bears the blame ..."

HANDEL'S SAMSON

Another rarely presented work, Handel's oratorio Samson
,

was presented by the Handel and Haydn Society with Madame

Bishop. Sherman and Hyde's Musical He-view. June, 1974, wrote

critically of the production:

"The Handel and Haydn Society, assisted by Madame

Anna Bishop and a large orchestra under the iiree+'ion

of Mr. Evans, produced the oratorio of Samson on the

4th inst. . .

"The overture by the orchestra v/as very well ren-

dered, when ^he fact is taken into consideration of

there having been but a single rehearsal for the entire

oratorio.

"Madame Anna Bishop as Telilah, ' v/as in her ele-

ment . . . The cadenza with trumpet obbligato was beau-

tifully sung, and was executed in Madame Bishop's best

stylo. Of the trumpet . . . while v/e cannot say any-

thing in praise, still we are not altogether inclined

to censure, several causes being combined to prevent a

good performance. In the first place, being exceedingly
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difficult to play, it requires great practice, which is

not generally devoted to it on account of the rare use

of the instrument. The distance of the singer from the

performer made it almost impossible for him to follow

closely in order to make the movements together . . .

Taking these palliations into account, we feel as if

certain adverse remarks should not have been made . . .

"Mrs. Marriner, our leading soprano . . . showed

not only superior vocalization, but also well directed

attention and study. As 'Samson,' Mr. S. D. Mayer did

himself full justice ... The choruses, taken alto-

gether, were well sung, and received much applause. The

orchestra, notwithstanding the lack of rehearsal, should

not have made many of the errors committed by them. In

the accompaniment to the solos, we have always been

under the impression that the violoncello is used,

whereas the double bass took the part, for what reason

we know not

.

"The 'Dead March' was very appropriately named as

far as its performance was concerned, as we think it a-

bout the worst performance we have ever had the misfor-

tune to hear, and certainly entitled the flutes and

oboes to be 'carried out' for decant burial . . .

THE CRITICS CRITICISED

By the middle seventies; San Francisco was beginning to

produce a school of critics whose basic study in the field of
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music entitled them to comment. In the October 50, 1875,

issue of the San Francisco News Letter , the critic made a pas-

sing remark about his fellow critics whose musical commenta-

ries were more notable for their striving for literary effect

than for the musical knowledge displayed therein.

"Writing musical notices is the bete noir of our

would-be critics. Here is a striking climax from one

of a bushel: *The solemn tones of the passes lighten

the effect until the movement becomes almost funereal in

its impresslveness. ' When the overture so completely

turned the critic's brain, it is not surprising to find

the following sentence of the 'gem' of the opera: 'It

was sung throughout with melodic effects that almost

brought the audience to their feet. 1

"If we may judge the quality of the singing, by

the style of the critic, the melodic effects would

doubtless bring any audience to their feet, and drive

them to some place secure from such discordant jargon."
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PART II

CRITICISM AS BELLES-LETTRES

Following the California Bank fiasco in 1875, San Fran-

cisco slowly recovered its economic prosperity. In the

eighties and nineties, as the city took on a metropolitan

tone, musical and theatrical events became a necessary part

of the social life. Theatres flourished. Artists in ever-

increasing numbers made San Francisco one of their stops in

continental tours. Out of San Francisco came many individu-

als who have left their mark on the artistic history of the

United States: David Belasco, David Warfield, Isadora Duncan,

Blanche Bates, Edgar Stillman Kelley, Jack London, Ambrose

Bierce, George Sterling, Sir Henry Heyman, Oscar Weil, and

hosts of others of wide though more transient fame.

Music criticism, as would be expected, improved in cal-

ibre as better qualified persons undertook the task. During

this period several individuals set a standard which has not

been surpassed. Bierce did much for literature; Oscar Weil,

for music. It became increasingly difficult for the hack jour-

nalist, with no technical knowledge, to ramble on effusively
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about his impressions of the performances. The public, too,

was gaining a fundamental knowledge of music, in large part

because of the many competent teachers who established them-

selves in San Francisco. The public no longer accepted the

critic's opinion as final nor even necessarily valid; the

critic had to be better than the average, or at least as good,

to go unscathed for his utterances. in this period, too, the

critic still retained that liberty of thought which gave jour-

nalism of the era its vitality.

TWO PRIMA DONNAS AND A VIOLINIST

As examples of the freedom of criticism more or less

common in the seventies and eighties, two critiques from the

News Letter are representative. The issue of May 20, 1876,

contained the following:

"Madame Leonowa gave her first concert at Piatt's

Hall before a small but peculiarly noisy audience.

Lecnowa may have possessed a 'full and pure contralto'

at some period anterior to the present decade: at the

present moment, with the exception of a few notes in

her lower register, she can scarcely be said to pos-

sess a voice at all. Of course, she may be an Imper-

ial cantatrice ... as her advertisement styles her,

but since we had the misfortune to hear her murder

Robert, tci que J'aime and Schubert's Wanderer, we have

lost all faith in Russian recommendations. Of late
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San Francisco has been rather unfortunate in the way

of worn-out stars, and we think it time that charlatans

of either musical or dramatic profession should find

out that it requires more than puffs and plenteous

advertising to become favorites with our discerning

public."

Of a grand opera performance, the same journal wrote in

its issue of July 1, 1876:

"The advisability of M. Strakosch's enterprise

is to be questioned, when we find him foisting on the

public as a prima donna a young lady whose pretensions

to opera singing are so crude as to be scarcely com-

mendable even to an amateur . . . M'lle Belocca has a

sweet young voice, capable of the highest cultivation;

and should, at the present moment, be undergoing a

course of study calculated to teach her how to use it

. . . Added to this, her acting is of ludicrously crude

character, consisting of a strutting gait and forced

gesture when in motion, and a statue-like attitude

when in repose ... If other young ladies of wealthy

parentage followed her example, the stage would be

crowded with a band of amateurs . As for Mr. Strakosch,

his position is a false one. Hitherto he has been

considered an improvisatore of the highest merit, and

a man of considerable enterprise. How far he will be
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successful in his new role of tutor remains to be

seen

On the other hand, the News Let ter, December 16, 1876,

wrote of Camilla Urso's last solo appearance:

"Of Madame Urso's merits as a violinist it is al-

most unnecessary to speak. This accomplished artist

enjoys a deserved popularity as a prima donna of the

violin equal to that of Patti as a queen of song, and

the appreciation with which her performances were re-

ceived only added to her long list of triumphs. Madame

Urso, with Auguste Sauret at the piano, played the

Violin Concerto of Mendelssohn with exquisite taste and

pathos

.

"Both in this and in the execution of the Legend

by Wieniawski, which she gave in response to a raptur-

ous demand for a repetition, Madame Urso displayed her

perfect power of instrumentation and her thorough ap-

preciation of the meaning of the great masters. Bee-

thoven's long and intricate Sonata for Violin and. Piano

in F. Op. 2±, is a musical pearl of great price, and

was finely rendered by the talented lady and M.

Sauret

.

"We then heard The Last Rose of Summer ,
played with

infinite grace and beauty of expression. The intense
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hush with which this gem was listened to, denoted

that the sweet strains found their way to the inner

heart of the audience, and after the last note had

30unded some seconds elapsed before they found breath

to express the admiration which they felt."

HANDEL'S MESSIAH

The Handel and Haydn Society continued its worthy pio-

neer work into the seventies. Sherman and Hyde '_g Musical Re-

view, January, 1877, wrote of their performance of the Mes siah :

"We took our seats early on the evening of the

27th inst., fueling sure that the dimensions of Piatt's

Hall would not accommodate the desire cf the puV.lic

to hear one of the greatest musical compositions ever

written, Handel's Messiah.

"In this we were disappointed in not seeing more

than half the room occupied, although located in a city

of 200,000 inhabitants. The confusion and difficulty

of the singers and musicians in taking their seats,

lost to us nearly thirty minutes of precious time.

"The introduction showed the want of more prac-

tice, as did the entire performance, which was coldly

and stiffly rendered, making it extremely hard work

for Mr. Theodore Habelman to sing the great tenor solo,

'Comfort Ye My People' which he can sing, under more

favorable circumstances, much better than he did.
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Considering the support given, the choruses were fair-

ly done. The Hallelujah Chorus was exceptionally

fine . . .

"Mr. John P. Morgan's keen, sensitive nerves,

are so susceptible of pain or pleasure, that his baton

and gesture sometimes lead the different parts into

confusion and irregular time. This occurring in a

fugue movement produces a very disturbing chaos of

harmony. Let those who would find fault, just take

his baton, with the same musical material, and do bet-

ter if they can. Nothing is more important in a di-

rector than calmness, and an easy, graceful sway of

the baton, which will train each performer to count

and measure their own time , rather than to feel so un-

certain as to correct themselves at every measure by

sighting the baton which may in turn, perhaps, be try-

ing to correct itself. It requires much tact to cover

up a mistake, and correct it without disturbing the

performance.

"Miss Clara Beutler sang 'Come Unto Him' with a

purity and evenness of tone 3eldom equalled anywhere.

To do this she sacrificed every consonant, and it was

impossible to understand a word in the solo. To our

surprise she sang 'I Know That My Redeemer Liveth,

'

in another style entirely, pronouncing every word

with unerring certainty. Indeed, this was the gem of

the evening • .
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"We can also say that Mrs. Trehane, having the

most difficult part to perform, afforded us much

pleasure in her conscientious method and care, but the

orchestra failed to support her properly, and to he

heard, she was obliged to carry her chest tones above

that register, where they became somewhat rough; this

was not her fault, however.

"Mr. Fred Borneman has lost nothing of his power

and grandeur since he has been with us. He doubtless

has been schooled in a different style of music, al-

though he got over the difficulties of his part quite

well. His method of pronounciation has many enemies;

dropping the jaw while holding a vowel, gives too many

shades to the tone, and gives also what to some is ob-

jectionable, namely, the jaw tone, as critics call it.

If his vowels were shaded better he would have few

rivals on this coast . . . The self-sacrificing efforts

of Mr Morgan and the Handel and Hayden /slc7 Society

together, merit, and should have, all the patronage

that the city can give them."

The general season of oratorio during 1877 proved on the

whole successful. In the July 2, 1877, issue of the San

Francisc o Daily Examiner the following review of the season

appeared:
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"The .oratorio performances recently given at the

Grand Opera House were so successful as to justify

their repetition. With an excellent chorus, who showed

in their precision and the discrimination of light and

shade, signs of intelligence and good training, the

performance wad fine; yet measured by the standard of

the oratorio itself, it was by no means of a nature to

satisfy cultured musical taste.

"The great effects of oratorio, however fine the

solo-writing, must be produced by the choruses . . .

To render these adequately demands not only thorough

drill, but large numbers. This necessity is particu-

larly evident in soft passages of music. Unless there

be immense volume in the pianissimo expression, it

will have lost its most characteristic quality. Let

us find an example in nature, whom the musician as

well as other artists, may trust as the wisest teacher.

No one has failed to remark the power of music in the

low rustling of the forest leaves, or the soft wash

of the ocean waves, both countless in number. The

effect, aside from mere poetic suggestion, comes from

enormous volume in the sound, united with exquisite

softness. Fetis, a great conductor and still more

eminent critio, suggests something of a similar nature

in his remarks on the orchestra. For a grand orchestra

he prescribes at least eighty string instruments,
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chiefly en account of the soft passages, which are: writ-

ten mostly for the string-group, and in which the lead-

ing composers have embodied their most subtle thoughts.

"A thorough music system engrafted on the public

schools would Id more to encourage musical art among us

than all the other pretentious and elaborate schemes

combined . , . Oratorio would soon be redeemed from the

slough of despond, in which it is now staggering, and

the great masterpieces might be given with the sublimity

of choral effects distinguishing the festivals in Eng-

land. Their influence on the opera would be no less

marked by such a perennial supply of young -send enthu-

siastic musicians. Perfection of ensemble in the produc-

tion of opera would go far towards satisfying the music-

loving public for the absence of very great prima-don-

nas. The lovers .and patrons of music have for years

been tired of the same hackneyed faces and voices in

operatic choruses, for the simple reason that none others

were tc be had. A supply of young, fresh singers would

act like magic in stimulating public interest."

THE ORGAN. IN CHURCH

Sherman and Hyde' s Musical Review , September, 1877, fea-

tured an article by W. K. Wheeler on church musio, Wheeler's

comments on the methods of the church organist are well within

the field of music criticism:
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"The liberty taken by many organists in extempore

playing, if criticized properly, would expose many ec-

centricities, to say the least, that may n.ot please a

majority of those who assume to preside at this, the

King of Instruments.

"I recollect hearing a voluntary being played after

the following description: the organist entered five

minutes late, sat down, drew the pedal check, placing

his foot on double C pedal (32 foot pipe), he deliber-

ately held it down while taking off his gloves, and

drawing out a full organ, added staccato style, a full

chord in C minor; abruptly taking off his hands, he

struck the dominant in C, doubling the sevenths, andthen

gave A flat major, holding it double FF until he thought

out a theme in C major. Now came a light air, that re-

minded me of Mother Goose's melodies. A common diffi-

culty to an organist now repeated itself -- how to reach

a satisfactory finale . . . Finally he hit on a happy

thought, and gave one staccato chord and then paused

fully twenty seconds, to give final note. The minister's

impatience had been severely taxed, and, thinking the

end had been given by the organist, began the opening

prayer, 'Our Father which art in' -- when down came the

full organ on the following word and buried all senti-

ment of prayer in the preacher and congregation for the

rest of the service.
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"If the organist has any extravagant ideas to

express, or any lengthy Interludes to render, let him

reserve them for the end of the service, when he need

only offend the Janitor by the lengthy themes and

cadenzas.

"

CHANGING STANDARDS OF CRITICISM

The News Letter , February 2 and 9, 1878, started a seri-

ous campaign against unprofessional critics of music. The

two reviews contained the following pertinent paragraphs:

"This week we desire to notice another wretched

impediment to the success of olassical music In San

Francisco, The theatrical critics of the daily papers

are also the music critics, and, almost without excep-

tion, they are as ignorant of the great works they

criticize as a hod-carrier is of chemistry. It is not

the fault of these gentlemen that they have to write

notices of Kellogg, Di Murska, Anna Mehlig, or the

orchestral concerts now being given — it is their mis-

fortune. But long use has rendered them indifferent

to the undertaking, and they write 'a hole' through

the orchestration of Haydn or Beethoven Just as glibly

as they criticise a low comedian or a poor ballet

dancer. Until the daily papers employ competent mu-

sical critics, it is idle to expect competent musical

criticism. We do not pretend that Mr. Herold's or-

chestra is perfect. Its members play too much dance
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music for a living to be able to devote the necessary

time to Mozart, Schumann and Liszt. When, however, the

San Francisco public wakes up to the knowledge of the

huge importance of hearing the works of the great mas-

ters then it will be time to analyze the existing de-

fects of the only good orchestra we have in our midst.

"In spite of wet and stormy weather, the concert

last Wednesday at Metropolitan Temple was the best

attended of the series > so far* The public has read

our opinion of their negligence in this respect for

the last two weeks, and like a good public, probably

resolved to amend ... By the by, if some of the

critics — no, not critics, but the gentlemen who write

about music — would attend the Herold Tuesday re-

hearsals, they would be less ignorant than they are,

if possible, in their criticisms — that is, in their

notices of classical music. As dramatic critics they

an perhaps beyond criticism. But knowing Shakespeare

by heart does not qualify them to write about music,

and it is to be regretted that a duty is thrust upon

them which they are obliged, though incompetent, to

perform.

"

That the newspaper journalists were not unaware of this

attack on their jack-of-all-work necessity is shown by the

passing reference in a criticism of Herold' s orchestral mati-

nees, printed in the San Francisco Call , January 19, 1879:
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"The fashionable character of the audience shows

that our best people appreciate the entertainment. So

far as the performance is concerned it has but few de-

fects . . . Sometimes' the complaint may with justice be

made that the fortissimo passages are rendered with more

noise than power by the basses asserting themselves un-

duly; but the average ear is hardly delicate enough to

be wounded thereby and feels disposed to leave the ortho-

dox growl to the professional music critic."

GRAND OPERA SEASON, 1879

A collection of criticisms relating to the opera season

showed marked improvement over those of a decade or two earlier.

The Bulletin , April 24, 1879, wrote of Faust :

"The performance of Faust last evening wiii not

take rank with the successful representations of that

opera which we have seen in this city. It is not at

all creditable to the management that an opera at once

so grand as a lyric composition, and so popular, should

have been sung in a manner to provoke damaging compar-

ison with the standard of performance sustained many

years ago.

"The management is endangering the future by im-

posing too much work on the company. Martha on Satur-

day night, and Faust last night v/ere given in sections,
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without proper soenery, and scenes left out which ev-

eryone remembers. Mr. Conly is deficient in dramatic

power for the great role of Mephisto; and Miss Litta

is as yet too much occupied with her singing to pay

much attention to her acting. The tender quality of

her voice so essential in the charming second act is

not sufficiently developed to enable her to render

such scenes effectively ... The chorus with numerous

fine voices, needs a leader. The 'Soldiers' Chorus'

was very well sung, but lacked spirit. Mr. Adams

is capable of giving a good Faust He sings with

expression and his acting is good. However, his voice

shows signs of fatigue, and the effort to force it was

apparent."

The San Francisco Morning Call , April 27, 1879, wrote:

"Rigoletto and Un Ballo en Maschera may te called

the successes of the week, while Faust, owing mainly

to imperfect rehearsals of the chorus, was not a satis-

faction. Mile, Litta sang some of the music of Mar-

garet with great purity of expression. Miss Cary was,

of course, an exceptional Siebel. The ensemble, in

some respect3, waa weak and colorless.

"Un Pallo was in many respects admirably sung on

Friday. Pantaleonl was in fine voice as Richard, and

quite master of the situation excepting in the last
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scenes, where his recitative and aria although exciting

applause, showed by the manner of rendition that /the

singer was disturbed. The audience did not know, how-

ever, that the Richard, instead of giving the words set

down for him, was making use of the recitative as a cover

to abuse the musicians in 'choice' Italian, calling them

'street players,' and demanding why they thus insulted

an artist; and all this because some of the instrumen-

talists had played half a tone above his (the French),

pitch, and given a flatness, consequently, to hia voice.

The conductor's . . . face burned and his hand grew hot

on his baton, while the irate musician thus indulged his

rage, but he controlled himself, and conducted the opera

to a close.

"

The same journal wrote on May 12, 1879, of a production

of Carmen:

"Carmen is full of queer musical conceits, with

which the orchestra, under Behrens, dealt very intelli-

gently, particularly in the introduction, or overture,

as it may be called for want of a better name . . .

'Amor, misterioso angello,' which may be called the co-

quette's catechism, was given by Mile. Roze with pecul-

iarly neat phrasing . . •

"Pantaleoni in the role of Escamillo sang with

such thrilling effect, 'Toreador Attento,' that the
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house rang with applause. This song has furnished

all the members of the Board of Brokers new whistling

material during the pauses of business ... We con-

sider the Toreador aria the song of the opera. Panta-

leoni was well made up for the Seville bull killer; but

was not perfect in this respect. Years of good living

have given him an amplitude to his figure entirely in-

consistent with the springiness and litheness requisite

for the slaughtering of the musical Taurus without in-

jury to the slaughterer."

And to close the opera season, the Cal l noted on June 8,

1879, a bit of by-play which added interest to the musical

picture

:

EXPERIENCE OF MAX. STRAKOSCH

"Max paid $50,00 for a glass of wine. It appears

he had adjourned to a favorite drinking place, in com-

pany with .a well-known literary man, who openly told him

that his opera company was not good enough for San

Francisco; and his leader'. Bah! — his leader was

very much off color. 'You should be more careful, Max,

about the people you bring here,' said his censor.

"'My principals,' said Max, becoming excited,

'are all good. It's the chorus. What can be done

with a raw chorus? And the orchestra, they are poor

-- poor I

'
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"He (Max) did not notice, while he was talking,

that four or five of the condemned orchestra performers

were sitting at a neighboring table. He was soon made

aware of their presence, and hot words passed. It ended

with a demand for an advance in salary; otherwise, they

refused to play for the rest of his season. Max was

compelled to yield. And this is how the impressario by

indiscreet speech, had his expenses increased."

THE PINAFORE CRAZE

X- M.- S- Pinafore was first produced in Boston in 1879,

but within a month San Francisco had the honor of being the

second city in America to produce this epoch-making work.

Within a year there were numerous Pinafore companies through-

out the country. The News Letter and California Advertiser ,

June 14, 1879, wrote of the local first company:

"The Pinafore epidemic has at last reached this

community and is at its height. This charming satire is

full of delightful melodies, both grave and gay. The

text is continuously droll through a strict adherence to

the scheme of placing the most commendable sentiment in

the mouths of presumably reprehensible characters, and

by generally turning the ordinary conditions of exist-

ence topsy-turvy. It is irresistibly comical to find

that 'dear little buttercup,' the old woman, in her ten-

der youth, 'practiced baby farming. 1 The general denun-

ciation of 'Dick Deadeye 1 as a bold bad man, because he
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utters eminently praiseworthy and honest sentiments, is

in keeping with this clever sarcasm. What delicious

irony there ia in the Lord of the Admiralty's inspec-

tion, laudations of the able seaman, and directions to

their commander to prepare h.is>orders by.'If you please.'

Of the different Pinafores now before the public, the

one at this theatre
j(
/j3uah Street. Theatre/ is, taken in

its entirety, by far the best. The others all have

their respective good points, but lack that tout ensem-

ble that makes this performance so enjoyable. The fact

that the performers are all either friends or acquaint-

ances of everybody else, is also a strong and agreeable

attraction. Considering that, with but one or two ex-

ceptions, all are perfect neophytes on the stage, this

performance is remarkable. Miss Melville is a delicious

Josephine. She combines with grace and beauty of ap-

pearance the charm of her voice and intelligent acting,

tinged with delicate comedy. It makes a charming men-

tal and physical picture. Ben Clark sings the 'Ralph

Rackstraw 1 music sweetly and pathetically. It is music

written as if to suit his particular voice, and he does

full justice to it. Now that the nervousness of the

first night has passed, he sings in the :fall-pos session,

admirably. Miss Alice Wheeler as Hebe, has but little

to do besides starting the sisters, cousins and aunts."
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REMENYI

Oscar Weil, a pedagogue and musician in hi3 own right,

reviewed for a time in the Argonaut, treating San Francisco

to a type of musical reviewing which it had not seen before.

Weil wrote brilliantly and with knowledge. Though he never

wrote beyond the understanding of his readers, he tolerated

no sham either in criticism itself or in performance by an

artist. He upheld all that good criticism meant against the

host of literary hacks who reviewed for the less discriminat-

ing daily press. Naturally he made enemies. But he sacri-

ficed everything for the gain that honest criticism had to

offer.

When Remenyi arrived in San Francisco, he was washed in

on a wave of adulatory press-notices, almost as gushy and vo-

luminous a3 that which carried Ole Pull through several gen-

erations. Weil himself was a violinist who had been prevent-

ed from making a concert career only by the injury to his hand

sustained during the Civil War. Remenyi was all that Weil

thought charlatan. His review was scathing and perhaps too

harsh. The local press rallied to Remenyi' s standard after

this blast, and Weil carried on the battle through the

columns of the Argonaut

.

His first review appeared in the

issue of June 14, 1879:

"Mr. Edouard Remenyi, solo violinist to his Im-

perial Royal Majesty the Emperor of Austria, etc., is

a great artist — from the showman's standpoint. That
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he does not attract large audiences is an accident (of

mismanagement, I should say), and not at all his fault;

he does every conceivable thing to draw them, is up to

every trick of the trade, plays the farceur much better

than the fiddle, and enraptures ninety-nine out of

every hundred persons who go to hear him. The hundredth

Ane — who generally has some little respect for music

as an art, and who perhaps has some idea besides of

what violin playing ought to be --he disgusts. I have

heard Mr. Remenyi play two movements from the Mendelssohn

Concerto, the Otello Fantaisie, some transcriptions

from Chopin, his own Hungarian specialties, etc., ftria

if this is playing the violin, I, for one, would not be

sorry if every violin excepting those of the orchestra

players, were broken up for kindling weed. The guts

might remain unmolested inside their original posses-

sors — i7ho would put them to much better use — and

the hairs of the bow continue to adorn the tails of the

Arabian mares — the violin is sometimes male and some-

tines female, but the bow hairs are supposed (perhaps

because they make the tone) to be always from female

tails -- and continue in their former useful and de-

lightful avocation of brushing flies off the rounded

haunches. As for Mr. Remenyi -- he might get him to a

nunnery; he looks as though it would console him some-

what for the loss of his fiddle.
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"Remenyi has considerable technique — of a certain

undisciplined kind; quite enough to play most of the

pieces in his repertoire much better than he does, and

-- setting aside his penchant for sawdust and spangles

— will count as a violinist of about fourth or fifth

rank, of whom it is extremely doubtful whether — even

with youth and industry in his favor — he will ever

reach the first. He can make much noise on the violin,

but has no to»f ; that is, none of the sustained tone

that is tho first requisite for a good player. He can

make hi3 noise only by constantly shifting his bow (do-

ing this constantly — and disgustingly, even in the

cantabile of the Mendelssohn Concerto) , and sawing his

trills out of the fiddle very much as I have seen it

done by country fiddlers. In his piano passage he is

compelled to resort to the same trick of the incompetents

j

the change of direction is quick, light, and well man-

aged; but it nevertheless disfigures the phrases. His

l»ft hand is «rt times excellent; certain passages —

especially rapid scales — he does very well. But he Is

very uncertain with them, and evidently feels this him-

self; If a passage is in the least hasardous, he slides

and slobbers up to it and down from it. Thirds, sixths.,

and octaves are all managed in the 3ame way; they

are rarely cleverly or neatly given, and, - in rapid
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tempi, very much mixed. His staccato is not bad, though

in no way remarkable; his leggiero very heavy; and his

metallato excellent. His style -- individual, genial,

magnetic, whatever they may call it -- is simply the

most abominable caricature of music that ever came to

my notice. It is as though he felt that he can not

make the points that would be made by a real violinist,

and substitutes a sensation of his own. In playing a

melody, he howls and slides (like the attempt at port^

amento of a bad singer), expressing his emotion by a

series of sudden stunning fortes and extreme pian,p sA -

This, again, even in the 'Andante' of the Mendelssohn

Concerto. and -- still more offensively -- in the

'Introduction and Adagio' of the Otello Pantaisie_. His

Nocturne of Chopin is bathos with frills; his Mazurka

a grimace similarly embellished. All of these things

had to submit themselves to his one style of cadenza ,

which generally consists of some scale passages and a

bit of arpeggio across the four strings, with a little

tail of pianissimo with the bow well upon' the finger-

board. His martial introduction to the Rakoczy March

is a stirring and clever performance, and there were

good things in his playing of Paganini ' s Twenty-fourth

Caprice. But, per contra, the Twenty- first would not

have counted as a creditable performance from a pupil."
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as though to wipe out the horrible picture which Weil

drew of the public hero, the Morning Call. June 15, 1879,

printed a report of an hour's visit with the genius. All

that sob-sister writing could offer was packed into this

article. The writer undoubtedly believed whole-heartedly in

the mid-Victorian ideal of the "Genius": the man who in a

fine frenzy of inspiration drew out of the mysterious nowhere

sacred masterpieces or equally sacred performances;

"The gifted master of violin, who is now giving

a series of concerts at Dashaway Hall, is an oddity

in his way, and affords an interesting subject for

close study ... At his rooms in the Baldwin, when

we called, he was apparently in the be3t of good

humor . . .

"'Dulcken, I must play,' called out Remenyi to

his pianist; 'that selection from Mozart, cornel My

princess,' he murmured, as he made a slight pizzicato

movement on the strings. 'But my princess gets jealous

sometimes and capricious ... was it the A string

last time, Dulcken?' 'It was the A string that de-

serted you,' replied the pianist, waiting to see if

Remenyi was sufficiently satisfied with the temper of

the princess to wed her to the piano. Soon the Mozart

selection was being interpreted in a manner that en-

tranced the listeners . It was a joyous theme, and the

violin's tones seemed to ripple with laughter, and the
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player who educed them smiled and muttered encomiums

on the author, as if he were talking to the instru-

ment . . .

"Suddenly he changed from the merry Mozart ian

composition and commenced the 'Mad Scene' from Lucia .

As he played he paced the floor. Shade of Donizetti!

What a volume of tone came from the fragile little

instrument. It seemed like a whole orchestra . . .

"Next came the 'Rakoczy March' the performance of

which seemed to be a religious duty with Remenyi. At

its conclusion he glanced at one of his countrymen,

and made the sign of the cross . . .

"He then played a descriptive piece of his own,

of a military nature. One could almost fancy he heard

the tramp of marching regiments in the streets out-

side . . .

"A reaction had taken place from his preceding

condition, which was almost a frenzy; and when soon

after we grasped his hand to take leave, we found it

wet with perspiration and cold as ice."

The Call critic definitely had set out to put the Argonaut

critic in his place. But his review of the piano recital by

Boscovitz, published in the Call on August 31, 1879, need not

have worried Cscar V/eil. Given enough rope, such a critic

would hang himself:
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"Mr. Boscovitz comes amorgst us ironclad, at least

so it is pretended, with a European reputation, little

conscious of the fact that San Franciscans can easily

enough, and always do, penetrate their shoddy coat of

mail whenever occasion requires,

"Judging dispassionately, Mr. Boscovitz is, in the

mechanism of fingering the pianoforte, high up in the

grade of perfection; but his execution is great without

being grand, while his whole endeavors seem to aim *t

and are exhaustive in trying to advance a school which,

probably enough, is the only one within his capacity;

nevertheless, one that never can become gr.ajid in any

sense whatever, for a foundation concrete with such

erratic frivolities as Chopin's cannot sustain a truly

scientific superstructure.

"In the Liszt-Wagner musically deformed fizzle,

£k°£i*L stands no chance of being honored as the founder

of a special school, and a pity indeed it would be if

it were not otherwise. Still his music is not without

beautiful snatches of melody; but, like many Nevada

silver ledges, the fact of their existence does not les-

sen the fact that it costs more than they are worth to

get at them . . . Chopin' b music admits of perpetual

pounding, and is just attractive enough to command at-

tention from promiscuous crowds with leisure enough to

listen, in expectancy.
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"Thus it becomes good display music to sell pianos.

Independent of being almost without intrinsic merit,

there is not one young lady in ten thousand who has or

will submit to the drudgery in attaining the practical

and dexterous meehanism of finger to make good showing

with it.

"Cf the first of his 'Concert Intimes,' at Dash-

away Hall, Mr. Borcovitz seems to have become aware of

the fact that overdosing with Chopin is not very pala-

table. He may have also learned that we have been pretty

well satiated with European reputations, of a higher or-

der than he can pretend to sustain ..."

That the battle between the Call critic and Cscar Weil

was something personal is evidenced by the Or 11 criticism of

Weil's light opera, Pyramus end Thisbe , which appeared on Oc-

tober 5, 1379:

"The above opera is the work of a gentleman living

in San Francisco. The work had but short life at the

Bush Street Theatre. No complaint can be made of the

manner in which the work was mounted . . . Mr. Weil

feels, nc doubt, disappointed at the lukewarm reception

of this, his first effort in lyric drama, especially as

it has been years in preparation; but if he be made rf

the right stuff, their j/sicy failure will prove as good

as success.
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"When next he attempts an ©perati« work, if he has

a talent for composition he will rely more fully on him-

self, and work out his ideas by his own method. There

is likely to be some trouble in regard to the libretto.

Mr. Peter Robertson, it is announced, is the author of

the present text. Now James Carson puts in a claim for

recognition, with the ultimate view of recovering dam-

ages . . .

"How careful a man ought to be in his moves on the

chess-board of public life. Mr. Weil has made himself

the subject of unfavorable criticism regarding his

abilities as a composer and defendant in a law suit."

In 1880, the Call critic displayed a bit more openly his

as in a review of a new piece of music. It is not surpris-

g to find that Boscovitz, so recently dubbed a fake celeb-

ty, had written the music, and the CaJJJs old enemy, Oscar*

11, had written the words. Whether or not the Call critic

erlooked this combination of facts may be judged by the re-

ew, published January 4, 1880:

".A
.
Chri stmas Song. The piano-forte piece is by the

composer P. Boscovitz, and the song is by Oscar Weil

... A critic in musical composition ought certainly to

be able to detect faulty combinations and progressions,

and, as certainly, he ought to be able to avoid them in

his own work.
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"... The instrumental piece is in no sense what-

ever either correct harmonic writing or good melodic

music; but the song, although the work of an irrepres-

sible critic, does not improve upon it one whit. The-

..lULicaliy, it is sillier, and in harmonic debasement

it is more extravagant, wilder and worse. It is writ-

ten in the key of E minor, and with F as a pedal, to

begin with, in the left hand, the right hand has to wade

through six entire bars of eighth notes, harmonized

as simple sixths filled up with thirds and fourths, as

the case may be. If there be characteristically, any

difference in the various chords made use of it is no

exaggerated assumption to claim for the dominant sev-

enth a prominent and permanent influence and power.

It cannot constitutionally be advantageously inter-

fered with, yet the fifth chord in the second measure

or bar of the song is the dominant major chord, made,

without any evident purpose, into a minor, and sand-

wiched between the chords of A and E minor. Precisely

the same thing occurs in the fourth bar. The seventh,

eighth, ninth and tenth are marvelous revelations of

ideal grandeur and inspired mental perspicuity.

"We are a good natured people, not necessarily

fools at all. We pretend to a knowledge that this kind

of bamboozling cannot successfully befog. Just criti-

cism is a wholesome corrective in every way, but it
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must bear the imprint of capacity, qualifications and

conscientious integrity.

"

PATTI

The verbal battle between the critics of the Call and

the Argonaut continued through 1380. When Patti arrived for

a series of concerts, the Call critic thought little of her

-- and Well in turn thought little of the Call critic, The

Call , January 11, 1880, reported:

"The company is composed of the best material --

and the . fame of the pianist, Mr. Henry Ketten, and of

the violoncellist, Mr. Ernest de Lunck, has already

penetrated everywhere. Ketten' s style of playing is

light, graceful and flowing, particularly in his ren-

dering of La Rondo des Djinns — one of his own char-

acteristic compositions. But we think the gentlemen

would hardly make a mistake if, after having satis-

fied the dilletanti of his just claim to the highest

place in art, he would concede something to the less

cultured whose taste is for melody simply. A hint

might have been taken from the manner in which de LIunok

after having followed the brilliant intricacies of

Servois in a masterly style, was applauded when the

accompanist preluded -the simple air on the piano,

which the maestro so admirably rendered on the violon-

cello. Mr. Tcldt, the tenor, and Mr. Ciampi, baritone,
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are important features in the programme. Mine. Patti

is not at her test, evidently ; and, we presume, the

distractions of the time must be accepted as the cause."

In the Argonaut of January 17, 1880, Oscar Weil attached

the same subject:

"Since my last writing there have "been five or

mere Patti concerts, with no very important change of

programme, and as far as the artists are concerned —
nothing to change or modify the opinions expressed last

week. Mr. Ketten, whose engagement I understand was

at an end, and who — owing to the di inferences with the

management -- did not care to renew it, has left the

company and returns shortly to Paris.

"His performances of Friday, Saturday, and Sunday

had the same popular success as the former ones. They

included a number of compositions of Mendelssohn, Cho-

pin, and Weber. Of these his rendering of Weber's

Invitation was by far the most satisfactory; in the

introduction there was a strong tendency to overdo,

but the r?ndo was beautifully played — neatly, cor-

rectly, and with beautiful tone. Mine. Patti, who is

recovering from the indisposition against which she

struggled at the beginning of the season, is singing

delightfully and renewing the triumphs to which she is

accustomed.
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" 1 scarcely know whether to be more amazed at the

mingling of ignorance and impertinence or amused at the

stupidity of the soi-disant critics of some of our dai-

lies, who probably no two of them having ever heard

Madame Patti before, or knowing anything about the mat-

ter if they did -- have been assuring their public that

her voice is 'much impaired,' is not 'what it formerly

was,' etc, etc.

"The fact is -- and it is clear to anyone who knows

the least about it -- that Madame Patti has gained both

in voice and warmth of style since last she was in this

country; she has added volume and quality to her middle

voice -- naturally somewhat at the er.pense of the ex-

treme upper register -- and has improved in every direc-

tion, until her singing -- as we hear at present —-is

very near perfection. That she has not great warmth

of tone is very true; it is a quality that such voices

as hers never have. But it is a beautiful voice, han-

dled with the consummate skill of a great artist; and

to one who knows what good singing is, her perfect

method must always be a source of delight . . .

"It never rains but it pours. The nine Patti con-

certs of these two weeks may, after all, be regarded as

only a gentle shower that precedes a perfect deluge of

good things in store for public and critics, beginning

on Monday night with the first appearance of an artist
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of world-wide reputation and a first night of anew opera

company in a new opera -- new, at least, to this city,

and seldom hitherto performed in this country. Of

Wilhelmj I fancy there is nothing to be said, excepting

only that he is here, and he will be heard for the first

time on Monday evening at the California Theatre. He

is one of the greatest violinists in the world, with a

reputation second only to that of Joachim, and yet I

should not be much surprised if he does not make a very

profound impression in San Francisco. We do not gener-

ally treat violinists very well in this city; indeed,

it seems to me that the better the violinist the less

we care for him. Wieniawski (who, I learn from a private

letter, is dying in a hospital at Moscow), gets the cold

shoulder, excepting from a Sunday night audience . Sauret,

who at once on his return was ranked as one of the fin-

est artists in Surope, awakened scarcely any interest

here. Camilla Urso was all but snubbed on her return

visit; even Remenyi, bad as he is, was a losing specu-

lation. That Wilhemj comes at all, surprises me, I hope

he will not regret it . « .

"Mr. Henry Ketten -- who had determined to leave at

once for Paris -- has been prevailed upon to remain long

enough to give several piano-forte recitals -- two at

Sacramento during next week, and two in this city the

week after — which will undoubtedly prove very inter-

esting. Mr. Ketten has so many attractive qualities aa
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a pianist that I shall he heartily glad to hear him in

a programme in which he can follow his own fancy, play-

ing classical as well as lighter compositions, above

all In one of those improvisations in which he is said

to be very remarkable. The Handel and Haydn Society

is also preparing a concert of which Rossini's Stabat

Mater is the piece de resistance. If this could be

arranged while Mme. Patti is still with us, with,

perhaps, Mme. Zeiss Dennis as contralto, and Mr. Toldt

(whose first success in Boston was made in this work)

as tenor, we should assuredly have something fine to

look forward to, and probably a great success as well."

7/ILHELMJ

The Morning Call critic reviewed Wilhelmj T s first appear-

ance in the issue of January 25, 1880:

"Wilhelmj, the renowned violinist, made a first ap-

pearance here last Monday night at the California, and

as the German brigade claim him and prognosticated great

thing3, expectations were not overburdened with chari-

table associations and inclinations. A stunning disap-

pointment had to be confronted, for Wilhelmj opened the

ball with a subject and performance into which it was

absolutely impossible to introduce anything whatever

pertaining to the German school of violin-playing. Is
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it possible to conceive anything more at variance with

German conventionalism than the exaggerated Italian

libertinism of Paganini? Although ^ilhelmj stoops a

little, he played the Paganini Concerto, as if a Leip-

zig 'hump bad never been a burden to him or his order.

His style and command of the instrument sufficiently

attest his devotion to a perfection uncramped by any-

thing lihe manufactured feeling.

i;As a violinist Wilhslmj is of the first order.

He does not, in Italian music, electrify by the florid

and ethereal magnetism of Sivori; he has not the 'un-

failing accuracy of intonation' of De Beriot, ot the

sprightliness of Vieuxtemps; he has not the forcible

and free staccato of -Wienie-.-,; ski, nor the brilliant

shake of Sauretj nor has he the ever-ready full-tcned

harmonies of young Lichtenberg; yet, he is in pov/er

and soundness the superior, and in finish the equ-1,

of the best of them. Following the Paganini Concerto,

as night be supposed, permits of no selfish or secular-

ised interference, Wilhelmj played a Serenade — a

love one 1

"It had not one trace ox melody in it, although

prolonged to an unconscionable length, and might have

been With more reason, played to the v. ild beasts in

Woodward's Garden* Still, his execution was perfec-

tion. Next in order came Ernst's Air Hongrpise, and
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as an arrangement, with great beauties ever turning

up, Wilhelrnj played it better than Ernst ever could

get thawed out enough to do. His sentiment used to

get frozen at one end of the bow, while he was pulling

it out of the other. Wilhelmj, an admirer of Ernst,

and a pupil of David (not the French David, the com-

poser of The Desert
)

,

is a better violin player than

either, and by far the most commanding and accomplished

that has as yet visited this coast -- thanks to his

determination and perseverance in overcoming the dif-

ficulties of Paganini."

A LOCAL COMPOSER

In the Argonaut of February 14, 1880, Oscar Weil discussed

the work of a local composer:

"Mr. Max Vogrich, who had already, during the first

series of Wilhelmj concerts, made friends and admirers

of the entire musically cultivated portion of his au-

diences -- probably all the mors in that he stood as an

embodiment of the truly intellectual artist alongside

of the mere virtuoso, who had nothing to show excepting

his dexterity upon his instrument, and whose single

composition that had been heard was a veritable Achilles'

heel of weakness -- has at last been enabled to let us

see the best and strongest side of his talent in the

Symphonic Overture for orchestra that was performed
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at the matinee concert of last Monday t In producing

his work Mr. Vogrich was at the disadvantage of hav-

ing to do so with an orchestra entirely inadequate to

carry out, or even fully appreciate, his intentions;

a few excellent players in an orchestra cannot make

amends for either the incompetency of others, the want

of a proper balance between the wind and string in-

struments, or the lack of sufficient rehearsal. So that

what we heard of Marmion was, after all, but '-• a \ second

or third reading, with the orchestral coloring barely

suggested, and with so much left to be filled out by

the imagination (provided it was one- that was able to

see and follow the intention of the composer) that the

really great impression produced by it upon a mixed

audience may be regarded as a test of the inherent

quality of its composer.

"Mr. Vogrich's composition is one on which I should

not wish to -- indeed, could not -- form a final judg-

ment, on hearing it but once, under such adverse circum-

stances, but it impressed me as having many qualities

that betoken great talent, and the promise of fine

things In the future

.

"Thematically it is fresh and interesting, with-

out being strikingly original; the themes have, how-

ever, the genuineness and spontaneity of real thought

that is quite sure ultimately to find its own forms of

expression.
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"The instrumentation seems to be clever and shows

considerable routine, as well as feeling for orchestral

effect. Of course, however, one was compelled to judge

more from what was suggested than what was done, which

was frequently not at all what the composer ' had evi-

dently designed.

"The weak sides in Mr. Vogrich's work seem to me

to be a certain want of repose -- especially in his

harmonic construction, which is exceedingly restless

-- and the absence of complete certainty in his own

mind with regard to his form. Not but there is dis-

cernible in this Overture a clearly defined formal

intention, rather successfully carried out, but there

is also to be felt throughout it the fact that Mr.

Vogrich is not yet quite clear as to his models; his

evident predilection for the Po erne s Symphoniques of

Liszt struggles at times with his recollection of the

great Leonora Overture

,

and again with the 'Introduc-

tion' to Tristan of Wagner, and between them all he

has evidently not yet entirely decided where to cast

his lines. I hope he will think better of it, and

conclude to stick by Beethoven in the end. I think

it will be the safer anchor for him. For he has un-

doubtedly much talent of a high order and beautiful

quality;'' he is of the stuff of which great artists are

made. That he did not play the Weber Concertstuck well
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does not signify; he was evidently unprepared, tired,

and wretchedly accompanied. But he can play beauti-

fully, and in time will write beautifully. In his

interest I can not wish it, but for ours I should be

glad if he could remain in this city. We should be

the gainer for the constant activity among us of such

an artist-nature, allied with the freshness and hope-

fulness of youth.

"Naturally, it would not last, the sordid, super-

ficial nature of our life and work would soon either

destroy the quality of the work or drive the artist

from us. But while it lasted it would be helpful.

And I know of no place in the world that needs an in-

fusion of new, healthy artist-blood more than the one

we live and write in. Those of us who are here have

grown to be mere hacks who work for a living, and ex-

haust ourselves doing that. The artist has been ei-

ther starved or frightened out of us; we dare no longer

sit down to write without considering how much the thing

written will bring in the market. And one doesn't write

Symphonic Overtures with one eye on the cash book'.'

WEIL ON DEBUTANTE S

In the same Issue of the Argonaut . Weil discussed his

attitude toward a singer whom he had reviewed when she made

her debut, and who he folt sure would never make her olace in

the concert world:
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"Instances of young singers who carry the evidence

of their unripeness on to the concert stage are so fre-

quent with us, and what is said or written about the

critic who happens to take enough interest in them to

tell them ccndidly of their mistake in doing so, or the

faults they display, is mostly so entirely misunderstood

and so rarely attributed to what seems to me the only

motive one could have for writing about them at all,

that I am often half- inclined to wish there were no

such things as debutantes.

"Certainly, the most of them would at least be

much better off without either the teachers who push

them prematurely before the public, or the foolish

friends who, out of sheer ignorance, flatter them into

the belief that they have the power to sustain them-

selves there; the flattery of friends and honeyed prom-

ises of designing or misguided teachers are generally

more palatable than the truth, and while one is young

one is very apt to prefer the sweeter meat to the more

wholesome, I think it must be about a year since I

wrote of Miss Annie Gleason that she had a pretty,

light, flexible, soprano voice of very little timbre,

and scarcely any charm of tone-quality; that she had

evident talent for a certain kind of florid singing,

and that, with much work of the right kind she might

hope some day to become a very good singer in what I
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consider an utterly worthless and unmusical school.

This, or something to the same effect. And this, after

hearing her performances in the two Wilhelmj matinees

of this week, is what I have to say to her today.

"Miss Gleason has still her pretty, light voice,

and does some of her passages and scales quite neatly,

her trill is frequently very good, her downward scale

generally clear (the upward one mostly the reverse of

it), and her staccato at least promising. But, as a

singer, this is all there is of her. And of true sing-

ing — the cantabile, that is after all the foundation

of all singing and the only thing worth seriously con-

sidering — she has not the first or remotest idea.

If she has ever been taught how to properly make or sus-

tain a tone, she certainly forgot all about it in pub-

lic; from the beginning to the end of her work I could

see nothing of it.

"Her attaque is mostly bad (false), and, as a

natural result, her intonation at times inaccurate;

her legato and portamento (the things she should h&ve

been taught before ever a scale or trill was thought

of) in the crudest condition, and — what seems to

me to be the worst blemish in her work — her idea of

phrasing i3 non« at all, or rather, at times, posi-

tively abominable.

"This was most noticeable in the two ballads that

she sang as encores; her numbers on the programme
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consisted only of worthless, unmusical variations.

If progress in the bad direction in which she was /sic/

when I heard her a year ago is progress, or if a some-

what improved trill and somewhat greater flexibility

of voice is improvement, then Miss Gleason is pro-

gressing and improving. But in all the essentials

of a good vocal school of style she seems to me to

stand just where she did, with very little to hope for

out of thp present direction of her training."

ERNEST HARTMMN

Weil was succeeded on the Argonaut by a critic who signed

his reviews "F. A." F. A.'s reviews show much of the same at-

titude toward music as Weil's, but are less brilliant, less

epigrammatic. In the December 11, 1880, issue, F. A. reviewed

a concert given by Ernest Hartmann:

"What would Beethoven have thought? Beethoven,

with his square, Cyclopean figure, attired in a shabby

coat, with torn sleeves -- if he could have dropped in-

to Da ahaway Hall on Friday evening (Dec. 3) of last

week, and listened to Mr. Hartmann 's playing of the

Moonlight Sonata?

"Perhaps the glare of lights would have dazzled

his eyes at first, and a fleeting sense cf incongruous

surroundings might have oppressed him, as he glanced

from his own poor costume to the fashionable dress
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of a fastidious audience. But if his ears had been

opened to hear, might he not have felt that Providence

vouchsafed a late answer to that bitter cry for 'one

day of pure felicity,' which he uttered, when he declared

himself on earth a soul 'long estranged from the glad

echo of true joy.

'

"There may be a certain audacity in the supposi-

tion that old composers wrote and thought better than

they knew; and yet, when one compares modern means for

the interpretation and expression of music with the

ancient contrivances which served a similar purpose, it

is not venturing a rash assertion to say that Beethoven

and Bach were never granted a full knowledge of the

audible beauty of ideas they themselves created.

"In one sense, there is no such thing as music, ex-

cept as it is defined and articulated by voices or in-

struments. The divinest inspiration that ever came to

any of the tone-poets is a hieroglyph to the most sensi-

tive ear upon paper alone. Yet, let it be uttered and

Interpreted, let it he 'sweetly played in tune,' and it

becomes as actual in its presence as material form.

"There may have come, there doubtless did come to

men endowed with such natures as Beethoven possessed,

seasons when hearing with the inner ear of genius

afforded a satisfaction unknown by them In ordinary moods.
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"This satisfaction must have been something, how-

ever, which was unshared and apart. It lacked the ele-

ment of that friendly human appreciation which, after

all, is universally craved and desired. When such a

response was given them, it must have awakened (in the

case of what we now denominate pianoforte music) by

the miserable instruments of a past day — harpsichords,

spinets, virginals, and clavichords — and if the enthu-

siasm brought forth by their voicing of fugues, pre-

ludes, and sonatas, was in proportion to their strength,

clearness, and accuracy of tone, it must have been fru-

gal and small. So then, what would Beethoven have

thought if he could have heard the Steinway Grand, and

listened to Mr. Hartmann's well-nigh faultless playing?

And if he could have seen the people, besides? There

were so many nice people there -- such thoroughly musi-

cal people, too. They gave Mr. Hartmann the warmest

welcome imaginable, for it is a long time since he has

played in public, and his reputation for being able to

do nice things is unsubstantial fare for his admirers

to feed upon always.

"In a programme, which was only too short, the

player showed himself to be in possession of a perfect

technique . and of a style which, if it is sometimes

lacking in warmth and fervor, is so clear-cut, so beau-

tifully precise and so elegant withal, that only praise
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can be accorded it. The sonata, a Prelude and Fugue ,

by Bach, the Minuet by Schubert, and Chopin's Polo-

naise No. !_, Opus 22 , were especially enjoyable num-

bers . . .

"Audiences are rarely as lavish of significant

applause as was that of Friday evening at this recital.

If such warmth is an earnest of the approval to be

meted out to the succeeding recitals, success is already

assured to them."

CHAMBER MUSIC

In the Argonaut of April 30, 1881, F. A. wrote of the

visit of the Mendelssohn Quintette Club of Boston, a chamber

music group of national reputation:

"The comparatively 'lone watchers' of the musical

skies felt as if some new planet had 'swung into their

ken' (to borrow Keats' lovely thought) when it was an-

nounced, a month or more ago, that the Mendelssohn Quin-

tette Club of Boston would visit this coast. The celeb-

rities who come to us, as a rule, bristle with 'touch-

me-not' individuality. Associated talent, and the abun-

dant possibilities it represents, are things we rarely

have the opportunity of enjoying; and the prospect of

listening to five artistic musicians, whose hearts pre-

sumably beat as one and who play for us concerted clas-

sical music, wa3 quite enough to warrant the thrill
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we all keep in reserve for extra occasions. -Possibly

the people who take no thought for the musical morrow

follow a more scriptural line of conduct than those in-

satiables \/ho abandon themselves tc the sway of a never-

satisfied, yet divine hunger for something new, some-

thing old — anything worthy and tryed /sjic7 that is

claimed by the art they love. But such miss a keen con-

tent that they might have known in a hundred simple

ways; and you did not find them a fortnight ago, por-

ing over the small closely printed pamphlet that was

a fortune-telling prize to expectant desire. They may

not have happened upon a copy, however; let us be chari-

table or perish. The little book was a sketch of the

club from its earliest beginning; it contained brief

histories of the various artists who have been connected

with the club, and of those who now compose it.

"Mr. Isidor Schnitzler received first mention as

a violinist of exceptional merit and talent. A pupil of

Wieniawski and Joachim, he had attained distinguished

success in Europe, and established a high reputation for

himself. Mr. Ernest Thiele, violinist, was written as

one who had received enviable honors at home and abroad.

Mr, William Schade, flute and violin, studied exten-

sively in American cities, and for three years in

Berlin. Mr. Frederick Giese, a solo 'cellist of wide

celebrity, joined the club in 1879; and Mr. Thomas Ryan,
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the only remaining member of the original quintette,

with clarionette §icj, and viola, completed the club

as it was promised to us. Miss Marie Nelllnl, a so-

prano singer of note, was also announced, and -- was

it not v/orth a thrill?

"When the night of the first concert finally ar-

rived, with what impatient eyes we all gazed upon the

little stage of Dashaway Hall, where 'stood, hung, or

flowered, or did whatever it was meant to do 1 a beau-

tiful mass of green, growing things, lending a sugges-

tion, at least, of that rich and tropical atmosphere,

which one feels to be half a dream and half a reality,

In the subtle presence of good music. Mr. Blackmcre

could hardly say that the Quintette is punctual as an

echo, but the doer opened at last, and we beheld face

to face, the fortune that stepped for us in reality

so to speak, from out the pages of the little primrose-

colored prize book. Celebrities are always desirable.

Let us 'have at it. ; then, as the people in old books

are always saying.

"Mr. Schnitzler is quite a short little gentleman.

It would hardly dc to call him an abridged edition of

himself, and yet he seemed tc be so, from a bodily

point of view, after we had heard, or seen, what is

really Mr. Schnitzler, in fine and masterly playing.

Mr. Thiele, too, tends to be physically epigrammatic;
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but it is much better, on. the whole, to have expended

one's energies in spiritual rather than material growth.

Mr. Schade is grave and dignified, and looks like his

flute, somebody said. He might have thought they were

laughing at him; but that was not the case at all, and

the remark was a very nice compliment indeed, for Mr.

Schade' s flute is exquisitely appointed in every way,

and if the simile should be reversed, the instrument

would gain at the expense of its accomplished player.

Mr. Ryan has one of the most genial faces in the world,

and a delightful little way of attending to things,

that keeps one in a sort of flutter of satisfaction at

having them so well managed. And Mr. Giese — 0] Mr.

Giese is ideal. He sits up there, with his lovely vi-

oloncello, the very picture of an artist, a poet, a

human soul, sensitive, inspired — what you will that

expresses genius, visible and personified, and when he

plays! — but that is to anticipate. What they all

played was the first thing to think of on that memorable

,

red-letter Friday evening, and that initial number was

tha 'allegro vivace' from the Quintette in B-flat
,,

Op. 87, by Mendelssohn. Good ensemble playing had been

looked for, and confidently expected; but if the Quin-

tette promised in silver, it paid in gold. Never be-

fore in San Francisco has music of this kind been so

skillfully, smoothly, so intelligently, and above all,
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so artistically rendered. It is the ;.udible expression

of irreproachable taste, united and harmonious thought

and that nameless, fine emotion, whose ineffable es-

sence can only thus be shown, and only tl us interpreted.

"It is impossible in one brief notice to speak at

length of the be. uties of that first progr.--.ime, or of

those of the other two, which have been played by the

club up to the present writing, They have been equally

interesting, and equally well r;iven. At the first con-

cert a quartette by Raff, The Miller's Pretty Daughter,

was deliciously played, and enthusiastically received,

a coquettish minuetto, by Boccherini, gained much ap-

plause that same evening, in Monday, the 'Largetto «

from the Quintette in A_ by Mozart, Opus 108, was the

most enjoyable part — if one must choose — of the in-

troductory numbers; and afterwards the 'Scherzo,' from

a Rubenstein Quartette, made everybody wash that art

was twice as long as it is, and time half as fleeting.

Tuesday, another Mendelssohn Quintette, (Opus 13), one

of those exquisite imaginations in whicf the 'horns of

Eli-land' seems to be 'faintly blowing,' and then do

you remember that sad, half spectral D minor Quartett e

of Schubert's? . . •

"Mr, Schnitsler is a young violinist of undoubted

genius and superiority. His tone, his method,, his in-

terpretations, all receive appreciative praise; and he
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never fails to awaken and sustain that vivid sort of in-

terest on the part of his audience which ought to he

the very wine of flattery to one who controls it. There

is something wonderfully bright about Mr. Schnitzler'

s

playing -- something that reminds you of still, clear,

brilliant, cold air. It blows against your cheek, and

the blood tingles there, but not because your heart

beats fast. In that first languorous gypsy air (of the

two he gave on Monday evening, by Sarasate,) it was not

so, nor in the wild frenzy of the second movement; and,

missing the familiar characteristic, one scarcely knew

whether to applaud or deplore its absence. The moods

of genius are not always to be analysed; but whatever

Mr. Schnitzler's feelings may provide for his listeners,

it never falls below the mark of shining excellence.

"Mr. Giese is a soloist of an entirely different

style. He does not affect one in an opposite manner be-

cause he is more or less adroit than Mr. Schnitzler, nor

perhaps because his technical ability differs materi-

ally, nor because he plays the 'cello instead of the

violin. But there is a swift, electrical something

about his music that 'contrives to tip a wink,' (if Mr.

Giese will forgive the ignoble expression), and place

one _en rapport with a delicious, poignant musical happi-

ness . Seriously speaking, however, Mr. Giese is a won-

derful artist. The tone he brings out of that violon-

cello, with the shadow of a demure, benign smile on his
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face. is simply beyond description. His compass, his

expression, his intense, magnetic force, take his audi-

ence by storm.

"Mr. Schade, on the flute is almost as generously

complimented. People are quite carried away by his

marvels of facile execution — his trills, his runs, his

roulades, his cadenzas, all so faultlessly, and beauti-

fully enunciated . . . There would really be some sense

in flute-like voices, bird songs, breezes, water-falls,

and. sc on, if they all came up to Mr. Schade ' s standard.

The same might be said of Mr. Ryan's finished and de-

lightful clarionette solos. Without moaning to, you

are thinking all at once of 'silver-throated pipes of

Pan, ' cr pastoral, rustic scenes, peopled with the dry-

ads and shepherds and brimming with the sweet lore of

eld, old times.

"Cwing to illness, Miss Nellini has appeared at

but one of the concerts. Her place was filled the first

evening by I.Irs, Tippett, who sang in her own matchless,

lovely way, Liy Deare st Heart , by Sullivan, with The

Clang of the Wooden She en as an encore; and later The

Angel' s Serenade, by Wagner, On Tuesday Miss Nellini

filled her part of the programme with apparent effort.

She was evidently unable to do herself full justice,

but in a brilliant scene and air from Semiramis,- P.cbin

Adair, and one of Mcllcy's ballads, Darby and Joan , she
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..displayed a voice of great natural excellence, and a

cultivation as admirable and careful as it is complete.

Miss .Nellini's future appearance will be anticipated

with interest."

JOSEFFY

The first appearance of Joseffy in San Francisco brought

the following review from F. A. , in the Argonaut of October

15, 1881:

"Herr Rafael Joseffy, the Hungarian pianist, now

in this city, occupies a peculiar and enviable place in

the realm of musical art. To classify him exactly,

Joseffy is an outgrowth and result of what is known as

the Romantic movement of 1830. Franz Liszt is one of

the few living representatives of that great upheaval

of ideas, and Chopin and Berlioz were expressions of the

same stirring epoch. -To have heard Joseffy is to have

listened to an executant whose method and manner are

illustrations of the influences which wrought such a

change in the school of piano-forte playing some fifty

years ago, and it is to have listened also to a dis-

tinguished virtuoso. For, whatever may be said by

those fluent people who 'think this' and 'advise that,'

in regard to force, or breadth, or virility of playing,

Joseffy is unquestionably a wonderful artist.

"He was welcomed to San Francisco on Monday even-

ing by a large and brilliant audience in the Bush
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Street Theatre. Now, anybody can go to a concert, but

it is not often that everybody seems to laioi; how to en-

joy one, as everybody did on this occasion. There was

grateful and well-bred silence for one thins; absorbed

attention, for another; and a large share of that en-

thusiastic homage which is deservedly paid in advance

to real genius

•

"It was fitting that we should have first heard

Joseffy In a composition of Chopin's; for in a descrip-

tion of his playing, all the \/ords which express the

style and peculiarity of that sensitive and poetical

writer spring to the pen. Indeed, one might say that

Joseffy was born to interpret Chopin.

"The first notes of the graceful 'Allegro,' which

is the opening movement of the E Minor Concerto, given

that evening, fell upon the ear with all the delicacy

and dreamy charm attributed by tradition to the playing

of Chopin himself, lot a measure followed (however vig-

orous and brilliant the passage), which lacked the

light, velvety touch, and the soft, round, finished

tone justly counted among the chief fascinations of

Joseffy's marvelous skill,

"Some one has called him the 'pianissimo pianist *

as if his ability to vhisper in music — to lower his

tone to that tiny, slender, and most exquisitely deli-

cate of sounds, became a mannerism when repeated more than
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once . . >. But to demand a ohange in the above-men-

tioned features of his style; to wish his character-

istic refinement, his tender imaginative grace re-

placed by something different because one tires of dis-.

tinctive features, would be, as has been well said)

like cutting down a tree because it produces the same-

kind of fruit every year,

"What could have been more beautiful than the use

he made of this power in the second movement of the

Concerto — that morbidly charming 'Romance.' The very

soul of the piano answered to that caressing, importu-

nate touch. The coarse boundary that lies between mu-

sic as a mechanical performance, and a fine, beautiful

feeling was wholly obliterated and swept away. Bo one

seemed to breathe until the last perfect note had

ceased and died.

"The 'Rondo' was different, with its sparkling

bits of melody blown and tossed about, like the rain-

bows in a fountain. That is what the dullards should

have heard — and explained, if they could, the secret

of its brilliancy, fire, varied expression and tech-

nical completeness, with not a note slurred over or

missed, and the v/onder of that swift octave passage to

glorify its close.

"Someone, in writing 6t Liszt»s playing, says:

'One felt that in the soul of the player the whole

composition existed from the beginning, as one and
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indivisible, like a poem in the heart of a poet. In

a certain way we feel this same concentrated anticipa-

tion in hearing Joseffy. Each note foretells the next

so earnestly ana expressively that it is impossible

not to listen, spell-bcund, especially during such a

number as the Concerto, in which the visionary, ima-

ginative element largely predominates. Against this

background of opulent sentiment the Bach Fugue in A

minor stood out in severe and classic simplicity. Much

more in accord with that first rich atmosphere cf un-

translatable emotion was the airy ballet-music arranged

by Joseffy himself, from G-luck.

"The Souvenir d' Ameriqu e Valses ,
which followed

also went to show that the young Hungarian composes mu-

sic, but — (as the old Rothschild was in the habit of

saying, when he introduced to his plutocratic guests a

friend of his who v/as a composer), 'thank God not ffom

necessity.' The concluding number of the evening,

Liszt's Fantasia on Hungarian Airs, was a marvelous

performance, overflowing with spirit and masterly dar-

ing. Joseffy proved himself, from first to last,

fairly entitled, and more, to the praise that has been

lavished upon him by Eastern and European critics, and

San Francisco felt that it had in its midst one of the

world' s pianists.

"An able and well selected orchestra, under the

direction of Mr. Gustav Hinrichs gave delightful
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selections and. played most creditable accompaniments to

Joseffy's first and last numbers* The enthusiasm of the

audience rose to the highest pitch, and the first ap-

pearance of this gifted musician will long be remembered

by throngs of appreciative admirers.

"Joseffy is only about thirty years of age. His

first teacher was the renowned Moscheles, in Leipzig,

who was succeeded by Tausig. His name became celebrated

after having made but one trip through Holland and Ger-

many, and the European critics unite in pronouncing him

a great, and in many respects phenomenal pianist."

A SYMPHONY CONCERT SERIES

The opiniors about the PI ilh&rr.onic concerts and the

series directed by local conductor Homeier, as expressed in

the daily press and in literary periodicals, differ greatly.

The following group of criticism is from the San Francisco

Examiner (December 11 and 25, 1881):

THE PHILHARMONIC CLUB

"The orchestra is composed mostly of amateur musi-

cians, who, under the leadership of W. Toepke, have made

excellent progress. The strongest portion of the or-

chestra are the violins, playing with fine precision.

Strange to say, the lighter numbers on the program were

the least satisfactory, probably because most of the
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club's attention had been directed to the elaborate

serenade from Scharwenka' s Suite and Saint-Saen's Danse

Macabre . The latter selection was fairly well rendered

talcing into consideration the powers of the orchestra,

yet it is a question whether it pays to devote all the

attention of the club to ambitious works of this hind,

which in the hands of a body of amateurs must depend

for its success on the novelty rataer than on the in-

trinsic worth of the composition.

"The serenade was given with better effect, and

received its full modicum of injudicious applause at

the hands of the audience. The 'andante' movement was

the best, and was received passively, whereas the 'min-

uetto' was the worst, and was hailed with « bravo s»

'

TH| H0HEI2R CONCERT

"The doubtful points were the grouping together of

such works as the Le_pnore Overture, the Ocean Sympnong

and Son- of the Rhine Nymphs, not one of which was ade-

quately rendered. A sweeping assertion of this kind is

perfectly justifiable, especially so when the fault lies

probably with the conductor, whose orchestra in the

first place was unevenly balanced, noticeably in the

string section.

"The first violins were weak and wavering. The

cellos were uncertain, and the brass, which was well

enough in the Wagner selections, overweighted their
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parts in the rest of the program. Aside from this,

there was very much to commend . . .

"The managers have also naively furnished their au-

diences with reading matter, giving a short description

of every selection, which also includes a brief history

of the composer and the rank which each takes. They

may possibly infer that, like pictures by doubtful art-

ists, their work must be duly labeled thus: 'This is a

symphonic poem called The Dance of Death. Saint- Saens,

the first of living French composers, will rank second

to Berlioz. He is also the greatest living organist. '

All of this is quite incorrect and beside the point.

"The committee who have these conceits in charge

deserve praise for advancing musical taste.

"In the Siegfried Funeral March, the bursts of pas-

sionate declamation requires /si c7 the adjuncts of an

operatic mis en scene and dramatic action.

"Mr. Homeier as a leader, lacks a certain positive-

ness, which conveys to the audience that he himself is

timid of the result, and this very appearance of timidity

Is not without effect on the musicians, who frequently

practice their own ideas as to the rendering of certain

passages, and the consequences is /s icy not always plea-

sant or artistic

"Passages from the Dance of Death with its peculi-

arly sentimental and grim handling was /sic/ well re-

called. This work presents a subject which only a
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Frenchman can handle so as to make the horror seem less.

A German composer would make this as gloomy and heavy

as the theme suggests. An Italian would interlard with

smooth melodious strains, expressive, of deep sorrow,

the subject matter, but to the Frenchman it was left to

treat the subject in a manner expressive of a sort of

semi-humorousness, under which the solemnity, as well

as the genuineness, is plainly discernible."

THE THIRD HQMEIER CONCERT

"The program contained seven numbers, and it is im-

possible not to admire the perseverance the managers

have shown in their endeavors to promulgate principle

which they conscientiously believe to be consistent

with musical advancement ... It is also no disparage-

ment to the audience when it is asserted that very few

know what it is all about. The music that has hitherto

been selected ha3 not been of the class likely to

appeal to the musical sense of the amateur, simply be-

cause it wa3 too new, and with all due deference to the

progressiveness of these concerts, was not intelligently

enough placed before the spectator.

"A piece by Wagner and a symphony by Goetz at the

last concert may call for applause, and no doubt, it

is the more hearty, because it is not at :.ll understood.

Human nature is human nature. Among the audience, as

on the stage, the little charlatanries practised on
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the platform finds /s ic/ their echoes among the spec-

tators who at first look timidly askance at their more

courageous neighbors, and when the clapping of the hands

of the one begins it is hastily taken up by the other,

and with a wonderful belief in his discrimination,

every auditor feels perfectly satisfied that he has done

something to enhance musical art by having demanded an

encore from a hard-working orchestra and a smiling and

grateful leader. There is little doubt that this in-

judicious applause is also largely augmented by the

ladies, who of course, make up the major portion of the

audience, and their efforts are indeed refreshing, since

half of it comes from a desire to be real /sic/ grateful

and the other half because it has been recommended, per-

chance by a vendor in songs, exercises and pianoforte

schools who ought to know all about it, since he deals

in music.

"The most amusing recommendations to the public are

the musical notices which have appeared in several daily

and weekly publications. In the first place, the regu-

larly employed writers for this kind of work confess

thev know nothing about music, but in lieu of this their

columns are open to amateur scribblers, who /sic/ it is a

pleasure to watch at these concerts. Of course they are

acquainted with prominent musicians, and to see them flit

from one well known or." "•nist to a prominent violinist
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and then back to a teacher of music, in order to get

points for their self-imposed tasks, is not an uninter-

esting study.

"The justice to art, to the public, and to their

paper, is a matter of consideration for the gentlemen

themselves. As for the weekly productions of a jour-

nal, in most part written by a Jane, a Mary Ann, a

Sophonisba, in a musical sense they are as harmful to

art as they are inexpensive to the journal that pub-

lishes them . . .

"The second number was the Symphony in F by Goetz,

played for the first time in San Francisco. The com-

position throughout is not particularly interesting, or

likely to remain in the repertoire of an orchestral

leader. The work is vigorous, but not suggestive; scho-

lastic, but not imaginative, and the orchestra and con-

ductor showed their weakness most palpably in the finale.

Mr. Homeier undoubtedly works hard and much praise is

due him for the work he has thus far accomplished, but

there are certain specialities in every instance, both

as regards the reading of the score by the conductor and

the interpretation by the players, and it is the advan-

tage of being able to identify himself with the style

of composers whose works he interprets wherein he is

lacking. As an orchestra leader of the highest class,

Mr. Homeier must be criticized. Ke is not a vivid
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color 1st, and his tempi is /s i'c'7 anytning but precise.

From the want of proper control there is much waste ef

fine tonfl and energy, and the great fault of the r-

chestra is a jerking attack in the sforaandos."

F. A. of the Argonaut was undoubtedly one of the members

of the "journal, in most part written by a Jane, a Mary Ann,

a Spphonisba" to which the Examiner critic referred in his

closing review. The Argonaut (January 14, 1882) reviewed

the same series of concerts as follows:

THE HOMEIER AND PHILHARMONIC CONCERTS

"The promised novelties of the latest Homeier pro-

gramme drew together an unusually large audience at the

fourth afternoon concert. Four of the seven numbers

given were performed for the first time in California,

and the remaining three were all compositions of dignity

and note

.

The high standard of selection to which Mr. Homeier

has adhered thus far is a praiseworthy feature of the

series; and the enterprise which has met and overcome

the difficulties presented by most modern writers, is

a source of great good fortune to our musical public.

"Hector Berlioz, for example -- that untamed and

fiery Frenchman, that fantastic, moody, gifted soul was

represented on this occasion by two selections from his

own wild and willful pen. No writer has ever made such
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demands upon an orchestra as Berlioz , He laughs to

scorn the complaints of overwhelmed and protesting mu-

sicians.

"He extorts from his players frenzies, tropical

fancies, grotesque and uncouth humors, of whose expres-

sion they would have believed no human being capable;

and the Roman Carnival , is a mad conglomeration of all

these things. One could only be surprised at the success

attained by the Homeier orchestra in this first rendition

of so motley a festival of sound. It was not, indeed, a

responsively precise performance, nor polished enough to

provoke unlimited praise; but it was largely handled,

and there were touches of broad inspiration for which

Dore himself need not have blushed, had he sketched the

scene with an orchestra for his pencil.

"Dance of the Sylphs was a fragment from the Damna-

tion of Faust . . . Out of the gorgeous color, crazy

frolic, showering confetti, and harlequin costumes of the

Carnival, he drops into a dreamy fancy, wherein you hear

'an orchestra played by gnats and grasshoppers; the vi-

olins veiled with spiders' webs, and the flutes cut from

reeds .

'

"Nothing could have been more delicate, more spir-

ituelle, more slender ana midge-like than this romantic

concert as twice heard within the prosaic confines of

Piatt's Hall. The Dance of the Sylphs was also counted
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among the novelties of the afternoon. It was preceded

by still another unfamiliar scene, Siegfried in the

Forest, taken from the third drama in Wagner's trilogy

of the Nibolung'.s L_ ng_. Considered from the- standpoint

of poetic beauty and feeling, nothing more lovely has

been given at any one of the concerts than Siegfried,

unless it is the wonderful Song of the Rhine Nymphs ,

which will be repeated next week.

"In this forest scene, as the programme promised

beforehand, 'the leaves rustle, the sunlight glances

down through the branches, and quivers on the grounl.

'

That i3 managed by the strings, chiefly. Then Siegfried

falls to musing (»3 the wind instruments show, in a sub-

dued, gentle way), and suddenly the lovely notes of a

bird (Mr. Koppitz's Invaluable flute) sound overhead.

The bird tells Siegfried of Brunbilda, and the story

goes on in a passionate blending of all the instruments

that one must hear to understand.

"The quick exchange between different parts of the

orchestra of melody and accompaniment was always clev-

erly and neatly done, and the effect of the whole was

charming In the extreme.

"Differing entirely in character, form and inten-

tion from the three newly-given works already mentioned,

and possessing a peculiar local interest of its own, was

a symphonic poem, the Defeat- of M&cbath_, by Edgar S.
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Kelley. After devoting some time to musical study in

Germany, Mr. Kelley has taken up hi a residence here, and

the composition given under his personal direction at

this concert was recently written by him in San Fran-

cisco. The Defeat of Macbeth , is intended as a prelude

to the fifth act of Shakespeare's tragedy; it is de-

scriptive of the meeting of Macbeth with the English

army, the conflict which follows, and the routing of the

Scotch forces* Its claim to a rounded, artistic merit,

are thus divided into two parts; for a symphonic poem,

it is natural to ask the double question: Has it intrin-

sic musical worth? and: Does it possess accuracy of de-

lineation? Both these inquiries may be answered cor-

dially in the affirmative, regarding Mr. Kelley' s suc-

cessful attempt in a line particularly favored by com-

posers of the day. His poem is correct, original, not

without much interest, closely harmonized, impressive,

and stately in parts, and often melodious.

"If it were freed from a certain primness of move-

ment, and could be permitted to wear a less analytic

air, if it dared a little more, and would allow the op-

posing armie3 that thrill and rush of life, which they

do not enjoy as automatons or royal marionettes; if it

were, in brief, not quite so stiff and proper, Mr. Kel-

ley' a work would be greatly improved. Vehemence and

abandon, however,' are qualities whicl?- may be acquired;
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Melody, too, may be moved and won. Years of practice

and experience can alone begin to acquaint a writer"with

the infinite resources of an orchestra;

"The plot of the poem is well instrumentaled, /_sic.j

and can be followed with intelligence throughout. The

suggestion of the Scotch bagpipes is especially effec-

tive, while the combinations and progressions are all

full of interest. Mr. Kelley conducted with extreme and

punctilio\is precision. He does not seem so much a leader

to inspire, as he does one to righteously compel his

players. They followed him, however, with great una-

nimity and conciseness through two performances of the

work -- for the young composer was rewarded with enthu-

siastic appleuse, to say nothing of floral tributes and

laurel wreaths. The overtures Masaniello and Oberon,

were acceptably played, and two graceful movements from

Mozart's Symphony in E flat we^e admirably rendered.

"Mrs. Porteous was announced for the vocal part of

the afternoon, but was unable to apoear. She will sing

next week. Beethoven's Fifth Symphony is promised for

the coming concert; also Brahms' Hungarian Dances, and

Schubert's Overture to Rosamunda .

"On Friday evening the second Philharmonic concert

took place, with Beethoven's First Symphony in C major

as its distinguishing instrumental feature* The pure

and noble logic of the great master stands out in every

measure of this beautiful composition, and how delight-
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fully, how enjoyably was it set forth and explained to

us by those lovely, singing strings. The first move-

ment was slightly marred by some small mishaps on the

part of the wood and brass instruments; but the second

movement -- the 'Andante Cantabile ' with its tranquil

and fugue-like flow, so modestly introduced by the sec-

ond violins -- was exquitely rendered.

"The entire symphony, indeed, was carefully and

sensitively interpreted, and wholly successful. Weber's

famous overture to Euryanthe made up in dash and daring

what it lacked in finish and polished detail; and the

much lighter Black Domino, by Auber, covered itself with

glory in the dynamic power of its marvelously well-man-

aged crescendo effects. Spindler's Spinning Wheel, with

its pizzicato melody, is a bright little thing, but en-

tirely trivial. It was smoothly played and re-demanded.

Beethoven's march, from the Ruins of Athens , also met with

loudly-expressed favor, and the 'music of the Spheres,'

for strings only, from the Quartette in C minor, by

Rubens te in, could not have been too highly praised. It

was one of those things in music that seem luminous, for

some odd reason or other. It shone with a calm, sus-

tained, yet vibrating light, ceasing, left one rapt,

thrilled, bewildered with strange happiness. Will not

some one ask this pleasure a second time at the hands of

Mr. Einrichs and his really good company of strings?
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"The vocal event of the evening was the first pub-

lic appearance of Miss Mary Isabel Sullivan. The nu-

merous friends of the young lady, scattered through the

large audience which filled Piatt's Hall, were doubtless

prepared to find in the debutante the tall, slender, and

fair-haired girl who came forward with easy grace and

quiet self-possession, to sing for us all the 'Recita-

tive' and 'Polonaise' from Mlgnon . But to the unini-

tiated many, Miss Sillivan's youthfulness was something

of a surprise, and everybody rustled their programme in

making sure of the selection, after a first glance at

the singer. The 'Polonaise,' from Mignon , is an im-

mensely difficult thing. What with its cadenzas,

trills, breezy roulades and high E flat, it is enough to

appall the bravest vocalist; but Miss Sullivan opened

her pretty round mouth with the utmost unconcern, and

caught up the fascinating rhythm of the 'Polonaise'

without a shadow of hesitancy. And so she sang to the

end, making nothing but play of the little climbing

trills, sending her flexible voice here and there for

any note she cared to reach, and completing her triumph

with the sustained high E flat, that even Kellogg

touches with a gingerly staccato..

"Of course there were thunders of applause, and a

multitude of flowers, and Miss Sullivan was recalled to

sing — The Last Rose of Summe

r

. It is unnecessary to
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say that her voice is a remarkably high, clear soprano;

it is also strong and flexible and is capable of won-

derful things."

A CRITICAL TEMPEST

'When the Argonaut reviewed one of Hartmann' s recitals,

on February 18, 1882, and dared to say that his playing was

too cold and unsympathetic, however perfect technically, it

raised a storm of opposition from the public, The review

stated:

"Mr. Ernst Hartmann' s long postponed recital took

place as announced, on Wednesday evening last, at Dash-

away Hall. If a well-filled house, abundant and enthu-

siastic applause, and a good programme, well arranged

and delightfully carried out, constitute a musicale suc-

cess, then the recital was certainly nothing of a fail-

ure. And if to overcome all mechanical difficulties, to

memorize faultlessly, and to render the composers with-

out emotionally 'feeling one's heart beating even in the

finger tips,' cover the qualifications of a finished

artist, then Mr. Hartmann is truly a virtuoso.

"Opinions differ so widely in the matter of inter-

pretation, and are so at variance respecting the amount

of musical feeling to be manifested or repressed ic

given cases, that one can scarcely speak of these things,

under any circumstances without advocating what are apt

to be personal, and therefore limited views.
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"But to generalize, in a quotation, the gist of a

dozen individual and chance criticisms of. Mr . Hartmann's

playing (made in reference to these two points), perhaps

nothing comes nearer to the truth than to say that:

'He builds his goodness up so high that it topples

down to the other side, and makes a sort of badness.'

For, if there is any fault in a performance so technic-

ally and beautifully complete; if the refined and ele-

vated thoughts of Beethoven, Bach. and Chopin appear not

wholly themselves when presented with Mr. Hartmann's

care and conscientious earnestness, it would seem to

be only because their warm soul-life is partially lost

in his exquisite cold and classical embodiment of them.

But, as has been said, listeners will continue to differ

and disagree. Not however, in regard to the finish,

accuracy, and serious strength of Mr. Hartmann's intro-

ductory number, Beethoven's Sonata Appa ssionata . . .

"Mr. Hartmann played a prelude by Bach, from the

Suit e Anglaise in F; and afterward, wiTtfi exceeding deli-

cacy, a Chopin Nocturne in F sharp . The Kullak-Wehle

duo for two pianos, by Mrs. Nina Trow and Mr. Hartmann,

was a pleasant, but not particularly impressive feature

of the evening, and the recital was concluded by Mr.

Hartmann's masterly rendering of Liszt ' s Ave Marie., and

Camoanella."
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The Hartmann pupils rallied particularly to his cause

and the Argonaut offine was flooded with letters, like the

following which the editor printed in the issue of March 4,

1882:

"A correspondent sends us the following remarks

regarding the piano recital given by Mr. Ernst Hart-

mann in this cit^ some days ago:

"'Editors, Argonaut: There has been much dissat-

isfaction throughout musical circles with the thoroughly

unaopreciative criticisms of the late Hartmann concert

of this city which several journals -- but mpre espe-

cially yours -- published. Even the Master at whose

shrine your critic is supposed to kneel, has expressed

sorrow at the injustice of the estimate. Mr. Hartmann'

s

noble efforts for the cause of music in this community

demand at least some slight tribute. Your critic as-

serts that the warmth of feeling in Beethoven and Chopia

is destroyed by the coldness of Mr. Hartmann' s style.

In that characterization the critic betrays a failure

to comprehend the inner spirit of that true art which

animates Mr. Hartmann 's playing. His style is one

which does not descend to clap-trap devices to catch

the popular and inartistic ear. It is a style which

does not rely upon -an abnormal pianissimo developed at

the expense of every other expression. The attribute

of coldness is especially unjust in this case, since
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Mr. Hartmann's greatest zeal is devoted to the proper

shading of each musical picture which he develops. So

thorough is he upon this point that he will often seem-

ingly over-practice a study in order that he may catch

the faintest subtlety.

"'This patience to he perfect is the nicety of art

which places Herr Joachim so far above the numerous vio-

linists who strive to secure popular immortality, either

through an ethereal touch, or through the intensity

with which they gush over the depths of some passionate

passage, There are similar extremes in the case of

piano playing, and there can be just as much gush upon

the piano as upon the violin, But each of these ex-

tremes is the coarseness and not the refinement of play-

ing. The performer who steers clear of both these rocks

is he who attains the classical purity of art and causes

the performance to stand out as perfect a whole as a

statue of Phidias. This perfection of expression is

frequently lost upon the uninterested but to the wor-

shippers of Art it is most exquisite enjoyment.'"

THEOPORB THOMAS

The Argonaut changed music critics in 1885: F. A. was

replaced by a clever young woman who signed herself Betsy B.

One of her earlier reviews covered the symphony concerts

directed by Theodore Thomas. In the issue of June 9, 1383,

she wrote :
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"The old fashioned novelist never missed a fling

at the young lady whose musical accomplishments were

so far advanced that she could play -The Battle of Prague

.

She seems to have rested upon her laurels when she got

that far . . . But we have changed all that, and it is

not difficult to gauge something of' the musical culture

of this later day from the fact, that, although a study

of Theodore Thomas' programmes is said to be partial

musical education, every number, with the exception of

perhaps two, was familiar to at least half of the vast

audience in the Pavilion on Thursday night.

"Theodore Thomas, the most striding figure of the

season, although there is a strong under-current of

idea that Miss Thursby Is really the attraction, made

his bow to a public quite as ready to be enthusiastic

over him as New York or Cincinnati. Mis own enthusiasm

for his art, said his labors for it, have made hin

honored in advance of his coming. It is fortunate for

ourselves that Herold long since paved the way for his

coming, so that the great leader has not been obliged

to break new ground on this hither side of the conti-

nent.

"The opening number, the overture from Tannhauser

was sufficiently familiar to spare the ear the strain

of taking in new music, and to allow undivided atten-

tion to the vrork of the orchestra.
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"Something of the completeness of the organization

began to make itself evident from the first bar, and

by the close of the second number, an exquisite 'Alle-

gretto' movement from the Seventh Symphony of Beethoven,

every one had realized that the fame of the orchestra

had been fairly won.

"Its thoroughness is perfect. Every instrument

and every note seem set in the appointed place, and

they glide from light to shade under the calm confident

swing of the great leader's baton, with a smoothness

and surety which, to unaccustomed ears, is a delightful

surprise with each new change.

"Everything seemed to be literally an interpreta-

tion. The beautiful Weber 'Rondo, ' the Invitation to

the Waltz, familiar sport of a thousand tortured pianos,

became newly seductive

.

"Even familiar little Traumerei became more dreamy

than ever as its last note died into a fabulous pianis-

simo, and every ear strained itself to hear the very

last pulsation of sound. It is in these delicate effects

that the orchestra most delights and best shows the

wonderful unity of its workings.

"The soloists were all received with marked favor.

Madame Rive -King, after playing a most difficult con-

certo in such style as to call forth the applause even

of Theodore Thomas himself, was called out to receive

the standard set of flower-pieces.
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"Miss Thursby's aria from Etcil e du Nord was one

of the best selections to present her wonderful voice

in all its purity and clearness, and to show off the

dazzling ease of her execution.

"A public feels itself entitled to something of

this kind from a great artiste. Many of Christine Nils-

son's selections were considered an affront to the musi-

cal taste of the people she was singing to, and so they

were. It is only as an encore that an artiste is enti-

tled to come down to amateur's music,

"But when Miss Thursby had thrilled, amazed, and

delighted us with the beauty of her voice and the mar-

vel of her execution, the public really yearned for one

of the little simple ballads with which she used to

charm. But she gave a very persistent nay, as is

Thomas' rule, to all their clamor.

;; 0f the other soloists, Mrs. Cole has a sympa-

thetic, well-trained mezzo-soprano, remarkable chiefly

for the excellence of the lower notes, and Mr. Franz

Remmertz, a baritone voice, exceptionally pure and

smooth, but not heavy. His song, Am Meer . is one of

those German lieder which appear to be so simple, and

are so difficult to sing well, expect by a singer, like

Remmertz, of thorough training.

"The Pavilion has been transformed into a well

looking and rather comfortable concert-hall. It is
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admirably lighted, and, notwithstanding its big propor-

tions, has been made really cozy by the enclosure.

"Society is doing its best to make the season bril-

liant by turning out in all its jewels and war-paint

J

and the audience is doing its best to make the season

uncomfortable for lack of common sense. The intermis-

sion is too short for an entertainment of this charac-

ter, and even while it lasts the poor beg jars in the or-

chestra never think (or do not dare, because seme rul-

ing spirit does not take the initiative) to stand up

and stretch their legs, after being pinioned fcr more

than an hour in chairs harder than the nether millstone.

"What is an intermission for? Admirably faultless

as the Thomas orchestra plays, music of this kind is a

little heavy yet for this public, and they need a little

breathing and digesting tine in between; for we have

never before had such music to digest."

At the close of the Thomas season, Betsy B. wrote in

the Argonaut , June 16, 1365:

"Everyone agrees that half of the pleasure of a

Ball is talking it over the day after. The fiddles and

bassoons, the soloists and the big leader, are all in

Salt Lake by now, giving 3eeth;ven and Mendelssohn, and

Wagner to the cultivated Mormon saints; but we sre not

yet done talking of the big concert season.
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"Its somewhat stormy close has had something to do

with the long sustained interest in it, for the last con-

cert must surely have been something quite outside of

Mr. Theodore Thomas's musical experience.

"The active personal dislike which the public of

San Francisco took to Mr. Theodore Thomas was one of

those phases of natural antagonism which are common

enough as between person and person, but which, taken

collectively, as this has been, was curious enough to be

phenomenal. It lay smouldering all through the season;

but one felt the fire of it in the air; and it could be

realized in the manifest reluctance of the applause.

"The personality of the man is strong and dominant.

He never entered the vast hall that his presence was

not instantly felt, and some people confess to having

preserved concert decorum through an arrant and most

unreasoning fear of the leader.

"And under all this lay this deep, curious, intense

dislike. The people seemed to find a strange, aggres-

sive hostility in his very back. And it all broke cut

on that last day, when they clamored long and loud for

what they wanted and couldn't get, in a storm of hisses

which were at least as hearty snd spontaneous as they

were thoroughly Impolite, He was livid with rage, tut

he stood swaying his musical sceptre as firmly as young

Casablanca at his post, refusing to the end, and hurried
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away through the violins at the last without a farewell

bow to San Francisco.

"A leader and organizer must necessarily be a mar-

tinet; but it isonly necessary that he be a martinet with

those under the swing of his baton. We are all content

that the reigning monarch in any art shall set sic

up in the clouds and glower down at us, if he like; but

our San Francisco public felt justified in demanding

indulgence even from Mr. Theodore Thomas.

"He played his orchestra in the beer-halls of Cin-

cinnati and New York at twenty-five cents admission, and

presumably gave the people what they wanted to hear* Our

people, with their brief five thousand dollar season,

felt justified in asking the same privilege.

"No possible objection has been or can be urged

against the arrangement of the programme for the or-

chestra. The Wagner night was the night of the season,

and the first and last concerts were in most general

favor, but if those which lay between were less liked,

it was only a matter of fancy. Not a selection has

been made, not a number has been given, in which the

orchestra has not in some part of it obtained the silent

absorbed recognition of the audience; however unculti-

vated the general musical ear.

"The unity and precision of their playing has been

a mechanical marvel, and the interpretations 'of the soul
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of the music have been the delight of the music-lovers.

It has literally been an education in music, as Theodore

Thomas intends all his work to be.

"But one does not begin to teach mathematics with

the problem of Euclid, nor music with the symphonies

of Beethoven. And, if the great leader wishes the masses

to recognize the higher forms of music, he must gradu-

ally teach them to love music. They must be gradually

led up to the symphonies by steps; but they will not

have symphonies alone crammed down their throats. Every

one loves the human voice, and it is really only through

the voice that the uncultured taste can first be trained.

"It is an undoubted fact that nine people out of

ten who took seats at the Thomas Concert took them for

the purpose of hearing Miss Thursby, and it must be

said in the matter of presenting Miss Thursby to the

public Mr. Thomas has displayed a spirit which was ei-

ther downright ugliness of disposition or an over-power-

ing jealousy. Even had it been necessary to abide so

strictly by his encore rules -- and he has been much

upheld by the knowledge that the encore nuisance has

been an aggravated one -- he has been deliberately un-

just to his best singer, and his strong card in the

making up of his programmes. In all the seven concerts

she has had but two numbers which have lain within the
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richness and fullness of her powers -- the aria from

L' Etolle du Nord . on the opening night, and the Sweet

Bird , of Mendelssohn, at the last concert,

"On the Beethoven night Miss Thursby was obscured

in a trio, while the Ah perfido , was' Riven to Miss Allen,

who was absolutely overweighted by it. Miss Allen's

voice is high and clear, but one of those voices which

have nothing of reserve in them, and which throw you in-

to a paroxysm of uneasiness upon the attack of a high

note, yet she sang beautifully at times, and more espe-

cially in the Hymn of Praise , a class of music to which

she seems thoroughly adapted.

"On the Wagner night, Miss Thursby was permitted

to sing Elsa ' s Dream, and sang it as well as an artist

sings anything out of her range. She has neither the

largeness of voice nor the breadth of style necessary

for Wagner's music. The great composer himself could

find no one to fit his ideas but Frau Materna, a singer

whose very name seems to suggest a noble amplitude, and

whose voice and style fill out all its suggestions.

"Miss Thursby's voice is at its bestinthe embroi-

dery of music. Her fioriture is unsurpassed in its rich-

ness, its ease, and its coloring, and her repertoire in

this line is extensive, A programme arranged for her

advantage, and for the pleasure of her heorera, would

give her such a number in every concert, and a ballad
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encore would not have ruined Mr. Thomas's musical repu-

tation, nor made a nation stand aghast at the breaking

over of iron rules.

"The idea was given out that Mr. Thomas would

taboo ballads in his programmes, but Mrs. Cole saiig a

ballad on Saturday afternoon. Indeed Mrs. Cole became

quite the favorite of the season, for she sings with

wonderful expression and feeling -- albeit her upper

notes" are frequently not true -- and with a charming

distinctness of enunciation. Then, too, she had the

advantage of singing much in English — an advantage

indeed, however much the puri.sts in music may cry out.

"For when Miss Thursby sang but the two opening

words in the dear, familiar English in Sweet Bird;

there was a reaction of feeling through the Louse, for

the people had been disposed to think that Miss Thursby

herself had been partly to blame for grudging her voice.

But she was heard to say that she had not been allowed

to do one single thing that she wanted to for the public,

except .to wear a new dress at each concert. So perhaps

she may go away forgiven, for the dresses, at least,

were a success. ,

• "Although Theodore Thomas bolted through the latter

part of the programme with blind fury onWednesdey after-

noon; though he left the stage gnawing his nether lip

with rage and with a very storm of wrath raging in his
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breast; and though the public disliked him with the very

excess of sincerity, and manifested it with odious

frankness -- yet the public and the maestro must have

parted feeling that each owed the other much.

"Theodore Thomas's little preliminary tilt with the

chorus shows that he has a keen love for the almighty

dollar and a keen eye for escapes. He has certainly

carried away a bagful, and should be satisfied — nay,

delighted. But the public hes resented what he left un-

done, they have appreciated what he has done. They de-

manded a concession which he would not make, but they

have listened, with attentive and patient ear, to his

varying and graduated programmes, beginning vivaciously

and familiarly on the first night, foing up, by gradual

steps, to the Beethoven concert, and comWg down again,

by easy stages, to the waltzes and polkas of Wednesday

afternoon.

"They have appreciated all that was good, and there

has been nothing bad to condemn. True, the cnorus emit-

ted a few timeless, tuneless howls upon one or two occa-

sions, but they sang superbly on the Wagner night, and

again in the Hymn of Praise, and their faux oas was for-

gotten.

"Strange to say, although it is the custom with, that

half of the community that are not learning to play it to

decry the motherly piano, Madame Rive-King's success has
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been one of the most pronounced features of the festi-

val. Of course she has been called cold. Did ever a

virtuoso go spinning down the keyboard with a rain of

technical pearls, that she or he was not said to be

mechanically excellent, but lacked soul?

"Madame Rive -King is a smileless woman and seems

to forbid enthusiasm, but her two selections from the

trickey /sic/, capricious Chopin, and her Beethoven Con-

certo on Monday night, while they exhibited her techni-

cal expertness at its best, must have appealed also to

the musical understanding of her loud applauders.

"And so tiie great concert season has come and gone.

The pleasant, roomy boxes will know their gayly capari-

soned occupants no more. The huge sounding board will

be laid away; and economists are wondering what becomes

of all the turkey red and the lumber. And we are all

satisfied, yet disappointed, and perhaps we shall re-

member all the good things a little longer for the thorn

of discontent which came with them."

LOCAL SYMPHONY CONCERTS

After the example set by the Thomas orchestra, renewed

interest developed for a local symphony orchestra. One of the

many which sporadically started up in San Francisco -- before

a permanent one arrived -- was that directed by a sound musi-

cian, Frederick Zech. The Argonaut of November 17, 1883, re-

viewed a concert of his organization, after it had been in

existence for more than a year:
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'It Is a year arc this month since Mr. Frederick

Zech made his first appearance In San Francisco as an

orchestral leader • It will be remembered that he gave

a concert on Thanksgiving Day, with a programme entirely

devoted to his own compositions, and that his nervous,

demonstrative manner as a conductor created the impres-

sion ofMr. Zech. 1 a being a somewhat flighty musical gen-

ius. He held his players in good control, but he swayed,

he glared, he beckoned so wildly, and threw himself into

such passions of Importunity and command, that his mere

presence was exhausting.

"It has been interesting to notice, however, in his

recent leadership of the Orchestral Union, and in his

methods on Friday evening, the chanre that has been

wrought in Mr. Zech's manner since last November.

"lie is more self-contained, more quiet, and more

serious,* yet still he is so imploring, so seemingly aban-

doned to the hope of bringing forth harmony, and so

thoroughly Imbued with the spirit of what he wishes to

accomplish, that one is led to respect his earnestness,

as well as to question whether, with more promising

force Mr. Zech might not permanently distinguish him-

self.

"His latest orchestra was, certainly, not all that

could be desired for the purpose of a symphony concert-

While many of its men were players of individual merit,
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the ensemble effect was Generally wavering sometimes

weak and at several exigent points decidedly rickety.

The order of faultiness was as usual, from fairly good

strings to passable wood-wind, down to poor brnss; and

although there was responsiveness, together with atten-

tion to the leader's ideas of light and shade, there

was a degree of vacillation, and a hesitancy of attack,

that could only be accounted for by insufficient re-

hearsal

.

"All things considered it was a surprise that Bee-

thoven's Seventh Symphony should have been as well played

as it was. This great and famous raft stood, naturally,

as the evening's piece de r^stance, but ins bead of be-

ing Placed at the first of the programme, it was given

as the sixth and final number. Of course, nobody is

worthy to come after Beethoven; Wt. for that matter .ho

is fit to be heard before him? And although the last

pl.ee -„,s doubtless reserved for the A-major Sy^onj

through some unexplained law of musical etiquette and

reverence, the arrangement was an unfortunate one.

"People were tired before the symphony was begun,

and, as it is so long a composition many left the hall

oefore half the movements had been finished.

"The most enthusiastic musical attention will flag

in spite of itself, if it is subjected to prolonged de-

mands; and even those listeners who had reserved
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themselves for the symphony found it hard to follow with

the freshest zest. The four movements of this wonderful

tone-picture -- in which Beethoven seems to have taken

a 'new lease of originality' for the work is in his so-

called 'second-manner' -- were quite evenly played.

"The instability and tardiness of the braas-wind

were keenly felt in certain passages of the 'Vivace,'

and there were various rough spots all the way through

the number; but much could be overlooked for the sake

of the music itself.

"The tempo adopted by Mr. Zech in the 'Allegretto'

was full blast, yet this profound movement was most ap-

preciatively interpreted.

"Mendelssohn's overture to Flngal's Cave was also

not without a beautiful intention in the matter of ren-

dering; in some respects it constituted the most enjoy-

able number of the evening; and came so near being

finely played that it was at least praiseworthy. Its

chief charm however -- which lies in the strange, brief

pathos of that broken theme of floating up here and

there from one instrument and then another was ob-

scured by loud accompaniments and the unmodulated force

of tone. It was poorly defined. It lacked linear dis-

tinctness. It seemed to be in a sort of fog. Two other

orchestral numbers were a Larghetto. by Mr. Zech, and

Gonfluentia. by Mr. Edgar S. Kelley.
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"The former from Mr. Zech's C-major Symphony, was

justly admired upon the occasion of its first perform-

ance last year, and was redemanded upon the occasion

without being especially suggestive. It is a correct

and scholarly piece of work, well instrumentated, and

always enjoyable . . . Both of these young composers

may be proud of the favor shown to their productions."

A LOCAL COMPOSER

The Argonaut of October 11, 1884, reviewed a recital of

songs by local composer Henry B. Pasmore (who in 1941 still

lived in San Francisco), but who on this occasion presented

himself as a vocalist

s

"Mr. H. B. Pasmore, whose recital at Irving Hall

took place last Tuesday evenimg is the first gentleman

to venture upon this form of musical entertainment in

San Francisco. Several ladies have already braved its

dangers, and striven for its honors, with varying suc-

cess .

"The experiment has been less hazardous in femi-

nine hands, however, than it would necessarily prove

under masculine auspices. To please, in what is at its

beat a monotonous undertaking, the singers' most telling

qualities must be maintained throughout, while their

style and expression are constantly varibd; and the lat-

ter part of this arduous task certainly falls with far
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heavier weight upon a man than upon a woman. She is

helped out in a thousand little ways by the charm of her

dress, and her inborn gift of histrionic power; but as

for a man, both nature and art are against him, and Llr.

Pasmore, as a concert singer, it must be confessed, was

noticeably beset by these antagonists. His voice, a

low baritone of fair compass, is mellow, smooth, sympa-

thetic — in that it raises no feeling of opposition —
evenly distributed and of moderate power. The training

bestowed upon this excellent organ has evidently been

unexceptionable

.

"Mr. Pasmore' s use of the breath, Ills free emission

of tone, his ease in singing, his careful phrasing, and

strict abstinence from tremolo — are all in the best

taste; but his conscientiousness is carried to such a

painful degree as to completely absorb and annihilate

many qualities which are indispensable to the entire

success of a public singer. His whole method and man-

ner are obviously opposed to anything verging upon sen-

sational effects; but this inclination toward reserve

and quietness is so exaggerated in its results as to

render Mr. Pasmore' s interpretations absolutely life-

less. What natural force and fire he may possess are

held under with an iron hand. His magnetism is too

feeble, or too refined, to move and inspire an audience,

and his delivery too spiritless to convey the ideas of
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his songs with any sort of strength or color.

"The programme presented on Tuesday evening was

delight full- chosen. Its first number, 'Si Tra i Ceopi!

from Handel's opera, Berenice, showed Mr. Pasmore's

distinct and round articulation of tone to good advan-

tage, and afforded an interesting illustration of the

old-time music, now so seldom heard in the concert-room.

"Two songs by Rubinstein followed, Tragod ie and

Zulickha -- the former of special origin?., lity and beauty,

and the latter in the pronounced style of all Rubin-

stein's Persian adaptations.

"Among subsequent selections, Schubert's Wanderer;

the recitative and aria, 'Thus Saith the Lord,' from the

Messiah, .and a Drinicin* Song, by Hi', Pasmore, were espe-

cially unfortunate, in lacking the energy, passion, and

vigor which their best rendition required.

"More enjoyable, hut still of that dead uniformity

which is the great deficiency in t.ir. Pasmore's other-

wise refined and praise-worthy work, were a benutifully

melodious song, Wilt Give to Me Thy Heart, Love, by

Bach; Blick Ich TJmher, from Tannhnuser; a Romance and

Bridal March by Mr. Pasmore. This last, a particularly

happy little work, is deserving of a special place in

musical literature.

"Mrs. Carmichael-Carr, the pianist of the evening,

contributed very acceptably a 'Gavotte,' from Gluck's
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Orpheu s. transcribed by Von Bulow; a Barcarole in A

major , by Mary C armi chae 1 ; Song yyithout Words, by H. B.

Pasniore; Zur G-uitarre , an impromptu by F. Hiller; and

two Chopin numbers — a Nocturne , Op. 32, No . 1_, and a

Valse, Op. 34, No. 1.

"Mr. Pasmore ' s accompaniments were played by Miss

Bessie Marshall, whose reading is always sympathetic

and intelligent; and, although the evening' s impressions

in some other directions were disappointing to those who

had looked forward to Mr. Pasmore ' s appearance in the

concert-room as the event of a fresh, forcible, and

strongly individualized public singer, the occasion did

not fail to reveal him as a musician entitled to all

respect

.

"What — owing to the depressingly monotonous char-

acter of the performance — would otherwise have been

the srlemn and almost funereal spirit of the evening,

was signally relieved by the chairs of Irving Kail.

"These seats, which are of the camp-chair species,

furnished comedy enough in a delicate and adaptive man-

ner peculiarly their own, to fully counterbalance what-

ever lugubrious feelings might have been experienced by

the audience at large. For if, in any up-rising or down-

sitting, the weight of the would-be occupant placed it-

self exclusively upon the front part of these unphilo-

sophically constructed seats, the chair instantly folded
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itself up, and slipped away from beneath.

"The consequences of this treacherous propensity

are better imagined than described, It suffices to say

that, after the visible and humiliating collapse of

several stoutly-built ladies, t»0 ov three children,

and a crusty old gentleman, the assemblage* suddenly be-

came so wary of any motion whatever, as to suggest the

r.iost universal and conscientious attention to the pro-

gramme •

"

MADAME EMMA ALBMI

In the nineties there grew up another generation of great

sixers. Emma Albani, one of the most popular, sang in San

Francisco in 1889, and the Ar-onaut reviewed her appearance in

its issue of April 29s

"Some years ago the London Athenaeum, in 'placing'

Mine. Albani, set her third in the line of prima donnas,

with Patti first and Nilsson second. The cherished

voice of the Italian at length shows signs of wear. The

Swede has retired to the seclusion which awaits the dumb

nightingale. The voice of the Canadian is today as rich,

as fresh, as pure as it was when she sang toifce nuns in

the convent on the Isle of Jesus near Montreal twenty-

three years ago.

"She is complete mistress of every artifice of the

singer's calling—cantabile, legato, and staccato are
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equally effective. Her shakes, though scarcely equal

to Patti's exquisite articulation, have an individual-

ity all their own, being inflected like a lark's ei-

ther upward or downward with equal ease. Her highest

technical accomplishment is what is known as raezza da

voce, which rises beyond praise or criticism . . . Her

execution has hardly the spirit-like definiteness and

brilliancy which Patti has made all her own, but in

staccato passages Mme. Albanl attains a throbbing e-

lasticity more like a wood bird's than a human voice.

Her method is Italian of the old classic, severe school

before they forgot simplicity for the ornate and florid.

The company, tho hardly phenomenal, is a thoroughly re-

spectable collection of artists, intelligent, musically

gifted and cultivated.

JULY FOURTH MUSIC

Music other than classical received the attention of San

Francisco and it3 critics. The following article from the S_aji

Francisco Examiner of June IS, 1889, reveals problems for the

critical mind even in the sphere of the humble street parade

band:

A HEAP OF TROUBLE OVER THE UNION AND HON-UNIQM BANpS.

"The llilitia may tramp to the cadence of their own

footsteps.
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"The Executive Committee having decided tc engage

none but non-union bands to play music on the Fourth of

July, quite a flutter has been crer.ted in trades' or-

ganizations, which promises to result in a sad and ehad-

owy pageant

.

"One of the principal attractions in an Independ-

ence Day procession in San Francisco is the National

Guard. The brigade looks well, the men ez>e nearly all

soldierly looking young fellows, who keep step and han-

dle their muskets with precision while the drums rattle

and the brass instruments blare out melody.

"But how would they look marching over the cobbles

without the drum corps, the grandly dressed drum-majors,

the uniformed trombonist and cornet-player?

"Yet this is what is likely to happen unless the

committee changes its tune and agrees to pay 38 instead

of vS to those who furnish the music.

"Colonel Lickinson, at the meeting two days ago,

stated that it was the custom for each regiment in the

brigade to have a separate band, but the State law made

no provision for the payment of th« men in holiday pa-

rades. 'Unless the Executive Committee agrees to meet

the expenses all I oan promise to provide is one band

for the brigade,' he said.

'"There are three regiments in the brigade, and

each band is part of the Musicians' Union. If the
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Fourth of July Committee adheres to its present posi-

tion, these men will not turn out if they can help it,

and it is well understood that the Brigade Commander

and several Colonels will not attempt to compel them to.

"As a consequence many members of the militia com-

panies, who are in hearty sympathy with the musicians,

will sooner pay their fines and risk the chance of

court-martial than tramp all day to the click of their

own heels on the rocky pavements.

"Said a non-commissioned officer in one of the com-

panies of the First Regiment, speaking of the subject

last evening: 'A brigade without sufficient music would

get very mobbish toward the tail end. It wouH be all

well enough for those having the right of line. They

could keep step. But I happen to belong to the regiment

that will bring up the left, and I am in one of the last

companies, too. Just imagine us trying to keep step

with the far-away echo of a tune at Bush Street while a

•scab' band was tooting away a different and discordant

air at our heels near Clay. I have had that experience

once and it will never occur again. It Rial's the dis-

play, you know, and makes a soldier feel as though he

was a common ordinary human being, and besides without

music one recollects that he has corns and bunions when

he walks.

'
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"'The Union price is ^8 a man and $16 for the

leader, ' said Peter Johansen to an Examiner reporter,

'and v;e could not work for less on the Fourth of July.

The charge is not extortionate. We are not taking ad-

vantage of the fact that it is the Fourth of July. The

terms would be the same if it was St. Patrick's Day, or

the anniversary of the Fall of the Bastile. This is

not a charitable affair. If it was we would agree to

work for nothing.

'

'I have played twice in the present month for the

benefit of the Johnstown sufferers, and the Musicians

'

Union has donated $100 to the fund, but I am opposed to

tramping the streets on a national holiday so that a

lot of so-called patriotic citizens may use the money

given by the city for necessary expenses to fill their

stomachs with high-priced food and becloud their brains

with high-price wines. We do not intend to stand this

and will not. I do not like to appear unpatriotic, but

this thing has simmered down to the proposition that if

there is to be a parade it will not be a successful one

if 'scab' bands are engaged. The public is not very

friendly to such organizations Just now. '

"

ADELINA PATTI

The ever-loved Patti made one of her infrequent visits

to the Coast in' 1890, and San Francisco as usual turned out

in full force to '.welcome her. The Argonaut , February 17,

1890, gave the following picture of her:
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"It is hard tft say anything new of Mme . Patti. She

is still the matchless one, the Queen of Song. If — as

it is said -- she has lost in her upper notes, her lower

ones have only gained in additional richness and purity

.

All the delicacy of shading, the flawless finish, the

limpid sweetness of tone are there as of old, Til/hen this

wonderful bird voice with its showers of crystal notes

is silenced, who will take its place? Will there ever

be another? Mme. Patti is said to be the pupil of Le

Bon Dieu. Her art came to her as naturally as the per-

fume to the rose. Sprung from a race of singers and mu-

sicians, she breathed in music from the air about her,

and could sing, they say, as well when she was in short

frocks and wild, black curls as she -loes now. It comes

to her as it doe3 to the bird -- the voice so suggests

bird music that listening to its rippling run and shakes

one recalls the Irish legends of little girls who

learned birdlore and bird-language in the woods, bird-

lilcfl too in its utter insouciance, its untouched gayety,

its almost indifferent vivacity. It is such a voice as

one imagines a nymph or dryad might have, who, from pure

lightness of heart, sang in cool, green woody places,

mossed and flecked with sun-spots, her heaviest labor to

find moist, shady coverts hen the sun was hot, or weave

wreaths from wild grape-leaves and twine them in her am-

ber-dropping hair.
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"Mme. Patti's appearance is quite as remarkable as

her singing. Roughly, one might say she is twenty-five

.

Her auburn hair, held in place by a gigantic crown,

which makes one understand why the general wearing of

crowns fell into desuetude among royal ladies, is becom-

ing and lends a softening charm to her mignonne face.

She is gay, as coquettish as ever, as ready to establish

with her audience relations of confidential friendliness

-- the peculiar charm which, quite apart from her sing-

ing, has made her so beloved of the public heart. La

diva's smiles of gratitude toward the 'gods' are no less

confidingly merry than those with vhich she treats the

crowned heads, when the eyes of the crowned heads have

the fortune to see her and their ears the luck to hear

her."

Newspaper reporters grilled the great Patti on every

subject under the sun. An interview on the singer's art was

published by the San Francisco Gall, May 11, 1890:

"ADELINA PATTI GIVES ADVICE TO YOUNG GIRLS --

'There are more good voices,' she began, 'among Ameri-

can women than among those of any other country. I have

heard many American girls who sang divinely. The suc-

cess of American singers abroad is noticeable. The un-

cultivated American tone is nasal but the cultivated

American voice is most musical.'
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"'At what age should a girl begin to sing?'

" 'That depends on her voice entirely. People have

an idea that too early use of the voice is hurtful but

I sang in public when I was only 7 ... A girl should

not be allowed to reach after high notes or to test the

range of her voice too severely. I was withdrawn from

the stage at 11 or 12, but Strakosch kept me at hard

study until I was 15. Then I made my debut in New York

as Lucia. That was in 1859 and I have been singing con-

stantly since. Wo, it is not true that there is any-

thing abnormal in the very early development of musical

gifts.'

"'What kind of training would you recommend?'

"•Hard work. That's about all there is to it ex-

cept, cf course, one must have a good master who will

not give false methods .

'

"'Is it possible for a singer to get through musi-

cal training in this country? T

'"I know very little about your masters. There

must be some excellent ones.'

"•If a girl goes -broad should she study in Paris,

or Milan, or Munich?'

"'Munich! Now you're swearing! . . . Germany for

a singer? Never! For harmony, y^s. For thorough

grounding in the principles of musicrl composition, yes.

But for the voic, oh no. Now, if you quote me, don't
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make me say this' unkindly, er rudely, fcr indeed I am

extremely fond of the German opera, but I would never

advise a woman to sing in it who isn't prepared to sac-

rifice her voice for a brief triumph just as the bee does

his life when he stings . . * Wagner's operas are not

constructed with the slightest regard to the possibili-

ties of the voice, and his demands on it are wildly un-

reasonable .

"'A girl who would make a singer, pure and simple,

should go to Paris and put herself under the charge of

Mine. Marchesi, the best teacher of singing in the world.

Then she will learn something of the laws of good voice

production ... Or else a student should go to Milan,

fcr a good Italian master.

"JHow would you advise a young singer to regulate

her food?

"'Dieting for the sake of the voice is nonsense.

There must be moderation, of course, in all things, for

the singer above all other persons, must study intelli-

gently her individual health conditions. She must learn

how to keep herself well. The girl who is ambitious to

sing need not deny herself anything she fancies at the

table unless that particular thing happens to disagree

with her, or unless, indeed, she is to appear on the

stage that day. On the day of a public performance it

is necessary to eat very little.
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lT 'Soup is really the best food for singers, strong

soup, well made. Rare beef is good, fruit and vegeta-

bles. Pastry and sweets are not good, but are to be a-

voided mere because they hurt the complexion, than be-

cause they effect the voice especially.'

"'What wine may a young singer allow herself?'

"'If she really means to succeed, no wines at all.

I don't believe in wine, it hurts the throat almost in-

variably. Some young singers, I know, are not strong,

and doctors prescribe claret for them, but it is bad

practice to drink it. For myself I never touch wine.

I drink water, or if I need a stimulant, I take water

with a little whiskey in it.'

" T If you were interested in a girl with a voice

would you have her go in for athletics to build herself

up physically?

•

"'That would be ruinous policy. Xhe girl who is

going to take rank as a singer must keep out of the gym-

nasium. She can't fence. She can't ride horseback. I

enjoy nothing more than horseback riding, and I ride

well. I used to ride abou.t Mount Vernon up above here

when I was only 6 years old. But I have given that up

entirely. I never ride now. It interferes with the

firmness and evenness of the voice and gives a tremolo

.

"'Walking Is the singer's excerise. The singer who

has a good pair of legs must think herself highly
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fortunate. I can walk three or four hours at a good

pace. And I do so frequently. I believe in regular ex-

ercise, and the best way to take it is to drive then

leave the carriage for a while, but let it follow to

pick you up if you find yourself getting tired.

"'If I were interested in a student I would urge

her to be careful about the sort of air she breathes.

It is very necessary to give attention to the* ventila-

tion of one's bedroom. It should not have a fire in it

and the air should be frequently renewed. She should

not associate too closely with tobacco users. Even the

fumes of the weed are bad for the throat,

" 'How would you dress a young singer? '

" 'No directions are necessary, except the hint that

good voices have been spoiled before now by tight lac-

ing. I believe in a well made and properly fitted French

corset, but it should not be drawn closely enough to im-

pede free breathing and the proper expansion of the

lungs. Growing girls especially should be careful not to

practice with lacings tightly drawn.

" 'Everything is summed up in the advice to take sen-

sible care of one's self. The singer must go to bed

early and not allow herself to get tired. She musn't

fret. Weariness and worry tell on the voice terribly.

She must have as few outside cares as possible, concen-

trate her efforts in a single direction, live for her

art and live happily.'"
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DE PACHIIANN

The first appeerance of De Pachmann in San Francisco was

reviewed by the critic of the Evening Bulletin on December 16,

1890:

"A good many people reasonably fond of music are

not particularly Inclined toward piano recitals, but

to listen to a recital by Vladimir de Pachmann, the

great Chopin interpreter, is something of a different

character. It is a pleasure which grows upon a person

the longer ®ne stays. His playing is a revelation. It

is a wonder, and what puzzles his hearers is how he ob-

tained such perfection as a pianist. The natural answer

is that it must have been born in him. Study and prac-

tice alone have not made him what he is. To be such a

pianist as De Pachmann is one must have the things,

which must come of themselves.

"One can readily see that De Pachmann is a natural

born pianist by his awkard mannerisms. The probable

explanation is that he is so absorbed in his art as to

make himself forget everything else while he is playing.

He motions and even talks to himself as if to remark

that such and such a passage was played, not only to his

own satisfaction, but to that of others.

"This could be seen last evening very often. He

would nod after he had played a very brilliant run an£

while seemingly to the audience y it was meant only for
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himself. Then, again, after lie had concluded a selec-

tion and was the recipient of much applause he would

stand and seen oblivious of where the applause came

from, but in an instant catching the sound from some

particular place, he would turn and bow with cheerful

glee.

"Chopin's music, whether it be a sonata, a study,

a prelude, a valse, a mazurka or a polonnalse requires

the most deftness of handling. It requires a light,

air}' touch combined with that of peculiar force and the

most decided phrases of expression and sentiment. Vlad-

imir de Pachmann combines all these qualifications. He

has the touch of a woman and the heavy strike of a forge

master welding a piece of iron. The first is of the

most delicate nature and the latter never of a pound,

but a straight blow, hitting the nark with a certainty

of atta.ck and not grating as can be accomplished by what

is known as a chance blow. His execution is marvelous,

every note being brought out withthe greatest distinct-

ness, and whether it be in single, double, triple or

chromatic runs it is all the same, the sound is clear

and. there is no slurring. His piano movements are all

delicately shad_ed and his fortissimo ones ar. clear a3

the tone of a perfect bell.

"One beauty of his playing is the ease with which

he accomplishes the most difficult runs. There is no
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effort. It comes perfectly natural and it seems as easy

for him to play the piano as it does for an ordinary

mortal to talk. There is no living pianist of the pres-

ent day who can he compared to him in the exemplification

of the music of Chopin. He seems to be inspired with

the music. It is in every vein of his body, and his

fingers are the outlet of his soul's thoughts. His ma-

nipulation of the piano Is the perfection of art and de

Pachmann and Chopin seem to have .grown together as one,

"Paraphrasing the Moslem adage, it may be said

that 'there is but one Chopin, and c'e Pachmann is his

prophet I
'

"

MUSIC AUD POLITICS

The Chronicle of April 5, 1891, ran an editorial which

drew attention to the fact that the city was indebted to a

commercial organization for much of its popular music;

"It is probably well known to most of our citizens

that the expense of the Saturday and Sunday orchestral

concerts at Golden Gate Park has been defrayed by con-

tributions from the cable-car companies, the whole mat-

ter being in charge of Joseph D. Redding, who devoted a

great deal of time and work to it with entire disinter-

estedness. Nov/, however, the contract with the band

has expired, and Mr. Redding has declined to take the

matter in hand again, owing to the refusal of the
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Powell, Geary and Sutter Street Cable lines to pay their

pro rata share of the cost of the concerts.

"There is no way, we presume, to prevent a corpo-

ration from biting off its nose to spite its face, so

probably the best thing is to let the concerts at the

park lapse until such time as these cable -car companies

can learn to see their own interests. It i3 a matter

of very simple calculation to show that each and all of

these roads must have shared In the passenger travel to

the park which the band concerts assisted, if they did

not create, but if the dime at hand looks larger to

these companies than the dollar in the distance there

is nothing to be done except to wish that they may learn

better sense.

"It will not be very long before these recalci-

trant companies will see their mistake.. As soon as the

pockets of the stockholders feel the stress of dimin-

ished profits there will be a revulsion of sentiment.

In the meantime, the people of San Francisco who are de-

prived of their open-air concerts will know the reason,

and they will not be likely to walk many blocks out of

their way to take the cars of these lines."

Though the great Belgian violinist Ysaye had been in

America on a number of tours, it was not until 1895 that he

visited San Francisco. He was serenaded at his hotel by 300
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musicians, received many hundreds of letters, and was wined

and dined by the Bohemian Club. His series of concerts were

one of the highlights of the social season; the Argonaut , .j,iay

20, 1895, wrote of them:

"Ysaye is the last of the modern violinists to

visit us. We have all his illustrious compeers to

measure him by. V/e can say that he has not the sol-

emn, sepulchral grandeur of tone, the fierce, almost

animal breadth and vigor of tfllhelmj. He has not the

sensitive and romantic delicacy of Sarasate, the prince,

the poet, the seer of visions, the dreamer of dreams a-

mong modern violinists, the player whose playing is

like that of some beautiful and romantic woman's, pas-

sionate yet delicately restrained, deep with feeling

yet not largely sympathetic, intense but restricted;

showing life looked upon through a small rift in the

surrounding environment, not viewed from the mountain-

top whence all the veils and mists have been torn away.

He has not either the dash, the splendor of diablerie

and reckless mocking gayety that characterized Musin in

his beaux .lours, that strange, exhilarating combination

of the bizarre brilliance of the gypsy and the joie de

vivre of the Bohemian.

"But Ysaye, in his own line, is a great artist, a

master of the technique, a calm performer of wonderful

feats, a player of ease and breadth like the sea. His
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playing suggests a personality of extreme placidity, of

almost bovine indifference, of a breadth, which is not

impassioned but has an untroubled serenity like that of

land-locked lakes. He is emphatically a player of peace,

of serenity, of deep-toned softness, and soothing sonor-

ities. From his fine intelligence he has extracted the

very best it had to give; the instrument has been played

to give forth its most perfect and melodious harmonies;

the talent has been taken to the market place and bar-

tered with, and increased fivefold.

"Prom his violin M. Ysaye extracts a tone of sin-

gularly mysterious quality. That strange humanness of

sound that trie violin, of all instruments, can give

forth, becomes in his hands veiled with a sort of whis-

pering spiritual mystery. The instrument does not often

utter those cries of yearning and pain, or those peevish

sounds of petulance and weariness that under the touch

of other virtuosi break from it with illimitable sugges-

tions of life-sickness. M. Ysaye' s tone has never that

crystalline, open clearness, that thin open-air sound

of a jubilant freshness. It is slightly hollow, deep,

and replete with suggestions of brooding melancholy and

unfathomed mysteries . It is spiritual rather than hu-

man. And it may be this lack of humanness which robs his

playing of the power to thrill and exhilarate; and makes

it exert over the audience a stealthy, sphinx-like charm.".
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MADAME NORDICA

The Argonaut , January 25, 1897, wrote of Nordica on one

of her visits:

"Since she was here last, she has risen to eminence

as a Wagnerian soprano. Frau Cosima widow of Wagner

has commended her and Beyreuth did her homage. Her

large, heavy, and rather cumbrous voice has been re-

strained, clarified, and sweetened since then. It has

never been, and never will be the voice that holds the

soul in thrall. It is strong, clear and instrumentally

dramatic, a real Wagnerian voice. Its remarkable range

and its almost fierce epic power were shown in the aria

from Erkel's opera. The precipitous ascent to notes of

an unbelievable altitude was accomplished with ease, the

final cluster of notes with which the piece concluded

being shrilled forth with keen, wild facility, piercing

the ears like cries of anguish. The dramatic side of

the aria was given the prominence which the Wagnerians

alone seem capable of producing. The agonized Queen,

torn between despair and hope, cried her torments with

the shrill, unrestrained frenzy of the bereaved mother.

"The absence of lyric sweetness in the voice was

felt in the scene from Faust. A singer trained to make

a great Brunnhilde and an Isolde of large, tragic mold,

is not at ease in the tender vocalizations of Gounod's

opera . . . Mme. Nordica, while dramatic in both voice
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and temperament, is not poetic, and Marguerite is the

m0st poetic figure on the operatic stage ... If tem-

peramentally unsympathetic to the role, Mme. Nordica

was artistically harmonious. Especially toward the close

of the act, in the two love duets, her voice was clear

and pure as spring water. Nevertheless, had the whole

evening's entertainment been concert, theaudience would

have been better entertained."

A PT.T-A FOR LOCAL TALENT

A problem faced by all local symphony orchestras is that

of program management. It is difficult to decide how many --

if any - compositions by local geniuses are to be included

in a season. In 1898, the San Francisco Symphony Society

brought the ire of the San Francisco Call on its head by its

rule to exclude local productions. In the issue of March 27,

1898, Ashton Stevens, the Call's critic, wrote:

"While the directors of the Symphony Society are

perfectly justified in barring out all local soloists,

so long as they do it on the simple ground that there

is not a violinist or pianist in the country whose solo

would not spoil a symphony concert, I do not see why

they should exclude the work of all local composers

merely because it is the work of local composers. I

mentioned this to one of the directors the other day,

and he said they absolutely had to refuse all home-made
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music, else Mr. Blow, who plays the flute in the orches-

tra, and Mr. Scrape, who is related to the director, and

Mr. Bang, who writes criticisms for one of the papers,

would fall on them with tons of Mss. and there would be

no room left on the programs for Beethoven and Tschai-

kowsky

.

"I asked him if Mr. Scheel or some of the musicians

of the directory could not pass on submitted scores; but

he said that that might couse hard feelings and jealous-

ies and that it was safe not to dally with local compo-

sition? « So here we a:^e with an almost permanent or-

chestra -- ana a leader of phenomenal accomplishment —
whose directors instead of being eager to find out

whether there is any creative musical talent among their

townsmen, deliberately plan to discourage creative ef-

*>rt, to make a home in San Francisco undesirable to any

musician whose genius mi ,ht now and then rise above giv-

ing music lessons at so mucn per. 1'he airectors are to

be applauded for getting together the money and the peo-

ple that make practicable the maintenance of a big or-

chestra; but it must be apparent to anyone that by sti-

fling the ambitions of every serious musician, who in

the circumstance is unfortunate enough to live in San

Francisco, they are retarding an art and a civilization

of which the town stands in sore need. San Francisco

does well to be able to hear good music, but would do
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better to foster something of that real musical feeling

which she has never known.

"I know perhaps less than the symphony directors

about the works of local composers. They may, indeed,

be of a very poor sort. But that should not close the

door against anything good that might be written. As

it is now if a Mozart were among us he would have -to go

somewhere else to find out what his music sounded like.

And good American composers are so few that there is

alwsyq the chance of discovering one."

CARRENO

The phenomenal woman pianist, Teresa Carreno, played in

San Francisco in 1899. .
On that occasion the critic of the

Evening Bullet in, January 29, wrote of her:

"She is the best woman pianist who ever lived.

Carreno was a wonder-child and is a wonder woman. She

has literally grown up before the public, for she was

in short skirts, a tiny child with appealing eyes,

when she came here from Caracas, Venezuela. From Jofcfcr

gchalk she went to Rubinstein, and learned from the

Russian Master the art cf piano necromancy. She too,

can control the thunder' of the storm, and in youth the

impetuosity of her temperament was tremendous. Yet so

stern has been her self-discipline that Hans von Bulow

was forced to confess that she was the only pianist of
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the fair sex he had ever heard play Beethoven in a sat-

isfactory manner. Carreno. can give her public the glory

and glitter of a Liszt rhapsody, and then with philoso-

phic calm read a Bach figure or interpret the intellec-

tual content of a Beethoven sonata and picture the twi-

light and sultry splendors of Chopin.

"Her programmes are ricn in variety, and various and

versatile are her readings of Bach, Beethoven, Schumann,

Liszt, Chopin and Brahms. She is eminently a progres-

sive artist, having an instinctive horror of the rut, of

the conventional, or main traveled thoroughfares. Her

great vitality, warm heart, and keen brain give her

enormous advantages over the mere virtuoso, while her

brilliancy of style, dash and remarkable technic stamp

her as the pianist born to wear the purple."

JOHN PHILIP SOUS

A

Among the artists vho skyrocketed into fame in the late

nineteenth century, John Philip Sousa and his band continued

to hold a prominent place. When Sousa played in San Francisco

in 1899 the Chronicle thus reviewed his program in its issue

of March 11

"It "ill be a long time before a San Francisco au-

dience will have such a delightful and musical sandwich

as the one made by Sousa at his concert last evening at

the California. Theatre. There was VYapner for bread and
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butter, and Sousa inarches and the ringing popular music

of the day for the pate de fols gras, the lettuce and

all the appetizing fillings that were ever made. When

the El Capitan March followed the 'Funeral March' from

Gotterdammerung

,

it gave a 'The King is Dead; Long Live

the King' atmosphere which lasted until Sousa dropped

his baton at the end of the programme. It was no slight

to the great Wagner to enjoy the encores. Sousa was

good after Wagner, and Wagner was good after Sousa.

"There were those who held it to be a sacrilege to

play anything but Wagner, but Sousa 's little speech in

justification was entirely satisfying. It was like

hearing the dumb speak to hear something spoken by one

known in pantomime only. Sousa said that once when he

was in Vienna, where Wagner died, a most intimate friend

of Wagner's told him that the great composer always in-

sisted upon the brass bands playing the popular music

for encores.

"No combination of instruments could better express

Wagner. Sousa with the splendid response from his baaad

brought out the majestic music in all its intensity. All

the numbers were satisfactory. The excerpts from Sieg-

Xjzieji were gems, but if there must be a choice among all

it would have to be the 'Grand Scenes' from Parsifal.

There was all the delightful bridal music from Lohen-

grin, the well-loved overture from Tannhauser; also the
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Rienzi rverture and the pre gramme concluded with the

furious Ride of the Valkyries

»

"Miss Daviea sang better than at any other appear-

ance in this city. She gave 'Elsa's Dream' from Lohen-

grin, and responded to an encore. Miss Dorothy Hoyle

was twice recalled after playing the "Prize Song' from

the Meistersinger which she did not do as well as her

encores.

"

OPERA AGAIN

The half-decade before the fire saw opera returning to

something approaching the glory it had enjoyed during the six-

ties and seventies. Many new and fine voices were heard for

the first time; many of the old giants were dead or retiring.

The Argonaut '

s

critic in 1900 was Rose Soley, who reviewed a

performance at the old Tivoli in the issue of August 6:

"Frances Tempest Graham as 'Amneris,' is beautiful

on a Juno scale, with goddess-like grace of motion, im-

passioned as a southerner, and looks her part at the

first glance; when the contralto' 3 lips open, when her

sweet, rich notes rise and swell and fill the theatre,

she no longer looks it, she is the part incarnate. Miss

Graham -was granted the gift of song and the dramatic

instinct; she has trained both so accurately that she

sweeps her audience away in a tempest of passionate sym-

pathy. We forget to pity poor 'Aida' ; her rival claims
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us — keeps us with charm of timbre, with charm of

phrasing. Voice, gesture, glance, her very soul aflame

with passion, she hurries us on to the artistic triumph

of the last act. »Amneris pleading, kneeling, grov-

eling prostrate in her helpless love and self reproach;

•Amneris' calling down the vengeance of heaven upon the

priests; this 'Amneris' strikes our imagination and

heats our blood. And the heart of the audience was not

with the lovers in their tomb but up above with 'Am-*,

neris,' who had so vainly uttered her piteous 'Ayez,

pitie de lui, ayez pitie de moi.' For Miss Graham

elects to cap the linguistic complexities of the Tivoli

by taking her role in French; verily our cosmopolitan

opera is an education in itself. 1 '

That same season David Bispham, an American baritone who

had achieved notable success abroad, made a successful first

visit to San Francisco. Ashton Stevens wrote in the San Fran-

cisco Examiner of November 17, 1900:

"It was Bispham' s night and The Flying Dutchman

was a remarkable performance in every respect , . .

Bispham was overwhelming as the Dutchman. I have never

regarded opera as a sane department of drama nor as the

highest form of music, but when a man can make one of

its characters out to be as human and poetic and vivid

as Bispham did with the wandering sailor last night,
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then I surrender my last adjective. He brings dignity

to a profession that needs it. His art is adult, virile,

discriminate and sure. Without his singing voice Bis-

phan v/ould be one of the best actors in tho language

With it and his histrionic gift he is a figure on the

operatic stage that may be compared only with Jean de

Reszke.

"His voice is not of itself a sensation as sensa-

tional baritones are reckoned; his physical being is

not the noblest that ever walked the boards — but there

is in the completeness of a personation such as he gave

last night (November 16) something that reminds me — I

say it in modesty — of Edwin Booth. The pathos, the

dignity, the somber spell of his personation is to my

notion one of the strongest pleas ever made for Wagner

and the entire operatic institution."

The Argonaut (November 19) said of the same artist that

he was "one of the few who has triumphed over the intense

modernness of the American spirit, for he assumed with appar-

ent ease and naturalness the physical and mental characteris-

tics which appertain to many widely varying roles. This ap-

parent simplicity, however, is in reality the result of close

and enthusiastic study."

JESSIE BARTLETT DAVIS

Another old-timer returned to San Francisco in 1900.

Jessie Bartlett Davis had been well known in operatic roles
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in the earlier days. Now she appeared in vaudeville — the

haven, while it lasted, of the once-great. The Argonaut

critic, Josephine Hart Phelps, gave a typical welcome to her

in a review of September 17, 1900:

» "Jessie Bartlett Davis has come hack to us in vaude-

ville. She is billed at the Orpheum as 'The world's

most famous operatic star' and sings except for a slight

hoarseness, with almost the full, swelling strength of

voice that we remember 'many years ago.' She knows from

long experience how to handle and win her audience, and

showed her tact in the manner she rewarded them for a

slight concession they yielded her and an announcement

was made from the management an act or so before Miss

Davis's appearance that the singer requested the gentle-

men to abstain from smoking until she had sung. Many

complied, some did not. The obliging ones, however, were

put into an enormous state of good humor when Miss Davis

laid her hand upon her swelling heart, showed her beau<-

tiful teeth in a gratefully radiant smile and while

thanking them for the favor, added in a rich tremolo

that she had not hesitated to ask it knowing she was ap-

pealing to gentlemen. The gentlemen who had granted it

swelled visibly and looked fatuously blissful. The non-

gentlemen relaxed the grip of their teeth on their ci-

gars and wore a subdued and sheepish air. Everyone in
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their neighborhood gazed at them fixedly, and except

f©r the offenders, the house felt relieved and happy.

"Miss Davis looked charming, and if you did not use

your glass, almost girlish. She was dressed (at the mat-

inee) in a beautiful shade of rose pink and her complex-

ion was made up with great skill to match it. She has

lost some flesh and in concert dress is only cozily and

curvingly plump. Her selections were generous in quan-

tity, light but pretty in quality. 'That's the Way to

Win a Woman's Heart' sung with great archness and spirit

was the favorite, until, as an encore, she gave us '0

Promise Me.' It has become an antique and the words are

as astonishingly meaningless as the music is meaningful.

But how we all enjoyed it. How beautifully her broad,

smooth splendid tones flowed over the rich deeps of the

music."

MADAME SEMDRICH

Well publicized, Madame Sembrich gave her first San Fran-

cisco appearance in the opera season of 1901. The Argonaut

critic wrote of her on March 25:

"There have been dark intimations in the air of

frosty weather at the Grand Opera House during the Sem-

brich season, but there was no evidence whatever of the

kind on the opening night. Instead of adverse condi-

tions, there was a very large audience present, who
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greeted the great soprano, and even the lesser lights

of the company, in a spirit of kindness and hospi-

table welcome, and, as the brilliant qualities of Mme

.

Sembrich were discovered, ended in a gale of enthusiasm.

"Although a certain Lenten sobriety was evident in

the opera costumes, as compared to the jewel-sown glitter

of the greater number during the Grau season in October

,

the audience came in a joyous holiday mood, and were

moved to a spontaneous expression of delight early in

the evening,

"Mme. Sembrich selected, in the part of 'Rosina,'

the heroine of Rossini's springhtly II Barbiere , a role

which is particularly suited to her, both temperamen-

tally and vocally. She has an arch, merry face, and her

vivacious style of acting carries out the promise made

by her features. As to her voice, the first notes sung

by the invisible 'Rosina' in response to the amatory

warblings of 'Almaviva' were while sweet and clear,

rather disappointing. I said to myself, 'The young

roundness of tone has forever fled.' This verdict, how-

ever, on account of the astonishing manner in which Mme.

Sembrich' s voice strengthened and warmed and glowed into

vocal brilliancy with each fresh call upon it, proved

to be premature. It was another case, of the many which

we see upon the stage, of how strangely the mental stim-

ulus and intoxication, which is the response of the
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artistic temperament to the applause and appreciation of

an enthusiastic audience, can dispel the languor and

weakness caused by physical ailments, for Erne. Sembrich

was still suffering from the effects of the cold which

had caused her, a week or so before, to annul her en-

gagement at Salt Lake City.

"Before the evening was over she had demonstrated

to a remarkable degree how thoroughly she is mistress of

vocal technique to its last and most delicate shade, and

how brilliantly that mastery could serve her in her

need. At first it seemed to be a case of inconceivably

skillful skating over thin ice, but later one wondered,

as the voice rounded and the singer laughingly tri-

umphed over apparently insurmountable obstacles, that

one had thought of danger where none existed. IMe. Sem-

brich would probably be reckoned as one of a group of

the ten great singers of the world. Her style is that

of the purely Italian school, and, as so often happens

with singers in that school her high standing is partly

due to her skill in weaving that brilliant vocal lace-

wcrk which Wagner has banished from his opera, but

which those who are faithful to Italian traditions, still

love. This style of singing while making no appeal to

the deeper emotions, rouses a generous and uncontrol-

lable delight at the vocal dexterity and technical gen-

ius of the singer. It was thus that Mme. Sembrich
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affected her audience.

"Added to th

:

: s , she has an engaging address, a vi-

vacity of manner which dees not seem merely stage train-

ing but the expression of an abounding warmth and cheer-

fulness of temperament, and a skillful and expressive

actress. In the lighter, as well as in the heavier of

the old Italian operatic roles, there is alwrys to be

expected a certain amount of stereotyped, routine act-

ing, for histrionic genius may not burn into flame while

the singer winds her devious way through twenty minutes

of fioriture at a stretch. Mme . Sembrich, who started

out in life to be a piano virtuoso, is still constant to

her early love, and, in responding to an encore, occa-

sionally favors a particularly appreciative audience

with a song sung to her own accompaniment. She did so

Monday night. And instantly revealed in movement and

poise the inborn love she has for the piano. Her fingers

caressed the music from the keys; her expression and

attitude were those of one at ease with a familiar and

well loved comrade; indeed, for the time being, she and

the instrument were one

.

"In one of the numerous encores she gave, in which

it is whispered, the generous and perhaps imprudent lit-

tle woman ran counter to a prohibitory marital frown a-

cross the footlights, she sang a beautiful little Germai

lullaby with a lingering sweetness and sympathy which
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siiowed her capacity for the expression of dreamy tender-

ness. Ah Non Giunge revealed also to those of us who

were unfamiliar with her versatility, and who had clas-

sified her among the singers of light and surface roles,

an unexpected power for emotional expression.

"It now transpires, since the above writing, that

Mme . Sercbrich wj 11 be prevented by a cold from making

her Wednesday night appearance in Traviata , which was

to have been the second bill.

"This is unfortunate; but, in the meantime it will

perhaps begin to penetrate people's minds that we have

with us one of the celebrated artists of the day, whose

wide European experience has hitherto prevented her from

havim-: become as well-known in our country as her bril-

liant vocal abilities entitle hur to be. Hence, if Mme.

Sembrich's American reputation was as old snd well-es-

tablished as her name and fame in Europe, people would

be standing in line before The Grand Opera House. As

to her merits, they will take care of themselves. Mu-

sical people always spread tidings of such import among

their own kind."

CALVE ' S CARMEN

In the fall of 1901, Calve arrived in San Francisco with

her muchly discussed interpretation of Carmen, Ashton Stevens,

reviewing her performance in the San Francisc o Examiner, No-

vember 23, 1901, wrote:
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"At last Calve J and her Carmen was worth the wait-

ing. Calve' s Carmen is one of the greatest feats in

vocal acting that the modern stage has produced. Its art

is scrupulously legitimate. As a character it is vivid,

exquisitely poised and unerringly consistent. No other

portrait'in the contemporary theatre is drawn with surer

hand or a rarer imagination, In acting it is worthy of

Duse, or of our own American Duse, Mrs. Minnie Maddern

Fiske. The singing is so closely a part of the acting

that the two may hardly be considered apart . . .

"Prom its own standpoint or by comparison with any

of the other Carmens , Calve' s is matchless . . . The

keynote of Calve ' s Carmen is grace. Its very cruelty

is graceful. It has abandon and a measure of swagger,

hut it never affects the hard-heeled stride and prepos-

terous pose of the cigarette picture . . . The 'Seguid-

illa' song was not flaunted. It did not slur stickily

... it was- sweetly given, with just the wittiest hint

of its boast and warning. And the low notes were not

insisted on chestily with artificial richness. They

were as free and round and compact as those of the middle

register. In fact, there is no distinguishing where

one register ends and the other commences in this won-

derful, supple voice, a voice which is always dramatic

in quality and never falsely roughened for emphasis.

For pure, unaffected singing of irresistable dramatic

suggestion, nothing could have been more preciously pat
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than Calve' a handling of the fortune song in the

gypsy scene. In every detail her performance was com-

plete and fascinating."

EMMA NEVADA

A singer who was never one of the great, but whom San

Francisco liked to think of as 'California's own,' was Emma

Nevada. In 1902, after being away for many years, she re-

turned to a triumphant welcome in her starting place. Jose-

phine Hart Phelps, in the Argonaut for March 10, 1902, wrote

of her concert:

"Mme. Emma Nevada's career is partly identified

with the musical history of San Francisco. One of the

most exciting events of her life was probably the re-

ception tendered her by the San Francisco public on the

occasion of her first appearance in this city as an es-

tablished grand opera prima -donna. Nobody who was pres-

ent en that occasion can ever forget the dynamic methods

of her audience, which temporarily abandoned itself to

a mingling of boastful pride, and to the grand opera de-

mentia, *hich is always liable to sweep in sudden irre-

sistible contagion over this most mercurial 'community.

Stolid and consequential citizens were seen to climb on

to their seats and yell enthusiastic greetings to the

girl songster. Bald, florid and portly citizens wept

large pearly tears of excitement into their handkerchiefs.
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The women all joined together in a chorus of tremolo

shrieks. In fact nobody was quite sane and nobody

wanted to be. The Grand Opera House was a pandemonium

of reckless animal excitement.

"These are moments whose rare flavor can only be

tasted to the full by heroes, monarchs and the players

and singers who inspire such extravagant demonstrations.

The rest of the world must content itself by pallid

speculations as to the emotions of the recipients* Ume.

Nevada's voice, however, is not one of the mighty voices

of the world. Both in youth and maturity it has always

been light, deficient in size, volume, and a consequent

range of emotionalism. But upon its light reed-like

flexible tones the owner has lavished an infinity of

careful finish and delicate detail. Mme. Nevada excels

not only in all the finer effects of highly polished vo-

cal ism but in the sure and brilliant play of the color-

atura. At times when her voice follows the notes of the

flute, it all but loses its human tone and seems to be

a fine and delicately made instrument with a marvelous

resemblance to a human voice."

EDWARD ALEXANDER MacDOVTELL

Ashton Stevens wrote of an interview with Edward LlacDow-

ell in the Examiner of January 11, 1903:
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"... . as I say we all have notions more or less

droll concerning musicians, I was thinking this as I

neared the door of Edward MacDowell ... I knocked on

the door, it was opened by a well made young man of

forty or so clad in chubby looking tweeds. He smiled

under a bulging reddish brown mustache as he measured

me in the depths of strong kindly blue eyes ... I

had to say one thing or another and had to say it soon

and there was something in the quiet dignity of MacDowell

that demanded a big subject so I asked him to talk about

the musical state of the nation . . .

"'To analyze music, say, a man has to give birth

to some.' That was as near as MacDowell came to talking

about his own compositions, although I alluded to them

frequently and even questioned him ... I asked this

question. 'Is there such a thing as American music?'

And the foremost American composer answered: 'No there

is not. There's no such thing as American music no more

than there is German music. Take Wagner and Brahms,

were ever two contemporaries more different in aim,

style and thought? There is positively no similarity in

their modes of expression, yet both are German,'

"I addressed him as Dr. MacDowell. 'Don't call me

Doctor!' he protested, all but blushing. 'Why not,'

I asked, 'You are a doctor of music aren't you?" 'Yes,

I know, but it sounds so stiff, it's an honorary degree
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conferred by an American university, by two of them in

fact, Princeton and Pennsylvania, when I took them I

was thinking of American music, that is, music in Amer-

ica. I thought they might help -- you know to a -- well,

to make people think that music is recognized in this

country as well as any other. Those who could do so

much for music think it such a trivial thing.'

"We parted at that. I saw him a day or two later,

as he went into the Tivoli to play his own Second Con-

certo, the ancestor of American classics. We exchanged

grave salutations. Mrs. MacDowell was near the door as

I entered. I told her in so many words that to my mind

a man who could give his life to music in a country and

a day like this was nothing short of a hero. She said

merely 'Do you think so?' but her tone meant 'You have

guessed it . '

"

PIETRO MASCAGNI

Soon after Mascagni had won his reputation with Cavalleria

Rusticana, he conducted opera in San Francisco. In 1903 he

appeared as conductor at the Tivoli Opera House, and on this

occasion Josephine Hart Phelps reviewed his performance in the

Argonaut of February 23:

"Mascagni at his first concert Tuesday afternoon

attracted a good sized audience, which was probably

composed of equal proportions of music-lovers and
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celebrity-gazers . . . Mascagni has a fine, hearty,

cheerful and most attractive personality, a warm, ex-

pansive smile, and a beaming, jovial eye. As a con-

ductor he is like Neptune ruling the stormy sea, for he

is kept in perpetual motion by the storm of music he in-

vokes, even while he maintains his firm sovereignty over

the turbulent tide.

"It is fascinating to watch his abandonment, be-

cause it is net premeditated, but involuntary. He is

not at all grotesque , for his movements are expressive

of a splendid mastery. People were, it Is true, occa-

sionally moved to an involuntary smile in the height of

his conducting enthusiasm, when his whole body vibrates

in swift frenzied staccato; and during the first inter-

mission it was evident that Mascagni was obliged to re-

pair damages by renewing his collar and reccmbing his

tossing crest into conventional smoothness. But he

moves his audience to a deep enthusiasm, by the magnetic

force of his leadership. It has taken little time and

but few rehearsals for him to prove his remarkable pow-

ers as a conductor, although they say that Mascagni is

nthusiastic about his San Francisco orchestra and de-

clares he would willingly lead the string instrumental-

ists in the most musical cities of Europe,

"The most notable number of Mascagni ' s compositions

on the programme was 'The Hymn to the Sun' the

e
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introduction from his Japanese opera Iris. This magnif-

icent composition represents the change from darkness

to dawn, and beginning with a slow solemn majestic move-

ment leads gradually to a glorious climax, during which

the imagination follows the burst of sunshine which

gradually gilds the flowery landscape of Japan. The

large orchestra was too powerful for the chorus, how-

ever, and only once did the latter emerge unobscured in

a burst of beautiful harmony.

"Altogether the occasion was a most notable one,

We have a dominant genius among us, and a rising gen-

ius among the moderns , for Mascagni is a particularly

typical figure among the followers of the young Italian

movement .

"

MADAME SCEUMANN-KEINK

In the period just prior to the 19C3 earthquake and fire,

Schumann-Heink was at the peak of her abilities. The Argo-

naut, April 13, 1904, reviewed her current appearance:

"Mme. Schumann-Heink has, in the highest degree,

the temperament of the true artist. The delight of ex-

pression is hers, the pleasure of giving pleasure and

with a fervor which has more than a touch of genius in

it, she surrenders herself to the joy of interpreting

emotion in song.
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"She has not lost a note since T/e last saw her.

Rather she seems to have gained in freshness of feel-

ing and in the energy of soul which will not permit her

to give the least phrase a blurred or mechanical deliv-

ery. Her method is superb . . . The crystalline purity

of her upper tones, the flexibility and volume of her

lower ones, the clean cut perfection of her phrasing,

the ease and poise with which she develops a mere thread

of sweet clear tone to a grand crescendo -- these things

declare a technique that is all but flawless. '.That

gives peculiar charm to Mme. Schumann-Heink* s singing

is the union of such perfect art with the warmth and

depth of temperament that are hers.

"The programme rendered at Saturday's concert was

one that called upon the singer to sound almost every

note in the gamut, from ballads, the simple pathos of

which moistened the eyes, to an aria from Rienzl, ren-

dered with a grandeur of style that was a fitting ac-

companiment to the music . . .

"Through all these varied numbers, Mme. Schumann-

He ink was in closest touch with her audience, and won

that spontaneity and enthusiasm of response that be-

speaks sincerity of appreciation. She has a most at-

tractive and magnetic personality and radiates the good

will that emanates from the simple, strong, bountiful

nature that loves to give of its best."
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TETRAZZINI

Though Luisa Tetrazzini was by no means a product of San

Francisco, the city loves to remember that her first great ac-

claim in the United States came from her original appearance

at the old Tivoli. On January 30, 1905, the Argonaut wrote

of her performance:

"Tetrazzini, the big little soprano who is making

things boom at the Tivoli, seems to fix her preference

on the operas of the older school; Tetrazzini' s method

la that of which Sembrich is at present the most famous

exponent. Only a high pure soprano like hers can scale

such airy ladders of sound, sending from each silver

rung, a spray of liquid pearls. Her voice is almost

altogether made up of the white notes, and in effect her

singing is as effortless as the flow of a running brook.

It is odd to see how little she opens her mouth. Yet

the tones come forth pure, sterling silver, unalloyed

by a 3ingle vocal blur resulting from misplaced effort.

Lucia is as good an operatic vehicle as any for the

display of a voice like her3.

"The real climax comes in the flute solo, which

displayed not only the purity of Tetrazzini 's voice,

l*ut the ease and brilliancy with which she duplicated

all the chromatic flights of the flute.

"Taking them in sum total, the Tivoli has flown

higher with this company than ever before. Tetrazzini
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was altogether splendid in the yellow gown that matched

her hair although it is plain to see that her heart is

not wrapped up in dress."

ENRICO CARUSO

Caruso made his first appearance in San Francisco in

1905; his second, on the eve of the 1906 disaster. The fright

he experienced made the latter visit his last. The Argonaut

reviewed his initial appearance in the issue of April 17,

1905

:

"Caruso's triumph was complete and sensational. He

is the possessor of a voice that is a rare combination

of excellent qualities and is admirably fitted for the

leading parts in the Italian singing dramas. His voice

is tender and lyric, and again he is forceful and dra-

matic. He can express vocally any of the qualities of

tone necessary in the interpretation of these works.

After he had sung gently and musically for a time, he

surprised his auditors by his enormous power. His voice

rang out like a trumpet in the climaxes, and he was eas-

ily heard above the entire chorus. Once heard, Caruso's

voice is not forgotten. It has an individual quality

that causes it to fix itself clearly in the memory.

Fortunately, the quality is pleasing. He does not save

his voice, but gives his best whenever there is an op-

portunity to sing. This voice has all the freshness and
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the tonal purities of youth. It does not as yet show

any signs of wear."

CALVE RETURNS

In the spring of 1906 Calve returned to San Francisco.

The Argonaut of February 2, 1906, carried a critical survey

by Josephine Hart Phelps:

"Mme. Calve, recognized as one of the four great

sopranos, stands pre-eminent as a singer whose dramatic

art keeps pace with her vccal gifts.

"Calve has not yet reached the season <^f vocal de-

cay. Her beauty has ripened, and smiles become her more

than the simulation of grief. Ten years ago Calve 1 s

Carmen electrified Paris, and for a decade we have heard

of her triumphs. Ten years more, perhaps, and then --

the sunset.

"Calve dazzled an immense audience at her first

concert on Thursday evening of last week. She sang

wonderfully* Her hearers, I take it, were rather sur-

prised at her versatility, for there has been a dispo-

sition, in America, at least, to associate Calve with

Carmen , to the exclusion of other roles, although as a

matter of fact, her greatest European success has been

in 'Marguerite, ' and we have our memorable experience

of her tremendous 'Santuzza.'

"Her first number on the programme of her first
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concert was from Gounod — stanzas from Sappho — ren-

dered with a certain tense, dramatic style that made the

old master seem almost modern. Calve 's voice rings in

such music with a fine vibrance, which yet never coarsens

the tone nor renders it less round and true. Here is

the finished artistry of the French school, with some-

thing added. This something is the austral warmth of

her native Provence . . .

"Thus, in spite of her temperament, Calve does not

thrill one, nor warm one, nor wring one's heart. She

sings wonderfully, smiles no less wonderfully, acts con-

stantly, and her auditors applaud and are happy. An-

other programme number was that favorite aria cf bel-

cantists from David's Perle du Bresi'l . In the cadenzas,

some of Calve «s tones were beautifully attuned to the

flute obbligato, but in others she missed the reed qual-

ity. Beautiful as it was, it was not sung as Tetraz-

zini might have sung it, nor as Emma Nevada did sing it

in the days of her success."
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PART III

CRITICISM STREAMLINED

The earthquake and fire of 1906 marked the close of San

Francisco's "Golden Era." The theatrical and musical world re-

turned slowly to normal. In the field of musical criticism,

the accent shifted: a body of newspaper critics developed

which believed on the whole that criticism was basically a job

of reporting.

During the ensuing period of civic interest in musical

organizations there was developed a civic opera and a publicly

supported symphony orchestra. Increasingly, the finest artists

appeared as concert performars, rather than -- as was common

in earlier days -- as members of elaborate companies. But

opera was on the wane. Popular taste drifted toward vaudeville.

Ragtime swept popular music into the jazz era. The old guard

of prima donnas and virtuosos seemed particularly a part of

the dead past; it took time for a new group to evolve. By the

twenties, a revival of interest in musical matters paralleled

the arrival of a new school of artists, and with this develop-

ment, the present school of music critics came into prominence.
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BLANCHE AURAL

On October 26, 190P, Thomas Nunan, critic for the Exam-

iner, reviewed the first appearance in San Francisco of the

newly discovered Belgian prima donna, Blanche Arral. He

wrote :

"Her coloratura singing, if not rivaled, is cer-

tainly unexcelled. Mere like Sembrich in appearance and

voice than anybody else I know » . . Wondrous, indescrib-

able, is the color of the voice . . . She can rocket up

to E altissimo and cascade back to middle without a

break or flaw. Her flexibility is marvelous. No skip

of sixth or seventh; no leap cf octaves was too diffi-

cult for her.

"As a final encore, the Valse des Oi seaux , written

by Varney and arranged by Madame Arral herself, was a

revelation in coloratura art. The bird waltz was sung

in the most birdlike voice that is imaginable when we

translate in our thought, the freshness and spontaneous

beauty of the fine songster to the artistic triumph of

human musical understanding. Madame Arral seemed a very

bird when she sang this song, but such a bird, the mere

naturalist has never known . , .

"As an artist, Lime. Arral stands on a level with

Melba. In the quality of her voice, her management of

it, and the exquisite uses to which it is put, as was
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stands alone."

MISCHA ELMAN

When Elman gave a recital in 1909, Thomas Nunan . noted

with some surprise the popular appeal of the artist. Writing

in the Examiner, April 26, he said:

"Greatly to the credit of San Francisco, far-famed

as a city appreciative of music, it is said that yester-

day afternoon Mischa Elman with his violin and a clas-

rsical programme attracted to the Garrick Theatre az audi-

ence such as vaudeville used to draw when the building

was the home of the Orpheum. And never did vaudeville,

which is the chief form of theatrical amusement in Amer-

ica, arouse 1,600 persons to such a condition of unani-

mous, frenzied approbation as that with which Elman was

received.

"Police control of the buying line became necessary,

the first concert day instance of that kind I can remem-

ber . . . Six recalls were thundered by the big audience

but Elman declined to do more than appear and bow . . .

It was one of the greatest concert events in San Fran-

cisco's history . . . andElman acknowledged that through-

out all the appreciative world he had seldom been the

object of such demonstrations."
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The editor, J. C. Freund, in Musical America of March 5,

1910, deplored the state of music in San Francisco:

"The permanent symphony orchestra problem for San

Francisco is dealt with in an editorial by Alfred Metz-

ger in a recent number of the Pacific C oast Musical Re-

view. When is San Francisco going to leave off hammer-

ing vainly at this nut and produce the hero who can crack

it?

"San Francisco wants a symphony orchestra. The

absence of one is unquestionably a sore spot in the ar-

tistic conscience of the city. San Francisco is a very

peculiar city, entirely different in some respects from

any other city in America. It is in some respects a

striking anachronism -- a city of cave men, with bear

skins and clubs, existing coincident ly with a mere or

less civilized world. This does not mean that there are

not many persons of great culture in San fcranciacoj there

are probably about as many in proportion to its popula-

tion as there are in other important American cities.

But as regards the advancement of public affairs -- po-

litical, educational, artistic -- a state of war exists

there which is virtually unparalleled in any other city

of the United States. If one man gets his head a little

higher than the others, they at once rush up with their

clubs and knock him down. It makes no difference whether

he deserves such treatment or not; but the intense rival-

ry in San Francisco is such that he gets it in any case.
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The heritage of the days of '49, the very thing which

gives San Francisco its greatness, and. its strong men,

is at the same time the greatest barrier to its artistic

progress today, which can come only through co-operation.

"San Francisco in some respects leads the United

States. There is no city whose inhabitants have a

stronger sense of strength, freedom and happiness . There

is something about the very atmosphere of San Francisco

which seems to defy every musty tradition which incrusts

and hampers most other cities of America -- and of the

world. It is esoentially a city of promise -- the City

of the Golden Gate. But if San Francisco is going to

lift itself up to the sense of the times, it will have

to give over this battle of giants and establish

co-operation among its citizens for artistic ends.

"Mr. Metzger founds his argument, including its re-

jection of various plans which have been proposed, upon

the principle that any policy should be opposed which

prescribes support -- artistic or financial — without

at the same time providing a reward for such support.

Mr. Metzger rightly thinks that the musicians who make

up his orchestra should not give their services; and

there is certainly no reason why they should. It is not

the orchestra players' place to make difficult sacri-

fices that citizens of America may have their Beethoven.

But when the editor says that the business men should
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not contribute to a symphony orchestra without receiving

'thereof the usual interest,' he is proclaiming himself

an enemy of the art of his city. In taking such a stand

he is going directly against the natural evolution of

civilization, and putting a mere vagary against reali-

ties. In making this argument he shows himself the vic-

tim of a national disease. One of the chief symptoms of

this disease is a confusing of the proper business hand-

ling of artistic matters with commercialization of art

itself. For a professional musician to refuse to do a

certain thing because it is not good business, is one

thing; but for a commercially successful man to refuse

to use some of his money to advance an artistic situa-

tion because it will not produce the same percent that

a business does, is a totally different matter. By the

time a civilization has reached the summit of prosper-

ity commercially, it finds that there is no enhancing

of the value of human life except through art, and it

becomes natural and right to expend some of the money

produced through commerce, upon the advancement of art.

"Upon this great law of human growth Mr. Metzger

would place a ban. His argument is subtly specious. It

appeals to all Americans who have the same disease which

he has, and will probably succeed in arousing a certain

amount of opposition to real progress. But a wave of

the hand of such a true prince as Major Higginscn, who
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supports the greatest musical glory of America, the Bos-

ton Symphony Orchestra, shakes down such a structure of

false reasoning as Parsifal's spear shook down Klingor '

s

magic gardens into a mass of ruins.

"It would be more democratic, it is true, if ten

men, or twenty, would do such a thing instead of one.

It would be still more democratic if the entire popula-

tion of the City should share the expense of such an

undertaking. But for our democratic ideals in America,

humanity has not yet reached a stage where this is possi-

ble .

"Mr. Metzger might find good grounds for asserting

that it is unnecessary to have a famous 'prima donna

conductor'; but he is not stating the true grounds when

he says that such a conductor is too great a luxury. He

misrepresents the financial aspect of the situation to

those to whom he is addressing himself when he asserts

that the engagement of 'prima donna conductors' is the

cause of the 'unnecessary financial failure' of Eastern

orchestras. The deficits of these orchestras are usually

considerably larger than the cost of the conductor. More-

over it is true that the engagement of world-famous con-

ductors brings much patronage to the concerts that they

would otherwise not have, and is thus desirable from a

business standpoint. There is more value in the editor's

argument that such a conductor is not sufficiently cath-

olic to answer the demands of variety. It is true that
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the European is sometimes too prone to superimpose his

exclusively European ideas upon America; and the intel-

lectual freedom of San Francisco particularly will de-

mand a broad-gauge man.

"The California Promotion Committee has advertised

in the daily papers, inviting anyone to suggest ideas,

and it is in response to that advertisement that Mr.

Metzger speaks. His ideas are cramped and commercial-

ized. They are infinitely too small for the splendid

City of San Francisco. So long as one is in the busi-

ness of music, let him be business-like about it, even

if he be blessed with ideals. But when it comes to the

millionaire appreciator of art, in Heaven's name let him

not hold the idea that art contains nothing which out-

reaches the claims of business.

"Mr. Metzger would refuse to support any plan for

a permanent symphony orchestra for San Francisco unless

it ' could convince the promoters that such a plan was

associated with financial gains to every one who could

be induced to put money into it.' In other words, Mr.

Metzger would kill any possibility of a symphony orches-

tra for his city. The symphony orchestra is perhaps the

most highly idealized' form of artistic expression known

to humanity, and is likely to be one of the last things

in the history of civilization to pay interest on the

Investment. In the prestige which it brings to its city

It is nowadays, however, regarded as a good asset*
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"If the California Promotion Committee is still

pondering the matter, let it think over some of the

ideas herein expressed."

THE CRITIC ON CRITICS

Alfred Metzger, in the Pacifi c Coast Musical Review, May

7, 1910, took exception to the critical standards of the jDjhron-

icle critic, and set forth, in his review of Dr. Wullner, his

own views:

"The critic of the Chronicle with a naive disre-

gard for the ethics and the laws of criticism makes the

broad statement that any amateur could pick out flaws

in Dr. Wullner's vocal delivery. But the same critic

proves in that very article that he or she was unable to

pick out flaws, because they are not picked out. You

can take any boy or girl from the nursery .and the same

will be able to find fault with certain things, but you

will never pay any attention to any fault finding unless

those who pick the flaws are able to point them out and

tell the reader or artist how they might be overcome.

Any criticism that merely finds fault and does not give

the artist a chance to correct these faults is an in-

sult to journalism aa d a disgrace to the musical profes-

sion.

"If a criticism is worthy of payment by a proprie-

tor of a newspaper it must not only tell that a thing is
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correct or that It is wrong, but it must also add why_

a

thing is correct and why it is wrong. And if any person

is unable to do this, then he or she has no earthly right

to express any opinions in the public press. And any

newspaper which employs people who do not know this sim-

ple rule of public criticism is throwing its money into

the gutter. It is a unique fact that the critics of the

Chronicle, as far as they review musical events, hardly

ever write a review unless some fault is found. But

never is such fault pointed out and never is there any

improvement suggested. Either something is played or

sung wrong, or someone had no business to put a certain

composition on his program, or someone does not do a

thing as well as someone else had done it and so forth

without end. Such criticism is really laughable and

sooner or later the proprietor of the Chronicle will

discover the lemon in his journalistic orchard.

"This paper, after hearing Dr. Wullner in all his

concerts has no reason to change its mind regarding the

greatness of his art. He possesses the knack to extract

the meaning from a phrase or word that the writer has

never seen paralleled. The intellectual grasp of his

mind is simply wonderful and he succeeded in imbuing the

Schumann Cycle Dichterliebe with such thrilling realism

of its poetic atmosphere that this work for the first

time since I heard it interpreted lost its monotony and
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heaviness and assumed an interest and variety that riv-

eted my attention from the beginning to the end. No

other artist has succeeded in making the same impres-

sion upon me with this work, I dare say the same was

the case with the majority of the auditors.

"Another performance that was genuinely thrilling

in every respect was Dr. Wullner's matchless reading of

pas Hexenlled . One would hardly believe that any indi-

vidual could portray an almost endless gamut of human

emotion with that fidelity which Dr. Wullner infuses in

his declamation. This recitation reveals beyond a doubt

that the great lieder singer must have been a remarkable

actor. At no time was it demonstrated in a more strik-

ing degree that there exists & certain element of music

in real poetry. The anguish and the passions that sway

the characters of the story of Hexenlied were punctuated

with a realism that at times contracted the veins and

caused the blood to congeal for sheer terror. You could

hear a pin drop in the vast Greek theatre when a par-

ticularly dramatic climax was reached. Anyone who can

create such an effect is a genius and no one, no matter

who he or she may be, can have any sufficient cause to

doubt this absolute truth,"

A DE PACHMAKfl RECITAL

Vladimir de Pachniann, the great virtuoso of the era, was

noted for his amusing eccentricities and frequent remarks at
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the piano. His actions, in reality well planned for comedy

effect -- once, after much show of irritation at the lowness

of a piano-stool, he gleefully remedied matters by placing a

sheet of paper under the stool — caused much discussion and

doubt about his sanity. But De Pachmann was wise and shrewd:

in conversation with the author of the following criticism he

talked freely and jocularly about the added publicity obtained

by his clowning. In January, 1912, Thomas Nunan wrote in the

San Francisc o Examiner :

"The only way to report a De Pachmann recital is

by shorthand. My stenographer, who sat in the front row

at Scottish Rite Auditorium yesterday afternoon was some-

what handicapped by the fact that he understood only

two languages, English and German, and so he failed to

get several remarks that the comical little giant of

the piano made in French, Polish, Italian, Spanish and

Scandinavian.

"All the world has been telling for more than thir-

ty years how De Pachmann plays, but never yet have I

ieen an account of what he says while playing. Let me,

or rather my stenographer, supply the record. It is an

important one, ^ince everybody knows that the eccentric

virtuoso talks while at the piano, although a verbatim

report of his remarks has never been given to the pub-

lic.
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"My shorthand assistant wants to call De Pachmann

a planologist and say that Martin Beck was correct in

declaring that vaudeville awaited him with eager arms,

but this I cannot permit. The stenographer is utterly

uncultured in music. '

"When I whispered to him that this master pianist

had the softest and most exquisite touch ever exhibited

here by a virtuoso and that his interpretstioris of Chopin

'and Mozart, especially, were of musical delicacy beyond

comparison, he said in a superior sort of way that I

ought to hear the new pianist out at the skating-rink.

"But here is the story of the recital, as accurately

as I can make it up from a transcript of the shorthand

record and with the help of my own notes in relation

to the music :

"'Mozart's Sonata, No. 9, in A major -- De Pachmann

began the first movement, Te|ma con Variazoni , after a

tremendously enthusiastic greeting. Smirked and nodded

to the audience . Blinked his eyes frequently. Whispered

something to himself and smiled blandly. Said "That's

the way I" as if to assure himself. Added "Jai" Then

he complained: "Hands kalt!

"

" 'Before beginning the minuet he rubbed his hands

vigorously as if to warm them, while he was bowing in

response to the prolonged applause. As he brought out

the grace and courtliness that Mozart had written into
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the second part, he exclaimed, as a teacher might to a

pupil; "Seel"

"'He hugely enjoyed himself; that was evident. And

as he finished the movement he threw his hands up and

laughed at the fun he was having.

"'His fingers were in fine condition at the ^oei-

mencement of the third part of the sonata. "Hal" he

exclaimed. He struck a wrong note and apologized to

himself — or perhaps to the piano, or perhaps to Mozart.

"Pardon I" was what he said, looking at nobody.

"'Sweeping a glance along the front rows. "You

like it?" he inquired in German. 'Expressionl" a lit-

tle later, he confided,

"'Surely there was expression, and surely the lis-

teners did like it,'

"De Pachmann claims that he has developed in tech-

nic since he was here seven years ago, and the claim is

everywhere admitted. My stenographer is the only adverse

oritlc I have heard, but as already stated he has no

knowledge of music and his opinions cannot be premitted

to get into print. He does think, however, that De

Pachmann is a good talker.

"At the end of the sonata the fifteen hundred cul-

tured listeners broke into applause so long and loud

that the pianist was kept amiably walking back and forth

between stage and dressing room for several minutes. I
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looked at the shorthand man, but he seemed entirely in-

sensible to the rebuke which this generous show of ap-

preciation should have carried to his inartistic soul.

"A big bunch of pink roses was passed to the stage.

De Pachmann turned that wonderfully versatile face of

his into an expression of ecstatic surprise.

"'How finet he exclaimed as he kissed the rosea.

And, walking from the stage: 'How beautiful they are'.'

This in German. But to continue with the programme:

"2nde vcaa Lied, Op. 12, by Schumann — no remarks

".Spinning Son^. Op. 67, Mendelssohn — ditto

"The ditto style of writing a musical criticism

carries its own evidence that this is the work of the

stenographer, a man unacquainted with the ordinary terms

of the art

.

"Minuet. Op. 17, G major, by Moszkowski -- 'Isn't

that fine 1
' the pianist exclaimed in the middle part of

the composition. 'I will sing!' And he actually did

hum a few audible tones.

"Rondo Brillante. Op. 62, Weber-Henselt -- 'I like

that.' And when his fingers flashed into astonishing

speed and technical show: 'It's nice I'

"Encore after this group. De Pachmann came back

the third time and took his position at the piano,

"'La Pileuse, ' he annamced. 'It is by Raff; by

Henselt arranged.' To himself as he played the Spinning
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Song he remarked: 'It is beautiful'.' Evidently in ap-

proval of himself was the comment, 'Very fine'.'

"The Chopin group afforded the genuine delight • of

the afternoon, though the stenographer, heing acquainted

with Oscar Chopin, the Examiner cartoonist, looked for

something funny to happen and was considerably vexed

upon being told that there were two Chopins .
Here is

the shorthand account of one of the numbers:

"•Nocturne, Op. 27, No. 2 — "Ach Gott! the noc-

turne," rapturously exclaimed the pianist, stretching

upward his hands and gazing aloft, after he had dusted

off the piano keys with his handkerchief. He began to

play and we all felt the rapture to which he had given

verbal expression.

"'Alone in the middle of the night — Beautiful'. '"

MUSICAL STATUS IN 1913

Typical of the reawakening of musical interest and the

subsequent establishment of standards of criticism in San

Francisco was the heart-to-heart musical chat by Alfred Metz-

ger published in the Pacific Coast Musical Review ,
December

2, 1912:

"The City of San Francisco has now over a half a

million inhabitants. It has, therefore, outgrown its

state of
.
provincialism and has entered an era of its

history that demands that those interested in its wel-

fare should not be afraid to apply criticism with an
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unsparing hand and suggest improvements wherever they

are deemed necessary. When a community is still in its

provincial atmosphere many matters connected with its

culture must "be viewed with a lenient eye. For in the

beginning anything in the way of culture is welcome, as

long as it is not exactly against all rules of the art*.

This encouragement is necessary because the public can-

not appreciate music, for instance, with sufficient in-

telligence unless it has become familiar with the great

works of musical literature. And it cannot become famil-

iar with these works unless it is given an opportunity

— no matter how modest such opportunity may be at first

-- to hear good music frequently. Hov/ever, when a com-

munity has shaken off the yoke of mediocrity and is

ready to appreciate art in its highest phase, presented

in the most efficient manner, in fact, when a community

has graduated into the metropolitan class, then it would

be unwise and indeed injurious and dangerous when any-

one, sufficiently influential to make an impression,

would encourage or support movements destined to keep

such community back in its progress and retain it in

the provincialism rampant during the infancy of its ad-

vancement in culture.

"It is for these reasons that the Pacific C oast

Musical Review is gradually changing its lenient and

easy going attitude toward musical enterprises in this
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city, and la more and more demanding the highest effi-

ciency in musical endeavors. We ask our professional

musicians today to exhibit their talents in a manner

equivalent to the best that is offered in any metropo-

lis. We ask our wealthy peoole, who desire to give us

more music, to spend their good money only on that which

benefits the public -- that which is the highest form

of musical education, and not that which is 'good enough'

for us, because we have, nothing else. And we maintain

that our. position is well justified by the fact, when it

is possible to spend $75,000 for symphony concerts and

$750,000 on an opera house. If for these sums of money

we cannot get the best that is to be had in music, then

we must spend more, but we believe that for these sums

we can have symphony concerts and grand opera perfor-

mances second to none anywhere, and we will continue to

kick and kick hard, until we have succeeded in influenc-

ing somebody in power to give San Francisco the best

there is in music, and not something that serves only

as a makeshift for future possibilities.

"So far this season the Beel Quartet has given us

chamber music concerts that are worthy of a metropoli-

tan city. None of our readers will have found that we

expressed in these columns anything but the highest re--

spect for Sigmund Beel and his associates. There is

nothing to criticise adversely nd consequently we are
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not 'roasting' the Beel Quartet. Our readers will find

that we are assuming a more severe attitude toward resi-

dent artists than we have done hitherto. We will gradu-

ally tighten the lines here, for when this paper urges

musical clubs to engage artists, it must obtain the con-

fidence of these clubs by reviewing only those resident

artists favorably who actually exhibit unquestionable

efficiency. If amy resident artist is afraid that our

review might be unfavorable to him or her, we advise

them not to send us any tickets, for we shall consider

the offering of tickets as a desire on the part of the

artist to receive an honest opinion. It will save us

and the concert giver much unnecessary embarrassment

and chagrin if those uncertain of their ability refrain

from sanding us complimentary tickets, for our attitude

toward professional artists who demand money from the

public will become more and more severe as the influence

and circulation of the paper increases, and as the city

gains in population and musical prestige. Our choral

societies have always found this paper a loyal friend,

because we believe that they are doing a good work and

are interesting people in music who could not be attract-

ed in any other way. We shall devote even more atten-

tion to musical clubs, when the latter accomplish a

little more toward the general encouragements of con-

certs and not toward mere private gains or private

entertainment

,
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"It is our firm conviction that the present deplor-

able state of attendance at public concerts — those of

visiting artists as well as those of resident artists

is solely due to the fact that our music loving and

music studying people are banded together in cliques

instead of all working together for the common welfare

of the community. Formerly everyone went to concerts.

Now there are just as many people and perhaps more at-

tending concerts, but they are segregated into groups,

each of which group has its own entertainments. Our

society people, whose automobiles used to line the side-

walks at an opening concert of a great artist, are now

to be found at the events of the Musical Art Association

and somehow cannot be gotten to go to other concerts,

but with a few rare exceptions. Musical dilettanti are

now belonging to various musical clubs who give their

bi-monthly or monthly concerts, and as the members are

only willing to partake of a certain amount of musical

fare, they think their club is enough musical entertain-

ment for them, with the result that hundreds, if not

thousands of people are indifferent toward attending

the few concerts of visiting or resident artists. Even

our music students have, to a large extent, cultivated

the habit of 'clubbing' together. They have formed cer-

tain musical clubs which give so many events during the

year. Now the time consumed for rehearsing of programs
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and attendance at each concert, which are all compli-

mentary, the additional attendance at public concerts

becomes a hardship with the result that the young stu-

dents rebel against being fed with too much music. Now

all of these clubs could accomplish wonders toward the

spreading of the musical reputation of this city, if

they concentrated their efforts toward attending the

public concerts. If an entire club would go to a mana-

ger and tell him that it is willing to buy a ticket or

two for each member there would not be any more reason

to complain about too high concert prices, for everyone

who buys several hundred tickets and PAYS FOR THEM RIGHT

AWAY can have them at a big reduction. In this way the

purpose of the club would be accomplished and the pub-

lic musical life of the community would enjoy unparal-

leled prosperity.

"There is altogether too little interest shown in

public concerts and consequently there is a certain lack

of familiarity with the proper performance of great

works of art which often is surprising. Our readers

would be astonished if they knew how many musical peo-

ple are satisfied with Mr. Hadley's interpretation of

the classics. Now this would not be the case if our

public had heard these works performed in an adequate

manner. Against our will we were drawn into an argument

about Mr. Hadley by one or two musicians imported
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from the East. We are rather delicate about discussing

Mr. Hadley with members of his orchestra, for we contend

as long as they receive money from the Association they

must be loyal to it; but this does not give any musician

the right to question our sincerity or our motives in

demanding efficiency in a musical director who is paid

$10,00^ for five month's work or for twenty concerts.

Well, one of these musicians, who does not know anything

but blow his instrument and drink his beer, told us that

we did not know anything about music nor was our atti-

tude an honest one, Of course, considering the source

whence this impertinent statement emanated, it would be

undignified on our part to mention it except for the

purpose of establishing a standard by which to judge

people who know something about music, and people who

know nothing a^ut music

"At the time the above mentioned argument occurred

there was also present one of America's most distin-

guished leaders and violinists. And when we told him

we expected to see Mr. Hadley conduct the classics ac-

cording to traditional or at least acceptable standards,

this gentleman seriously told us that it was impossible

to establish standards, that every musical director in-

terpreted works his own way, that he has a perfect right

to interpret them as he pleases, that his ideas , such as

they are, are worth hearing, and that there was no es-

tablished principle of judging whether a director's in-

terpretations were correct or not. Now before we reply
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to the question as to who knows something about music

and who does not, we desire to give our ideas regarding

the correct and incorrect mode of conducting. If we., are-

wrong our explanation will prove it, if we are right our

opinion was worth printing. What is the foundation upon

which the entire edifice of music rests secure? RHYTHM

— Now, if a conductor is lacking in the gift of ex-

tracting rhythm from his orchestra, is he or is he not

an efficient conductor? He certainly is not, because

lack of rhythm means monotony, monotony means stagnation

and lack of ideas. Anyone who possesses the least par-

ticle of musical instinct must know when listening to

Mr. Hadley that he lacks the essentials of the gifted

conductor, for he lacks the capacity to give a rhythmic

reading of a work. And it is because of his lack of

rhythmic inspiration that he never can remember a tempo,

that he never plays anything in the same velocity. And

when a conductor plays one tempo in rehearsal, another

tempo at the first concert, and another tempo at the

second concert, the musicians must become confused, and

instead of playing a perfect ensemble their attacks be-

come ragged and timid. This is the condition of the

San Francisco Orchestra at present, and no musician who

knows his business can deny this fact, unless he is

hypocritical.
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"Now, who among us knows something nbout music and

who does not? We suppose our orchestral friend, who

thinks we know nothing about music, has studied his in-

strument and a little harmony. He has played under one

or : two great leaders and with one or two great artists.

Nevertheless there are master? in the world who would

say that he knows nothin:; about mus1 c -- that is regarded

from their height. Music is a big word. It includes

many things. And yet anyone who crimes within the in-

fluence of the art and stays within its influence CON-

TINUOUSLY knows SOMETHING about music. The music stu-

dent, the music teacher, the orchestral musician, the

artist soloist, and the general musical public -- all

know SOMETHING about music! -- but no one knows EVERY-

THING about music, even though some of the most ignor-

ant claim they do. Nc<v suor.osing that we had never

studied music; that we load never discussed music with

efficient musicians and great artists, and that we had

only attended concerts regularly and conscientiously

during a period of twenty years, as we have done, it

would be impossible that we couli have listened to ar-

tists, and operas, symphony concerts, choral societies,

etc., without learning SOMETHING about music, and what

is true of us, is equally true of everyone who attends

concerts loyally. Familiarity with ;reat music enables

one to judge performers . And that is all we, who write
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these lines, pretend to do. There is absolutely no other

way in which to write a fair and just criticism except

in a way resulting from hearing the great artists and

conductors and thereby establishing standards by which

to judge. The most unjust and unfair critic is the tech-

nical critic who has accumulated fixed opinions and fixed

convictions which cannot be changed. And the musician

who says that we, or any other writer on the press, know

nothing about music exhibits exactly the bigotry which

is such a dangerous enemy to musical progress and the

encouragement of liberal ideas. Unfortunately a good

many professional musicians are of this calibre. When

the conversation is directed towards some one that oc-

cupies a more prominent position than they do, they

shrug their shoulders, exhibit a little sneer, end with

supreme admiration for their own self they bray: 'Oh,

he doesn't know anything about music,' while their long

ears wag roguishly.

"There is now left to us a discussion of the Munic-

ipal Opera House scheme. We are fully appreciative of

the enterprise and the community pride that inspired

men of affairs like Mr. Crocker to secure $750,000 to-

ward the building of a magnificent temple of music. We

have written about the advisability of such an edifice

during the last twelve years and we knew that sooner or

later these pi'ert let ions were bound to be realized. We
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are also in hearty accord with the society people who

desire to satisfy their taste for display by paying

$15,000 for the privilege of selecting a box, $6,000 for

the privilege of selecting a loge and $1,000 for the

privilege of selecting a seat. Vile also can not find any

objections to the fact that on each such box, loge

or seat will be fastened the name of the man or woman

who paid for the privilege. All this is perfectly jus-

tifiable and, while some of us may smile a little at a

human weakness that demands publicity for the good deeds

it does, and some of us may feel a. little embarrassed

when we sit in a box or loge with the name of someone else

on it, still there is nothing wrong in this, and we can

only find praise for the good ladies and gentlemen who

have spent all this money toward the ornamentation of

this beautiful city.

"But this is all that a musical journal can be ex-

pected to do. We can never admit that a magnificent

opera house is anything that will contribute toward the

musical welfare of our city. Grand Opera is principally

a fad, and an expensive fad and does not develop those

traits that are most essential toward general musical

education and culture. The real benefit to the commun-

ity at large comes only from music that is practiced in

the HOMES of our people. Musical taste must spring from

the fireside. It csn never be poured into the public
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mind with a funnel, such as a grand opera house really

is. The people who put up money for grand opera are the

very last ones that benefit from its artistic atmosphere.

In the Jtew York Metropolitan Opera House, we are told,

Jean- de Reszke was once compelled to tell the ladies

and gentlemen in the boxes that he could not continue

until they stopped talking. They discontinued their

conversation for a while, and then began all over again.

So, you see, there cannot be any question as t o musicel

culture or education. Nevertheless, the City of San

Francisco is also contributing toward this opera house.

We are told that the land devoted for this purpose is

worth a million dollars and that the taxes on practi-

cally two millions worth of property will be remitted.

Now, if the people of San Francisco spent over a million

toward this opera house and the wealthy people spent

$750, 000 fcr which they receive certain privileges, then

the common people must have some benefit from this opera

house. And the only benefit that they can ever derive

from it is to be permitted to witness grand operatic

productions at reasonable prices. There should be at

least a thousand seats at fifty cents a piece in this

Municipal Opera House, if it is to be a genuine

Municipal Opera House.

"But we are going to have an opera house that will

again be a great factor in our musical life. We refer
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to the Tivoli Opera House which is to be ready next

March. San Francisco is indebted to the Tivoli Opera

House for its first education in grand opera, symphony

and chamber music. For through the fact that the Tivoli

Opera House supported a large orchestra,, able musical

directors and expert musicians, symphony concerts and

chamber music recitals became a possibility here. The

Tivoli Opera House was for years the pivot around which

our musical life revolved. The reason that during the

last few years our musical life has been some\7hat un-

certain, spasmodic and disorganized was owing to the

fact that there was no axis around which our musical

life could revolve. This axis will again be supplied

by the Tivoli Opera House and we venture to predict that

with the re-opening of the old musical landmark, our

dreams for a permanent symphony orchestra and a genuine

orchestral leader will at last become realized,"

PLEA FOR A SYMPHONY

The struggle to establish a permanent symphony orchestra

continued through the criticism and reviews, year after year.

In the Argonaut, February 1, 1913, Walter Anthony (he was also

critic for the Call ) expressed his feelings in the matter:

"Thus the time is ripe to take account of stock —

to add up the artistic gains which have accrued to the

culture of San Francisco through the agency of its Sym-

phony Orchestra. From out the tangle of dissonance-
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which singularly enough is set up by all musical organ-

izations whatsoever, and particularly symphony orches-.

tras, the 'pedal note' of attenuation is sometimes drowned

utterly or at least is heard but faintly. There are so

many angles at which the critic may review the achieve-

ments of a symphony orchestra and antipodal tastes clam-

oring for gratification, that a symphony orchestra with-

out bitter -- and sometimes excusably bitter -- critics

is inconceivable . . , Add to artistic differences,

those that arise from temperamental divergencies and

professional jealousy and business criticism and it be-

comes clear that no symphony orchestra can escape cen-

sure, indeed kindly censure is advantageous. It adds

urge and impulse, just as dissonance doestotone. Noth-

ing is so stupid as a lengthy progression of 'concords.'

"Just the same the 'pedal note' of appreciation be-

fore mentioned should be heard locally, and perhaps it

will be of particular effectiveness just now, lest, with-

out reassuring resonance, the citizens who formed the

Musical Association of San Francisco and volunteered to

shoulder all financial losses that might accrue, lose

heart, in ttee face of certain and heavy deficit, and per*

mit their city to lapse once more into its symphonically

silent state. Since 1895, when Fritz Scheel undertook

the hazard that attended the financing and presenting

of a symphony orchestra, this city has endured without

a representative orchestral body . * .
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"Meanwhile our sometimes boastful claims of musi-

cal regeneracy were met with skepticism by the informed

visitor who asked 'Where is your symphony orchestra?

You may have discovered Tetrazzini, end rejoiced first

of any American cities in the beauties of the Del Corte

presentation of La Boheme . You have a fountain pre-

sented by Lotta, and you support grand opera in Italian

every winter at your Tivoli. But these are not the evi-

dences of a city's true musicianship. Where is your

symphony orchestra?

"And we were abashed and admitted that our best

musicians spent all their talents for tone in the or-

chestras of our theatres and cafes. For 15 years this

was so, Meanwhile the world of music was being revolu-

tionized. Strauss was writing his dissonatal tone poems J

Debussy was experimenting in the orchestral web willed

him by Moussorgski in Russia, German and Elgar In England

and the new Frenchmen, Maynard, Ravel, De Severor. We

knew them not — save from the pages of music magazines.

Our local composers, McCoy, Schneider, Zech and others

were scouting for fine orchestras that existed only in

their imaginations. Musical progress, from a serious,

creative and independent point of view, was impossible.

Edgar Stillman Kelley, who has made the world listen to

him, went away with unheard manuscripts in his posses-

sion to find a field where the dead notes might live in

orchestral beauty . . ,
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"It is certain that San Francisco has demonstrated

in the season just completed that it has the material

for the making of a great orchestral body. It will get

the patronage if proper programs are presented to lure

the public. That it also has a devoted band of pioneers

is. likewise a certainty, and the unkindest element of

adverse criticism leveled even in friendly spirit at

their efforts of this season, arises from the fact that

it is scolding them for spending funds too extravagant-

ly and complaining that they lost their own money.

"

JOSEF HOFMANN

In the Chronicle , February 7, 1914., the critic Anna Cora

Winchell, wrote:

"Joseph Hofmann, announced as the day's soloist,

would bring an audience regardless of what he played.

The concerto in question (Rubinstein) has a special

chorus which would undoubtedly bring more than the

usual number of admirers of the combined forces of piano

and orchestra. The union of Hoffman with such a compo-

sition aroused keen anticipation on the part of the

musical patrons and for once the attendance far exceed-

ed anticipation.

"The Rubinstein work is colossal, inspirationally

as well as technically. In his translation yesterday

Hofmann must have been in direct touch with the master
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spirit, as he delivered himself with an intensity of

soul almost incomprehensible. He sat quiet and unemo-

tional at the keyboard with his head slightly bowed as

is his mannerism. But he was rapt, while perfectly con-

tained, and his performance was one of whose depths no

one of that audience could enter , . . Hofmann's hands

spun like feathers in a wind or they struck with titanic

force that challenged every legitimate giant of the

piano world, giving the clear roundness of an organ tone.

In places his strength of mind and hands dominated the

physical efforts of the more than 60 concerted players.

Applause greeted the close of the concerto, in quality

and quantity unlike any ever offered at a previous sym-

phony .concert. Many left the house immediately after

this number under the spell of its wonderful beauty and

not wishing to hear further for the day."

FRITZ KREISLER

Reviewer Walter Anthony, in the San Francisco Chronicle

of October 11, 1915, wrote of a recital by Kreisler:

"The mos.t important of yesterday's offering was un-

doubtedly the Schumann Fantagy in C major . It seemed,

as Kreisler played it, n complete summing up of the gen-

ius of the Saxon singer. Its violently contrasting moods,

the occasional, but infrequent, long-phrased melodies

of softly sighing cantilena; the richness of the harmony,
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the poetic significance of its periods, almost vocal in

their positiveness , and the passion of a frenzied

eloquence, were all found in this number. I thought

with what propriety Schumann's favored author, Hofmann,

had drawn a fanciful creature for Schumann's admiration

and called him Kreisler. This dream person was the ideal

musician, utterly devoted to his art, and whose attri-

butes were sincerity and nobility. To complete sugges-

tiveness of the reflections was the fact that this

C_ ma j or Fantasy by Schumann was composed at a time when

his brain was becoming clouded in its high estate, and

its measures alternated between the coherence of genius

and maudlin madness. Brahms intended to rewrite it, but

never reached the task. It remained for Kreisler to

perform this service and to create the work with what

sympathetic skill and understanding nobody unfamiliar

with the elusive quality of the original composer's

genius can imagine. Yesterday's performance was a tri-

umph for Kreisler as an interpretive, creative artist,

as a- great human soul.

,lBach came near to Vivaldi ' s- heart in his arrange-

ments, and everybody knows what Liszt has done for

Wagner, but in this Fantasy, Kreisler is Schumann, with-

out his wasting brain, and Schumann is Kreisler, re-

stored and superbly sane.
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"Corelli, Bach, Godowsky — the latter In a beauti-

ful Slave reflection on Sadness — Couperin, Chopin in

a lovely-sad Mazurka, Tartini in some brave variations,

Beethoven, Granados, Brahms and Kreisler himself, were

the composers who provided the capacity audience with

their heaping measure of musical joy and profit yester-

day."

GADSKI

Critic Ernest J. Hopkins, of the San Francisco Call-

Bulletin . December 6, 1915, wrote of Gadski in concert:

"There is no singer whom the adjective 'brilliant'

fits so well as it fits Gadski. She is brilliant in

tone, in inflection, in costume and in smiles. She can

nod at the audience and make it break out into applause.

With it all, her brilliance is solid; and really she is

most satisfactory, when singing the songs that discount

brilliance . . . The 'Llebestod' from Tristan, was Gadski

at her best; and, as it was her final number, she dared

to let out the full power of her splendid voice . . .

The old Gadski hushed tone, a legato whisper which car-

ries with extreme clearness, was at, its loveliest . . .

and it is curious that Madame Gadski ' s English should

not be clearer. Then came the ideal Wagner singing, pow-

erful, sensuous, intense and it made one wonder

again at the miracle of a soprano who can be superb in

these gigantic roles and yet rank among the lieder

singers."
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ISADORA DUNCAN AND HAROLD BAUER

When Isadora Duncan -- San Francisco-born -- made her

last tour of America, she danced in her native city. Harold

Bauer was her accompanist. Redfern Mason, in the San Fran-

cisco Examiner of January 4, 1918, wrote of their concerted

efforts:

"If Isadora Duncan and Harold Bauer could give yes-

terday's program of dance and music all over the United

States, they would be evangelists of a new gospel of

beauty. It is art more of the spirit than of the flesh

The sonorities of the piano and the movements of the

dancer interpreted Chopin, not in a crude realism redu-

cible to specific and limiting images, but in surges of

psychic ecstasy and despair, upliftings of the spirit,

the fantasy of dreaming, a divine drunkenness in which

the mystery that veils music was momentarily uplifted.

"To write of such a performance in the terminology

of critical dissection would be utterly to misunderstand

it. Harold Bauer poured forth the deep thing of: Chopin'

s

soul as contemplated through the prism of his own per-

sonality — a personality august, acute, seer-like and

that vision Isadora Duncan made manifest in a sublimated

rhapsody of movement.

"At its best the dance is a mystery; the body seems

to put off its corporeality and become flame, sometimes
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the flame is darkness visible as in the B_ minor and D

flat Preludes and the tragic woe of the Funeral March .

The first was Death, menacing and terrible; in the sec-

one there was defiance of stony-hearted Olympians; but

in the Funeral March , the bitterness of the grave gave

place to the eestacy of the resurrection; the dancer's

art became symbolic of the rebirth of martyred people;

she spoke for Poland; she envisaged the return to free-

dom of downtrodden Erin; she mirrored the hope of indom-

itable Belgium. Harold Bauer was gloriously in the vein.

He took fire from the prismatic loveliness of which his

slaying was the inspiration. You may take exceotion to

my dictum that he is the greatest living pianist; but I

am sure you can name no artist who is his superior, and

I think you would find it difficult to name more than

one, or two at the outside, who can pretend to equality

with him. San Francisco had been a little hesitant in

its attitude toward Miss Duncan. But yesterday she came

into her own. Hers is no art of Delsart; no formulae;

it is godlike beauty, asserting itself through a tech-

nique, which, while subtly inevitable , eludes definition.

"The tremulous gyrations of the ' Minute' Waltz ,

the honeyed idyll of the E flat Nocturne , the epipha-

nies of a nation's anguish and triumph adumbrated in

the G minor and A major Polonaises formed to many chap-

ters in the scriptures of choreographic revelation.
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"If Isadora Duncan could dance and Harold Bauer

play for our people of the West long enough for the

magic of it all to sink deep in the popular heart, this

California of ours would soon palpitate with a new and

joyous life that would make the land such a Hellas as

the poet Keats dreamed of in his Endymion.

"Suppose America were to disappear in some dire

cataclysm, what would it be remembered by? By the Fed-

eral Constitution, the lines which a drunken poet sang

to Helen of Troy, and the deathless tradition of the

art of Isadora Duncan. Your Rockefellers and Carnegies

would be forgotten and so would all save the few elect

spirits that have enriched our civilization with the

boon of heroism and immortal beauty.

"Such an afternoon as we spent yesterday will live

on in our minds, a source of joy and strength as long as

we live. Does not Keats sing, 'A thing of beauty is a

joy forever; its loveliness increases, it can never pass

into nothingness?'

"And the hours we spent with Isadora Duncan and

Harold Bauer belong to the category of pure and uplift-

ing beauty."

JOHN McCORMACK

During World War I, many artists gave benefit perfor-

mances for the various war relief agencies. John McCormack

sang in San Francisco in 1910 for the Red Cross. His emotional
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appeal struck a responsive chord in Marie Hicks Davidson,

who reviewed his performance in the Call-Bulletin ,
March 22,

1918:

"The amber voice of John McCormack, the saffron

tones of a violin in the hand of Andre Polah, and the

blinded eyes of an Anzac soldier, gallant in affliction,

last night drew £-.24,700 from a monster audience gathered

in the Civic Auditorium at the bidding of McCormack for

the benefit of the Rod Cross.

"An Irish leprechaun, cousin of the fairies of Erin

and brother to the pixies, perched on the broad shoul-

ders of the great tenor and helped him play upon the

heart strings of San Francisco.

"Was it an old ballad that ran like a rune through

a dream, was it the plaintive time-worn and ever new

Mother Machree or was it the martial prayer God be with

our Boy a Tonight , by which he led his audience as a di-

rector conducts an orchestra?

"If the leprechaun could have suddenly made himself

visible and had had a blackboard in front of McCormack,

he probably would have written a legend something like

this: 'E pluribus Erin, Unum Go Braugh' and he would

have made the blood red cross of Malta the banner to

accompany the words ... In the middle of the program,

the blinded boy hero of three battle lines was led to

the platform by Jesse Lilienthal, chairman of the local
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War Camp Community Service Committee. He is Tom Skey-

hill, and although but 21 years old he has for three

years heard the 'red resentment of the guns.'

"His sightless sockets covered with black glass,

the boy felt his way to the edge of the rostrum and there

auctioned records of McCormack's until he had $5,250

more to add to the door receipts . . . The slim youth

in his cotton khaki auctioned until his voice failed

him and he was led away amid resounding cheers.

"McCormack was in excellent voice and in the favor-

ites which his audience always insist upon hearing, his

limpid notes trailed off like etched lines, delicate but

deeply convincing. He ran the gamut, from the whimsical

'chimes' of Hibernia ... to the songs by which the

national army has marched to Flanders Fields, where the

faces of beardless boys are bas-reliefed on the horizon

of war as were the thousands of faces turned McCormack-

ward in the great auditorium . . . When he concluded

with God be with our Boys Tonight every mother who wears

a service flag, and every man who has seen the younger

generation 'chuck its weight around' because it was per-

mitted to go overseas arose and cheered to the echo.

San Francisco broke all records in McCormack's tour.

Cleveland, second in order, bought records to the amount

of $3,500. The Anzac boy has pledged himself to raise

a million dollars for the Red Cross."
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HUMOR IK CRITICISM

With the revived interest in opera during the 1920' s,

many efforts were made to educate the general public in the

mysteries of music-drama. At various times, humorists have

taken broad exception to much of the flamboyant character

of opera, and it is true that the 'unreal realism' of the

opera'tic stage is easily open to satire. In 1921, Mary

Garden brought a new opera to San Francis co, Montemezzi's

The Love of Three Kings , which the critic on the Examiner

of April 15, 1921 burlesqued. Pretending that the plot of

the story was being told by a policeman who was forced to

stick out the performance, he wrote:

"There were rumors that murder was being done at

the Auditorium last night. When I got there Mary Garden

was dead and she made a fine corpse, with white flowers

about her bier, a bunch of Alturian peasants paying

their last respects, and a high class choir chanting

in the shadows of an old Italian Palace Crypt.

"The policeman said it was alright; that she was

playing the role of the faithless Fiora and that if I

could stick around I could yet see work for the coroner.

It came alright -- old King Archibaldo had poisoned the

lips of the dead lady, and both Avito, her lover, and

Manfredo, her husband got lethal osculations and died
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without hospital treatment. No arrests were made. What

I missed I got from a detective who watched jewels in

the boxes and smoked cigars in the foyer.

"It seems that the opera is called The Love of

Three Kings but old King Archibaldo, blind as a bat,

was the only one that showed up and started the trouble

in the first act when he tried to shake off a spell of

insomnia on the roof garden of the castle a short time

before sunrise. Fiora, it appears, had been abducted

by him from the Alturians, torn from the arms of her

childhood wooer, Avito, and married to his son, Manfredo.

No complaint was made to the authorities at the time,

nor did Archibaldo ring up the white slave squad of the

village department on this particular night when he had

strong reason to suspect that his daughter-in-law was

flirting with her old flame while her husband was away

laying siege to some other helpless community. Enter

the Villain — next time Manfredo went away he exacted

promise from Fiora to wave to him from the battlement

until he had passed over yonder hill. The lady started

out game enough but the villain, Avito, showed up just

about the time the husband had covered half the distance

and the waving was over before schedule time. On the

other occasion it was only suspicion with the king, but

he snooped in during the ' tete' -a-tete' and got most of the

conversation.
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"Then the big stuff started. Avito is ready to

bring about a change of kingly administration with a

knife, but he is restrained and makes his getaway,

"Old King Archibaldo committed a real murder. He

garroted Flora with the skill of a White Chapel assas-

sin. First he tried to get her to reveal the name of

her lover, and when she refused he did the next best

thing — strangled her to death. There was the realis-

tic struggle, kicks, groans — and the faithless one

expired quite in accordance with hospital observations,

on a bench sr>me minutes after he had released her trachea.

The body was then carried down to the crypt.

"'Old King Arohibaldo proved himself to be some

sleuth,' explained Detective Sergeant Harry Walsh,'when

it came to tabbing the guilty party. He figured
_

the

nocturnal visitor would return to the bier to get a last

look and the kiss that went with it. So he smeared the

lips of the corpse with poison and waited results. Avito

fell like a ton of coal for the trap. . . . and when he

was about to give his final crow Manfredo came in and

smacked up another shot of it, 'Make it three for the

morgue wagon >' said a sun-burned barbarian from his

perch on the turret, and the old king came in to look

at his bait. It finished true to police-form and the

king turned some contortions when he found the joke was

as much on him as the other fellow. Now I will have to

get out to line up the automobiles.'
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"So the most exacting of police pronounced the

opera a success in point of acting and results."

PADEREWSKI

In the whilrwind of praise which followed Paderewski

throughout his career, an occasional voice was raised in dis-

approval. The Paci fic Coast Musical Review , March 17, 1923,

voiced its distrust of the man's reputation. After discuss-

ing the gate receipts, and how much the artist got of the

total amount, the critic says:

"But our article deals with Paderewski, the artist,

not the man. And we shall show why we never considered

him the greatest pip.nist in the world. We are saying

the following things not because of malice or spite. We

have no grievance at all . . .

"Anyone who knows an thing at all about music and

piano playing also knows that no artist can stay away

from the concert platform for the number of years Pader-

ewski did and suddenly make up his mind to return and

start In again where he left offas far as artistic pro-

ficiency is concerned . . .

"Paderewski at no time of his career was an artist

who devoted much care to accuracy and correctness of

execution. Now as formerly he suddenly hesitates in the

midst of a composition, modulates, improvises and does

almost anything but follow the suggestions of the com-

poser and he gets away with it . His octave playing has
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always been faulty and 'muddy' and now it is even worse

than it ever was . , . When there if an exceptionally

difficult passage he often leaves it out or changes it

in character or speed. Indeedhe doe* anything he wants,

and the public regards it as wonderful, simply because

Paderewski did it. When he played the aecond Liszt Rhap-

sodie as an encore he left out the entire cadenza and

more toward the end of the work . . .

"When it comes to big works like the Beethoven So-

nata, the Schumann Variations and similar compositions,

Paderewski is not master of the situation. He has nei-

ther the power or the virility to interpret them with

that vigor which their character demands . . Only at

one point did we find a marked improvement in Paderew-

ski's playing, he did not smash the piano as badly as he

used to, nor stamp his heels when pedalling as firmly

as before, but this may be due to the fact he is not as

strong as he was."

CLASSICS VERSUS JAZZ

By the early 1920' s the newer popular idiom of 'jazz'

had begun to irritate many of the classically-minded music

critics. There was much discussion of its merits and demerits

.

Ray C. B. Brown, critic of the Chronicle , added a bit to the

controversy on September 16, 1923:
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"A few years ago, when 'jazz' first entered through

the gateway of slang into the English language as a con-

cise and somewhat onomatopoetic name for ragtime playing,

no one foresaw the day when the term would be extended

to cover the entire contemporary field of art. But that

day has come with succeeding swiftness and 'jazz' may

be said now to be accepted as a part of the nomencla-

ture of aesthetics and to be on its way to acceptance

as a philosophical term.

"It is applied today not only to the music of Irv-

ing Berlin, Darius Milhaud and Igor Stravinski, but to

the painting of Picasso, the poetry of T. S. Eliot and

the dislocated prose style of James Joyce in Ulysses .

"Prom narrow application to a style of musical ex-

pression marked by distortion of rhythms and transposi-

tions of emphasis it has come to be a generic word ap-

plicable to the whole movement of individualistic revolt

against canons. A more spectacular entrance of a bit

of popular speech into the arena of artistic controversy

is not on record.

"In his volume of essays, Since Cezanne, published

two years ago, Clive Bell, the English critic, tried to

give jazz its quietus. He devoted an entire essay to

the subject, and remarked with serenity that jazz was

then dying. His estimate was based on at least one false

premise, contained in the following excerpt:
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"'Approximately the jazz movement took its name

from music — the art that is always behind the times

-- impudence is its essence — impudence is quite natu-

ral and legitimate revolt against nobility and beauty;

impudence which finds its technical equivalent in syn-

copation; impudence with rags . . . After impudence

comes the determination to surprise; you shall not be

gradually moved to the depths, you shall be given such

a jolt as makes you jigger all over. Its fears and dis-

likes for instance, its horror of the noble and beauti-

ful —
>
are childish; and so is its way of expressing

them. Not by irony and sarcasm, but by jeers and

grimaces does jazz mark its antipathies.'

"So far from being an art that it is always behind

the times, music is the prophetic art. It expresses ten-

dencies which are still subconscious. It is the shadow

that is cast hy the coming event. Jazz music, although

it had not reached its present extravagant lengths,

ante-dated the expressionistic revolt in the other arts.

"Two years have passed since Bell's diagnosis of

the mortal illness of jazz, and it is still in flourish-

ing health. It has new and flamboyant defenders. As a

counter-blast to Bell's 'plus de jazz' we have the 'tou-

jour a jazz' of Gilbert Seldes in the August number of

the Dial. Listen to him for a moment.
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11 'Jazz is a type of music grown out of ragtime and

still ragtime in essence; it is also a method of produc-

tion and as such an orchestral development; and finally

it is the symbol, or the byword, for a great many ele-

ments in the spirit of the times -- as far as America

is concerned it is actually our characteristic expres-

sion. This is recognized by Europeans; with a shudder

by the English and a real joy by the French, who cannot,

however ,
play it .

'

;| 'The fact that jazz is our current mode of expres-

sion, has reference to our time and the way we think

and talk, is interesting; but if jazz music weren't it-

self good, the subject would be more suitable for a

sociologist than an admirer of gay arts. Fortunately

the music and the way it is played are both of great in-

terest, both have qualities which cannot be despised;

and the cry that jazz is the enthusiastic disorganiza-

tion of music is as extravagant as the prophecy that if

we do not stop jazzing we will go down, as a nation, in-

to ruin. I am quite ready to uphold the contrary. If

— before we have produced something better -- we give

up jazz, we shall be sacrificing nearly all there is of

gaiety and liveliness and rhythmic power in our lives.

Jazz, for us, isn't a last feverish excitement, a spasm

of energy before death. It is the normal "development

of our resources, the expected and wonderful arrival of

America at a point of creative intensity.'
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"There you have the two extreme points of view, and

you may take your choice, according to your temperament

and your beliefs. Personally I have never 'viewed with

alarm' the influence of jazz. I have considered it, and

still think it to be, symptomatic of a profound distur-

bance in the spiritual life of the human race. It is

orophetic of a coming transvaluation of values, to

borrow Nietzsche's term."

Whenever, in any art, a dictum is pronounced, there will

be a counterblast. Alfred Metzger, in the Pacific Coast Musi-

cal Review , Sentember 29, 1923, wrote in reply:

"We agree with Mr. Brown in most of his assertions.

We do not agree with Mr. Brown that jazz is only a few

years old* It is as old as syncopation, but has never

been known to the public at large. The negroes employed

it as long ago as their 'spirituals.'

"The distorted jazz has come into vogue purely and

simply as a means to energize dancing, and to add to it

certain rhythmic extravagances which the old-time dance

music did not express. Simultaneously with jazz came to

the fore a quality of dancing that cannot bo called de-

cent. When prohibition put a stop to this sort cf danc-

ing . at least to a great extent, jazz was transplanted

into the moving picture houses as a means to add zest

to the entertainment. With the change from the dance
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hall to the moving picture house --in other words, from

the dance to the concert — jazz became the means to

distort good music into bad extravagances. Each indi-

vidual musician, through the aid of a clever arranger,

tried to twist what were eloquent and clear phrases in-

to intricate caricatures. The novelty of the enterprise

caused its passing success.

"The Rothschild Enterprises are about to 'jazzify'

all their theaters. Nothing better could be done for

good music. It will sicken the public of that kind of

jazz that is now practiced because people will become

surfeited with it and finally become disgusted with it."

THE SISTINE CHOIR

The notable visit of the Sistine Choir to San Francisco

in 1925, caused Redfern Mason to write in the Examiner , Decem-

ber 10:

"It was an inspiration on the part of Archbishop

Hanna to have the Sistine Choir sing the Mass of Pope

Marcellu s at St. Mary's Cathedral yesterday morning and

a laudable piece of aesthetic propaganda to boot. For

this great work is the masterpiece of Pierluigi da Pal-

estrina. Palestrina was the greatest writer of sacred

music that ever lived. And the propriety of the choice

was not artistic only, for Palestrina in composing it,

had the Sistine Choir in mind. He was, indeed a member
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of that body and, for many years, its director . . .

There is no need to dwell on the consummate artistry of

the Sistine singers. All San Francisco has listened to

them and by universal consent our people have ratified

that judgment . . . Finer singing has never been heard

in our city, and it was more than mere scholarship or

voice production; it was worship in song.. Those lovely

trebles, those vibrant tenors and basses firm as granite

pillars, were doing something more than m artistic task.

They were praying in song.

"The Kyrie, Credo, and Agnu s Dei were Palestrina,

The Benedi ctus was not; nor, I think, was the Sanctu a

.

The Glori a was omitted ... So great was the throng

that sought to hear the choir at St. Mary's that many

stood on the Cathedral steps and were content to catch

an occasional strain of the music."

Mason felt very deeply that San Francisco needed a civic

choir of its own, and in the following spring, he wrote in

the Examiner of March 9, 1924:

"Do people appreciate the importance of the great

festival which Alfred Hertz, the Symphony and the city

of San Francisco are to give within a few days? Some

do; and many do not, and for that reason I write down a

few truths , , . A great city without a chorus is like

a body without a soul. There are moments in the life
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of every community when choral music is the adequate

means of expressing what is in the hearts of the people .

-- take for example, the year 1949 when the city of San

Francisco will celebrate its hundredth birthday. What

a pitiable spectacle we should present to the world if,

in that year of rejoicing, we had not a chorus which

could worthily sing what we feel . . . The time is com-

ing — and we see the beginning of it now -- when the

great masterpiece for symphony and orchestra will be

part of our civic life. For that signal advance in cul-

ture we must thank Alfred Hertz who is today one of the

most valuable citizens of San Francisco."

A MUSICAL FIASCO

Musical events which might have been acceptable to the

pioneer era -- though even this is doubtful -- continually

crop up in our own times. A fiasco of this nature visited

San Francisco in 1925. In reviewing it in the Examiner of

February 14, 1925, Redfern Mason was less harsh than he might

have been:

"Vraie-Diva will remember Friday the 13th of Feb-

ruery and the three or four hundred people lost in the

immense spaces of the Civic Auditorium, and those at her

appearance last night will remember it too. So will Gyula

Ormay and so will the members of his orchestra. For the

like of last night's recital by the 'greatest soprano

in the world' had never been heard in San Francisco.
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"Sonzogno would not release the right to use the

orchestral parts of Mascagni's Isabeau: the orchestra

and the singer had never rehearsed together and when it

came to the test of the footlights, the singer proved

to have a voice that would sound well in a salon but

was lost save for an occasional passage in the vast ex-

tent of the Auditorium.

"The orchestra began to play the overture to Mignon.

In it occurs the beautiful 'Connais tu le Pays. 1 Vraie-

Diva mistook the overture for the accompaniment to her

number, began to sing, then recognized her mistake and

disappeared from the stage as graciously as she could.

"When the number was actually reached and sung the

performance wa3 as good as might be expected from a cul-

tured amateur of fair endowments; but Ormay had almost

to bludgeon the diva into the proper tempo, for her sing-

ing gave none of the sense of security one expects from

a mature artist.

H, Un bel di' from Butterfly was creditably done;

there was an occasional lovely tone but the notes of

the middle voice were sometimes inaudible, even to those

who sat within ten rows of the stage.

"The Isabeau air revealed nothing that justified

more than a modest claim either to voice or to artistry.

After an interminable wait a white horse clattered on

the stage with the singer onhls back, while Ormay played

the 'Ride of Isabeau' on the piano.
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"That was the end of it as far as the music is

concerned; but the audience, which had passed from

expectation to irritation, from irritation to pity,

lingered in the auditorium as if incapable of ridding

itself from the fascination engendered by the almost

incredible fatuousness of the whole affair. A few

newspaper people made their way behind the scenes.

There was the diva, in the white robes of 'Godiva,

'

and her secretary, an intense overwrought woman of

forty or fifty, almost a skeleton as if excess of feel-

ing had burned her up. The diva lamented about the or-

chestral boycott; she said the papers had kept the

facts from the public and nobody had helped her.

"'Why didn't you sing in a small hall'? someone

demanded.

"'Because the great Puccini said my voice could be

heard to best advantage in a great auditorium. 1

"'You have sung in opera in Europe?'

"'Yes, in both Italy and France.'

"'Are you an American?' someone inquired.

"'No, French.'

"''You speak English extremely well for a foreigner.'

"'The singer's eyes flashed as if she sensed an in-

nuendo. 'I speak French equally well, yes and the Ital-

iano too, '"
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"To interviewers adnltted to her presence Vraie-

Diva insisted she was French, and that if her family

learned she was on the stage they would disinherit her.

She speaks American like an American, but she vigorously

denied she was American. Mrs. Lillian Birmingham

president of the State Federation of Music Clubs, came

backstage to see her. She said she did not know the

singer's identity.

"Disappointed in her San Francisco debut the mys-

terious singer said she would leave for i'ev/ York this

morning."

ROLAND HAYSS

When the negro tenor, Roland Hayes, made his debut in

San Francisco, Ray C. 3. Brown wrote in the February 23 ; 1925,

issue of the Chronicle s

"Ho seeker after sensation is ,ie, but a lyric poet

intent upon the beauty of song and upon the interpreta-

tion of the inmost care of -leaning. His is not the in-

structive singing characteristic of his rhythmically

endowed race, but singing guided by intelligence and

taste. He knows the subtleties of accent and phrase

and the strength of restraint . . . His gift lies not

in the heroic or the grandiose, but in the irresistible

appeal of repressed and poignant emotion, rlls reading

of Schumann's Ich nab ira Traum gewelnet was the veri-

table cry of a suffering soul, profoundly touching in
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its anguished trembling and its unutterable woe ...

His tone is marked by an exquisite quality of tender-

ness and he refines it to a breathing pianissimo . His

control of breath has the mastery that reveals itself

in perfect freedom of phrasing and cadences that pass

imperceptibly into silence* His diction whether In Eng-

lish, German, French or Italian, is excellent.

"Into his interpretation of negro spirituals he

puts the same refinement that, lie employs in classical

song. In them ho sublimates the fervor and religious

ecstasy of his race until they become utterances of

spiritual exaltation."

ERNST VON DOHNANYI

The appearance of Dohnanyi in a recital of his own com-

positions was reviewed by Redforn Mason in the Examiner of

March 11, 1925:

"There was a special reason for the good quality

of last night's concert, which wac held, as usual in Scot-

tish Rite Hall. Ernst vonDohnanyi, the eminent Hungarian

composer and pianist, was there and played the clavier

in two of his own works. Dohnanyi is a familiar figure

in the West today, and the better people know him the

more highly they think of him.

"With Louis Ford, the composer played his Sonata,

Op. 21, for violin and piano. It is an admirably made
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Work, in which the manner is perhaps more distinguished

than' the natter. Ford played like the excellent violin-

ist he is; his technique is all-sufficient; his temper

is sympathetic, his artistic attitude just.

"Last came the Quintet in C minor, which is Dohnan-

yi's Opus 1, and, in its melodic exuberance and vitality,

more interesting than the later work. This need not sur-

prise us. Beethoven's Sonata , Op_. 2, is more gripping

and richer in artistic sap than are some of his compo-

sitions written years afterward.

'

"The young Magyar was manifestly under the influ-

ence of Robert Schumann when he wrote the Quintet
,
and

in spite of its relative immaturity and piano, it has

almost Jubilant vivacity of spirit that sweeps the hearer

al»ng with it. The performance was admirable. Dohnan-

yi»s rhytnaio ardor proved infectious j tnc artists lent

themselves to the work of interpretation con arnore, and

the audience was delighted.

"

CRITICISM AND TH2 PRSSS

Charles Woodman, critic of the San Francisco Call-Post,

addressed the annual convention of the Music Teachers' Associ-

ation of California on the vital subject of the press atti-

tude toward music. On July 1, 1924, the Pacific Coast Musical

Review printed his speech, from which the following is ex-

tracted;
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"If I undertook simply to indicate what editors

desired from you in the nature of news of your profes-

sion, it would be necessary only to say, 'Nothing!

'

They are really not interested in the problems that con-

stitute your life work and means of livelihood. Fortu-

nately, however, for you and the world at large, music

and its influence on the public morals and business

prosperity is claiming more attention than formerly be-

cause it has proved to havo commercial value. Now, I am

not speaking for any particular paper, but just as a

friendly adviser, when I tell you that newspaper pub-

lishing is conducted for profit. The popular idea, cor-

rect enough, perhaps, at one time, that newspapers are

public prints, organs of public opinion .and so forth,

is erroneous. Profit is the publisher's principal prob-

lem. He is under no obligation to print the news. That

has been established by one of the highest courts of

the land. A paper printed the facts when a man had been

found guilty of breaking the Ten Commandments or some-

thing like that and called him all sorts of names that

were justified by the verdict, which subsequently was

reversed on appeal. The paper refused to print that de-

cision or to withdraw the names that had been used and

the court held there was no means of compelling the pa-

per to do so. So you see, in general, papers print what

the publisher likes and that is determined by what the
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great mass of readers like -- that is, what it pays to

print.

"Of course, editors pay attention to ethical sub-

jects because people want to read enough about them to

be able to boast of their superior culture, just as

others allow themselves to be bored by concerts because

it is 'the thing' -- gives them a status in society to

be known as patrons of music. Others achieve the same

end by 'moral uplift' work.

"In the great, wide world, all the time, people are

chasing the almighty dollar and big business is chasing

them to get the largest share. In order to survive in

the struggle and get anything at all, business uses pub-

licity because it pays. This is a commercial age. Every-

thing is for sale. If you want anything, you must pay

the price. Now, though you are engaged in an artistic

profession, in which only the top-notchers get much more

than a bare living, and though much of your lives must

necessarily be somewhat in obscurity with only the hope

that, in the end, you will be able to impress upon a few

the beauty of that which you adore -- you, too, if you

are to achieve anything like success, spelled with a big

S, must become commercial. You must realize that you

are in the selling game and adopt business methods. Do

you recognize that a large percentage of the price of

everything you buy goes to pay for the advertising through
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which it is »old to you? If you want to capitalize your

talents to their fullest extent, you must make your pu-

pils pay for selling it to them, just as the merchant

adds to the price of his goods the money he pays for

advertising.

"Well, in practice, what do we find? Probably, if

you or your pupils, are to give a recital, you will send

the music editor a program, perhaps a pair of tickets,

and you expect that, presto I he will do the rest. Many

do not even take the pains to see that the announcement

will reach his desk in time to get into the edition of

the paper that will give the most useful publicity. I

could give many instances of being asked to announce a

concert after it has been given — in a *ord, the re-

quest came too late.

"Sometimes a program is sent as a pass to the con-

cert, ?nd the editor has to cut it up or make a copy,

if it is to be used at the hearing. In other words, the

editor is expected to give gratuitous service as well

as free space in the paper. With all this, believe me,

the editor, and particularly the music editor, is very

tender-hearted when it comes to helping along a good

cause. Now, the answer to all this is, that you must

find a way to make your publicity interesting to the

editor as well as to yourself.
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"A little inquiry will satisfy you that his income

probably is less than yours, and the publisher is pay-

ing him to do you service besides giving space for your

exploitation, which ought to yield a revenue that would

justify the payment of more adequate remuneration to

the editor. This may seem sordid, unethical, what you

will, but editors will look with the most favor upon

the news you offer for printing in the advertising col-

umn. Also they will be more disposed to publish that

•tfhich, costing you nothing, makes the publisher look upon

every 'publicity' story as something that limits, if it

does not deprive him entirely of, his legitimate profit.

Personally, and I presume for the rest of the music edi-

tors, it means nothing as long as the publishers are

willing to pay our salaries, though probably we all think

v:e ought to get more, and would if we were in a paying

business. Being devoted to the cause of music, hoping

to be able to help the public toward better apprecia-

tion of the art in the noblest forms — while anxious

to lend a helping hand to the weak and lowly, to all

worthy endeavor — I can only mourn that I can not do

more, and long for the day when there will be no limi-

tation on account of cost.

"However, to return to my original point, and the

rule is of universal application -- if you want to break

into print, as they say, you must do something that

will command public attention. Music teaching is not
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likely to cause any excitement unless there is develop-

ed some kind of genius. Then in all probability the

artist will forget all about the patient, plodding ped-

agogue who has contributed largely to his success and

may even deny any indebtedness. What are you going to

do? Some time ago a bright young woman came to me and

asked if I could print short paragraphs about musical

folk. Why, I would be delighted. She thought that she

could persuade many who would benefit by publicity, to

pay her a small fee to supply the papers in which they

advertised with gossip about their affairs. What could

be better? Apparently no one could be persuaded that

it was anything more than a project to rob them of

their hard-earned dollars. Anyway, it died a-borning,

though I should have considered it very good business.

"However, there are many ways in which you could

make your influence felt. Two such subjects, I think

are down for discussion at this convention — community

music and music week celebration. Why are these matters

not in your hands? Why are they controlled by politi-

cians, music houses and organizations whose only inter-

est in music is to get free performances in connection

with charities which the -public pays them to maintain?

Maybe the explanation is that you are too modest in con-

nection with civic affairs and hold yourselves too cheap-

ly when importuned to furnish gratuitous entertainments
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after giving your quota to the charity chest that sup-

plies money for such purposes. Make 'em pay! Every-

thing should pay. I am one of those who believe that

nothing which is free can be worth much.

"What I have said applies to musicians as well as

teachers, to artists of all kinds — everybody."

Chaliapin caused a tempest in the journalistic teapot

during his concert series of 1926. Carl Helm, writing in the

Examiner of January 25, said:

"Feodor Chaliapin' s concert in the Auditorium yes-

terday atfternoon was as much news as a musical event* -He

sang as it was expected — wonderfully, dramatized mar-

velously as perhaps no other man can. But, after having

charmed hia audience into a fever of admiration with his

God-given artistry, he left them without a foworan en-

core, while they pressed like awed worshippers to the

foot of his platform. His concert was music, his final

act became news.

"For ten minutes, fifteen minutes the beseeching

crowd surged at the platform, shouting, applauding, call-?

ing for him 'Bravo — bravissimo. ' Finally a man came

from behind the parted curtains. The tumult hushed. But

it was not Chaliapin.
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"'He has left the house,' the man said. 'He did

not like it that you ran forward to the platform. I'm

sorry.' Puzzled, the audience melted into subdued quiet,

filtered out of the hall. The great singer's represen-

tative with him at the St. Francis after the concert,

explained that Chaliapin meant no discourtesy. He said:

'His concert was finished and he went home. The Song

of the Flea is always his last number; everybody knows

that. He gave a long program, many, many encores.'

"It does seem a pity to see Chaliapin caged up on

a concert platform. There is the great compensation,

however, that it gives his voice and artistry to thou-

sands who could not otherwise enjoy them. But it seems

like having a great force of nature penned up in the

back yard. Hasten the day when he will have his own

opera company and bring it to the coast.

"To criticize his artistry is impossible. He sweeps

away one's standards and the present generation, at least,

has not heard his equal, much less his superior. His

magnetism, the power and beauty of his voice and his

acting, gripped the audience that all but filled the

vast auditorium* His mastery over them led unconscious-

ly to that last tragic scene when they stood andwaited,

and waited.

" 1 But sometimes people wait like that for hours,'

the personal representative explained last night."
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YEHUDI MENUHIN

San Francisco felt that it had come into its own, music-

ally, when in 1926, Yehudi Menuhin flashed across the horizon

of the musical world to become, overnight, one of the great

violin virtuosi. Redfern Msson wrote of his San Francisco

concert in the Examiner of March 5:

"Yehudi Menuhin is back in San Francisco with his

New York honors thick upon him. But they sit easily;

he is just plain boy, with the extraordinary addition

of a musical gift which it is impossible to describe by

any other term than the much abused word genius.

"Yehudi gave a recital in Scottish Rite Hall last

night and all the world and his wife were there to hear,

with a goodly sprinkling of little ones, all agog with

wonder.

"There were musicians, too, plenty of them and it

did my heart good to see the unenvying delight they took

in Yehudi 's playing. He played Handel and it was pure

bel canto of the fiddle . He gave us the alternate som-

berness and gaiety of the Spanish genius as it is ex-

pressed in the Symphonie Espagnol of Lalo.

"What took my breath away was the breadth of the

lad's tone, the vigor of his attack, the marvelous knack

he seems to have of gripping a composition not in iso-

lated bars and phrases, but in long drawn out periods
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and groups of periods. Yehudi has gained in poise and,

thanks be to God, he has not lost one whit of his nat-

uralness. He accepted the applause of the great audience

with the good humor of a boy who felt he really had to

show he was pleased because folks were so nice, but who

really, in his heart could not see what they were making

such a fuss about.

"What the future will bring to the lad one can only

conjecture. The brilliance of his technique in the Paga-

nini Concerto , the one in D, was astonishing.

"He played long passages in harmonics with an as-

suredness that seemed almost casual. And he can plumb

depths of sentiment. One felt it on the slow movement

from Dvorak's New World Symphony which he played as an

encore and in the melody of the Lalo.

"Yehudi is to play with the San Francisco Symphony

on Friday. Then, if I am not mistaken, his parents will

put a full stop to his musical appearances for a time.

There is one thing about Yehudi that is as remarkable

as his playing, it is the splendid sanity of his father

and mother. For that he and we may be grateful.

"Louis Persinger played the boy's accompaniment.

The teacher is worthy of the pupil -- that is saying a

good deal ."
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SERGEI RACHMANINOFF

Alexander Fried, critic for the Chronic le^ wrote in the

issue of March 7, 1927, of Rachmaninoff's piano recital:

"In the twilight moments of consciousness, just be-

fore sleep, the ordinary pianist or student rf the piano

may be presumed sometimes to give wings to imagination

that good taste and conventional modesty usually pin

carefully to earth. He dreams then of pianistic and

musical powers he would were his. He feels In his fingers

a leonine might that rises out of calm with grace and

ease, and he revels in the deep thoughts of majestic re-

pose and the warm tenderness of his own unkindled poetry.

"Such ideal art Sergei Rachmaninoff brought to ac-

tual life yesterday afternoon in Civic Auditorium. In

a generation when virtuosi of the piano are abler then

they have ever been before, he is one of three or four

unsurpassed masters. The lank Russian was In an uncom-

monly amiable mood yesterday. A friendly smile more

than once heightened the ominous saturninity of his lean

Tartar visage, and when his audience of 3,500 persons

acclaimed the magnificence and beauty cf his music, he

literally increased the quantity of his offerings even

after the lights in the hall had twice been dimmed.

"Rachmaninoff's program, including what was sched-

uled and what was gratuitously bestowed, made a rather
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conglomerate list, although there was intrinsic interest

in most of the varied Individual works. He played the

beautiful and not too familiar 'Andantino' and 'Vari-

ations' of Schubert-Tausig, the Schubert-Liszt Wanderer

Fantasy, short selections from the compositions of .Brahms,

Chopin and Medtner, two of his own preludes, of which

one was inevitably the promiscuously popular C sharp

minor , and the scintillant Rakoczy March of Liszt.

"There is no affectation or specialization of style

in Raahmaninoff 's playing. His colossal virtuosity con-

sumes keyboard difficulties with smiling ease and stun-

ning finish. He has impregnable rhythmic sense and . .

,

reveals melody no matter where it lies in the texture

of an involved composition.

"His virtuosity is more than dexterity. It can-

manda beauty of tone in innumerable planes of emphasis,

free from the suggestion of all but insensible silence

to the lashing fury of dramatic thunder. He knows how

intently to focus his mind on a passage or a complete

piece of music, so that an architectonic structure is

created In the big and epic masterpiece, while the charm

of lesser compositions is not spoiled with pomposity or

sentimentality. And he accomplishes his brilliancies

of pianistic effort and his depths of expression with

. . . the vitality of spontaneous fancy.
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"It is regrettable, perhaps, that America has made

Rachmaninoff a pianist instead of a composer. But what

loss it would be if he did not play the piano!"

IMRE WEISSHAUS

The critic's bewilderment in the fa.ee of, new phases of

his subject is exemplified in the critique of Weisshaua 's

concert as written by Arthur S. Garbett in the San Francisco

News of December 1, 1927:

"At 11 o'clock on Wednesday morning, Imre Weisshaua

delivered a series of sharp attacks upon the grand piano

in the Community Theatre. It was all done, however, in

the interest's of art, for Imre Weisshaua is a Hungarian

pianist-composer, here under the auspices of the New

Music Society^ presenting, nusic by such nodern Hungarian

composers as Kodaly, Bartok, Kodsa and himself.

"One of the main attributes of this curious and ex-

tremely interesting music is the sudden sforzando . The

pianist, after lulling his audience with haunting evoca-

tions of the higher harmonics, suddenly gathers his

strength and descends with cat-like ferocity upon a hand-

ful of more or less contiguous notes from the chromatic

scale . The implication of assault is unavoidable and it

is one of those assaults in which the bystander or by-

sitter, gets the worst of it, too.
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"apart from eccentricities of this kind, the music

is quite fascinating. Unlike Schoenberg, Ruggles and

others of the atonal fraternity, the Hungarians do not

ignore feeling. There is emotional power, ranging from

idyllic tenderness to clamorous outbursts of unrestrained

passion. Once you become accustomed to successions of

minor seconds and major sevenths, to chords derived from

arbitrarily formed scales, the music is easily under-

stood. It is the substance and not the manner of Liszt

over again. In the case of Bartok specifically so, for

he has gone to Hungarian folk-music for his inspiration.

"Imre Weisshaus is a sincere artist, and his own

works struck me as being the most interesting of the lot.

His abandonment of the conventional is more thorough

going and his range of emotional expression seemed wider.

He has something of his own to say in a new language,

which he himself makes worthy of an effort at under-

standing."

BELA BARTOK

The following year, Bartok himself appeared in San Fran-

cisco, and the San Francisco News published, January 14, 1928,

an estimate of the composer and his work:

"Bartok 1 s music is not new. It is really very old

music given modernity of expression by the use of har-

monic coloring which is itself derived from scales disused
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by cultivated musicians while still alive among the Mag-

yar people. His own preparatory remarks, lucid as they

were, were scarcely needed to make this clear. In the

Suite and the Rumanian Christmas Songs with which he

opened, the folk-spirit of the music was abundantly mani-

fest. It sang breezily cf wind-swept plains and mountain

snows. High animal spirits ran through it all, and the

harmonies and melodies, though strange in idiom, spoke

of familiar things and primitive impulse.

"The Sonata of Bartok's which followed the pieces

of his friend Kodaly,. with whom he journeyed among the

Hungarian people in search of folk-melodies, was less

intelligible. The folk-spirit was absent, the ear tired

quickly of the harsh and unfamiliar dissonances, amd one

soon became aware that frequent repetitions would be

needed before one could really assimilate whatever

beauty.it possesses.

"The final group of pieces, such as Burlesque ,
Dirge

and Bear Dance were interesting and pleasing, but dropped

to the lower levels of salon music, however original and

charming they may have been. Evening in the Country in

fact had a melody that might have been the work of Mac-

Dowell, though it had none of the mawkishness tc which

the famous American was occasionally prone.

"The ultra-modern harmonies of Bartck have been

much discussed, but there is little that is unassail-

able in them. It was said of Wagner that his music was
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better than it sounded, that of the Hungarian sounds

better than it looks on paper. The handful of semi-

tones are for the most part merely decorative, and the

harshness of the other dissonances is softened by the

distribution of emphasis in the related parts. Such

music as this is easier for naturally musical people to

understand than for professors of harmony to explain,"

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ

Redfern Mason reviewed the Horowitz recital in 1929 in

the San Francisco Examiner of December 11:

"He gave us the Liszt Sonata which Oscar Weil used

to revile as if it were the Devil's own invention and

made it a colloquy between a brooding hero of the Byron

Lamartine type and a Lisztian Froncesca. As in the read-

ing of Tschaikowsky and Brahms, folk noted the tonal

richness of his fortes and the lyric sweetness of his

cantabile .

"There was the Chopin group including two exquisite

Mazurkas, a gentle reminder of the virtues contained in

that neglected work, lovely music played by a man who

not only has a clean-cut aesthetic image before his eyes,

but has aft almost miraculous capacity for making that

image live in the eyes of others. One of the A. flat

Waltzes , too, the G gin or Ballade , the F major Etude : all

were beautiful

.
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"Something new were the Suggestions Diaboliques of

Prokofieff and the same masters Gavotte ,
piquantly mali-

cious music ... To say that Horowitz outdid his per-

formances with the Symphony would be to say too much;

but he equaled them and it would be difficult for any

pianist to do anything better. On Sunday Horowitz will

again play the Tschaikowsky Concerts with the Symphony."

SERGE PROKOFIEFF

The 1920' s were a decade of Russian importations in

the musical field. Prokofieff appeared with the San Fran-

cisco Symphony and was reviewed by Alexander Fried in the

Chronicle , February 19, 1930:

"To the Russians was given over last night's Muni-

cipal Concert of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra

in the Civic Auditorium. Three successive generations

of composers provided the music of the program, one of

them in the person of Serge Prokofieff.

"Prokofieff had opportunity for a display of varied

talents* Before the evening had been concluded the great

audience had had opportunity to admire his distinguished

abilities as writer, as pianist , and conductor, too. He

directed the performance of three selections from his

fantastic opera The Love of Three Oranges and he was a

soloist under the baton of Alfred Hertz in his Third

Piano Concerto . His older compatriot's Rus sian Easter
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Overture was played, and a veteran of o\r day, Alexander

Glazunoff, who offered conservative musical pleasures

in his Fourth Symphony.

;'There seemed more than a generation's stretch of

time between sophisticated Prokofieff and the impec-

cably gracious Glazunoff. The former's Love of Three

Oranges music, slightly older than the Concerto, still

permitted itself the naivete of romance, although its

Puchinellian wit cracked smartly in the odd tunes and

piquant orchestration of the opera numbers.

"The second part of the suite, an amorous episode

between a fabulous prince and princess, particularly

suppressed youthful knowingness to roam in a realm of

dreams. One might have noted in this passage resem-

blance tc the charm of Stravinsky's Fire Bird Suite..

"But the Ooncerto . except in a section of its fi-

nale, set aside rhapsodies. It is music in the so-called

neo-classic manner, impatient of soaring poetries, of

eloquence and succulent orchestral rhetoric. It goes

directly to its point, spinning a design in dry crabbed

lines, but a design fascinating with the deviousness of

vital fancy.

"Its melodies are rigid and unsentimental, expect

occasionally, for the merest turn of a phrase. Its har-

monic and instrumental savors are acrid. Its rhythms

are what give it insuppressible life, incessant to the
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point of mechanism, yet subtly varied from the monoto-

nous. This is not a music in which composer or performer

unfolds private moods for general sympathy. It is a

music of eventful detail, tonic to the active ear, a

music to he opened with exhilarated attention, not to

be taken to heart. Prokofieff clayed it masterfully in

a proper cold, energetic style. He conducted with a curt

efficience his all-too-short opera suite. It would have

been delightful to hear more of his Love of Three Oranges.

He is a composer of original and sure purpose, some day
;

perhaps, to be described as genius."

ALFRED HERTZ

After the retirement of Alfred Hertz as conductor of the

San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, Redfern Mason summarized

his career in the Examiner of April 13, 1930:

"Today Alfred Hertz concludes his 15 years' labors

as the director of the San Francisco Symphony. V.hen he

came to San Francisco the orchestra was painfully striv-

ing to emerge from mediocrity and barely succeeding.

Today, in spite of the limitations due to insufficient

funds, it is one of the great orchestras of America, and

its recordings of Wagner are classic. That statement

sums up the signifi canoe' of Alfred Hertz' ministrations;

for, in order to make these records, the orchestra had

to reach a pitch of musical development which only a

master of instruments could bring about.
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"But this is only a part of the story, though a

part pregnant in meaning. Another side of the story is

the sociological effect of that decade and a half of un-

remitting, well directed toil. For no man ever worked

harder than Alfred Hertz . . . music for him i/vas a kind

of gospel from on high, and it had this advantage over

other religions that it did not lead people to kill one

another for the love of God. Under his baton folk grew

urbane. He filled their lives with beauty. The texts

he cited remained with them and came surging up in their

memory when the concert had long been a thing of the

past. What a man gives is his own character. Hertz is

a lover of his kind, with something in him of the eter-

nal boy . . . And he is artist all over. The old jibe

of the uninitiated is that musicians are musicians and

nothing else would ever apply to him. Talk to him of

Havelock Ellisandhe will hit back at you with Nietzsche,

mention Liszt's Les Prelude s and he will quote you lines

from Lamartine which gave the composer his idea. The

man has the windows of his soul open to every new breath

of philosophic doctrine. Of course he swears by Jehovah;

but in his heart he has a tender spot for the Olympians,

and he would be tickled to death if it should Provo that

the gods of Asgard had the right of it after all, for

as a hero of a thousand operatic and symphonic battles,

he would be taken up to Valhalla by the choicest of the

wish maidens.
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"And now the last chapter of this authentic book of

15 years' music has been written. The career of Alfred

Hertz as director of the San Francisco Symphony is ended.

But the influence of that work is not ended. If this

city has thousands of lovers of music it is largely the

doing of this genial gentleman for whom music is the

heart of life .

"Not every one could measure the height and the

depth, the length and the breadth of his musicianship.

But everyone could sense his tremenaous sincerity. Here

is a man for whom music is a vital reality. When the

•Thus fate knocks at the door* theme rang out under his

baton, one feels that he was communing with Beethoven,

agonizing with him — hoping against hope with him. He

sensed the joy or the sorrow that was in the mind of the

composer when he wrote. For, though Hertz would be the

first to ridicule the idea that music can be paralleled

in speech and its meaning reduced to verbal propositions,

he knew, none better, that all musical inspiration has

its origin in emotion in some states, and these atti-

tudes of the ego of the writer it was his joy to eluci-

date and out into the performance ... We need a new

vision, a large vision. If we go on in the old petty

way, the symphony will decline and that will be a blow

to the prestige of the city."
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HOPE HAMPTON

Critics occasionally, even today, resort to jeremiads.

Alfred Metzger, in the Pacific Coast Musical Review. October

4, 1930, wrote of Hope Hampton's venture into opera:

"We come now to the most unpleasant task of the

season. The P_. C_. M. R_. considers its responsibility

as a music journal seriously. We will at all times for

the sake of constructive assistance in musical education

work regard with a lenient ear the efforts of resident

artists. We take into consideration their lack of ex-

perience, their desire to please, their evident recog-

nition of their relation toward great artists, and their

need for encouragement.

"All of this we readily do in the case of purely

local artists or of the interpretaion of minor roles

in opera, or in case of moderately priced performances.

We have, however, no desire to make concession in the

case of a leading role such as 'Marguerite' in Faust

when the admission prices are as high as $6.00. Those

who engaged Hope Hampton must have known she is inexpe-

rienced on the operatic stage, that she lacked adequate

vocal training, that she had not the slightest concep-

tion of the significance of the role and that in brief

she was an operatic amateur in the strictest sense of

the word..- It was not fair to the audience, nor to the
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distinguished artists who essayed other important roles,

nor to Miss Hampton herself. She was permitted to en-

tertain the idea that she is an efficient vocal artist

which she is not, even under the widest stretch of the

imagination. In the first act when she makes her en-

trance she was so far out of tune that she sang almost in a

different key from the orchestral accompaniment. She

was uncertain of the words. Actually after hearing these

entrance bars we feared she would never be able to get

through the second act without a breakdown. That she

was able to do so was one of the pleasant surprises we

had on this occasion. The 'King of Thule' aria as well

as the 'Jewel Song' was sung In a style that even a pupil

should be ashamad of. There are no middle or low tones

in the voice at all. The high tones are practically al-

ways a shade off key. The voice is small and forced to

an extent where it deteriorates into an unpleasant vi-

brato or, what is worse, tremolo. Unless a miracle hap-

pens — Hope Hampton as far as her operatic career is

concerned should be named 'Hopeless' Hampton.

"We are sorry to have to resort to such severe

strictures. But if we permit influences to force inex-

perienced artists upon our public, that is honestly en-

deavoring to uphold the traditions of our city, then

anyone with sufficient money can be forced upon an audi-

ence that has paid heavily to hear the best music under
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the best possible conditions. Many things can be over-

looked in an operatic season of such duration and under

such difficult circumstances, but surely not that of in-

competency to interpret important roles, We know of

several artists in San Francisco who could have sung

'Marguerite' better, and surely either Queena Mario or

Clare Clairbert would have been better suited to sing

with Enzio Pinza,John Charles Thomas and Frederic Jagel

.

We might just as well add that if there is any artist

whose practical experience in opera or concert is not

sufficiently solid to bear the strictest scrutiny he or

she cannot depend upon favorable commendation in these

columns whether they advertise or not."

MARINE BAND CONCERT

Ada Hanafin, critic on the Examiner , wrote October 20,

1930, of the concert given by the United States Marino Band:

"Everybody loves a band. Perhaps it's the Peter

Pan in all of us that never grows up . . . When the

United States Marine Band played at the Civic Center

yesterday San Francisco was there in numbers to give it

a royal welcome I Ten thousand persons in the afternoon

' (and I'm told the house was filled to capacity again in

the evening), thrilled to the stirrihg rhythm and elec-

trifying climaxes of the marches and the .thunder of the

drums . . . Everything they played has a stirring vigor
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and vitality and tonal balance and clarity. Their ad-

mirable leader, Captain Taylor Bronson, is not unlike

Pershing in stature. He conducts like one in military

command -- his every move has authority. It is quick,

direct, tensive, no wasted gesture. The men were clad

in red military coats and blue trousers with red stripes.

The leader, in blue."

THE. MUSICIAN AND PUBLICITY

Redfern Mason constantly insisted on the financial value

that music and musicians have for any community. In an arti-

cle published February 15, 1931, in the Examiner , he pointed

ou fc

:

"If Californians, Inc., and the Chamber of Commerce

appreciated the advertising value of artists and composers

they would play up the element in the life of our

community more than they do. Who, for example, is adver-

tising San Francisco more than any other living individ-

ual today? It is Yehudi Menuhin. That young imp of Jove

hn3 carried the fame of California far and wide. So is

Ruggiero Ricci, and people are asking what kind of place

Is this San Francisco. May be that it has a knack of

producing phenomenal people.

"Then there is Henry Cowell, in spite of his aggres-

sive fists and elbows, planted with startling emphasis

on the keyboard to produce 'clusters.' Sober appraisers
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of artistic values have concluded that Cowell is a musi-

cian of talent, with something important to say. Paul

Whiteman's jazz fame had its beginning at the St. Fran-

cis. Paul Ash's musical clowning first made a hit at the

Granada. And if these be examples of notoriety rather

than fame, we can establish more reputable claims to con-

sideration on the strength of our composers, our singers

and orchestra conductors. Oscar Weil's songs were sung

in Europe a generation ago; it was San Francisco that

first gave substantial recognition to the genius of Er-

nest Bloch. Here Edgar Stillman Kelley wrote his Lady

Picking Mulberries which carried the legend of China-

town across the seas. Nor must we forget the Western

note in the work of Frederick Jacobi, the songs of Win-

tter Watts, the Sargasso Sea of Frederick Schneider and

The Eve of St. Agnes of Frederich Zech.

"We still have among us Domenico Brescia, whose

chamber music compositions and his musical lore of the

Incas are the proudest of his activities in San Francis-

co. Here, too, Howard Hanson did some of his symphonic

work and if we had been as alert and enterprising as

George Eastman, Hanson might today be the head of a

first class conservatory in the West. Daring hCs so-

journ among us Henry Hadley wrote a Grove play for the

Bohemian Club. He, too, it was who first gave form to

our symphony, to be succeeded by Alfred Hertz, who is
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one of the primitive gods of the orchestra, a Californ-

ian by election, if not by birth.

"When we come to the singers the number is legion.

It was the young Sacramento girl, Sibyl Sanderson, who

inspired Massenet. Alice Nielson put the mercurial gen-

ius of San Francisco into light opera and queened it all

over the United States. Here it was that Doria Fernanda

learned her rudiments; our Maude Fay was for years the

reigning star of the Munich opera J the names of Frances

Peralta, Mary Lewis, Kathleen Howard, Marcella Kraft,

Mabel Riegelmann, Vera Michelena and Antoinette Dolores

crowd into the mind.

"The pathetic thing about it is that these wonder-

ful artists always leave us and exploit their art in

other parts of the world. If we had an operatic stock

company, or a light opera company after the type planned

by Frank Healy, this talent could be employed at home

and we would not be forced most of the time to live musi-

cally on the benefactions Of strangers.

"Why, for example, should little Lina Paliughi,

whom Claudio Muzio calls the finest young voice in Italy,

have been forced to leave San Francisco? She was not

esteemed good enough for our opera; so the poor thing

had to go and sing at La Scala

.

"Is the spirit that gave us good opera at the old

Tivoli dead? Are we more poor spirited than our fore-

bears? Are we so lacking in business sense that we must
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let other cities, other peoples make money out of our

gifted youth? Do not the members of our Chamber of Com-

merce recognize that talent has a commercial value?

"For example, 'Joseph Redding's Fay Yen Fah was given

twice. Don't we believe in our own people? Or don't

we trust our own judgment?

"We attract distinguished musicians to San Francis-

co and then we don't give them adequate opportunity for

the display of their ability. It must exasperate Gaetano

Merola that, with all his gifts of musician and admini-

strator, he has to content himself with a poor dozen

performances annually, Why doesn't the Grand Opera As-

sociation take hold of the Pacific Opera Company and

run it for a month's season of opera and opera comique?

And now I recognize that I have omitted to speak of

William J. McCoy, of the great baritone, Putnam Griswold,

of Radiana Pazmor and Leonora Corona. And further enu-

meration would bring up other names of people who have

done credit to the name of San Francisco.

CRITICS ON CONDUCTORS

Alexander Fried summarized a number of opinions about

the technique of conductors in his review published July 5,

1931, in the Chronicle:
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"Just in the summer period when San Francisco is

enjoying its annual musical diversions among a variety

of symphony guest conductors, critioal thought through-

out the country has been reviving discussion about the

artistic value of batonists and their baton manners.

"Walter Damrosch, who in the past fortnight has

conducted concerts at the Woodland Theatre, Hillsborough,

and in the Civic Auditorium avowed on his arrival here

that the 'prima donna' type of leaders leaves him quite

out of patience. But Sir Hamilton Harty, who succeeds

Mr. Damrosch in the summer symphony season, for his part

has expressed the conviction that a conductor needs 'per-

sonality. '

"As to the value of conductors there can be little

doubt. The quick death of the recent fashion of leader-

less orchestras is a direct proof that an orchestra

needs a guide.

"It would take an insensitive ear not to recognize

that there was a quality peculiar to the interpretive

feeling of Mr, Damrosch in his performances of the last

two weeks, and that when Sir Hamilton conducts even such

familiar scores as the Brahms Second Symphony, the Handel

Royal Water Music his readings will carry the enriching

interest of his own personal and unique sense of the

expression of these compositions.
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"Certainly conductors must have a talent and tact

for showmanship. Otherwise the world would rarely give

them opportunity to meet audiences other than themselves

in their bedroom mirrors.

"Actors are not censured for their gift of the

stage -- their genius for stirring popular imagination

-- v/hy should conductors be so censured?

"This does not mean, however, that a conductor's

simple task is to posture in the public eye without dis-

cipline or control.

"Every great composer is a showman. Every great

composer is a master in manipulating public interest.

He knows how to build climax at the proper moment and

in the proper degree, he feels skilfully for the need

of varied stimulation and repose of his listeners. The

composer's showmanship must be reflected by the conduc-

tor. But the conductor who has a 'kind eye' for his audi-

ence cannot escape the inroads of insincerity upon the

health of his art. Hi3 talent for creating listener

interest must be projected only through the music and

players. The audience will then spontaneously be af-

fected. A conductor stands in front of 100 flayers.

They have their instruments and their music, and their

individualities. He has his stick and his score and as

Sir Hamilton has reminded us, his personality. In the

score and the players' parts a generally accurate de-

scription of the composer's intentions is recorded for
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the understanding of all the performance. The stick

plainly manipulated to beat time can keep the players

together.

'There is more to orchestra music than that. A

highly sensitized balance of instruments is required

aside from mere plain precision of attack and ensemble.

The balance changes with an ever delicate flexibility,

moving this or that instrument to the fore and back

again, swelling one choir and another into loudness and

softness in counter sonority.

"Directions for some of this effect a conductor can

give in rehearsal by verbal explanation although every

orchestral player knows what a curse the talking conduc-

tor can be. At any rate, spoken directions cannot be

minute enough to treat all the myriad elements of bal-

ance. Spoken direction is insufficient for another type

of instruction. It cannot accurately describe tons qual-

ity -- tone quality is preeminently the living spirit

of music. It is what gives movement to rhythm. It is

what makes tempo and changes of tempo reasonable. It

is the soul of expression.

(iTo control infinite details of balance and tone

quality as well as certain imponderable problems of pre-

cision therefore , the conductor uses visible baton tech-

nique and personality.
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"Every great leader is a master of stick technique,

in his individual way, and is an imposing personality.

An expression of his face charges different players with

the sense of indescribable nuance. His look pervades

the orchestra with the mood of particular music, making

alert the players who are tired or careless, restrain-

ing the hot bloods who might disrupt the ensemble.

"Some men of tremendous personality -- usually vet-

erans with grand accomplishment to their credit, like a

Richard Strauss ... do not wave their batons far and

wide. Other first-rate leaders -- Purtwaengler — Sto-

2owski — somehow take naturally to a batonlsm that is

lively and athletic, in Stokowski's case a graceful style,

in Purtwaengler ' s, awkard

.

"There is a puritanical taste given to alarm that

listeners should impose their faith in men as well as

in sound. The history of interpretive music, neverthe-

less, is largely a chronicle of personality."

MARY WIGMA

N

Frequently the music critic is required to review dance

performances. In the case of certain great dancers, whose

art is basically musical, the critic is justified. HHmer

Henley, in the Argonaut, February 5, 1932, discussed Mary Wig-

man's art as an expression of music:
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"Mary Wigman is modern painting, modern music,

modern sculpture, modern design. She is machinery and

carved rhythm; she is orgiastic paganism, lyric sensu-

ality, savage religionism. She is murder end love and

red death. She is as liquid as free water, and she is

as fluidly impermanent as smoke. She is waking Spring

and fructifying Summer. She is beast and bird, wicked

and full of terror. She is brains and genius, and mus-

cle and dreams.

"With it all, Mary Wigman is icily apart from her

audience and from life. She has no concessions to make

and nothirtg to ask. She is, of course, quite unique.

Assyrian, Tonareg, Toltec, modern Germany, old Japan

and Mars in the year 3031 -- it is all one with her and

all one in her.

"The fact is, she is the most astonishing product of

this astonishing age of machine accelerated decadence."

SYNAGOGUE MUSIC

Homer Henley contributed an interesting study of ortho-

dox music in a Jewish synagogue to the columns of the Argo -

naut , February 26, 1932:

"There is a little synagogue on Webster Street near

McAllister. The Jews call it a ' shooli' It is an or-

thodox synagogue — not like those of the "up-to-date"

Jewish temples in the more fashionable parts of town.
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I went to the little orthodox synagogue to hear the can-

tor sing, on last Saturday morning at 9 o'clock. This

cantor is named Rev. Y Beu Gershon Nossc/sky.

"He is only 22 months from Palestine, from Jerusa-

lem itself where for 12 years he sang as cantor and led

the choir in a. school far more orthodox than even this

little congregation on Webster Street. Before that he

was born and lived in the small Russian city of Grodno,

capital of the province of that name. He Is a skilled

snlo violinist.

"There was a good sized congregation present, the

women all upstairs in the gallery, the men royally down-

stairs on .the main floor and with their hats on, the

proud privilege of the chosen people of the Lord. The

women were silent, as befits women in the orthodoxy of

Israel, standing at the proper times during the service,

facing the altar when necessary but all in silence.

"But the men on the main floor of the temple were

vocal each in his own key. They sang the prayers and

the responses. Sang them to an Arabian minor scale older,

doubtless, than the pyramids, as old certainly as the

days when their skin-clad ancestors drove their flocks

on the trails of the prophets. And they sang them in

every guttural, nasal, catarrhal bass, baritone, tenor

and falsetto tone possible to the human larynx -- sang

them in an endless, droning monotony, all at once, until
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it sounded like nothing on earth so much as the tuning

up of an orchestra.

"These men worshippers swayed from side to side

sitting in their pew seats, and then they swayed forward

and back, chanting the minor scale with mournful inten-

sity. Others stood, swaying and singing. Some ad-

vanced one foot and swayed to that as tethered elephants

sway by the hour — singing, chanting, mourning — end-

lessly. Audas Y. Ben Gershon Nossovsky, the cantor,

called each challenge in the spiralled tendrils of

Jewish traditional roulade and vocal filigree, the

swaying faithful bellowed and cried and wailed the age-

less response, Yisagadal vylsh gada shl Shema Ylsroe l,

Adonai elohenu; adona l, echodl

"Each man wore his fringed praying shawl. Some of

them were of heavy unbleached muslin, some of silk; but

all had at each end a set of barbaric stripes cf either

black or blue. Each man kissed the edge of his shawl a

long, running kiss, before he threw it over his hat and

head, completely enveloping both for an instant before

he finally adjusted it about his shoulders, tossing the

ends over an opposite shoulder like a cavalier's cloak.

Over the altar, above the red velvet curtains hiding the

torah or sacred scroll, was a window representing the

star of David, six-pointed, the same star that blazed

in the temple of Solomon, emblem of that same sacred
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Freemasonry of which it is claimed that Moses was the

first grand master and Joshua his deputy.

"The inspired young cantor, Y. Ben Garshon Nossov-

sky, sang the wonderful and beautiful ancient Hebrew

service as few I have ever heard could do it. His voice

is between a tenor and a high baritone, a fine instru-

ment used with a high sophistication of art and inspir-

ation well worth journeying far to hear. He sings the

old, old sorrows of Israel with a fervor you will never

hear in concert or over the radio. This is the authen-

tic real thing. His voice is full of tears, real tears,

and his singing is broken with sobs that spring from his

own Jewish soul, and not from a calculated shift of the

larynx. He sings as they sing in Jerusalem, and that is

the fountain head. I left him there still sobbing to

the old men who still swayed back and forth unceasingly,

their own wailing rising like dust clouds of sorrows

never to be assuaged. If any believe that the true

spirit of religion be dead let him go out there to

Webster Street near McAllister and hear the terrible

beauty of an eternal truth.

"I went away down town on a number five McAllister

street car. Along the way were multitudes of second

hand furniture and clothing shops padlocked for the day.

Their owners were in the little synagogue."
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AN. ORGAN RECITAL

In the dramatic flurry attending large orchestral per

formances and operatic productions, the general public rarel;

hears much about the masters of that older instrument, tb

organ. The critic of the Wasp, March 6, 1932, wrote of Knrg

Elert's organ performance:

"A great man has come and gone. So quietly, that

if it had not been for notices in the street cars for a

couple of days, only the members of St. Dominic's Church

would have known anything about it . You can talk about

your Toscaninis and your Bruno Walters, their command

over the orchestra, their interpretations, their memo-

ries. Let us also give homage to great organist-com-

posers like Karg-Elert for their insight into the tonal

possibilities of the organ, their mastery of the art of

composition in its most difficult and austere forms,

the ir memory . . »

"The recital took place at St. Dominic's Church

February 25, the program consisting of his own composi-

tions and one transcription of a Liszt work Benediction

oe Dieu dans la Solitude. There is nothing one can say

about a musician of such stature except, perhaps, to

record that when the music should sound like pure organ

writing it did so, and when it should give the effect

of orchestral coloring, the effect was there t An inter-
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esting psychological feature of recitals In the Catholic

churches and one denomination in the Protestant, is that

the building is considered sacred, and therefore ap-

plause would be irreverent. We are so used to applaud-

ing at concerts in halls and theatres that we would be

appalled if requested to refrain during the whole pro-

gram. Yet one could listen to this recital and not

feel the need »f demonstrating appreciation. It was

announced from the pulpit that it was hoped to bring

other organists to give recitals. If this plan is car-

ried out the church authorities must not forget tc an-

nounce it well in advance*

BRUST TQGH

The visit of Srnst Toch was reviewed by Homer Henley in

the Argonau t, March 25, 1932:

"'My ways are not your ways and my thoughts are not

your thoughts, 1 saith Ernst Toch of Vienna, Berlin and

Heidelberg. And few men could say it more truly of

themselves than can this man through his music. He is

one of the most concentratedly pronounced individualists

of this age in the realm of music.

"In person he is a swift moving force burdened with

power. He has the torso of a wrestler and the round

herd of a Roman pro-consul. An audience is not to him

a group of people -- it is just that vague part of the
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cosmos that listens to his creations. If they applaud,

all right. If they do not applaud, all right, too. As

for him he must go on creating whether or net there are

either human beings or audiences in the world.

"To his music he writes just the naked bones ©f his

thoughts, without one curving volute of tender, pretti-

fied flesh to cover them. Eis creations might be likened

to a clipper-ship scudding under bare poles before the

tempest of his idea. His structures are 7/histlerian in

their economy of line — that exclusion of all but the

most meagre essentials which Whistler borrowed from the

Japanese. Curiously enough, too, jn more than one of "his

compositions which Ernst Toch brourht to the sophisti-

cates of Pro-Musica on Monday nights, there was unmis-

takably to be noted certain forms which splintered into

the spikinesses of primitive Japanese music.

"If one were to judge solely b^ r this concert, it

could not well be said that Toch is a genius; yet one

cov> Id scarcely deny either his power, his invention, or

that, in stripping modern music of its . . . unmeaning,

he is opening the way to a more universal short-cut to

its understanding. As one man — not a musician, — said

to me after the concert: 'I may not understand tnis new

music any better than I used, but I am getting to mind

it much less."
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SAN FRANCISCO CIVIC OPERA

The opening of the new War Memorial Opera House on Octo-

ber 15, 1932, with Puccini- s La T_osca, marked the end of a

half-century battle for its establishment. Much paper was

used describing the first season within its walls. Anna Sommer,

reviewing for the News, wrote on October 17:

"With pomp and circumstance the consecration of

San Francisco's new cathedral of music was celebrated

Saturday night. Today the city still rings with echoes

cf that night. It was an occasion such as the city has

not witnessed more than twice or thrice in its history.

Not since the enchanted days of the Exposition and, be-

fore that, the Portola Festival, has a single Civic event

occupied so universally the minds and hearts of its cit-

izens. No mere first night, no simple dedication of

stone and granite and glass could have attained to that.

Not even the fact that the War Memorial Opera House is

the nation's first house to belong to the people . , .

"Multitudes surged in both sides of the ceremonial

awning stretching from the curb to the main entrance

and under the Memorial Court and Grove Street marquees.

Ropes and a squad of policemen were required to hold

their admiration and enthusiasm in check as necks craned

for each new arrival. Ten thousand would have been in-

side if there had been seats to hold them. But seats
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were rarer than the Koh-i-noor diamond. People had of-

fered $100 for gallery seats ... and could not buy

them. A rich Honolulu planter offered a ftl,000 bill for

six, anywhere in the house, and it was refused . . .

"The fortunate ones on the other side of tne doors

and windows felt the enchantment around them no less.

Women in Paris creations and men in winged collars, as

well as people In less costly raiment, trooped from base-

ment to balcony, inspecting every cranny from the special

room for stage animals to the organ lofts.

"They darted among the orchestra seats, stared up

at the giant eye of the chandeliers, the sumptuous dia-

mond horse shoe and the golden proscenium arch. Pride

and delight with the structure which their dollars had

built expressed theonselves in variations ranging from

'Fascinating, isn't it?' and 'Incredible, I must say,'

to 'Gee, Bill, aint it swell?' An item of marvel In it-

self was the polished finish of the building, which only

the night before had presented a wild disarray of scaf-

folding, carpet scraps and sawdust.

"Periwigged and knickered pages, on errands for pa-

trons, slipped through the glittering throngs. Ushers

led people to their places with an air of reverence. The

fashionable yoo-hooed to the proud and famous from sheer

exuberance. Elevators sped from floor to floor, discharg-

ing dowagers who murmured 'Mezzanine,' where the boxes
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were located, as well as jocular clerks and stenographers

who breezed out * heaven.'

"In this gay prelude sounded the clarion tones of

the warning trumpet. Swiftly the milling crowds melted

into the gold and white auditorium. Here a tense hush

had already settled on the seated crowd, and 500

standees. Suddenly the great chandelier began to fade

from amber to indigo. Side lights snapped out. The

orchestra champed restively at its strings. Promptly at

8:45 Gaetano Herola entered the pit.

"The house broke into an cvation for the maestro.

San Francisco has heard more tumultous demonstrations.

There were no cheers, no bravo s, no hats flung into the

air, as some might have expected. The more astute how-

ever, sensed . . . the groping of the people to express

something they themselves could not define and would

not define until after they had gone away."

The opera's first season did not pass without a number

of hitches. Harjory Fisher in the Mews of October 26, 1932,

detailed the troubles that beset the Lohengrin production:

"The casualty list was heavy at the opera on Tues-

day night and titters ran throughout the audience at

frequent intervals. Lohengrin was the bill. It was

filled with grins.
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"First, one of the stage trumpeters took a flop.

Then the four none too husky choristers, dolegntod to

raise Elsa on the King's shield at the end of Act 1, al-

most tipped her off the chair and what-not that served

as a conveyance. And was Maria Mueller scared?

"Next, the artists came "before the curtain to take

their bows and the footlights went out, leaving them all

in total darkness. A bit later, pages, late for en-

trance, were pushed on with near disasterous results.

Another time they came early and were yanked back.

"The palace walls were suspended from the sky by

visible ropes. There were big peep holes in the nuptial

chamber, and beyond the grill work, husky stage hands,

cigars sticking out of the corners of their mouths, were

seen to labor and to peek. Many entanglements of feet

and costumes ensued. The train of one gown served as a

carpet for the lady behind to walk on. It looked for a

minute as if the train would become a dismembered part

of a royal wardrobe

.

"The swan refused to be disenchanted and disappear,

although Gottfried came up out of the river at approxi-

mately the right moment. Nor would the dove descend in

a dovelike manner, nor fly without aid of a perfectly

visible human hand. Then there were any number of miss-

ing notes, wrong notes, and disagreements in the matter

of pitch. The chorus almost had to give up the ghost

on one awful occasion. But they continued nonchalantly

to the bitter end.
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"Mario Chamlee as 'Lohengrin' sang like a god, acted

like a stick, and looked like something worse. His make-

up was terrible*. Including the wig. Maria Mueller --

her voice was ever lovely. Kathryn Meisle and Frederick

Schorr as the villians of Brabant were the real stars.

Both had voices of Wagnerian range and power and suc-

ceeded in playing and singing their roles with dramatic

conviction. The two of them gave us a finely sung and

well acted second act. But Miss Meisle 's first act cos-

tume was never made for her . . * Lohengrin may have

had a complete stage rehearsal. But we doubt it. In

any event, It needed many more. But thanks to the voices

of Chamlee, Mueller, Schorr and Meisle the evening was

not a total loss."

EBMT BACON

A composer d.f importance in the modern scene, and one

adopte by San Francisco, Ernst Bacon has had numerous of his

works performed locally. The Argonaut, March 31, 1933. pub-

lished Covington Enderley's criticism of the performance of a

movement from Bacon's symphony:

"Climaxing a program consisting almost entirely of

contemporary works, the San Francisco Chamber Symphony

last Tuesday at the Opera House played the 'Passacaglla

'

from Ernst-. Bacon's Pulitzer prize-winning symphony, Gas-

tone Usiffli conducting. This work called forth an oration
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that could not have failed to convince Bacon of his

place in San Francisco's musical peerage. The 'Passa-

caglia' is the second movement of Bacon's First Symphony

and although it was awarded the Pulitzer prize in New

York a year ago the Chamber Symphony, in this program,

gave the first public performance of any part - of the

work.

"Ernst Bacon was born in Chicago 34 years ago. He

studied there and in Germany, and on his return to this

country became assistant director of opera in Rochester.

For the past eight years he has made his home in San

Francisco.

''Although Bacon has written a number of songs and

other works in which he has made use of modern tonali-

ties, this second movement is composed in the traditional

passacaglia form, and lies principally within the

limits of the diatonic scale. This choice of an accepted

idiom is a statement of the composer's sincerity rather

thana'bow to conservatism. One cannot hear this passa-

caglia without detecting its strong personal quality.lt

is not merely a composition or an excercise-- it is a

deeply-felt reaction to life that goes beyond rational

conclusions. It is musical thought that must find ex-

pression regardless of idiom. The work carries with it

the conviction that if the composer had at any point

needed a range beyond his chosen tonality he would not
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have hesitated to seek for it among the new -- or to

have invented a sca,le of his own. Bacon does not try to

be modern for the sake of modernism.

''There are at least two good reasons why San Fran-

cisco's Symphony Orchestra may be expected to play this

work in its entirety on some future program --a part

of it has already been acclaimed, and this part is a

shadowing forth of the greatness of the whole."

£BIE£SI £L££IL

Another adopted composer is Ernest Bloch. Homer Henley,

writing in Musical West, September, 1933, said of him:

"Ernest Bloch has just played for me his Arodath

Hakadesh
, that monumental setting of the Morning Ser-

vice of the Jewish Church. The service is in symphonic

form and runs without ceasing throughout the entire

morning church service. The reader, or Cantor, some

times sings a running recitative to the music, or sings

in solo numbers, and at other times reads aloud in a

speaking voice, but the music of Bloch' s setting never

ceases. He -said: 'You were the first to hear my AmiMua

in manuscript, and now you shall hear this, long before

it shall ever have a "public performance.

"But first he gave me its genesis. How he had had

to learn the Hebrew language to fully comprehend all

whereof he wrote, for. while his father and mother were
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je^s, .Ernest Bloch had never attended a Hebrew School.

koV, after three -/ears study, he and his rife rent to a

lonely hut in the high mountains of Switzerland, and

there, without a single comfort !&ktfettf«H*MW&k civil-

ization - no hot water, no plumbing no bath, no cur-

tains, no carpets., no furniture but a bed, table, chairs

and desh -- he set dorm a complete framing of this spiri-

tual intent of the wonderful Jewish ritual — a thing

never before attempted, if indeed., even conceived.

'•'The Jewish Temple service, musically considered,

has never had more to draw upon than practically unre-

lated settings of certain units of its worship drawn

from the pages of the Old Testament. There have, to be

sure, been great writers for these, units but great com-

posers have not, li the pest, attempted a coherent and

unified musical service. But Bloch has done this. What

he has written amounts to a sacred oratorio with solo-

ists, chorus and orchestra framed in symphonic bound-

aries. This oratorio may be done with church organ in

a synagogue and it may be performed in concert form with

amplified magnif icence of symphonic orchestra and choral

bodies. London wants to perform it that way, and so does

Rome, and Naples, and even ililan at La Scala. The Ital-

ians want to publish this Hebrew 'Mass' in their own

language, and have already made complete translations

into Italian of the entire text.
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"For his conception of this Magnum Opus, Bloch has

dreamed a shadowed pageant of all time ~ a past so re-

mote as to have been without beginning, a future lost

in speculation, a rejection in toto of every form of

'fetichism' in creed or dogma -- and a seeking out of

the tone or all humanity in the universal language of

spirituality.

"The ratio of his success must be in the hearing of

his attempt. For me, who have heard it, he has succeeded

better than he knew, Ernest Bloch I believe to be a

great composer. But something greater than Ernest Bloch

appears in this really stupendous setting of a monumen-

tal theme. Some force without his frame took charge of

the cosmos of this ancient Jew whose burial shroud hangs

in his closet against the day when he shall say his last

declaration of the faith of his fathers: Shema Yisroel ,

Adonai elohenu , Adonai achod . . . 'Hear ye, Israel,

Our God is one Lord.'

"He played it for me: The Ma Tovn of peace; the

challenging Shema Yisroel ; his own interpolation into

the service of a Vio Havto . 'Thou shalt love the Lord';

the old Michomocho . 'Who is like unto Thee?'; the thun-

dering roll of the Kaddish. 'Holy, holy, holy,' a Yiheye

Lerotzon of seraphically lovely meditation; and so down

to the concluding service (the work is in 5 well defined

sections), of the Vaanach Nu of Adoration; the Kaddish.
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that timelessly beautiful rejoicing of those who die in

the Lord -- Yis godal, veyis godash, shme rabba ; and the

conaluding Adonalam. which Bloch prefers to the usual

En Kongo cho . And through it like a vine, ran the plaint

of the traditional Tzur Yisroel , another interpolated

number with minor cadences sprung from the 'calves of

the lips' of the first Samuel, Joshua or David.

:,And while he played it, he sang it, and he played

it and sang it as never can orchestra or chorus give it

in multitude and Bloch in action is bigger than all the

orchestras and choruses in creation. That little man

with the prophet head became a veritable Jewish typhoon;

a blazing sun whirling like a buzz-saw, throwing off

torn sheets and masses of huge, shattered music, blast-

ing space into millions of lovely fragments clashing and

whining and singing like distraught seraphs. And he

screamed melodies at the top of his composer's voice,

snarling, caressing, barking, crooning, yelling like mad

in the nanny goat tremolo that God inflicted only on

composers and conductors; grunting with heavy whipped

out breaths like a wood chopper uses — 'Whuh.1 Whuhl '

And when voice and range failed, whistling contrapuntal

interweavings and vagrant fragments of wandering melody

with furious concentration. And all of it this mad lit-

tle Jewish typhoon roared and bellowed and screamed and
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sang and whistled in a very fury of teeth-gritting crea-

tion. An amazing performance with something white-hot

and elemental in it, flooding straight from the incan-

descence of its flaming birth-vortex.

"We shall live to hear this great, crusty ferment

of spiritual life performed in its designated form. But

with all possible fullness and richness and amplifica-

tions of orchestra and choral bodies, the Arodath Hahad-

esh of Ernest Bloch can never sing for me as it sang to-

day under the mind and hand of Ernest Bloch himself.

When I left him I said "Ernest Block, this Jewish Temple

Service will live to be your epitaph 1
.

"Ernest Bloch said 'I believe it.'"

REFUGEE

The tide of history affects the artist no less than it

does the warrior, the statesman, the man in the street. As

early as 1934, Jewish artists were fleeing before the impend-

ing doom of dictator-ridden Europe. One of these, Leila Simon,

came to San Francisco. The Chronicle , August 22, 1934, pub-

lished Carolyn Anspacher's review of her concert:

"Until a few brief months ago Leila Simon, or Leila

Firle, as she was professionally known, was one of the

highest stars in Germany's musical firmament.

"The favorite pupil of the great Arthur Schnabel,
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she was, at 25, hailed as one of the greatest women pi-

anists of her time.

"In addition to her concert and radio engagements

lime. Firle conducted Schnabel's master classes and to

her beautiful home in Berlin, hundreds of men, women and

children came to learn from her the subtle nuances of

music -- that is, they did until February of last year.

Then came into power a man named Hitler. A week later

a red sign bearing the single word 'Jude'was found on

the door through which the Hcbenzollerns themselves had

walked.

!l Concerts were canceled, fladio contracts were de-

stroyed and fragments of paper tossed into the gutter.

Pupils were forbidden to study with her. Green-grocers

and butchers spat at her on the street. For Leila Flrle

was a half-Jewess. Fearful for her very life and hold-

ing close to her heart the gift the gods had bestowed

upon her, lime. Firle fled from the land that had given

her birth and honor, and sought refuge in America.

"This is the story she told yesterday — quietly,

dispassionately. But the story she played was a differ-

ent one.

"Under her fingers the sonatas of Beethoven became

waves of anguish beating against the immutability of her

exile. Through the measures of his Pathetique Sonata.

she wove the bitter tragedy of her flight from Berlin--
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of the dreams that died when she could no longer hold

high her head

,

"Then in the Concerto of Schumann, came a recapitu-

lation. She told of the brightness of her early youth,

of the brilliance of the Salon in which she had been

reared. She told of her father, Samuel Saenger, head of

Germany's largest publishing house, for many years Ger-

man Ambassador to Czecho-Slovakia .

"She told of her mother, Irma Sethe, Belgium's most

famous woman violinist, the assistant to Ysaye.

"Then in Rachmaninoff's Concerto , Mme . Firle told

of her marriage at 16 to Otto Firle from whom she was

divorced in 1927, of her studies, of her professional

debut a little later with the Philharmonic Orchestra of

Berlin.

"Through the measures of a Brahms lullaby she wove

the story of her son, Tommy, chubby, curly-haired little

Tommy who was taken from her. 'Bocause he has only one

Jewish grandparent ho may go to school in Berlin,' she

played. 'Now he is an "Aryan" but when he grows up he

will not be able to find work'.

"Leila Simon's fingers drifted into the honeyed

melody of Chopin as she told of her marriage three years

ago to Theodor Simon. Briefly she traced the life of

this 56-year-old man whose father Edward Simon, was
,
un-

til 1928, Europe's 'cotton-king.' She told of the great
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art collection he had given to Germany, and the hospi-

tals he and his family had given and endowed. She told

of the financial aid the Simons had given to the German

Government during the war, how her husband had enlisted

in the army at 17, to fight for three long years for

the Fatherland.

;

"Then in Chopin's Military Etude she told of events

following Hitler's rise to power.

"Prisons — concentration camps -- no telephones —

no callers — nothing but fear and horror — the words

followed the tempo of the music . . . Suddenly her hands -

crashed the keys of the piano with a horrible discord."

ERNST BACON ON. THE STATUS OF MUSIC

For a time, composer Ernst Bacon was a critic on the

Argonaut . In the issue of October 5, 1934, he wrote about

the condition of the modern symphony orchestra and the status

of the musician:

"They tell us, apropos of the wobbly situation of

symphony orchestras in most cities, that music is tobog-

ganing to the dogs. Now it is not my intention to be-

little the symphony orchestra but I will point out some

important considerations. First, that the orchestra and

its literature are not a more significant branch of music

than are the chorus, the solo voice, the solo piano,
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the pipe organ, the string quartet, and the vocal en-

semble, not to mention various other accompanied solo

instruments

.

"Secondly, that music is likely to continue despite

all indications to the contrary, because we are a music

loving people and because we have many professional

musicians

.

"An orchestra has importance as a society of music-

making musicians. As such, its members should be engaged

in private musical enterprise like teaching, performing,

composing and the making of chamber music as well as in

the performance of symphonic music. Its members should

be genuine artists and lovers of music. Its rehearsals

and concerts should be spaced so as to help rather than

hinder the musical morale and study of its members. Its

conductor must be a man of musical attainments so supe-

rior that his function becomes that of guide and teacher.

Its guild or union must have artistic as well as eco-

nomic aims. Instead of this, the orchestra of today is

merely an instrument on which the majority of conduc-

tors, the modern prima donnas, exercise their interpre-

tive polemics for the delectation of high society as

well as the so called proletariat. Now, musicians, like

other people, want to be led by real leaders. But these

are scarce. As a result, most of our cities put up with

a species of correct, imitative, automatic . . . music
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making by their orchestras, yet suffer themselves to be

instructed that this is the very heart of the art. Mean-

while choruses are merely tolerated, the great song lit-

erature is silent (most vocal teachers have never even

heard of it). Chamber music is barely kept alive through

the interest and participation of amateurs; vocal ensem-

bles exist only to render potboilers for church services;

the piano is going to seed despite the Steinway, an in-

strument more perfect than any Philharmonic; while the

organ has become a kind of mobster versed in the most

gargantuan caricature of every known musical instrument,

a veritable musical epitone of moving picture architec-

ture, And composing is the humble occupation of ar-

rangers, secretaries, and college instructors.

"Who can say, then, that the demise of that ele-

phant, the symphony orchestra, would not give space and

air to a number of more modest institutions and deflect

talent into these. I know of only one reason why this

will probably not happen: the symphony is a product of

the needs not only of the public, but also of its mem-

bers. It Is recruited 90 per cent, from men who had vir-

tuoso ambitions, and as these men are alive today and

will be more numerous tomorrow, we must have an insti-

tution that gives these men a proper artistic activity.

Since opera has, up till now, been only a bastard form

of entertainment, there remains only the orchestra to
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serve this purpose.

'

r

MUSICAL NEEDS

As it is rare to find a first-rate musician turned critic,

a complete and more fully representative review by Ernst

Bacon is quoted from the Argonaut , January 7, 1935:

"Readers of the Argonaut have become sufficiently

used to its music editor's pipe dreams by now that a

few more need not surprise them. For the delectation of

myself and others looking back on the present epoch, 25

years from now, I will enumerate a few institutions of

which the city has more need:

"A publishing house, competent and financially aa- ; '

sured, to judge, print and distribute the better works

of the present time, as well as some of the increasingly

hard to obtain classics -- an institution guided not by

the moving picture industry's appetite for immediate

profit. The apathy and timidity of the Eastern music

publishers is notorious, their indifference to all that

is happening west of the Alleghanies is sublime . . .

"A managerial office which makes a business of cir-

culating the best Western performances around the West

(in opposition of course to the big-wigs of Manhattan,

who choose for California and the National Musical en-

tertainment, emphasizing the virtue of their discrimi-

nate selection with the threat of boycott).
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r, A centrally-located, popular conservatory ofmusic,

having on its faculty the foremost musicians of the bay

region, sponsored perhaps by the city or one of its uni-

versities, a nucleus of the artistic activity of its

faculty and students.

"A medium-sized musical theatre giving regular per-

formances throughout the year of popular and serious

works, a place for resident singers, actors and instru-

mental players to exhibit and develop their talents, as

well as to earn a modest remuneration through fair and

not degrading activity, a place for the public to enjoy

music and theatre in unpretentious surroundings.

"A cooperative concert hall, supported in part by

a modest membership fee of every leading soloist of the

city and being thus an institution which should make

concertizing less of a precious affair . . . were the

good angels of the universities just a little more mod-

est in the erection of athletic memorials in favor of

the half-forgotten institutions of culture, such plans

could be more than pipe dreams. But it seems that the

richer we are the greater is our capacity for spending

money to our ultimate dissatisfaction. It's the poor

countries like Sweden, Switzerland, Holland and Denmark

that enjoy such luxuries, while we, together with Eng-

land, Canada and the Argentine let our best musical tal-

ent simply go to the devil.
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"Last night another passenger stepped aboard the

success bound omnibus which is already so crowded with

youthful musicians from California.

"Her name is one to be remembered -- Joan Halamicek.

There was no doubt among the audience that gathered in

Veterans' Auditorium last night at her formal debut that

within a few years timo that name will be known through-

out the musical world.

"The good news for this morning is that Joan Halam-

icek, at the age of 16, is already a violinist of amaz-

ing talents. She has mastered her instrument to such

an extent that she is able to surmount the prodigious

technical difficulties of the Bach Chaconne with a skill

which is fleet and unerring. She already possesses the

command over her fingers and bow that enables her to

execute intricate passages with breath-taking brilliance.

Much of her technical skill is no doubt due to her in-

structor, Mr. Arthur Argiewicz, and much to her own ca-

pacity for hard work.

"But there was another element less easily accounted

for, in last night's recital which of itself would have

resulted in success, and that was the individuality of

Joan Halamicek herself. Her playing is charged with

emotion, with a sense of rapt devotion to the music she

interprets. Perhaps this rare and imponderable quality

was bestowed on her by her ancestor, the 18th century
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composer, Hans George Benda of Bohemia, At any rate,

3he played Dvorak's Slavonic Dance No. 1_ with a fire and

vigor that bespoke her Czech inheritance* And in the

D'Ambrosio Concerto in B minor, her concern for its

shifting nuances of feeling resulted in a tone of re-

markable purity and breadth, untrammeled by scratchiness

.

"if it is not amiss seme word should be said of her

stage presence which is refreshingly unaffected. There

were none of the simperings and posturings which make

so many so-called 'prodigies' unbearable. And it is not

often that a lady violinist is so comely — a fact that

should contribute materially to her future success.

"It is too early of course to bandy the word 'gen-

ius' about. No one can expect a young girl of 16 to be

artistical ly mature . But the signs and portents of last

night's recital were amiable in the extreme. Remember

the name of Joan Halamicek. You'll be hearing it again

...

"Some years ago, while engaged in some research on

the life of Claude Debussy, the writer had occasion to

observe how, as time went on, works that were first re-

ceived with universal condemnation gradually came to be

accepted and then defined as classica by the very crit-

ics who had been loudest in their dispraise at the

beginning

.

"Something of the same thing can be observed in the
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press books of the distinguished California composer,

Henry Cowell, but with one major and amusing difference.

As is well known, Cowell, in his search for new resonances

and tonal qualities in the piano, occasionally plays

the instrument with his fists and forearm and plucks its

strings from inside the case. An undertone of envy and

admiration is observable in the American reviews of this

performance. The American delight in an athletic achieve-

ment crops out even in the writings of staid music crit-

ics, and the reviewer who wrote of a Cowell concert in

the language of the sport page only put more vividly

what many of his colleagues felt but did not say.

"It is more than 20 years since the first review

of Cowell' s music -making was published in the Chronicle,

In that time he has performed his own works throughout

the world. He has been in danger of his life on more

than occasion, particularly in Germany,- where they take

things hard . . .

"The press book reveals that Henry Cowell, pianist,

composer, author of New Musical Resources , publisher of

the New Music Edition , and one of the few internation-

ally recognized American composers, has passed the stage

where his experiments in sonority . . . called forth de-

nunciation and the kind of fun -making beloved of journal-

ists who have no conception of what it is all about. As

often happens, the radical has drifted by slow degrees
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into an accepted position, without our being aware of

it.

"And so the concert Cowell will give at the Veter-

ans' Auditorium Friday night will not he an occasion

for catcalls, ribaldry and pontifical excommunications

in ike press, as it might have been had he played exactly

the same program fifteen years ago. But in speaking

of itasCowell's concert one is being unjust, for it is

a joint recital with Tina Flode, a student of Mary Wig-

man and head of the Dance Department at Mills College,

who will make her San Francisco debr.t on this occasion.

Miss Flode will give three of the five groups including

one entitled Five Cycle to nusic by Cowell and will use

other music by such modernists as Alvis Haba, Ruth A.

Auford and Alexandro Garcia Caturia. As soloist the

composer will present some of his best known piano com-

positions, including The Harp of Life, Advertisement .

The 3anshee and the Tiger, The Snows of Fuji Yama. The

event is under the aiispices of the Associated Council

of Mills College.

HOMEGGER ' S KING DAVID PRESENTED

"If anyone can characterize Arthur Honegger's King

David performed last night at the Memorial Opera House

by the San Francisco Municipal Orchestra, the municipal

chorus, and soloists under the direction of Alfred Hertz,

the one work is 'gusto.'
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"The work rushes about with the sheer animal joy

of a terrier released in a vacant lot. There is gusto

even in its sadness and blustering delight in its pla-

giarisms, which are several and various, from Bach at

the beginning to Stravinsky toward the end, with side

glances at Oriental folk song and French opera in pass-

ing. But mostly it is nothing but Honegger - pointed,

brief, two-fi3ted and bold.

"Honegger once said he loved locomotives as others

might love women or horses. King David is a product of

the same mental slant. It is full of dramatic roar and

snort, of overstrained reeds and unleashed brass. The

composer knows how to drive a team of horns through a

network of harmony in defiance of all legally consti-

tuted stop lights, but he also knows how to create a

pure melody with a curve and trajectory all its awn.

MILS D.av_id is fullof spontaneous tunes that tug at your

vocal cords as you hear them. One of the tunes, the

melody of the 'Allelujah' which ends the second and

third parts, must surely rank as one of the purest ex-

pressions of lyric feeling in all modern music.

"This glorious, vital, overpowering work received

an interpretation entirely in keeping with its spirit

.

It was a triumph for the chorus and even more a triumph

for the orchestra and Mr. Hertz. The singing soloists

left much to be desired in the way of English diction,
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but Emily Hardy's soprano voice was fresh and cool as a

flute in Afternoon of a_ Faun , and the musicianly singing

of Eva Gruninger and Raymond Marlowe did not lag behind

its appeal.

"The speaking soloist, Cantor Reuben Rinder, had

the most difficult role of all, next to that of the con-

ductor. The narrator in King David must be both priest

and actor. The fullness of Cantor Rinder 's achievement

in the role can best be appreciated if one has heard

others in the same part, and dreaded the 'Witch of Endor'

episode, which, with its twittering harp and shrieking

woodwind, can easily burlesque itself. Cantor Rinder

made it one of the most dignified and impressive of all,

almost transcending what Honegger had written."

IJOR STRAVINSKY

Marjory Fisher, reviewing in the San Francisco News of

February 14, 1935, discussed a joint recital of Igor Stra-

vinsky and rushkin, the violinist:

"Igor Stravinsky, who, together with Scriabine and

Schoenberg, has been classed as one of the three S's

destined to stand in musical history as the three B's

(Bach, Beethoven, Brahms ) have stood for past generations,

attracted a curious audience to the War Memorial Opera

House last night where Wilfred Davis presented the com-

poser and the excellent violinist, Samuel Dushkin, in a
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program of Stravinsky's music. The audience was sur-

prised — but it was not shocked as were the audiences

of a decade ago. Instead of hooting and jeering, last

night's audience applauded with interest and pleasure,

and kept apolauding until an encore was forthcoming.

"We have had Stravinsky's orchestral music until

it no longer seems strange to us. To say that a violin

and piano can convey any adequate sense of the magnitude

of Stravinsky's orchestral scores or the brilliance of

their tonal coloring, would be untrue. But last night's

program had features laden with interest and excellence

.

"Interest lay in the personality of the composer

as well as in musical expression. The man looks like

his photographs, only a trifle less angular. He proved

exceedingly modest, almost self-effacing. He seemed to

possess more humility than egoism. Yet his bearing was

one of dignity. He proved an excellent pianist and a

fair accompanist. His playing never dominated that of

the poloist. Of few composers can these things be said.

Together with Mr. Dushkin, who has the fortunate but un-

grateful task of co-starring with the composer, Stravin-

sky first introduced his gjui fre It.aljenne , which is based

on Pergolesi themes. Next came the Diver

p

imento founded

on Tschaikowsky themes. Both covered the gamut of musi-

cal expression ranging from lyricism to barbaric idioms.

But of dissonance there was very little.
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"The expected acidity of tone and dissonance was

more tc evidence in the second half of the program. In

the Duo Concertante ,
primarily, which also had much charm

. . . Too much praise cannot be given to Mr. Dushkin,

whoso playing reflected all the qualities of Stravin-

sky's music -- from lyric to brusque — and whose fine

tone and playing made one eager to hear him in a pro-

gram of his own selection."

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG

Schoenberg' s appearance in works o£ his own compositions

was a musical highlight for San Francisco. Alexander Pried

reviewed the performance in the Examiner , March 8, 1935:

"Ho coiirnotion greeted the appearance of Arnold

Schoenberg, Viennese modernist, in a concert of his own

works v/ith the Few Music Society last night at the Vet-

erans' Auditorium. In three decades of controversy he

has won a strong position. Many people have decided

that his music is beautiful. Others who do not under-

stand him are convinced that he deserves respect. It

was the Schoenberg of early and middle years to whom the

program introduced a large audience of local sophisti-

cates. His Chamber Symphony, Opus 9., is a quarter of a

century old. Despite its busy and quear complexities

it shows direct connection with Wagner and Strauss.

"Everyone of the fifteen instruments in the little
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symphony -- including a few strings that sometimes sound

lonely in their balance against many winds — is called

upon to be a master of the chamber music art of express

sive team work. Especially to the hearer with a score

before his eyes, the Opus 9_ unfolds rare riches in heart-

felt song, in extraordinary color, and in vigor of con-

struction. The unfoldment is sporadic. When it occurs,

it makes the whole composition seem profoundly import-

tan t..

"Seven songs from Pierrot Luna ire -- 'Moon-struck

Pierrot' — represented a more advanced and quite unique

creative personality. The verses of the cycle of twenty-

one poems are by a Frenchman, Girard. They are almost mor-

bid. Their romance is excessively anguished. Their imag-

ination is exquisite to the degree of hyper-poesy. A

voice that speaks more than it sings and a half-dozen

instruments are the scoring of Pierrot . The music is as

tenuous as air, a mere fragrance of sound bitter-sweet-

in its dissonances, enchanting in its impressionism.

Pierrot may not be a completely effective masterpiece.

It certainly i3 an epochal achievement in the history

of musical style."

MUSIC AND THE WPA

A new factor in the growth and development of music in

the United States came out of the depression. The WPA Music
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Project did -- and continues to do -- valiant work in bring-

ing music to a vast audience. In Musical West (ifiarch, 1956)

there appeared a critical estimate of the San Francisco Music

Project's efforts under the leadership of Ernst Bacon:

"In the two current series of WPA concerts at Scot-

tish Rite Auditorium and California Women's Club, Ernst

Bacon, distinguished young composer and pianist who now

heads the Federal Music Project in San Francisco, is

finding scope for a principle close to his heart, namely,

creating opportunity for public hearings to resident

and native soloists and composers.

"Federal Music Projects over the entire country

are seeking to bring out local musicians. Convinced of

the importance of making one's art out of local material,

Ernst Bacon says: 'We shall continue with renewed vigor

our policy of bringing out excellent young resident solo-

ists i In all my experience in visiting European Con-

servatories and attending concerts in such capitals as

Vienna, Berlin and Paris, I have found the standards of

instrumental and vocal virtuosity and excellence among

students no higher than those in America. We are coming

to the realization that wo ourselves are a musical

people of high culture and great vitality. We must

respect our own developments primarily.'

"Less than 3 months old, the Music Project in this
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city has already featured close to a score of local com-

posers, conductors, singers and instrumental soloists

in its one series. of public concerts at Veterans Audi-

torium alone-. In the case of the orchestral number Ex-

hilaration , by- Frederick Preston Search, the' composer

conducted his own work. '-

uMr. Bacon's policy was signally illustrated, by

the opening program of the Scottish Rite series on Feb-

ruary 20, which featured Annalee .Gamp, youthful cellist

of fine talent, and Sophia Samoriikura, , dramatic soprano

of exceptional ability.

"The series of concerts in California Women's Club

is built promarily about solo singers, but includes also

piano playing and small orchestral and choral combina-

tions. Ernst Bacon directs the Federal Symphony Or-

chestra whose inaugural concert on December 28, after

scarcely- a fortnight's rehearsal, astonished critics and

music loving layman alike

.

-

"Oh March 20, the Federal Symphony Orchestra will

bring to San Francisco ears Mr. Bacon's Pulitzer, Prize-

winning Symphony in D minor . Concerts -are- performed

without admission fee in schools, museums and libraries.

There is a rich diversity of musical fare. .Eager re-

sponse' of audiences and requests for more 'and more pro-

grams attest to the need. for this musical entertainment.

In addition to the, Federal Symphony Orchestra and; many
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smaller instrumental units, there is a Federal Chorus of

100 voices under the leadership of Giulio Silva, which

has at its command a notable repertoire including Pales-

trine' s great Missa Brevis ."

MUSICIANS IN THE DEPRESSION

The Argonaut of April, 1936, published the following

editorial on the precarious condition of musicians in a de-

pression era:

"Industrial depressions are as undiscriminating as

death, and among the many millions suffering from the

present one, the worst in American history, are numer-

ous artists of all kinds. Even in the best of times the

profession of any art Is likely to be a precarious one

for many artists, and, unfortunately, the American

artist has received hardly a modicum of sympathy in the

past , no matter how sorry might be his plight, how great

his suffering. Indeed a budding Shelley, Beethoven or

Rafael, fallen on an evil hour, might be asked why he

did not accept a job with pick and shovel, and become a

real he-man.

"There is never any great loss in this world with-

out some gain, and the lack of pick-and-shovel jobs, and

all other menial jobs in these years of industrial de-

pression, has stilled the clamor of the marble -hearted

utilitarians with soul 3 no bigger than a flea — all
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kinds of workers have been experiencing difficulties,

are still experiencing them, and this fact has in some

measure brought an enlargement of human sympathy with

every sort of worker in the world's vineyards, includ-

ing the artist.

"According to an old Latin maxim, Vita sine lit-

teris mors est — 'life without literature is death' —
and so it is. But the maxim must be broadened so as to

include every form of art. Life without art is death.

And of the arts none is more important than music. It

should concern all of us to know that the art of music

is suffering in the midst of us, and the artists as well

as their art. For this reason we are glad to perceive

that artists are being recognized as entitled to work

relief under WPA."

LEOPOLD STCKOWSKI

The 1930' s witnessed the growing popularity of the virtu-

oso-conductor, by dint of intense publicity. One of these

highly paid performers is Leopold Stokowski, whose appearance

for the first time in San Francisco brought the following re-

view from Alfred Frankenstein, then with the Examiner . The

review appeared May 2, 1936:

"Perhaps you have heard there is a man named Sto-

kowski, who conducts an orchestra in a place called

Philadelphia. Perhaps you have heard that the orchestra
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is at present on a National tour, for if I am not mis-

taken, the subject has been mentioned in the press. Per-

haps you were present at the Memorial Opera House last

night, when Stckewski and the Philadelphia Orchestra

gave the first of their three San Francisco concerts.

If so, you will understand the problem which faces a

reporter who has been moved, touched and exalted beyond

the power of words to express, when his job demands the

verbal expression of what happened to him and some 3,000

others between 8:20 and 10:20 to-night.

"Insecure, nine-year-old memories of Stckowski

either play me false, or else Stokowski ha s added yards to

his musical stature in the interim. At any rate it was

the work of a csnsumrate craftsman and inspired artist

that we heard yesterday, and the showman of former years

was scarcely apparent, if at all. The gesture of the

tall aristocratic, white-haired figure, had th» taut,

dramatic grace which he has always had, but it was

directed toward the music and not toward the audience.

The emphasis of tone was toward sonority, rather than

volume, and exaggerations, and distortions of rhythm and

dynamics of which Stokowski has at times been guilfey,

were not to be observed. In short, Stokowski would not

seem to attempt now to knock his hearers flat, but rather

to lift them up to the vision and understanding which
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a few supremely gifted men have been permitted to ex-

press through tone. Among that gifted few, Stokowski

chose Wagner and Bach for last night's program. There

were five Bach transcriptions, three of them from the

Leipzig master's organ works -- and these three illus-

trated two different methods of orchestrating Bach, one

of which is a good deal more logical than the other.

"You can either orchestrate organ music with organ-

like sonorities, as Stokowski does with the Bach Toccata

and Fugue in D minor, or you can re -compose the whole

thing, in terms of the orchestra as the leader does with

the 'little' G minor Fugue and the Passacaglia and Fugue

in C minor . . . You produce a new version to set be-

side the original -- and Bach, who did exactly the same

thing a thousand times, will smile down from the ortho-

dox Heaven he inhabits .

"Although the prodigious, stormy, organ works raged

and thrilled with elemental fury, or revealed profun-

dities in their tremendous architecture, to one in the

audience, the best of the Bach group was the aria from

the D major Suite. Here was an orchestral composition

of Bach, re-orchestrated by Stokowski . Perhaps the Sto-

kowskian revision is no better than the original (for

Bach did knew a thing or two about the orchestra, a

popular misconception to the contrary notwithstanding),

but it is certainly no less expressive of unutterable
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peace and serenity that comes of the resolution of all

conflict and desire in one's own heart. It is Nirvana

in sound, revealed to a modern of the Christian world.

"The concert concluded with four excerpts from

Wagner's Gotterdaemmerung , although only three were ac-

counted for in the program. The 'Dawn Interlude' from

the prologue, the 'Rhine Journey,' 'Death Music' and

'Immolation Scene' followed each other without pause, in

the manner of the 'symphonic synthesis' of Wagner, Sto-

kowski has recorded. This, too, revealed a world of

heroism and gigantic stature, plus a pictorial descrip-

tiveness and dramatic intention foreign to Bach. Wagner

preaches the love of woman, where Bach preaches the love

of God, and both attitudes can call forth the utmost

feeling. So it was with the Gotterdaemmerung music

under Stokowski. The last time we heard these excerpts

in San Francisco they were performed by Melchior, Schorr,

List and Flags tad. Last night Melchior, Schorr, List

and Flagstad were rolled into the single person of

Leopold Stokowski, a whole cast of Wagner stars in one.

The music was a panorama of legendary happenings, a

story of devotion and death* and a scorching flame, but

a flame that exalted with its burning. The Wagner ex-

cerpts gave one opportunity to admire the orchestra,

both individually and collectively. Space limitations

demand that phases of the picture be considered at a
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later time, but it can be said now, that no such rich-

ness of tone can be found anywhere than in that battal-

ion of strings, that phalanx of flutes, that division

of reeds and marching army of brass."

SEGOVIA AND HIS GUITAR

An instrument which is' coming into its own again, after

several centuries, is the guitar. Several first-rank artists

during the past decade have specialized in this instrument.

Andres Segovia is an outstanding performer, and his concert

was reviewed by Alexander Pried in the Examiner . March 13,

1937:

"Most people think of the guitar as a poorish ac-

companiment instrument for the serenades of Latin tenors.

In the hands of Andres Segovia, last night at the Veter-

ans' Auditorium, the guitar became a medium of important

solo musical art. The instrument has its limitations.

Its six strings are lovelier than loud; its occasional

mastery of polyphony is mainly tour de force ; it is

incapable of outright grandeur or passion. Yet Segovia

within its tiny frame formed tone pictures of a most

delicate loveliness, piquant, rhythmic and varied in

effect.

"Little serious music has been written for the

guitar. Segovia's fine art virtuosity, however, impelled

numerous composers — often his Spanish compatriots —

to create him a repertory.
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"From such repertory he formed nearly half his

program. When he turned to old masters, he usually

contrived material from works originally conceived for

violin, piano, or even string quartet. As last year,

he established the classic dignity of his art by play-

ing Bach, His presentation of a complex Prelude ,
Fugue

and Bourree (familiar on the violin) was entirely self-

possessed. The same lucidity and deftness manifested

in these performances was remarkable in an Alessandro

Scarlatti Prelude and Gavotte and in a popular Minuet

of Schubert and" Canzone tta of Mendelssohn.

"With all due praise to Segovia, it would be wrong

to say that his interpretive style was invariably fault-.

less. More than once he committed caprices of phrasing

that would not be considered tasteful on an ordinary

instrument

•

"His selections of a light character included a

Tarantella by the Italian Caste lnuovo-Tedesco and a very

Iberian Improvisation by Pedrell. In more modern Span-

ish idiom were Torroba' s _Rio Jam and Turina's S_evilr

lana.

"The guitarist's audience was large and enthusias-

tic. So many people came late and so much noise entered

the hall from a gathering of youngsters in another room

that in the midst of one number, Segovia was compelled

to stop for silence.
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was

MARIAN ANDERSON

The initial San Francisco appearance of Marian Anderson,

recorded In the News, February 25, 1937, by Marjory Fisher:

"From the Negro race have come two of the greatest

vocal artists of our day — Roland Hayes and Marion

Andersen. Roland Hayes' work is familiar to San Fran-

ciscans through many past visits. But Miss Anderson's

art was revealed for the first time last night, and what

a revelation it was'. To classify her as 'one of the

truly great singers of our day' seems to this reviewer

to be an understatement of fact . If there is such a

thing as perfect singing in this world, Miss Anderson

is its leading exponent.

"She has everything: voice, technique, artistry,

intelligence and humility. The voice is rich and lus-

cious. It has the dark timbre of the true contralto

throughout its range. Yet it combines all of the

virtues of both soprano and contralto, has all the

assets of both the dramatic and the lyric type of

voices, and the fluency of the coloratura. The tone

seems to just naturally flow or float forth with the

naturalness, purity, and clarity of artesian waters and

her high tones are as exquisite as her lower tones

are rich.

"Who in last night's audience can ever forget the
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first sound of her voice as it came floating across the

footlights in one of the most phenomenal vocal crescendi

on record. The song was Handel's Begrtissung , and Miss

Anderson began with a mere whisper of tone which gradu-

ally and steadily increased in volume until it approxi-

mated full voice, then died away more quickly, leaving

auditors alone, breathless'. With that first tone audi-

tors knew they were in the presence of a great artist.

How great, they learned as the concert progressed.

"With emotional fervor denoting true pathos, Miss

Anderson sang the Begrussung with gentle tenderness.

She voiced the message of the same composer's Chio mai

Vi possa , and her tone became yet more pure in his

Siciliana . Then with dramatic emphasis, but never a

forced or strained tone, she concluded her Handel group

of songs with Ah Spietat o.

"Then came Schubert songs. Tenderly, beautifully

she sang the Leibesbotscha ft . She made a real prayer

of Ave Maria . Tone and phrases flowed exquisitely as

she voiced the plea with simplicity and humility. In

Per Tod und das Madchen she gave to Death a voice of

mystic depths in direct contrast to the high, clear

voice of the Maiden. She was no less successful in

establishing the mood of Die Fore lie, and Allmacht .

"'0 Don Fatale 1 from Verdi's Don Carlos was as

stylistically right as the preceding Handel and Schubert
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had been. It made one hope to hear Miss Anderson in

opera.

"Reverting to song literature, the contralto intro-

duced Kelpinen's Die Fusswaschung and three Sibelius

songs — Schilfrohr saus ' le , Die Libelle and War es ein

Traum, each of which deserved comment which space limits

preclude, because some mention must be made of Miss

Anderson as an interpreter of Negro spirituals, even

though the folk music of her own people is not her forte.

Like Roland Hayes, Miss Anderson makes art songs of the

spirituals. But unlike Mr. Hayes, she did not make them

a truly personal expression. At least, not until she

came to Crucifixion by John Payne . In that and in the

Florence Price My Soul's Been Anchored in the Lord , she

expressed greater depth of feeling than in the preced-

ing spirituals. One surmises she sings spirituals more

because they are expected of her than because she wants

to,

"For encores she gave amusing topical songs in a

manner to prove she is a clever comedian as well as a

great interpreter of the finest of vocal literature.

"Koste Vehanen accompanied the singer admirably

throughout the recital which was as nearly perfect as

human ears are apt to hear. Loathe to depart, auditors

found consolation in the fact that Miss Anderson sings

again next week as guest artist with the S. F. Symphony.''
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GEORGE GERSHWIN

The late George Gershwin, who rose from Tin Pan Alley to

the boards of the Metropolitan Opera, bids fair to become the

'Jazz Mozart' to coming generations. When Porgy and Bess,

his opera, reached San Francisco, The Coast published the

following criticism by C . L. in its issue of March, 1938:

"0, I got plenty o' nothin 1

An' nothin' s plenty fo' me.

"As the enemies of foot -tappers, hummers and whis-

tlers are well aware, this insidious refrain -- together

with the rest of Porgy and Bess — has recently been

introduced to the Pacific Coast.

"Sung one-hundred times in New York by the Theatre

Guild, Gershwin's musical, founded on the Heyward play,

is given here with the original cast and under the orig-

inal director, Rouben Mamoulian. Todd Duncan, former

music Instructor at Howard University, plays the pa-

thetic goat-man, Porgy. The hot-blooded, tender yet

treacherous Bess is Impersonated by Arme Brown, who

studied at the Juilliard School — a scholarship student.

Ruby Elzy as Serena, Lois. Hodnett as Clara, Jack Carr

as Crown and Avon Long as Sportin 1 Life are among the

others whose performances are memorable . •'.-;

"I am told that Gershwin selected the 'Negro music

for his musical because he thought that it represented
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a distinct and perhaps the most typical American folk

music upon which a native musical could be based. An-

other reason for his choice, I have heard, was that

the Negro motif would have popular appeal abroad, just

as jazz — supposedly of African origin — has had a

steadily increasing vogue here and in Europe. Curious to

learn Gershwin's actual thoughts on native opera, I in-

vestigated and found something pertinent in his remarks

to Dr. Isaac Goldberg, one of his earliest biographers.

"Shortly after the performance of An American in

Paris., at a reception given in Gershwin's honor, the

late Otto H. Kahn made a speech which was regarded as an

invitation to write an opera for the Metropolitan Opera

Co. This was in December 1928, long before Porgy and

Bess was thought of. At this time, among other things,

Gershwin said to Dr. Goldberg, who was questioning him:

'The Indians are quite as obsolete as their wooden

brothers who used to stand in front of the cigar stores.

They are farther from the thoughts of contemporary Amer-

icans than are Frenchmen, Italians or Russians. I am

content to leave them and the Wild Westers in the dime-

novels that Ira used to read.

"'Frankly I am not interested in the traditions of

opera. As a matter of fact so far as concerns music —
I am a man without tradition. Tell me, where is the

sense, and where is the personal satisfaction in doing
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over again what has been done before and done better?

" 'When I think of an opera of my own, I simply can-

not think in terms of Wagner or Verdi. Once and for all,

Wagner wrote the overpowering music drama. Once and for

all, Verdi, the supreme Melodist wrote the breast-heav-

ing, arm-brandishing orgies of tune that will live on

despite the higher-browed critics. Why do in pale imi-

tativeness what they did so superbly? And did because

they were supremely themselves,

"•What I'd like to do would be to write an opera

of the melting-pot, of New York City itself, which is

the actual and symbolic blend of the native and immi-

grant strains. This would allow for many kinds of music,

black and white, Eastern and Western, and would call

for a style that made ... of this diversity an artis-

tic and aesthetic unity. I'd rather fail at this than

achieve passable duplication of an already consecrated

style .

"'New York is not only an Americsn city. It is a

melting-pot, a rendezvous of nations. I'd like to catch

the rhythm of these interfusing peoples — to show them

clashing and blending. I'd especially like to blend

the humor of it with the tragedy of it. Temperamentally,

I cannot enter into the exploitation of glorified "mushy"

themes. I recognize, of course, that the highest musi-

cal expression must consider the ecstasies, but all
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heart and no head produces a soft, fibreless sort of

music. I should want in, however, grand opera, the

head well in control of the heart.'

"This was Gershwin's intention. But the theme of

Porgy and Bess is not conflict and resolution in the

melting-pot. It is of passion in Catfish Row. Its

background is not New York, but an alley in Charleston.

And in spite of the composer's desire to avoid 'mushy'

themes, this colored opus is full of them. It bears,

in fact, similarity to a certain tear- jerking melodrama.

It seems a longer, more ambiguous, monotonous and within

Its scope, less convincing variation on Leoncavallo's

work -- Porgy often acting suspiciously like an under-

study of Canio. Could it honestly be called the first

American folk opera? I doubted this, but my doubt

needed a certain amount of reinforcement.

"Whom could I call on but my omniscient friend,

Cogito from Wichita. I found him in his study, dozing

in front of his writing desk, lost in a wilderness of

cogitations. 'What do you think of it, Doctor?' I en-

quired pleasantly. 'Our noted confreres in the East

have hailed it almost unanimously as the first truly

native American folk opera.'

"'First what?' sneered Cogito. He pushed his im-

aginary work aside, leaned back in his chair, and stared

at me suspiciously.
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"'I'm only quoting the critics in the East,* said

I, almost apologetically*

"'Critics in the East,' he echoed scoffingly* 'I'm

a tax-payer from Wichita; I reserve the right to my own

opinions on each and every fish that falls into my net.

Critics:* As if anyone couldn't point out the particular

biases which prompt one to carp this way, another to

flatter, a third to dissect his victim in his own whim-

sical manner. I know well the self-important back-pat-

ting, the servile admiration, the ambiguous analyses,

the petty praise, and the pettier intellectual bashi-

bazoukery --'

"•But, Doctor*' I interrupted my much-too-eloquent

friend, knowing his fondness for digression, 'What Is

your opinion of Porgy and Bess ? Do you think this is

our long-awaited folk opera?'

"'Decidedly not*' responded Cogito. 'It is a good

example of the synthetic product which a clever musi-

cian who knows his market can concoct in the music labor-

atory. Time and again it is done — in every field of

art. The contemporary composer, whether post-modernist

or neo-classicist, lacking a vital tradition, a homo-

geneous audience, or a broad cultural milieu -- these

have been granted to artists at certain periods in the

past -1- may painstakingly search out the ingredients to

fit the requirements of some pre-conceived formula, such
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as "a native American folic opera" and may produce credit-

able entertainment. But a genuine folk opera? No, Porgy
,

in my opinion, is not that' Opera, as you probably know,

was invented in Florence around 1600 — a combination

of folk balladry and the folk play. These, in turn, de-

rived from the miracle plays, the mysteries and morali-

ties and masques of medieval Europe. The Italians based

their operas on classical Latin and Greek and Biblical

subjects. They had a long tradition in song — developed

the most ornamental type of song drama. Gluck, the

German who did most of his work in Paris, tried to free

the form of its absurd vocal pyrotechnics. Wagner, who

turned to Scandinavian mythology for stimulus, was the

next great reformer. But in spite of them, the florid

and heavily embroidered Italian school has continued to

hold the field through Donizetti . Rossini, Bellini, Puc-

cini and the rest. Opera, now far removed from its folk

art elements, has become one of the most artificial

forms of theatrical entertainment.'

"My erudite friend stopped — but only to take a

deep breath. Before I could change the drift of his

declamation, he ran on.

"'Look at the operatic composers today. More self-

conscious and literary than ever, they're ransacking the

world's book shelves and paging through the Koran and

the Bhapiavad -Gita for theme and topic. Richard Strauss,
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the great disciple of Wagner, has given symphonic treat-

ment to such diverse subjects as Cervantes' epic Don

Quixote , Nietzsche's philosophic rhapsody, Also Sprach

Zarathustra and Lenaud's world-weary poem, Don Juan .

You know his operatic versions of the Greek Electra, the

Biblical Salome . the rococo Rosenkavaller . Stravinsky

turns from the nationalistic Petroushka theme to the

classic Oedipus Rex » Honegger writes the modernist ora-

torio, King David . Milhaud composes another, Christophe

Golombe

.

"'To come back to Porgy -- suppose you were hailed

as the "Great American Composer" and were going to write

a real American folk opera. Where would you turn? Dis-

carding the material offered by the Indians, the Pil-

grim Fathers, the Mormons, the Argonauts, the Kentucky

mountain folk and the Civil Y/ar Personnel, wouldn't you

consider the black race, and attempt to put a Negro

opera in the repertoire, along side of Gotterdaemmerung ,

Don Giovanni and Madame Butterfly?

"'Of course you would. Within the complex woof of

a metropolitan existence such as ours, it is the Negro

especially, who, by his primitive child-spirit, the humor

and pathos of his naivo emotional world, retains that

saving strand of the simple, the sensuous, the earthly

— so necessary to art. But to write a genuine Negro

folk opera, one that springs from the soil and gives us
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a most intimate insight into this people's world feel-

ing — would you not have to be one of their race? More-

over, can you under any circumstances call such a highly

developed and artificial form as the opera a folk art?

It has been attempted, I know, in the past. There are

operas based on American Indian themes, as well as on

3skimo and Senegalese themes, I suppose. And occasion-

ally we are diverted by a tour de force that is alto-

gether enjoyable.

'"Bizet, finding little in his effete Parisian world

to stimulate his imagination, explored the Spanish coun-

tryside for material. He made a wild and passionate

girl of the people, Carmen, his heroine. He wove into

his score the warm and colorful traditions of a simple

peasantry, their folk songs and folk dances, their sports

and superstitions -- the very thing which Gershwin tried.

Comparing the two attempts I myself find Carmen by long

odds the more successful and truly satisfying work.'

"'Thanks, Doctor,' I gasned, edging toward the door

and eager to escape. 'Sorry you didn't care for Porgy .

'

"'Oh, but it has its entertaining moments. On the

whole, it's a neatly tailored, efficiently produced and

competent example of musical comedy — a medium in which

Gershwin was an expert. The song numbers -- obviously

made to be popular hits -- are well concocted, though

every now and then I am surprised by sickly-sweet echoes
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from Puccini, just as the orchestra at times reminds me

of jazzy perversions of Debussy ' s harmonics. The spiri-

tuals are convincing in their place. The declamatory

passages, the recitatives are a tiresome, though appar-

ently necessary, parody on grand opera style. The or-

chestration, smooth and glossy, displays little variety

or imagination. In my opinion, the Pirates of Penzance

has more of both, and if it comes down to a matter of

choice —

'

"But I didn't hear the rest. Cogito's oracular

voice was still droning when I slipped from the study,

thankful to have escaped from such a monstrously criti-

cal friend."

RELIGIOUS MUSIC

An experiment in the popularization of secular music

from various denominations resulted in the "Three Faiths Con-

cert." Alfred Frankenstein, reviewing in the Chronicle of

May 25, 1938, wrote:

"It ought to be an annual observance, that concert

of the three feiths sponsored by the San Francisco Con-

ference of Jews and Christians last night at the Memo-

rial Opera House. At least it ought to be so long as

there is a man like Giulio Silva to direct it. There

is no better way than through the movements of art they

have created, and no one better qualified to preside
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over such a service than one whose musical activity has

always been an office of religion.

"Last night Silva conducted the Federal Chorus and

Orchestra through Bach's cantata, God, the. Lord is Sun

*M Shield, as representative of Protestant music, Pales-

trina's Mis_sa Breyis as representative of Roman Catholic

religious art, and Bloch's Sacred Service as typical of

the Jewish liturgy in musical form.

"These illustrated not only three ways of worship,

but also three eras of history and life. The Palestrina,

oldest of the three, is of the Catholic Counter-Refor-

mation, music of the vast, white marble basilicas of

Rome, where the sound of the choir soars and echoes ethe-

really, and seems to re-echo and cling in the huge spaces

even after it has ceased to sound. The Bach, less an-

gelic and remote, proceeds from the simple, heart-felt,

communal song of the Germanic people, but dramatic and

pictorial as a Gothic window, and as firm in build, yet

elaborate in tracery as Gothic stone.

"The Bloch, most recent of the three, and by a mas-

ter not yet embalmed among the classics, speaks in terms

of no special national culture, despite its occasional

touches of Hebraic cantilation, but utters its message

in universally emotional terms, employing all the vast

armament of resource of which modern music is capable.

It is perhaps a bit too rich in means . Hearing it for
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the second time one felt it to be a bit pasairely lux-

urious at moments — a little lush about the edges —
but the impression of the whole is nevertheless of gran-

deur and power, profundity and majesty.

"The performance, on a beautifully set stage ablaze

with candelabra, surpassed the Federal Music Project's

previous records. The Bachhad both intimacy and strength.

The Palestrina, in which the choir was kept on pitch by

woodwind instruments most discreetly distributed, had

the plastic qualities of pace and shading which modern

performances of their composer's works so frequently

and so deplorably lack. The Bloch was gorgeous in color

throughout, and thunderous and dramatic when necessary.

"For all this first honor and credit goes to Maes-

tro Silva, but one must not neglect to mention the va-

rious soloists, especially Austin Mosher, who had the

taxing cantor's part in the Bloch. Anna Nettleman,

Anna Meyer and Walter Loring were the soloists for the

Bach. Cantor Reuben Rinder read the prayers required

in the Jewish service."

POPULAR SYMPHONY PROGRAMS

The WPA orchestra did much to popularize classical music.

When that organization started the 'dime symphony' programs,

Alexander Fried wrote in the Examiner of August 31, 1938:

"'Dime Symphony' launched its career last night at
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the Civic Auditorium with a startling success. The con-

ductor was Antonia Brico. The orchestra was the 100-

piece Bay Region Federal Symphony. In a Wagnerian cur-

tain-raiser, the ensemble was joined sonorously by the

120-voice Federal Chorus. When Alfred Hertz, Federal

Music Project supervisor, adopted the slogan '10,000

seats at ten cents,' he was far from being too hopeful.

Probably the auditorium really seats only 8,000 persons.

Anyway, it was full to its top-most seat as last night's

music got under way.,

"Much of the crowd consisted of persons who ordi-

narily do not attend symphony concerts. Wherefore the

program might advantageously have been less strictly

classical than it was. Yet the audience, except a few

persons who had their fill before Ravel's Bolero was

reached, was attentive and enthusiastic. Miss Brico,

clad in trim long-skirted black, showed once more the

musicianship, the energetic authority and the emotional

fire for v/hich her conducting is becoming more and more

praiseworthy.

"The Bay Region Federal Symphony is no mean or-

chestra. Occasionally it revealed technical flaws or

Miss Brico carried out effects of tempo or detail that

were dubious. In essentials, however, the presentation

of Tschaikowsky ' s Fifth Symphony was powerful and ab-

Sfa*bing.
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"'Hail Bright Abode,' the Tannhause r march, was the

chDral number. So grandly was it performed, except for

an opening blunder in the trumpets, that the audience

would surely have enjoyed hearing the chorus more. Novel

to eye and ear was Bach's Three-Piano Concerto . The

first and third pianos were occupied by Phyllida Ashley

Everingham and Elisabeth Wilton. Miss Brico conducted,

sometimes with head and sometimes with hands, from the

second piano. Under these conditions, some of the play-

ing was momentarily wobbly. But it gathered itself to-

gether crisply in the exhilarant 'Finale.'"

0TT0RIN0 RESPIGHI

When the dean of modern Italian composers visited the

Bay area and conducted the San Francisco Symphony, Redfern

Mason wrote in the Examiner , January 12, 1939:

"Looking like an Italian Beethoven — the mask in-

deed has a notable similarity, with an added something

suggestive of Jane Corducci — Ottorino Respighi gave

San Francisco symphony lovers as delightful an after-

noon of music yesterday as they have ever spent. The

program was entirely devoted to Respighi 's compositions

and all save Pines of Rome were played by our Symphony

for the first time

.

"The Master Toccata for piano and orchestra came

first. Alfred Hertz directing with the composer at the
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piano ... It is Italian to the core, as indeed all

Respighi's works are. You could feel the old masters

like Tartini and . . . Marcello, so to speak, working

through him. Not that the work is specifically reminis-

cent; the classic contour, the emotional intensity of

the Italian genius, are in it all, with lovely turns of

vocal speech that almost hurt — like the Virgilian

Molliorsomnoerta 'grass that is softer than sleep. 1

"Respighi is not a virtuoso; he is something infi-

nitely better; he makes the piano sing . . .

"Lovely music, and the audience at the Curran re-

joiced in it, music which runs the emotional gamut from

gaiety to the elegiac. Then came the Botticellian Trip-

tych , in which the composer seeks to diffuse in terms

of tone what happens to the soul of the beholder when

he or she contemplates the Primavera , the Adoration of

the Magi and the Birth of Venus .. Nothing happens but a

state of mind. But given the right mind, what .could

one ask for more.

"In the Adoration , the composer used the differari

music which Handel heard danced and sung before Gesu

Bambino , and wove into his 'Pastoral Symphony' and 'He

Shall Feed His Flocks.' Respighi's Venus is the seaborn

goddess but there is something of the Madonna in her,

too.

"We took leave of the composer with his Pines of
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Rome , laughing with the children in the Bo'rghese gardens

and trembling at the grandeur of the oncoming of the

pre-consular legions as they move along the Appian Way.

"A genial afternoon, a series of 'adventures among

masterpieces, ' as Anatole Prance would say, and the domi-

nant thought at the end of it all was that Ottorino Res-

pighi, seeking his inspiration in the Gregorian Chant,

in the dances of the peasantry, and the instrumental Del

canto of Corelli and Vivaldi, is a superb answer to those

modernists who believe we must forswear our allegiance

to the past and make the world of music anew."

MUSIC AMONG THE PEOPLE

Redfern Mason, writing in the People ' s World, February

22, 1959, described a program given by a working-class organi-

zation:

"There is a touch of the artist in every son of

Adam and in every daughter of Eve. But in the great

majority of cases it never comes to flower. We only see

the working-day outs ide of people , the aspect which they

present in the rough and tumble of life. The jewel with-

in is often unrevealed, nay unsuspected. So, when the

children of toil give a flash of that real, hidden self,

our surprise is great. We had never dreamed that these

folk had under their work-worn exterior, something of

the stuff of which beauty is made.
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"Hence the delight and the astonishment of a packed

audience at the Community Playhouse last Sunday evening,

when some hundred men and women of the Jewish Folk Cho-

rus sang and danced and acted for us. This was no com-

pany of dandified exquisites. They were not 'society';

they were men and women who work for a living, work long

hours and know the meaning of unremitting toil. A few

of the women folk were young; but for the most part,

these artists were well on in middle age, some of them

in their fifties or sixties, heads of families, followers

of a great diversity of occupations. The great point

is, that they were manifestly artists, and to their im-

mense delight and ours, they were using their art to

tell the story of the Jewish people. It had probably

never occurred to many of them that they were capable of

creating something which would give pleasure to their

neighbors, be they Jew or Gentile, and here they were

doing it, with an instinctive knack that savored., not

of professional art but of something that seemed to be

the liberation of an ancestral virtue, long repressed,

only waiting the suggestion of a master to awaken it.

"That master is Mr, G. Sunshine. I have a notion

that his name is probably Sonnenschein; but, as this re-

birth of the Jewish genius is a protest against the de-

formation of the German character which tyrannizes over

the Fatherland today, he has cast off his Teutonic name
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and assumed an American equivalent. Sunshine feels that

the real, the authentic Jew, is libelled by popular super-

stition. There are aspects of the Israelitish character

other than the luxury of woe which manifests itself in

the ritual of the synagogue. It is true that the Jew

loves to lament the past glories of the race and cher-

ishes the doleful accents of the prophet Jeremiah. But

if he can descend into the very abyss of sorrow when he

thinks of the dispersal of his race all over the world,

with no land that he can call his very own, he is master

of an artistic vernacular that is the reverse of this

brooding melancholy.

"So Mr. Sunshine came from New York to the Pacific

Coast to arouse Jewry to a new spirit, and of that

spirit, Sunday night's performance was the first local

manifestation. It was a Jew of a different stamp that

they showed to us, a Jew with a sensuous delight in

the glad things of life, a type pulsating with a deli-

cious, homely humor, a humor based on the realities of

every-day life, sometimes ironic, but with good will

towards the coming of a civilization more fashioned

after the heart's desire of honest folk. The sorrows uf

the present day were not forgotten; the scenic artist,

B. Zakheim, could not forget the bloody swastika or

the emblems of Tsarist Russia; the scholars who were
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forever turning over the pages of the Talmud still ago-

nized over scholastic quibbles. But one of their number

had philosophic doubts and there was a surge of ap-

plause from the audience, when he cast his musty parch-

ments aside and flamed into revolt against the dead hand

of the past. And;±he folk songs were not dirges, though

here and there were notes of an oriental melancholy.

There was the intoxication of joy, the sense that the

world is beautiful and that love and hope are as much

ours as are sorrow and mourning.

"But the astonishing fact ' was the beauty of the

singing. These were not professional singers. I ques-

tion whether more than one in a score could read from

notes. They had been taught by rote. But, whatever the

manner of training, it had liberated something deep in

the nature of the singers. Of course there was diver-

sity of sentiment, and the hardships of the past could

not be entirely forgotten. In one beautiful episode, a

young recruit was taking leave of his sweetheart. It

was the old idyll of sweet and twenty, love and the

heartbreak of leave taking. Miss L. Chetok was the sweet-

heart and she had the unteachable virtue of sincerity.

In a soft, gentle voice she told. her heart's story and

every person in that audience was touched to the quick.

The old saying that 'poets are born, not made' holds

good of artists of every species, and Miss Chetok and
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her vis-a-vis. S. Lipschultz, are young people who look

within themselves to find beauty, and do not look in

vain,

"The same assertion may be made, in greater or

lesser degree, of every participant in the entertainment.

The poor teamster, who seeks surcease of care in drink,

became, through the art of Mr. Siever, a psychological

document. That reeling quartette of wine bibbers, be-

sotted but happy, if only for a few brief hours, was an

indictment of our modern civilization. Last came a wed-

ding, hilarious and genial, a bit of old Jewry done to

the life. But I had almost overlooked the lullaby, the

melody chanted off the scene, and the mother imperson-

ated by Miss Eleanor P. Job. Miss Job is a good artist;

all her gestures are expressive and she has eloquent

hands.

"The programme called the performance A Folk Song

Album . The title is good but hardly adequate, What was

presented before us was something deeper. It was the

revelation of aspects of the Jewish character that to

most of us are little known, the ebullient humor, the

quiet, but sometimes stinging irony. Above all, these

artists were an indication that hereafter the Jewish

people will look forward, participate eagerly, in the

framing of a better world, not make a mournful luxury

of the remembrance of departed glories."
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PAUL HIKDEMITH

The German modernist Paul Hindemith, appeared with the

symphony in 1939, and his performance was reviewed by Alfred

Frankenstein in the Chronicle of February 25, 1939 :

"Paul Hindemith, one of the three or four outstana-

ing German musicians of this generation, was that San

Francisco Symphony's guest yesterday afternoon at the

Memorial Opera House, playing the solo part in his viola

concerto, Per Schwanendreher and conducting his Concert

Music for string orchestra and brass, neither of which

had previously beenheard in this city.

"In an interview published yesterday in these col-

umns, Hindemith remarked that, sinc^ the composer works

to produce his score and the performer works to present

it, the audience might also do a bit of work in hearing

it -- and the amount of work one can do on a first hear-

ing is distinctly limited. No one whose business it is

to commit himself on the subject of musical values has,

if he is honest, avoided the necessity of eating his

words in large, uncomfortable doses.

"With this proviso established, one feels a little

freer in saying that, so far as one person in the hall

was concerned, the big symphonic piece for strings and

brass seemed somewhat more important than the little

work for viola and chamber orchestra. Perhaps this is
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merely because the Concert Music is in a more familiar

Hindemith idiom. It has the terrific energy and drive,

the clear, clean outline, the ceaseless busy-ness and

oeppery, polyphonic texture one has come to expect from

this composer. There were also obvious traits of style

to place the work in the same category with Hindemith'

s

Mathls der Maler and St. Francis , but with significant

differences. Where these . . . are consciously roman-

tic and atmospheric, and symphonic work aims at nothing

outside itself, but from its inward thrust develops a

power and hugeness, both of sonority and feeling, that

are little short of apocalyptic.

•In short, on first hearing this appeals as a very

great work in the grandest of grand styles. It may not,

perhaps, live up to the Nietzschean ideal: 'What is good

is easy; everything divine runs on light fest,' yet its

big, bulging, weighty masses do somehow march and fly,

and roar past with the assurance of someone who knows

what he wants and how to get it with the minimum of cir-

cumlocution. The orchestra's performance, under the com-

poser's energetic but sensitive baton, was one of the fin-

est of the current season. £e_r Schwanendreher, a concerto

for viola and small orchestra based on German folk songs ,

somewhat failed, so far as I was concerned, to live up

to expectations . The first movement, especially, seemed
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dry, although the second seemed to me one of the loveli-

est and most tuneful bits of musical romance that modern

music has yet achieved. One suspects that Per Schwanen-

dreher will bear extensive examination, however.

"To be perfectly frank, another thing that did not

live up to specifications was Hindemith's viola playing.

His records are magnificent, but yesterday afternoon the

tone seemed somewhat wiry and strained and devoid of the

mellow quality, characteristic of the instrument."

GOLDMAN ! S BAND

The lack of adequate music at the San Francisco Fair of

1939 brought many comments from the critics. Alfred Franken-

stein, reviewing in the Chronicle of March 24, 1939, wrote of

Goldman ' s Band :

"Apparently no one is supposed to know much about

it, least of all the music editors, but America's most

distinguished concert band -- that led by Edwin Franko

Goldman — is holding forth twice each day at the out-

door theatre on Treasure Island. The famous New York

band-master and his men will give two concerts each day

at the Fair until July 2, but one trusts they and their

hearers will not have to suffer the indignity of the out-

door theatre for many more performances. For the Goldman

Band gives you something you can really sink your teeth

into, and should be given a chance in a place where it
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can really be heard. To begin with, Goldman has ex-

tended the band repertoire far beyond the customary

limits, and plays not only the usual marches, popular

overtures, operatic fantasias, and so on, but also does

transcriptions from the serious symphonic literature.

"His Wagner is not limited to the usual excerpts

from Tannhauser , but includes the Ring and Parsifal .

For him Sibelius does not mean simply Finlandia; today,

for instance, he is playing parts of the beautiful but

little known Karelia Suite . The names of Bach, Handel,

Berlioz, Haydn, Beethoven, Gluck and Schubert appear

frequently on his programs, along with the inevitable

Tchaikowsky, Liszt, Suppe, Herbert, Sousa and Johann

Strauss. For once, in other words, a concert band takes

all the range of music for its province, and does it all

equally well,

"Such, at least, was indicated by yesterday after-

noon's program, which was played under the worst con-

ditions imaginable, but still exhibited the virtues of

Dr. Goldman's ensemble. Its principle virtue is that

it does not, like so many bands, rely upon mere numbers

and weight of tone for its effects. Everything counts,

subtleties of color really come off, and the transcrip-

tions are admirably conceived in terms of wind instru-

ments. The massed clarinets were massed clarinets, not

clarinets pretending to be violins. The brass tone had
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velvety depth as well as metallic gold ... And a sing-

ular degree of virtuosity was apparent in all sections.

To call it a symphonic band would be a misnomer in a

sense, since the symphony orchestra is one thing and

the band is another, but there was the precision, the

play of solo voices and strands and mixtures of color,

and the serious musical intent that one associates more

with the orchestra than with the wind ensemble.

"Goldman and his band must be costing the Pair a

good bit of money, and simply from the point of view of

return on the investment, the physical conditions under

which they work should be changed at once. Yesterday

afternoon anything softer than a good, solid forte was

completely covered by the competing musical drool from

the loud-speakers, by the amplified barkers' voices, the

shooting and steam whistles from The Cavalcade of the

West, the boom of the ferry whistles, and the hammering

of miscellaneous carpenters in the vicinity. To say

nothing of the cold, which stiffened the musicians' fin-

gers, raised Cain with the intonation, and certainly did

not enhance the attractiveness of the occasion so far

as the prospective audience was concerned. And alas,

the audience was mainly in the prospective state."

A. GENERAL SURVEY OF MUSIC IN. SAN FRANCISCO

Alfred Frankenstein, in the Chronicle of April 9, 1939,
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reviewing the sweep of musical history in San Francisco, drew

some conclusions as to its direction. This review is quoted

rather fully to exemplify the average standard of present day

critical work:

"Distance, to coin a phrase, lends enchantment, yet

one suspects the record of early music in San Francisco

needs no remoteness to lend it color. Of all the fan-

tastic American tall tales ever told, the early history

of this city ranks among the tallest and most fantastic.

"Music -- or at least people who made their living

as musicians -- came hard on the heels of the Geld Rush.

As Cornel Lengyel puts it in his introduction to the

first volume of the WPA history of music in San Fran-

cisco: 'An amazing period, the Gold Rush era, with all

its turbulence, crime, passion and exaggeration, laid

the foundations for the city's cultural life and serves

as a fitting index to its musical directory.

"'Celebrities came almost from the very beginning,

with or without Barnum's blessing. And the prima don-

nas, pianists and harpists, and players of the violin,

were more often than not hailed with golden showers.

The Turner Gesangverein in 1854 boasted 6,000 members.

Bands, minstrels, makers of guitars and accordions,

music teachers, and a hundred more sons and stepsons of

Apollo were busy in the city.
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"'A heightened sense of living, an intense expect-

ancy, a Renaissance air of terror and triumph pervaded

the atmosphere . . . More music was performed and more

murder committed in San Francisco during the Gold Rush

decade than in any other city in America. 1

"As might have been expected, Grand Opera provided

the great bulk of the musical entertainment of San Fran-

cisco during this operatic period, and thus was estab-

lished a taste and passion for opera that remains to

the present day one of the city's most distinctive as-

pects . , .

"Concert life — except as it existed as an adjunct

to opera — centered early in the Turnvereins, their

choirs, and the orchestras that snrang up around them.

Rudolph Herold v/as conducting orchestral concerts in

San Francisco early in the 1850' s. Naturally, all the

touring stars came through and won their accustomed

plaudits, leaving as little behind as they always do.

"The San Francisco Symphony Orchestra, founded in

1911 under the direction of Henry Hadley, sailed into

national prominence after 1915, when Alfred Hertz took

the helm. Hertz came here to conduct at the Panama-

Pacific International exposition, and he remained as

the Coast's chief conductor for 15 years. A familiar

and important pattern in American affairs was thereby

fulfilled. The heightened activity created for a brief
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time by the World's Fairs has frequently continued in

certain departments far beyond the limited moment of

the expositions themselves, and has had extremely bene-

ficial long range results.

"The heyday of Hertz seems in retrospect a singu-

larly healthy and flourishing period for music in San

Francisco. Those were the days of 28-week seasons for

the Symphony; it was the period, also, when Elias Hecht,

Louis Persinger and the Chamber Music Society established

something, the celebrity of which was far from parochial.

"The city had long passed the pioneer stage and

had re-established itself as a world community after

the disasters of 1906. It welcomed the best the world

had to offer, but it still exercised a generous measure

of self-reliance in its musical life.

"The future is more important than the past because

you and I are going to live in it whether we like it or

not. The main reason for bringing- up to date the bi-

ography of anything is that it enables one to predict,

very slightly, what is going to happen to us in the fu-

ture, and shows us what mistakes to avoid.

"All may not be 'for the best in this best of all

possible worlds' (a formula into which the theory of

evolution ultimately shakes down in the popular mind),

but at any rate only the past is responsible for the

present, and to define the present status of things is



therefore to define a kind of grand total of the past.

"So let us try to strike a balance sheet of San

Francisco's musical present.
V

"CREDIT:

"San Francisco possesses an Opera Company second

to none in the country so far as the quality of its

performances is concerned, and second to New York's

Metropolitan only because the season is shorter and the

repertoire less extensive. It is one of only three

cities In the country with permanent opera companies,

the other two boasting populations five to ten times

larger than ours.

"San Francisco is the only city in the country to

grant Its symphony orchestra any sort of support from

the public purse. It possesses one of the major sym-

phony orchestras of the country led by one of the fore-

most conductors of the world. Ours is the only orches-

tra west of Chicago invited to participate in the New

York Fair.

"San Francisco and the Bay Region boast an annual

summer festival of chamber music unequalled fci the world,

with as many as 35 concerts given in a space of six

weeks by many of the world's leading string quartets

and assisting artists.

"San Francisco has, in recent years, produced an
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amazing number of child prodigies.

"San Francisco is universally recognized as the

leading center of musical activity on the Pacific Coast

and one of the leading music centers of the country.

"DEBIT:

"In the 17 years of Its existence the San Francisco

Opera Company has not developed a single important

artist from its own ranks. The Opera Company finds It

difficult to satisfy the demand for tickets to subscrio-

tion performances, but when the operas are repeated on

a non-subscription basis, even though the casts are not

changed, the presentations do not sell out. Is the big

push for the opera or for the social parade of the sub-

scription nights?

"The San Francisco Symphony season is now only a

trifle mere than half as long as it was 10 years ago.

Symphonic music by itself no longer draws audiences, and

'by name' soloists are engaged for prectically every

concert. Although the City's subsidy has been of ines-

timable assistance to the orchestra, it still goes on

season after season in an endless series of financial

spasms.

"The summer festival of chamber music is heavily

underwritten and given largely for invited collegiate

audiences without admission charge. During the eight
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months of the regular winter season the town is lucky

if it hears one chamber music performance a month. The

summer festival, given to the public free or at very

low admission, has made it doubly difficult to interest

audiences in standard offerings at the standard prices,

and does not encourage chamber music locally produced.

"Our prodigies are forced to get out of San : Fran-

cisco as fast as they can in order to find the oppor-

tunity to exercise their talents professionally, and in

many cases to find the kind of educational advantages

they need.

"San Francisco's Golden Gate International Exposi-

tion opened without benefit of music, has to date an-

nounced no musical program, and remains today content

with band concerts.

"There are, I suppose, many more items that might

go on both sides of the balance sheet, but these are

surely among the most important, and will suffice for a

starter. And when you stand off from the whole and try

to get some sort of perspective on it one conclusion is

inescapable . It is that practically all the entries on

the credit side of the ledger -- and they are very real

and positive without any sham or fraud about them --

are uniquely and specifically characteristic of our own

community, especially by contrast with other American

communities of similar size; while all the entries on
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the debit side of the ledger are not characteristic of

San Francisco alone but are typical of the ills with

which music is afflicted throughout the country.

"This is extremely hopeful and is the most impor-

tant fruitful sign of the future to be found from the

study of San Francisco's musical present.

"No one knows more about the past of the art than

Warren Allen of Stanford who has just completed a monu-

mental history of music, and in the process read prac-

tically every book on the subject ever written. As a

result of this study, Allen once ventured to set down

the factors that, viewed from a very long range and with-

out reference to any particular place or time, make for

the advancement of music and those that make for its de-

cline. His conclusions make interesting reading in the

light of current American conditions. Here they are:

"Music flourishes when :

"1. 'Free interchange of musical thought is pos-

sible between nations, groups end individuals.' (Check,

We at least get everything and keep nothing out, includ-

ing the Fascist tenors who give us the merry razz the

minute they get home.)

"2, 'When groups within the community are busy

making all kinds of music and demanding new music for

special functions and various special purposes.' (Well,
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somebody did write a song called 'I've got a Moonlight

Date at the Golden Gate,' or something such. That was

for the Pair.

)

n5. 'When musicians mingle freely with other art-

ists and other hardworking people, thereby keeping

closely in touch with the pulse of society. 1 (O.K.)

"4. 'When musicians write new music expressive of

the best thought of the day. Where there is no think-

ing of a high order no art-music can develop.' (Maybe

they're writing it hereabouts, but who's playing it?)

" Music declines . according to Allen, when:

"1. 'Any kind of music is banned because of in-

compatibility with national ideals.' (We're all right

there, too.)

"2. 'When native music and musicians are ignored

in favor of Importation in bulk of foreign music and

foreign virtuosi for commercial exploitation.' (That's

us, and no doubt about it.)

"3. 'When students are trained primarily for per-

formance as successful virtuosi.' (Portrait of America,

1939 .

)

"4. 'When museum standards are set up in education,

as to what constitutes good music. According to such

standards the only good musical works are classics by

dead composers.' (Not so true in America today as it
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used to be)

.

"5. 'When a community prides itself on being "mu-

sical" when it is merely fostering concerts of old music

made famous by constant repetition.' (Ouch!)

"6. 'When musicians and other artists are forced

into social isolation.' (The composers are most iso-

lated today.

)

, "Music in a pioneer community has inevitably to be

imported. Music does not spring up out of the ground.

It has to be cultivated and fostered and from the be-

ginning there have been those, who, coming from Europe,

have devoted their lives and their energies and talents

to the establishment of music on this soil. The Rudolph

Herolds and Paul Steindorffs of a previous day were the

ancestors of such contemporary figures as Hertz, Merola

and Monteux, But there have also been those from the

beginning who aimed to cash in on glamorous personali-

ties and reputations, take their profit as quickly as

possible, and retire with as much grace as was compati-

ble with theutmost dispatch. The names mentioned above

exhibit in the highest degree that fruitful interchange

between nations and groups which Allen lists as the pri-

mary factor of musical growth. The others, who shall

here be nameless, represent the commercial exploitation

of foreign virtuosi which tends to snuff out the native
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product, and which Allen lists among his factors of de-

cay. It is very easy to tell the one from the other . . .

"This direct relationship of art and life is one

of the first and foremost things that is meant by cul-

ture, and it is one of the things we haven't got. We

haven't got it for several reasons. One of them is that

we are still very young, but It is high time America

stopped excusing itself on that ground. The terrific

speed of material growth in America has no doubt caused

a cultural lag, but w© are all too content to make our

diagnosis and wait for somebody else to apply the cure.

"And that cure is going to be more difficult to ap-

ply today than it was two or three decade s-ago. Modern

methods of communication, publication and transportation

have made a much smaller world, and have therefore made

infinitely easier the exploitation of great musical

names from the eastern and foreign centers * Since Herb

Caen has already broken the fact that the Golden Gate

International Exposition offered Toscanini $160,000 to

come out here this summer, one might add that the figure

was so enormously large because Toscanini insisted on

bringing his own orchestra with him, and if he had come

there would have been at least a very strong probabil-

ity that the San Francisco Symphony would have not been

heard at the Fair at all.

"Fortunately it didn't come off, and a deal as raw
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as this would probably have catised some public resent-

ment, but that the idea was seriously entertained is it-

self significant* As it is, the best the Pair is willing

to do for the San Francisco Symphony is an appropriation

of $50,000 which will underwrite five weeks of concerts,

while the Goldman Band of New York, now playing to large

empty spaces, gets a contract for 14 weeks at total ex-

penditure of $112,000.

"To have Toscanini would have been glorious but to

have heard Toscanini to the exclusion of our own orches-

tra would have been nothing short of criminal. And that

is the sort of thing that is happening around us con-

stantly, on a far wider, and broader, and more general

scale than we realize. Our desire to share the experi-

ence Of the rest of the world in the matter of great

artists and great music is natural and just, but that

desire is being consistently exploited to the virtual

exclusions of our own talents.

"The centralization of American music in New York

proceeds apace. American youth is being drained off

constantly to the big center, where it fights a dog-

eat-dog competition not only for the suffrage of New

York, but also for the right to exist and find an audi-

ence in its own home town. Our more spectacular musical

offerings, such as opera, are consistently recruited
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from New York, and the idea of building permanent musi-

cal institutions with our own materials on our own foun-

dations never even seems to occur to those who have

these institutions in charge. The result is that they

strike no roots, establish themselves only on the sur-

face, produce no native works, and can be blown away

tomorrow, to be replaced with the next Eastern sensa-

tion.

"The sophisticated community is the self-reliant

one. The provincial community is the one that exalts

what it can buy over what it can produce, and sets up

its institutions on the cash-and-carry basis only. This

is not to suggest or to preach the exclusion of great

artists from elsewhere. Par be it from such. But it

is a plea for the recognition on the part of this com-

munity of what is happening to the musical life of the

country as a whole. It is time we began to think about

the ultimate significance of what we are doing to our

tastes, our talents, and our musical growth. .If there

is ever going to be any permanence, solidity, and na-

tive cultural value to our American music, on which we

annually spend a very respectable sum of millions, it

will have to be anchored here and now, where we are and

in our own life, and not forever fed us from elsewhere in

return for our shekels.
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"Any city that supports an orchestra of the stand-

ing of tie San Francisco Symphony, that becomes each fall

the operatic center of America , and Is world renowned

for the quantity and quality of the musical Wunderkinder,

is unquestionably a musical community of most respect-

able stature. The past has brought us musical celebrity.

It remains now for the future to bring musical perma-

nence, musical self-determination, and a musical culture

that functions genuinely as part of our own lives,"

REAPPEARANCE OF LEOPOLD STOKQWSKI

Stokowski's appearance as guest conductor with the local

orchestra brought much comment on his re-seating of the or-

chestra. Alfred Frankenstein, in the Chronicle of January

13, 1940, summarized the situations

"Stokowski's much discussed new seating of the

orchestra was a matter of major interest last night at

the Civic Auditorium when he opened the Art Commission's

series of concerts by the San Francisco Symphony,

"When the orchestra assembled in the new pattern

-- the wind instruments and percussion to the front and

the strings massed behind them -- one expected unaccus-

tomed brilliance in the typical Stokowskl tradition*

Unfortunately the result was precisely the contrary.

"The new plan was, tomy way of thinking, an unquali-

fied failure so far as the Civic Auditorium is concerned.
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although It might lead to better results in a ha31

acoustically more sensitive. Its net effect last night

was to re -orientate the balance of strings and brass

since the woodwinds are up in front in the conventional

seating anyway, and seriously to dampen the brilliance

of both.

"It seemed to interpose a kind of auditory screen

between the fiddles and the ear, because of their place-

ment on the surface of the ensemble, to prevent the

brass from cutting loose with their full power. There

was also something rather odd in the sight of the trum-

pets and trombones, sitting right out before God and all

the people, industriously doing nothing most of the

time, particularly in the classically orchestrated works

of Beethoven and Schubert . . .

"The electrifying bite, the slashing steel edge of

sound which one looks for with Stokowski, and which com-

monly lifts you out of your seat with its consummate

power, was notably lacking in last night's performance.

What remained was the exquisite finish, sheen and deli-

cacy which is wholly personal to this conductor.

"Unfortunately a silkened 3gmont Overture does not

provide the last word in the interpretation of that lit-

tle masterpiece, and the storm and stress of Schubert's

Unfinished Symphony, which makes all the more poignant

its episodes of dreary romanticism, might well have been
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more dramatically wrought.

"Despite a certain sentimentality in the interpre-

tation, the high point of the evening, so far as orches-

tral eloquence was concerned, came in Debussy's Clair

de Lune , which is the source of nine-tenths of the sweet,

soft music used in the night clubs when blue lights are

turned low and the muted trumpets and vibraphone utter

intimate nothings to the receptive ear.

"The. program ended with the first local presenta-

tion of Stokowski's new orchestrat xon of Moussorgsky

s

Pictures at an Exposition . In explaining his reasons for

making this transcription, the conductor remarked that

Ravel, whose orchestration had been the standard one

since 1922. had Gallicized a piece of Russian music,

wherefore he had attempted to bring the piece more into

line with a Slavonic conception. A first hearing fails

to substantiate that claim.

"Stokowski's re - orchestration of Moussorgsky '

a

Night on Bald Mountain , was a great achievement because

it penetrated to elements of the original which Rimsky-

Korsakoff had deliberately played down, and it embodied

the work in a more brilliant and varied orchestral idiom

than Rimsky had at his disposal.

"Ravel, however, was not unsympathetic to Moussorg-

sky, nor was his orchestral technique any less inclusive

than Stokowski's. He (Ravel) therefore got there first
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with a considerable number of very special effects no

one could' hope to improve upon, and which Stokowski

could only transpose into closest possible parallel."

MILHAUD' S SYMPHONY

Summarizing the symphony season, 1940-41, William Deane

wrote in the Argonaut of February 28, 1941:

"The symphony season has not only been better from

a standpoint of orchestral performances than any previous

five seasons, but it has also provided us with a sense

of the contemporary in music . Monteux has, in past sea-

sons, introduced many new works to his audiences. In

especially commending this season, we are not slight-

ing those of the past. It is simply this: during the

season we have had two of the foremost contemporary com-

posers presenting their ofe works . And one immediately

followed the other. Namely, Rachmaninoff topped off

with Milhaud.

"No two living musicians are so totally different.

Milhaud, despite the prodigious quantity of his work, is

just emerging from an artistic adolescence. His First

Symphony played at the last pair of concerts showed a

consummation of craftsmanship and the presence of an

important musical utterance.

"Milhaud came up the hard way. He has changed with

the times and his styles of composition have been as
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varied as the history of social change during the past

thirty years. He lived in post-war Paris during the

loose and garrulous 'twenties,' and the false and undu-

lating 'thirties' and the tragedy of 1940. War was de-

clared during the composition of this First Symnhony.

And somewhere along the line came an awakening in the

artistic life of Milhaud.

"Prom a standpoint of lasting and universal impor-

tance, this symphony is by far his best work. We were

convince;! of this after its second, performance Satur-

day night. Milhaud's craftsmanship is so finished that

one preoccupied hearing is necessary to appreciate it

alone. It requires a second hearing to form a reason-

able judgment of the music. In most cases his music be-

gins and ends with craftsmanship. But definitely not in.'

this instance • • •

"It is a wide divergence from the traditional sym-

phonic form, retaining only the usual four movements.

The restrictions, if you prefer to regard them as such,

of the sonata form are set aside in favor of the theory

of natural melodic growth. Sibelius has attempted this

but has obtained only very crude results. Milhaud's

thematic material is so fluent and prolific that, though

a development and recapitulation could easily occur, it

would seem unnecessary and. even undesirable . The por-

tions of the music which follow these definitive themes
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or melodies are more in the nature of reactions to the

mood of the melody. If, for example, a theme is in the

nature of a pastoral, the music which follows will be

characteristic of this mood, though not, necessarily,

repetitious in thematic content. Many modern composers

have adopted this theory in favor of the older forms

and if it could be made even roughly comprehensible to

the average listener, his appreciation and enjoyment of

contemporary music would increase a hundred-fold. It

is a dangerous and elastic theory and can easily be abused

by those who are not sufficiently equipped to adopt it.

But with proper handling it has unending possibilities.

"The first number on the program was the Piece He-

roique by Cesar Franck, originally written for the organ,

but transcribed by Charles O'Connell and performed for

the first time at this concert. It is a beautiful piece

of music by the greatest Frenchman of them all. The

transcription is fairly good. Some of the sections in

the brass, though, sound as if they were transcribed

from a final examination in second year orchestration.

There "are no errors, as such, but how close they come

to them 1
.

"The concluding number on the program was the great

C

-

major Symphony of Schubert (number purposely aid gladly

omitted). It is Schubert's greatest work, composed

in the year of his death at the age of thirty-one. It
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is comparable in scope and importance only to the finest

of Beethoven's symphonies. And in many respects it

equals or surpasses them all with the exception of the

Ninth Symphony

.

"The tragedy of Schubert's early death, with the

possibilities of an unparalleled future had he lived,

can find an equal in only one other artist, namely the

English poet, John Keats, who died in his twenty-sixth

year. Keats* own confession to Homer might well serve

as a tragic epilogue at the death of these two young

geniuses

:

"•Standing aloof in giant ignorance,

Of thee I hear and of the Cyclades,

As one who sits ashore and longs perchance

To visit the dolphin coral in deep seas.'"

"SCANDALOUS BEETHOVEN

"

Concerning cinematic music as manifested in Walt Disney's

Fantasia , local music critics were not altogether favorable.

Marjory Fisher wrote in the San Francisco News of March 8,

1941:

"Provocative indeed is Fantasia . the Walt Disney-

Leopold Stokowski-Philadelphia Symphony screen presen-

tation which its makers claim should increase the musi-

cal understanding and appreciation of laymen. At least

the souvenir program includes this specific bit: "The
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results are so inspiring that hereafter the average lis-

tener should be less humble about his ability to under-

stand good music.

'To which any musician will cry 'Bosh'. •

"If Fantasia adds one -fourth of one iota to any

listener's musical understanding, the dictators are

harmless and powerless old men. And many an average

listener who enjoys music but makes no claim to under-

standing it, has vociferously voiced displeasure at

having the music spoiled for him by the film.

"The artist for the visual fantasy makes no claim

to music understanding. How can one who has no musical

understanding help anyone to acquire some?

"What the clever Disney forces did (according to

their own statement), was to listen to the recordings,

let their fancy run loose, and then capture the moods,

movements, situations, colors and characters which music

painted in their imaginations.

"No one has any quarrel with the Disney imagina-

tion, except when it runs rampant to claim that it is

so inspiring it creates musical understanding. Candidly

no one derived any more enjoyment from the Disney vis-

ual fantasy than this writer. But the enjoyment was

not musical; it was purely visual.

"11; is a well-known fact that when the eyes are

fascinated the ears are none too alert. I may be wrong,
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"but I doubt very much if more than a small fraction of

auditors had any special awareness of the fact that Bee-

thoven's Pastoral Symphony was the musical background

for the greatest of Disney's comedies. And I also doubt

if half the persons '.".'ho go into the theatre without pre-

vious familiarity would ever recall having 'seen' the

music when next they hear it without visual accompani-

ment. (Remember -- I said I might be wrong! But I have

yet tc find a person — apart from professional musi-

cians — who claims to have really listened to the music

while Pegasus was on the screen) . As stated in Thurs-

day's review, the Beethoven Pastora l turned out to he

scandalous Beethoven, but glorious Disney. And as a

matter of fact, this reviewer is not so certain that

Disney has abused Beethoven one bit more than chore-

ographers and ballets have abused other classic sympho-

nies in our presence.

"Abstract music should he permitted to remain ab-

stract.

"Disney artists created visual abstractions of no

little interest for the Bach Toccata and Fugue — but

interesting as they were, they distract greatly from the

usual aural concentration of the listeners. Instead of

listening to the music they wondered 'what is that sup-

posed to be?

'

"On the other hand there's story music — such as
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The Sorcerer's Apprentice -- and the music that is meant

to be danced to, such as the Nutcracker Suite and the

Dance of the Hours,, and no one need he ashamed to admit

that Disney's visualization of these numbers represents

great artistry -- afford keener enjoyment than most of

the stage presentations offered to the same music. If

the creators of Fantasia will in the future, concentrate

on music of programmatic nature, there will be fewer ob-

jections from musicians and no fewer cheers from the

public.

"And although one doubts if Fantasia will make sym-

phony lovers out of unmusical movie-goers -- as its pro-

ducers hope — Disney, Stokowski and Deems Taylor may

well believe that great composers of our own day may be

inspired to write for the new screen medium wherein col-

or and motion are restricted only by the limits of the

imagination »- as in Fantasia . But even so, music is

something to be heard, not seen. Fatasound, which cer-

tainly improves screen music, will yet be made to serve

the cause of music, legitimately and constitutively.

But Fantasia is pure entertainment, fanciful and de-

lightful for the most part, but it has nothing to do

wiiih culture."

CQMINC EVSTO

An important announcement about the San Francisco Con-

servatory of Music, forecasting the future of Western Musical
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education, appeared in William Deane ' s column in the Argonaut

of May 9, 1941:

"We have been waiting a. long time to break this

story. It concerns the San Francisco Conservatory of

Music and promises to be the most stimulating musical

news ever printed in these columns.

"For some years now San Francisco has been one of

the outstanding artistic and cultural cities in the

country. And it is certainly the acknowledged center

of Western American culture. It hae been a slow growth

but a firmly rooted one. San Francisco is unique among

American cities, and for several reasons. Firstly,

there is its size. Cities such as New York, Chicago,

Boston or Philadelphia are too large to manifest any

more than isolated and unintegrated cultural and artis-

tic fluxes which mean one thing to one class and another

thing to another class .

"The theatre, the galleries, the concert halls, the

libraries, and the institutions of learning are, in a

sense, alien to one another. There is no organization

of attitude toward that which should be common direc-

tion. It would be impossible simply because these cities

are too large. San Francisco is neither too large nor

too small. And for this reason it can be regarded as an

exception.
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"Secondly, there is the climate. This is very im-

portant because the restriction of more seasonal parti-

cipation is eliminated. The climate here enables large

groups of people, impossible to accommodate in any build-

ing, to attend plays, concerts, etc., nearly all the

year round. The mistaken conception that such activi-

ties are modes of ultra and remote entertainment can be

dispensed with. In time, music will become a normal and

necessary part of our lives.

"Naturally we deal primarily with music in these

columns. But the importance of music lies in its re-

lationship to the other art forms and, in turn, their

relationship to the general public. San Francisco has

lacked one important feature, which if added to our cul-

tural institutions, would pretty much complete the cycle

of achievement in these fields. As yet we have not a

music school that is proportional to the reputation of

San Francisco as a great cultural center.

"Relatively speaking, there is no reason that we

should not have a school with the standards as the East-

man School of Music, the Curtis Institute or the Juil-

liard School of Music. The San Francisco Conservatory

of Music promises to be the answer.

"This year the Conservatory is celebrating its

twenty-fifth anniversary. After these years of solid

and sound growth, the directors feel that the time has
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come for a definite program of expansion. They have

ideas, big ideas, and above all, they have applied a

plausible and convincing logic for carrying them out.

"Ashley Pettis has been appointed Dean of the Con-

servatory. A better choice could not have been made.

He has the combined qualities of artistic integrity,

tenacity of purpose and a keen sense of the practical

issues at hand. He is an experienced musician, educator

and an outstanding authority on contemporary music, with

a background of intimate associations with all of the

important composers, performers, teachers and institu-

tions of music. He is thoroughly equipped to carry out

his ambitious program of expansion.

"This is no fly-by-night scheme. In the twenty-

five years of its existence, the Conservatory has grown

from a student body of forty to its present enrollment

of 487. Among the members of its faculty have been such

distinguished figures as Ernst Bacon, Warren Allen,

Guilio Silva, Gaston Usigli and many others.

"The prominent members of the San Francisco Sym-

phony Orchestra are heading the instrumental departments.

Its graduates have and are holding fellowships in many

of the national musical institutions. The roots are

deep and the trunk is sturdy.

"Here are a few important details scheduled in the

program of expansion. The Conservatory already has a
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$10,000 nucleus for a building fund, a gift from the

Carnegie Corporation. And if a certain local sponsor-

ship is attained to prove the interest of San Francisco

in this program of expansion, a bid will be drawn up

for an endowment from, the Rockefeller Institute. The

first phase of the building program will be the con-

struction of a Chamber Music Auditorium to include the

Conservatory's very fine organ which they have hitherto

been unable to adequately house. There will also be

classrooms in the new building and a separate section

given over to the National Association for the Advance-

ment of Blind Artists, which has become a part of the

Conservatory.

"The Composers' Forum, which has depended upon

sponsorship, will also become a permanent department

of the Conservatory, and quite probably will hold its

sessions in the new auditorium.

"A new and interesting department will be the Pio-

neer Workshop for American Opera, headed by Nicholas

Goldschmidt. This is intended to be a testing ground

for American opera as the title would suggest and also

an encouragement for young composers to write in this

medium. Nicholas Goldschmidt, with his superb training

in the vocal field, and his proven successes at Stanford

University as well as the recent production of Aaron

Copeland's The Second Hurricane, has a new and exciting
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idea for this Workshop. For instance, what do you

think of an opera written "by Aaron Copeland and William

Saroyan? The sky is the limit.

"There will be, of course, additions to the faculty.

Negotiations are already under way. The Conservatory

has previously placed the emphasis of its instruction

upon the development of instrumentalists. This phase

of instruction will naturally be continued but depart-

ments of theory, orchestration, composition and conduct-

ing will be added and enlarged. The instructors in these

subjects will have to be more than simply good instru-

mentalists. They necessarily must have a thorough train-

ing in the field of education . This, of course, coupled

with a mastery of their particular subject. Graduate

courses and master classes are being planned . We can

suggest Arthur Schnabel, for whom students used to travel

all the way to Berlin for advice. He is in this country

permanently and living in near obscurity. We wager that

he would jump at the chance of becoming the head of the

piano department of the Conservatory, or of Darticipat-

ing in the summer sessions,

"There is Roy Harris, who has just recently been

made head of the Department of Music at the University

of Cornell. He would undoubtedly be available for the

summer. Or, Pierre Monteux who received much of his

training from the great Hans Richter, 'who was perhaps
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the leading authority In the German tradition. A French-

man with such a thorough training in German tradition

makes for an unbeatable combination. He should be given

an opportunity to import some of that wonderful train-

ing and experience. The Conservatory is the answer.

"Plans for the establishment of scholarships and

quite possibly an affiliation with Montalvo, at which

place the emphasis will be upon creative music, is a

part of the Conservatory's new program of expansion.

"An extensive festival is scheduled for some time

in the autumn with the students and members of the fac-

ulty participating. It will be an outdoor affair at

Stern Grove."
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CALENDAR OF MUSICAL EVENTS: 1849-1940

Date

1849

June 22 Stephen Massett, vocalist

1850

Apr. 26 Henri Herz, Pianist

Oct. 30 Mme. Von Gulpen, vocalist

1851

Jan. 28 Signorina Pellegrini,
vocalist

Sept. 7 Mme. Koska, vocalist

1852

Feb. 12 Lj9_ Sonnambula , first San
Francisco performance

Mar. 22 Elisa Biscaccianti,
vocalist

Nov. 30 Catherine Hayes, vocalist

1853

Feb.' 9 Miska Hauser, violinist

Apr. 13 Christian Koppitz, flutist

July 26 George Loder, conductor

Aug. 13 Rudolph Her old, conductor

1854

Feb. 7 Mme. Anna Bishop, vocalist;
Nicholas Bochsa, harpist

Place

Schoolhouse, Ports-
mouth Plaza

National Theatre

Jenny Lind Theatre

Adelphi Theatre

Adelphi Theatre

Adelphi Theatre

American Theatre

American Theatre

San Francisco Hall

San Francisco Hall

Music Hall

Music Hall

Music Hall
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June 1 Carlotta Patti, vocalist Union Theatre

July 1 Maurice Strakosch, pianist Metropolitan Theatre

July 15 Ole Bull, violinist Metropolitan Theatre

1855

Mar. 2 Carlotta Patti, vocalist Metropolitan Theatre

July 24 Stephen Leach, vocalist Metropolitan Theatre

Nov. 3 Mme. Drusilla Garbato,
vocalist Music Hall

Nov. 16 Stephen Massett, vocalist Music Hall

1856

Nov. 19 Amanda Heglund, pianist Music Hall

1857

Jan. 6 William McKorkle, harpist American Theatre

Jan.,Feb. California Minstrels Maguire's Opera House

1858

Oct. 23 Signor and Signora Bianchi,
vocalists Maguire's Opera House

1859

Oct. 6 Signor and Signora Bianchi,
vocalists Maguire'3 Opera House

Oct. 13 George T. Evans, pianist Maguire's Opera House

Nov. 9 Stephen Massett, vocalist Music Hall

1860

Feb. 11 Mme'. Biscaccianti, vocalist Opera House

June 13-19 Birch's Ethiopian Opera
Troupe Tucker's Academy
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July 4 Independence Day Celebration;
American Brass Band, National
Band, 3rd Artillery Band par-
ticipating

Aug. 6-7 "Monster" Vocal and Instru-
mental Concert commemorating
opening of New Music Hall,
direction of R. Herold

Oct. 6 Grand Vocal and Instrumental
Concert by Lysters' Italian
and English Opera Troupe

Music Hall

Piatt's Hall

1861

Apr. 17 Joint Concert by Cris Andres 1

and Charles Schultz's Bands Piatt's Hall

June 2,3,4 Ladies' Festival at the Willows,
R. Herold, director The Willows

Aug. 24-29 Second German Jubilee; six-day
music festival sponsored by
Pacific Saengerbund, R. Herold,
director

Sept. 9 Founding of Handel and Haydn
Society

Oct. 21-23 Grand Union Festival under
patronage of Ladies' Patriotic
Society. Founding of Teutonic
Maennerchor Piatt's Hall

1862

Mar. 29 First California performance
Of Haydn ' s The Creation, by
Handel and Haydn Society

May 13 Caecilien Verein, first perfor-
mance of Beethoven' s Symphony
in D, R. Herold, director;
featuring Anna Sontag, soprano

May 19 Signor and Signora Bianchi
vocalists

July 2 Founding of Thalia Verein
(300 members)

Piatt's Hall

Metropolitan
Theatre
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1863

Mar. 3 Oratorio Samson , Handel, by
Handel and Haydn Society

Apr. 6, 8 Augusto Fellini, vocalist

Apr. 8, 9 Pierre Roncovier.l

Piatt's Hall

Metropolitan
Theatre

Metropolitan
Theatre

Jan. 12

July 6

July 16

Sept. 1

1864

Pounding of Walhalla Gesang-
verein

Lotta Crabtree, dancer-singer Metropolitan
Theatre

Paul Julien, violinist

Pounding of San Francisco
Maennerchor

Academy of Music

Richings' English Opera Troupe Academy of Music

Stephen C. Massett, vocalist Piatt's Hall.

Mar.
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May 6, 7

Oct. 23

Nov. 19

Nov. 19

1866

Founding of Teutonic Club

"May Festival" by San Fran-
cisco Turnverein

First concert appearance of
Master Louis Schmidt, assist-
ed by "The Twelve" and members
of the German! a Society

First appearance of Joseph
Heine, blind violinist, assist-
ed by Mrs. Heine, pianist

Mozart's Grand Requiem Mass
by Bianchi Opera Troupe

Hayes Park

Maguire • s Academy
of Music

Maguire ' s Opera
House

Metropolitan
Theatre

1867

Mar. 4 Robert Heller, pianist

July 10 Opera; featuring: Elvira Bram*
billa, Mme. Stella Bonheur,
Sig. G. Mancusi, Sig. G, Lim-
berti, Sig. S. Mllleri

July Founding of St. Cecelia Choral
Society, Oscar Weil, conductor

1868

Feb. 10 Emilie Melville, prima donna

June 11 Reina Italian Opera Troupe

June 23 Parepa Opera Troupe, inaugu-
rating 50 nights of opera

1869

Aug. 16 Lotta Crabtree, dancer-singer

Metropolitan
Theatre

Maguire' s Opera
House

Metropolitan
Theatre

Piatt's Hall

Metropolitan
Theatre

California
Theatre

Nov. 23 First San Francisoo appearance
of Camilla Urso, violinist

Nov. 28 Second concert by San Francisco
Maennerchor and second appear-
ance of Camilla Urso, violinist

Piatt's Hall

California
Theatre
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Nov. 29 Sig. P. Brignoli, tenor
Concert singing section of
Eintracht, Louis von der
Mehden, director

California
Theatre

1870

Jan. 10 La Rita Sangalli, danseuse

,

and troupe of French dancers

Feb. 11 Ole Bull, violinist

Feb. 22-25 Mammoth four-day Music Festi-
val with 1,200 singers and
200 instrumentalists under
general direction of Camilla
Urso, who also appeared as

soloist in Beethoven's Violin
Concerto ; R. Hero Id, director

Mar. 14 Royal Spanish Opera Troupe

Sept. 8-10 Grand Choral Concert with
German Vereins participating
to raise funds for those
wounded in Franco-Prussian
war

Nov. 25 Billy Emerson's Minstrels

Maguire ' s Opera
House

Piatt's Hall

Mechanics'
Pavilion

Metropolitan
Theatre

Maguire ' s Opera
House

Dec. 15 Virginia Tarenghi-Tojetti,
vocalist

Dec. 17 Grand Concert in honor of
centennial anniversary of
Beethoven's birth given by
San Francisco Musical Fund
Society; George Koppitz,
director

College Hall

1871

Apr. 10 Smecchia's French Opera
Bouffe Co.

July 13 French Comic Opera Troupe

Metropolitan
Theatre

Maguire ' s Opera
House
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July 24 Opera: featuring Grazziella
Ridgway, Sig. P. Cecchi, Sig.
A. Susini, Sig. C, Orlando, Metropolitan
Sig. Giorza Theatre

Nov. 14 First Concert in third sub-
scription series by large
orchestra under management
of San Francisco Institute;
Louis Schmidt and Oscar "Weil,
directors Pacific Hall

1872

May 2 Anna Mehlig, pianist

June 25 Louis Homeier, violinift and
M. Ferrer, guitarist

July 25 Levy, concert virtuoso

Sept. 6 Inez Fabbri, soprano

Sept. 30 Anna Sontag, soprano

1875

Apr. 29 Three-day festival by Handel
and Haydn Society; G. Evans,

director

June 18 Henri Wieniawski, violinist

July 7 Founding of Danish Singing
Society

Sept. 8 Italian Opera Troupe

Dec. 9 Anna Bishop, soprano

Mercantile Hall

Mercantile Hall

Pacific Hall

Metropilitan
Theatre

Central Labor
Tabernacle

Pacific Hall

Piatt's Hall

Pacific Hall

Apr. 12

1874

First musical magazine pub-
lished in San Francisco: The

Sherman & Hyde Review

First San Francisco perfor-

mance of Mozart's Magic Flute

by artist pupils of Prof.

Mueller -Fabbri Piatt's Hall
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June 4

June 16

Dec. 14

Handel's Samson, Handel and
Haydn Society, featuring Anna
Bishop, soprano; G. Evans,
conductor

Luque » s Dramatic, Musical and
Ballet performance, Spanish Maguire's Academy

Hugo Mansfeldt, pianist Pacific Hall

Feb. 9

May 12

July 18

Sept. 10

Nov. 16

1875

Arabella Goddard, pianist

lima di Murska, soprano and
Teresa Carreno, pianist

Edouard Remenyi, violinist

Mexican Philharmonic Band

Jeff de Angelis, Minstrel

Piatt's Hall

Piatt's Hall

Dashaway Hall

Piatt's Hall

Woodward's Gardens

1876

Feb. 14 Alice Oates Comic Opera Co.

Apr. 17 Blind Tom, pianist

Apr. 17 Gilmore's New York Band

May 10 Georgia Minstrels

July 4-5 Fourth of July Centennial
Celebration with Handel and
Haydn Society and German
Bunds participating

Aug. 17 Aimee Opera Bouffe

Sept. 26 Mansfeldt Piano Recital with
orchestra- under direction of

G. Hinrichs

Nov. 30 Vienna Ladies' Orchestra

Dec. 18 Prussian Military Band

Maguire's Opera
House

Piatt' s Hall

Mechanics' Pavilion

Maguire's Opera
House

Wade ' s Opera
House

Piatt's Hall

Wade's Opera
House

Baldwin Theatre
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Founding of Loring Club by
D. W. Loring

1877

Jan. 27 Messiah by Handel and Haydn
Society

Feb. 5 Tennessee Jubilee Singers

Feb. 13 Camilla Urso, violinist

Apr. 15 First German Opera composed
in San Francisco, The For-
gotten Outpost , by Gustave
Hinrichs

May IS First San Francisco perfor-
mance of Carmen

Dec. 13 Henry Heyman, violinist

Piatt's Hall

Pacific Hall

Baldwin Theatre

Grand Opera House

Metropolitan
Temple

1878

May 28-30 May Festival with orchestra
of 150, 2,000 voices, 150
pianists, promoted and direct-
ed by Carl Zerrahn

June 1 Concert by 3,000 children

July 29 Leopold Lichtenberg, violinist

Oct. 25 Herold's Orchestra Concert

Dec. 28 First performance in San Fran-
cisco of Pinafor e, by Alice
Oates Co.

1879

Apr. 14 Maria Litta, soprano; Maria
Rosa, soprano; Sig. Panta-

leoni, baritone; Max Strock-
osch, conductor; Grand Opera

June 1 San Francisco Liederkranz

June 9 Renenyi, violinist

Mechanics 1 Pavilion

Piatt's Hall

Bush Street
Theatre

Baldwin Theatre

Dashaway Hall

Dashaway Hall
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Oct. 4 First performance of Pyramus
and Thisbe, opera by Oscar
Weil

1880

Jan. 2 Theodore Vogt, organist-
composer

Jan. 2 Madame Fabbri, prima donna

Jan. 2 Jacob Mueller, baritone

Jan. 10 Adelina Patti, soprano

Jan. 10 August Wilhelmj, violinist

Feb. 22 Louis Lisser, pianist

1881

Feb. 26 The Loring Club, Oscar Weil,
director

Mar. 27 Constant in Sternberg,
pianist

Apr. 30 Mendelssohn Quintette Club

Dec. 9 Orchestra, Gustave Hinrichs,
conductor

Dec. 23 Orchestra, Louis Homeier,
conductor

Bush Street
Theatre

Metropolitan
Temple

Metropolitan
Temple

Metropolitan
Temple

Grand Opera House

California Theatre

Bush Street
Theatre

Odd Fellows' Hall

Baldwin Theatre

Dashaway Hall

Piatt's Hall

Piatt's Hall

1882

Jan. 14

Jan. 14

Feb. 4

Feb. 18

Apr. 1

Koppitz, flutist

The Loring Club and Orches-
tra, Hinrichs, conductor

Ernst Hartmann, pianist

Carl Formes and Ugo Talbo,
vocalists

Philharmonic Society, Zech,
conductor; Orchestral Union,
Toepke, conductor; featuring
Hugo Mansfeldt, pianist,
Henry Heyman, violinist and

Piatt's Hall

Odd Fellows' Hall

Dashaway Hall

Dashaway Hall

Plflt-i.ia Hall
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May 13 Julie Rive-King, pianist

Dec. 12 Philharmonic Society Concerts,
Homeier, conductor; featuring,
Christine Nilsson, soprano

Piatt's Hall

Grand Opera House

1883

Mar. 17 Delta Sigma Musical and Liter,
ary Society

Mar. 24 Orchestral Union, Toepke, con-
ductor

Apr. 7 Master Nathan Landsberger

May 12 The Loring Club Concerts

May 19 Golden Gate Park Band

June 7 Emma Thursby, soprano

June 7-12 Orchestra, Theodore Thomas,
conductor

Nov. 10 Philharmonic Society series

Dec. 1 Hugo Mansfeldt, pianist

Piatt's Hall

Grand Opera House

Piatt's Hall

B'Nai B'Rith Hall

Golden Gate Park

Mechanics ' Pavilion

Mechanics' Pavilion

Piatt's Hall

Dashaway Hall

1884

Mar. 10 Grand Opera, starring: Etelka
Gerster, Lillian Nordica and
Adelina Pattij Arditi| conduc-
tor

Oct. 11 Henry B. Pasmore, vocalist

Oct. 20-24 Philharmonic Society Concerts

j

featuring, The Loring Club,
Rafael Joseffy, pianist

Nov. 22 Schumann Club Concert

Grand Opera House

Irving Hall

Irving Hall

Metropolitan Hall

1885

Jan. 31 Edgar Stillman Kelley and his
Music to Macbeth Irving Hall

Feb. 28 Handel and Haydn Society and
Orchestral Union Irving Hall
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Mar.
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Feb. II Camilla Urso, violinist

Mar. 18 Pilharmonic Society Concerts

Mar. 19 Anton HeMcing, cellist

Aug. 23 Handel and Faydn Society

Nov. II Gilmore Band. v

1890

Mar. 3 Pablo de Sarasate, violinist

Mar. 5 Pablo de Sarasate and Eugene
D'Albert, pianist

Apr. 8 Camilla Urso, violinist

Sept. 4-6 Clarence Fddy, organist

Dec. 2 Adele Aus der One, pianist

Dec. 17 Vladimir de Pachmann, pianist

Grand Opera House

Grand Opera House

Irving Hall

Grand Opera House

Mechanic's Pavilion

Grand Opera House

Odd Fellows' Hall

Irving Fall

First Congrega-
tional Church

Irving Hall

Odd Fellows' Hall

1891

Sept. 14 Saturday Popular Concerts,
first series Irving Hall

1892

Jan. 4 Saturday Popular Concert,
second series Irving Hall

Aug. 22 Benefit for Bagioli

1893

Mar. G Lmilia Tojetti, vocalist

Apr. 2', Remenyi, violinist

May 20 Nathan Landsberger, violinist

Nov. 20 Antoni de Kontski, pianist

Dec. 12 Louis Crepaux, vocalist

Palace Hotel

Metropolitan
Temple

Metropolitan
Temple

TJnion Square Hall

Palace Hotel
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Feb. 26

Apr. 2

Oct. 29

1894

Htenri Marteau, violinist

Frieda FelsSier, soprano

Mabel Tnliafero, soprano, and
Katie Emmet t, vocalist

Nov. 26 Gertrude Auld, vocalists

1895

Apr. 3 Recienyi, violinist

May 20 Eugene Ysayo, violinist

May 20 Jules Levy, cornetist

Sep. 6 w, 0. Carl, organist

Baldwin Theatre

Baldwin Then tre

Golden Gate Hall

Metropolitan
Temple

Baldln Theatre

Orpheum Theatre

First Congrega-
tional church

Nov. 4 Emilie Melville, prima donna Tivoli Opera house

Feb. 10,25

Feb. 28

Mar. 12,14

Mar. 23

Mar. 26

Mar. 27

Apr . 10

July 6

Nov. 29

1896

Padorewski, pianist

Arthur Pryor, trombonist

Amalia Materna, soprano

Seidle and Orchestra, Seidle,
conductor

Anton Schott, tenor

Serge Achille Rivarde, violin-
1st

Mormon Tabernacle Choir

Fernando Michelena, tenor

Fanny Bloomfield Zeisler,
pianist

Dec. 14 Ellen Beach Yaw, soprano

California Theatre

The Auditorium

The Auditorium

The Auditorium

The Auditorium

Columbia Theatre

Tivoli Opera House

Baldwin Theatre

Baldwin Theatre
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Dec. 28 Lillian Nordica, soprano Baldwin Theatre

Jan. 19

Feb. 8

Feb. 25-27

Apr. 2, 3

May 10

Oct. 19

Nov. 15

Apr. 19

Apr. 22

May 24

July 25

Jan. 3

Feb. 11

Mar. 13-15

Mar. 21

Apr. 19

1897

Lillian Nordica, soprano

Antoinette Trebelli, soprano

John Phillip Sousa, band-
master

Camilla Urso, violinist

Denis 1 Sullivan, baritone

Xavier Schwarenka, pianist

Fritz Scheel, conductor

1898

Nellie Melba, soprano

S. Campanari, tenor

Eugene Ysaye, violinist, and
Jean Gerardy, cellist

Marie Brandies, soprano

1899

Moritz Rosenthal, pianist

Teresa Carreno, pianist

Baldwin Theatre

California Theatre

California Theatre

Golden Gate Hall

Tivoli Opera House

California Theatre

Metropolitan
Temple

California Theatre

California Theatre

Baldwin Theatre

Tivoli Opera House

Metropolitan Temple

Metropolitan Temple

Grand Opera, starring: Melba,
soprano, Gadski, soprano, and
Zelie de Lussan, soprano Grand Opera House

Jessie Bartlett Davis, vocal-
ist

Emll Suaer, pianist

Columbia Theatre

Grand Opera House
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Nov. 29 Camilla D'Arville, vocalist Orpheum Theatre

Dec. 26 Vladimir De Pachmann, pianist Calf'omia Theatre

1900

Mar. 6 Gad ski, Eispham, Campanari,
vocalists

Apr. 2 Paderewski, pianist

July 23 Opera, Paul Steindorff, con-
ductor

Oct. 30 Mrs. Oscar Mansfeldt, pianist

Nov. 12 Metropolitan Opera Season,
featuring Nordica, Homer,
Scotti, Plancon, Schumann-
He ink

Nov. 19 American debut of Fritzi
Seheff as "Mimi" in La Eoheme

Calfornia Theatre

Calfornia Theatre

Tivoli Opera Hous<

Sherman Cla^ Hall

Tivoli Ooera House

Tivoli Opera House

Jan. 23

Feb. 13

Mar. 14

May 7

Nov. 13-22

Dec . 3

1901

Josef Hofmann, pianist

Leopold Godcwsky, pianist

Teresa Carreno, pianist

Sembrich and Ganz, joint
recital

Metropolitan Opera Season,
featuring games, Fritzi
Seheff, De Reszke, Calv3,

Alice Nielsen (American
Opera Co .

)

Columbia Theatre

Sherman Clay Hall

Sherman Clay Hall

A lha nibra Theatre

Grand Opera House

Columbia Theatre

1902

Apr. 16 Fanny Eloomfield Zeisler,
pianist

May 15 Pablo Casals, cellist

Metropolitan Tempi,

Steinwav Hall
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Dec 1 The Boacoiiians, featuring
Jessie Bartlett Davis Columbia Theatre

1903

Jan. 16 Rose Relda, vocalist

Mar. 3 Jaroslav Kooian, violinist

Mar. 24 C.e va Her

i

a Rus ticana
,

Mascagni," conductor, first
San Francisco performance

Sept. 21 Prinoe of Pilsen, comic opera

Steinway Hall

Alhambra Theatre

Tivoli Opera House

Columbia Theatre

1904

Jan. 7-11 Adelina Patti farewell con-
certs

Apr. 5,7,9 Schumann -He ink recitals

May 18 Minetti Orchestra, Giulio
Minetti, conductor

June 27 Robin Hood, Paul Steindorff,
conductor

Sept. 1 Midsummer Music of Bohemian
Club: Mpnte

q

yuma by H. J.
Stewart; TJag Hamadryads by
W. J. McCoy; T.he Maa in t&e
Forest by Joseph D. Redding

Dec. 16 TJae Song of Hiawatha, under
direction" of H. J~. Stewart,
with Frank Onslow, tenor,
and Homer Henley, baritone,
assisting

Dec. 21 Paderewski, pianist

Grand Opera House

Grand Opera House

Alhambra Theatre

Tivoli Opera House

Tivoli Opera House

Steinway Hall

Alhambra Theatre

1905

Feb. 7 Italian Grand Opera Season,
featuring Luisa Tetrazzini

Feb. 22 David Bispham, baritone

Tivoli Opera House

St. Francis Hotel
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Feb. 27 Savage Opera Company, featur-
ing Joseph Sheehan, tenor

Mar. 16 Harold Bauer, pianist

Apr. 6-15 Metropolitan Opera Season,
featuring- Homer, Frems tad,
Caruso, Alien

Apr. 30- Musical Festival of San
Francisco

May »7 Public Schools, Frederick Neil
Inne s , conductor

May! 15 Ysaye, with Stelndorff's Or-
chestra

Dec. 26 Alice Nielsen and her Italian
Opera Company in Don Pas quale

Tivoli Opera House

Lyric Hall

Grand Opera House

Mechanics Pavilion

Alhambra Theatre

Tivoli Opera House

1906

Jan. 25-27 Calve and Company

Mar. 21 Jan Kubelik, violinist

Apr. 16, 17 Metropolitan Opera Season:
featuring, Caruso, Fremstad,
Dippel, Rappold

Alhambra Theatre

Tivoli Opera House

Grand Opera House

1907

Jan. 27 Schumann-He ink, recital

Mar. 22 Russell San Garlo Opera
Company

1908

Feb. 23 Lyric String Quartet

Mar. 1 Paderewski, pianist

Mar. 8 Kreisler, violinist

Apr. 8 Zech Orchestra

Dreamland Rink

Chutes Theatre

Lyric Hall

Dreamland Rink

Christian Science
Hall

Golden Gate Com-
mandery Hall
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May 17 New York Symphony Orchestra

,

Damrosch, conductor

Nov. 19 Blanche Arral, with Stein-
dorff's Orchestra

Dreamland Rink

Van Ness Theatre

1909

Jan. 10-17 Gadskl and Company, concert
repertoire

May First California Bach Festi-
val, J* Fred Wolle, director

June 26 Mabel Riegelman, soprano

Oct. 17 Portola Festival

Nov. 4-7 Sousa and his band

Dec, 19 Kreisler, violinist

Van Ness Theatre

Greek Theatre

Fairmount Hotel

Dreamland Rink

Novelty Theatre

1910

Jan, 10 Harry Lauder, singing comedi-
an

Feb. 3 Teresa Carreno, pianist

Mar. 16 Boston Grand Opera Company,
Ballet Russe with Pavlowa

Apr. 17-24 Flonzaley Quartet

May 9-10 New York Symphony and Quar-
tet

May 21 Second California Bach
Festival

Nov. 15 Mme. Liza Lehmann and her
English Quartet

Dec, 12 Tetrazzini and Company

Dec. 24 Christmas Evo Festival at
Lotta's Fountain with
Tetrazzini as soloist

Dreamland Rink

Garrick Theatre

Cort Theatre

Garrick Theatre

Garrick Theatre

Greek Theatre

Novelty Th tre

Dreamland Rink

Market and Kearny
Sts.
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1911

Jan, 7 San Francisco Symphony, Henry
Hadiey, conductor; first
American performance of newly
discovered Beethoven Symphony

Jan. 24 Pepito Arriola, pianist

Feb. 19 Josef Hofmann, pianist

Apr. 30 Russian Symphony Orchestra
Modest Altschuler, conductor

May 21 Mary Garden, recital

Oct. 8 Pasquale Amato, baritone

Oct. 14 Ground breaking ceremonies
for Panama -Pacific Inter-
national Exposition, Stadium,
Golden Gate Park, with
Lillian Nordica, soloist

Oct. 24 Emma Eames and Emilio de
Gogorza, Joint recital

Deo. 17 Jan Kubelik, violinist

Dec. 30 First concert of San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, Henry
Hadiey, conductor

Cort Theatre

Christian Science
Hall

Columbia Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Scottish Rite Hall

Scottish Rite Hall

Golden Gate Park

Century Club Hall

Cort Theatre

Cort Theatre

1912

Jan. 7 Sigmund Beel Quartet

Jan. 19 Anna Pavlowa, danseuse

Jan. 28,
Feb. 4 Vladimir de Pachmann,

Feb. 18,25 Schumann -He ink, contralto

Feb. 20 Loring Club (35th season)

Feb. 27 John McCormack, tenor

Apr. 5 Staba t Mater , Paul Steindorff,

conductor; Tetrazzini, soloist

St. Francis Hotel

Valencia Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Cort Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Scottish Rite Hall

Greek Theatre
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Apr. 14,21 Alesspndro Bond, tenor

Oct. 20-21 United States Marine Band

Cort Theatre

Dreamland Rink

1913

Jan. 12 Leopold Godowsky, pianist

Jan* 26 Lombard! Opera Company

Feb. 23 - Lillian Nordica, soprano

Feb. 24 Adelaide Genee, danseuse

Mar* 12-29 First San Francisco Opera
Season since 1906

Columbia Theatre

Valencia Theatre

Columbia Theatre

Valencia Theatre

Tivoli Theatre

Apr. 8 Forty-first Concert of
Cecilian Choral Club

Apr. 24 People's Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Herman Perlett, conductor

Apr. 30 Clara Butt, contralto

May 2 Inauguration of California
Day Festivals

Au~. 21 Annual Bohemian Club Concert?
The Fall of Ug by Rufuo Steele

Oct. 5 Geraldine Farrar, soprano

Oct. 22 Ruggiero Leoncavallo, composer

Oct. 26 Frances Alda, soprano

Nov. 9 Schumann-Heink, contralto

Dec. 7 Melba end Kubelik, joint
recital

German House
Auditorium

Pavilion Rink

Cort Theatre

Greek Theatre

Tivoli Theatre

Cort Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Cort Theatre

Dreamland Rink

1914

Jan -4 Wilhelm Bachaus, pianist

Jan. 18 Paderewski, pianist

Feb. 17,22 John McCormack, tenor

Scottish Rite Hall

Dreamland Rink

Scottish Rite Hall
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Mar. 5-7 Tetrazzini, soprano

Mar. 16-30 Chicago Grand Opera Company

Nov. 8-14 Rudolph Ganz, pianist

Dec 7

Dec 24

Ruth St. Denis and Company ,

dancers

Christmas Eve Concert, Lotta's
Fountain, John JicCormack and

Bernice de Pasquali; s<-lnsts

Tivoli Theatt-e

Tivoli Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Alcazar Theatre

Market and Kearny
Streets

1915

Feb. 20-25 Panama Pacific International
Exposition Music Festival,
featuring Creatore, Bendix
Casassa, Philippine Constabu-
lary Band, Zimbalist, Gluck,
Fuller Sisters, Clarence Eddy,
La Fonte's Band

Mar. 7 Gluck and Zimbalist, joint
recital

May 14-25 Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Dr. Karl Muck, conductor

June 19-24 Camille Saint-Saens conduct-
ing own compositions

July 20 Alfred Hertz chosen conductor
of San Francisco Symphony
Orchestra

Aug. 5-6 Beethoven Festival of Music,
Alfred Hertz, conductor!
dedication of Beethoven Monu-
ment, Golden Gate park

Aug. 10 Bohemian Club Concert

Aug. 31 Paderewski, pianist

Sept. 30 Aida with Gadski, Whitegill
Claussen

Oct. 4 Verdi's Requiem , first San
Francisco performance

Exposition Grounds

Columbia Theatre

Festival Hall
Exposition Grounds

Festival Hall
Exposition Grounds

Golden Gate Park

Cort Theatre

Festival Hall
Exposition Grounds

Civic Auditorium

Festival Hall
Exposition Grounds
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Nov. 21 Edwin H. Lemare, organist festival Hall,
Exposition Grounds

Jan. 23,30

Jan. 30

Feb. 3

Feb. 13,20

Feb. 19

Mar. 13-20

Mar. 29

Apr. 9

Apr. 13,16

o3pt. 24,
ct. 1

Nov. 26
Dec. 12

1916

Emilio de Gogorza, baritone

La Scala Grand Opera Company

Melba and Company, recital

Emmy Destinn, soprano

Maude Fay, contralto

Boston Opera Company

Alice Gentle and Louis
Persinger joint recital

Kneisel Quartet

New York Symphony Orchestra,
Walter Damrosch, conductor;
Joseph Hofmann, soloist

Paderewski, pianist

Isadora Duncan, dancer

Columbia Theatre

Cort Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Columbia Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Cort Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Columbia Theatre

Columbia Theatre

Cort Theatre

Valencia Theatre

1917

•fan. 2 Diaghileff f s Ballet Russe,
Nijinsky, soloist

Feb. 8, 9 Minneapolis Symphony, first
San Francisco performance;
Marcella Graft, soloist

Feb. 26 Boston Grand Opera Company

Mar. 18 Spaulding and Ganz, joint
recital

Mar. 29 Benefit for Allied war
sufferers, Melba, Tina
Lerner, soloists

Sept. 23 Margaret Matzenauer, contralto

Valencia Theatre

Cort Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

Columbia Theatre

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium
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Oct. L4,21 Cherniavsky Trio

Oct. 22 La Scala Grand Opera Company

Nov. 23

Nov. 25,
27,30

Dec. 7

Dec. 30

San Francisco Symphony,
featuring Frederick Zech's
Lamia

Isadora Duncan, dancer

San Francisco Symphony,
featuring Frederick Jacobi's
California Suite

Harold Bauer, pianist

Columbia Theatre

Cort Theatre

Cort Theatre

Columbia Theatre

Cort .Theatre

1916

Feb. 11-25 Boston Opera Company, opera
in English

Mar. 3, 8 Theodore Karle , tenor

Mar. 10 Frieda Hempel, contralto

Mar. 21 Red Cross Benefit:, John
McCormack, soloist

Apr. 14 Mischa Elman, violinist'-

May 19 Galli - Curci, soprano

May 25 San Francisco Grand Opera
Company

May 26 Paulist Choristers, Father
Finn, director

Oct. 13 Arena Fitziu and De Segurola
joint recital

Dec. 4 Paris Symphony Orchestra

Columbia Theatre

Columbia Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

Columbia Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

'Washington Square
Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

Savoy Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

1919

Feb. 10 San Carlo Opera Company,
Fortune Gallo, director

Mar. 2 Anna Case, soprano

Curran Theatre

Savoy Theatre
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Mar. 5 Joseph Bonnet, organist

Mar. 23 Prances Alda, soprano

Apr. 1 Yvette Guilbert, diseuse

May 12 John McCormack, tenor

Oct. 5 Geraldine Farrar, soprano

Dec. 16 Luisa Tetrazzini, soprano

1920

Jan. 4, 11 Schumann- He ink, contralto

Feb. 10,13 Jascha Heifetz, violinist

Feb, 6-8 Minneapolis Symphony, Emil
Oberhoffer, conductor

Mar. 21 Jacques 'Thibaud, violinist

Apr. 11,
15,17 Plonzaley Quartet

Apr. 25 Riccardo Stracciari, baritone

Apr. 30 Percy (jrainger, pianist

May 2 Galli-Curci, soprano

May 23 Eugene Ysaye and Mischa Elman,
joint recital

June 13 John McCormack, tenor

Oct. 14,24 Benno Moiseiwitsch, pianist

Nov. 22 London String Quartet

Nov. 28 L Joseph Lhevinne, pianist

Dec. 18 Paul Steindorff directing
chorus of 200, orchestra of
60, in Messiah

Exposition
Auditorium .

Columbia Theatre

Savoy Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

Curran Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

Exposition
Auditorium

Columbia Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Curran Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Columbia Theatre

Scottish Rite Sail

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Scottish Rite Hall

St. Francis Hotel

Scottish Rite Hall

Civic Auditorium
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Dec. 19

Dec. 24

Serge Prckofieff, pianist-
composer

Christmas Eve Concert, Jeanne
Jomelli, soloist.

Columbia Theatre

Civic Auditorium

1921

Jan. 2 Arthur Middleton, baritone

Jan. 11 Salzedo Harp Ensemble and
Povla Frijsh soprano, joint
recital

Jan. 16,30 Leopold Godowsky, pianist,
and Max Rosen, violinist,
joint recital

Jan. 18 Louis Graveure, baritone

Jan. 23 Julia Claussen, mezzo-soprano

Jan. 30 Emilio de Gogorza, baritone

Feb. 11 New York Chamber Music
Society

Feb, 13 Paul Althouse, tenor

Feb. 14 Anna Pavlowa and Ballet Russe

Feb. 27
Mar. 6 Josef Hofmann, pianist

Mar. 7 Traditional Irish Music pro-
gram, under auspices of
Redfern Mason

Mar. 10 Duel de Kerekjarto, violinist

Mar. 14 Lawrence Strauss, tenor

Mar. 18 Ruth St. Denis and Ted Shawn,
dancers

Mar. 22,27 Mischa Levitzski, pianist

Mar. 27 Luisa Tetrazzini, soprano

Apr, 3 Frances Alda, soprano

Columbia Theatre

Columbia Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Columbia Theatre

Columbia Theatre

St. Francis Hotel

Columbia Theatre

Curran Theatre

Columbia Theatre

St. Francis Hotel

Scottish Rite Hall

St. Francis Hotel

Players' Theatre

Columbia Theatre

Civic Auditorium

Scottish Rite Hall
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Apr. 6 Alfred Cortot, pianist

Mar. 10 Margaret Matzenauer, con-
tralto, with Frank La Forge,
pianist

Apr. 11-13 Chicago Grand Opera Company,
featuring Mary Garden, Frieda
Hempel. Rose Raisa

Apr. 24 New York Philharmonic Orches-
tra, Josef Ctransky and Henry
Hadley, conductors

Apr. 20 Jan Kubelik, violinist

May 1 Adolph Bolm, Russian Ballet
and Little Symphony

Sept. 19 Scotti Grand Opera Company,
featuring Geraldine Farrar,
Charles Hackett and Riccardo
Stracciari

Oct. 23 E. Robert Schmitz' farewell
concert

Nov. 6 Jascha Heifetz, violinist

Nov. 20 Arthur Rubinstein, pianist

Nov. 27 Schumann*Heink , contralto

Dec. 11 Emmy Destinn, soprano

Scottish Rite Hail

Columbia Theatre

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Columbia Theatre

Civic Auditorium

Scottish Rite Hall

Century Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Century Theatre

Century Theatre

1922

Jan. 2-6 Russian Grand Opera Company,
first American tour

Jan. 17,19 Chamber Music Society, Cesar
Franck's Quintet in JL minor ;

Harold Bauer, pianist

Jan. 29 Alma Gluck, soprano, and
Efren Zimbalist, violinist,
joint recital

Feb. 26 Victor Herbert, composer-
conductor, in his own Irish
Fantasy

Columbia Theatre

Scottish Rite Hall

Exposition
Auditorium

California Theatre
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Oct. 2 Ferris Hartman and Paul
Steindorff presenting
Wizard qX th§ Hile,

Oct. 17 Margaret Matzenauer, con-

tralto

Nov. 24 Johanna Gadski, soprano

Dec. 9 San Francisco Symphony,
Alfred Hertz, conductor;
Mme. Gadski guest artist

Tivoli Theatre

Plaza Theatre

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

1923

Jan. 19 Irish Regiment Band

Feb. 4 Sergei Rachmaninoff, pianist-
composer

Mar. 18 Tito Ruffo, baritone

Mar. 25 Alfred Cortot, pianist, and
Jacqu^a Tbibaud, violinist,
joint recital

Apr. 29 E. Robert Schmitz, pianist,
and Eva Gauthier, joint
recital

May 15 Rosa Ponselle, soprano

May 20,28 Feodor Chaliapin, basso

Sept. 26 Debut of San Francisco Opera
Association in La. Boheme

Oct. 14 Margaret Matzenauer and
Clarence Yifhitehill, joint
recital

Nov. 4 Tito Schipa, tenor

Nov. 12 Claire Dux, soprano

Dec. 7-9 Sistine Chapel Choir

Arcadia Pavilion

Columbia Theatre

Civic Auditorium

Scottish Rite Hall

Columbia Theatre

Curran Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

Exposition
Auditorium

Curran Theatre

Columbia Theatre

Curran Theatre

Civic Auditorium
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1924

Jan. 11-13 John Philip Sousa's Band

Jan. 14 Ukrainian National Chorus;
Oda Slobodskaja, soprano,
soloist

Jan. 29 San Francisco Chamber Music
Society; Ethel Leginska,
pianist, soloist

Feb. 7 Vladimir de Pachmann, pianist

Exposition
Auditorium

Scottish Rite Hall

Scottish Rite Hall

Exposition
Auditorium

Mar. 25,
27, 29

Apr. 1

Spring Festival of Music
with 600 mixed voices; solo
ists Mario Chamlee, Claire
Dux, Merle Alcock, Clarence
Whitehill

July 22-25 First Annual Convention of
Music Trades in San Francisco

Nov. 10 Municipal Pop Concert; Percy
Grainger, pianist, soloist

Civic Auditorium

St. Francis Hotel

Exposition
Auditorium

1925

Jan. 20 San Francisco Music Society
with Los Angeles Philharmonic
Quartet

Feb. 8 Roman Choir, Cav. Angelo
Negri, conductor

Feb. 22 Roland Hayes, tenor

Feb. 27,28,
Mar. 1 Paul Whiteman and concert

orchestra

Mar. 3 Yehudi Menuhin, violinist

Scottish Rite Hall

Exposition
Auditorium

Casino Theatre

Scottish Rite
Auditorium

Scottish Rite
Auditorium

APr * 18 « *.* i

21,23,25 Spring Music Festival

Apr. 30 Frieda Hempel in "Jenny Lind"

Recital

Exposition
Auditorium

Exposition
Auditorium
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Aug. 15-1S

Sept. 7-13

Sept. 11

Pacific Saengerbund Festival
Frederick Shiller conduc-
tor; with 1300 mixed voices

Diamond Jubilee Week, with
Mary Carr Moore's Opera
Narcissa; guest artists
Alice Gentle and Anna Ruaena
Sprotte

Dr. Hans Leschke directing
Municipal Chorus in Hansel's
Creation , with Schumann-
Heink, Lora Lachmund, Charles
Bulotti, Henry Perry

Civic Auditorium

Wilkes Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

1923

Jan* 4 First Midwinter operatic
season with Gaetano I.Ierola

conducting American premiere
of Fay-Yen-Fah by Temple ton
Crocker and Joseph D. Reddin

|

Jan. 10 Si grid One; in, contralto

Feb. 26 Will Rogers and De Reszke
Singers

Mar. 23 Roland Hayes, tenor

Mar. 29 Piano Festival with 24 resi-
dent artists, Alfred Hertz,
conductor

Apr. 5 Richard Crooks, tenor (first
appearance)

May 27 Dr« Hans Leschke directing
San Francisco Municipal
chorus in Mendelssohn ! s

Oratorio Elijah

July 31 Bohemian Club Grove Play
Truth , guest artists John
McCormack, Ossip Gabrilo-
witsch, Clarence .Vhitehill,
Lawrence Tibbett

Columbia Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

Scottish Rite Hall

Exposition
Auditorium

Exposition
Auditorium

Fairmont Hotel

Exposition
Auditorium

3chemian Club Grove
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Dec. 11 San Francisco Symphony, Alfred
Hertz, conducter; and San
Francisco Municipal Chorus,
Dr. Hans Leschke, conductor, Exposition
in Handel's Messiah Auditorium

Dec. 27 Max Reinhardt production of
The Miracle with 600 San
Francisco chorists, Morris
Gest supervising Civic Auditorium

1927

Jan. 23 San Francisco Symphony Orches-
tra, with Ernst von Dohnanyi,
pianist, conductor
Ossip Gabrilowitsch, pianist,

Feb. 16 and Carl FleshQh, violinist,
in joint recital

Mar, 14 First appearance California
String Quartet: Robert Pollak,
First violin; William Wolski,
second violin; Romain Verney
viola; Michel Penha, cello

Apr. 2 Ninth Symphony of Beethoven
to commemorate centenary of
composer's death

Apr. 20 Percy Grainger, pianist-
composer, and New" York String
Quartet

July 5 Bruno Walter conducting San
Francisco Summer Symphony
Concert before audience of

9,000

Sept. 16 Marion Talley, soprano

Oct. 16 Jascha Heifetz, violinist

Dec. 2 Lawrence Tibbett, tenor

Dec. 8 San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra presenting Handel's
oratorio, The Messiah; Nina
Morgana, guest artist

Curran Theatre

Exposition
Auditorium

Sorosis Club Hall

Exposition
Auditorium

Exposition
Auditorium

Exposition
Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Columbia Theatre

Civic Auditorium

Exposition
Auditorium
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1928

Jan. 22 Yehudi Menuhin, violinist,
with Louis Persinger, accom-
panist

Jan . 26 time • Johanna Gadski

Jan. 29 Walter Gieseking, pianist

Feb.' 19 Schumann-He ink's farewell
appearance

Apr* 3 Harold Bauer, pianist

Apr. 10-13 Spring Musical Festival] San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra
and Municipal Chorus, pre-
senting Verdi's Requiem and
Bach's St. Matthew 's Passion
with Schola Cantorum Boy's
Choir; guest artists Florence
Austral, Kathryn Meisle,Paul
Althouse, Max Panteleieff

June 26 San Francisco Symphony Or-
chestra, Albert Coates,
conducting first performance
of Vaughn-Williams ' London
Symphony

July 8 San Francisco Symphony Orches-
tra with Bernardino Molinari
conducting Corelli Suite

Sept. 15 Elisabeth Rethberg in Aida

Oct. 22 Abas Quartet, first program

Oct. 25 Debut of Hepzibah Menuhin
;

pianist

Oct. 30 Kayla Mitzl, violinist

Nov. 23 Dino Borgirli, tenor

Dec 20 San Francisco Symohony
Orchestra, premiere of
Ernest Bloch's America

Exposition
Auditorium

Scottish Rite
Auditorium

Scottish Rite

Exposition
Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Exposition
Auditorium

New Dreamland Rink

Civic Auditorium

Dreamland Rink

Scottish Rite
Auditorium

Scottish Rite
Auditorium

Scottish Rite
Auditorium

Scottish Rite
Auditorium.

Civic Auditorium
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1929

Jan. 11 San Francisco Symphony,
Ottorino Respighi, conduc-
tor, all-Resplghi prograia

Jan.. 21 The Beggar's Opera
(2 wlcs)

Jan. 23 Yolanda Kusakabe, pianist

Feb. 7 San Francisco Symphony,
Pacific Saengerbund, Reinald
Werrenrath, baritone

Feb. 19 Tito Schipa, tenor

Mar. 15 Rosa Ponselle, soprano

Curran Theatre

Curran Theatre

Fairmont Hotel

Civic Auditorium

Dreamland
Auditorium

Dreamland
Auditorium

Mar. 20 Slaviansky Russian Choir,
Mme. Agroneva Slaviansky,
director

Apr. 9 Flonzaley Quartet

July 16 Summer Symphony, Eugene
Goos ens, conductor

Sept. 12 San Francisco Opera Assrci-

ation, Dauri-Volpi, tenor

Nov. 24 Amelita Galll-Curci, soorane

Dec. 29 English Singers, Christmas
Carols

Dreamland
Auditorium

Dreamland
Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Dreamland
Auditorium

Dreamland
Auditorium

Scottish Rite
Auditorium

1930

Jan. 7 Efrem Zimbalist, violinist

Feb. 13 Lawrence Tibbett, baritone

Mar. 16 Ruth Slenczynski, pianist

Mar. 25 Yetadi Menuhin, violinist

Apr. 15 San Francisco Symphony, fare-

well to Alfred Herts

May 14 Maurice Ravel, composer

Dreamland Rink

Dreamland Rink

Columbia Theatre

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

De Youn^r Home
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Aug. 21,25 Facific Saengerbund , Matzen-
auer guest soloist

Oct. 9 United States Marine Band

Nov. 19 Maier and Fattison, duo-
pianists

Dec. 11 Handel's Messiah ,^ San Fran-
cisco Orchestra, Basil
Cameron, conductor

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Scottish Rite Hall

Civic Auditorium

1931

Jan. 12 Liebeslieder Bnsenble

Jan. 24-28 German Opera Company

Feb. 16 Horowitz, pianist

liar. 18 Brahms' Requiem, San Francisco
Municipal Chorus , Dr. Hans
Leschke, conductor; Reinald
Werrenrath, Gertrude './eidemann.
soloists

Apr. 10 London String Quartet

Apr. 9-11 Sleeping Beauty , operetta by
Julius Haug, Junior League
Production

Aug. 23 Pacific Saengerbund, Frederick
Schiller, conductor* Maude Fay,
guest soprano

Sept. 3 Stravinsky's Histoire du
SoIda

t

, New Music Society

Sept. i0 Opening of San Francisco Opera
Season, Mario Chamlee in Manon

Oct. 2 San Francisco Symphony l, 000th
concert, Issay Dobrowen, con-
ductor

Oct. 5 Prokofieff's Conc erto , Op 39,
Sascha Wolas, pianist

Nov. 2 Grace Moore, soprano

Dreamland
Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Scottish Rite Kail

Civic Auditorium

Scottish Rite Hall

Community Flayhouse

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Tivoli Opera House

Tivoli Ooera House
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Nov. 11 Laying of cornerstone, War
Memorial Opera House and
Veterans ' Auditorium

Dec. 9 Percy Grainger, pianist

Dec. 11 San Francisco Symphony,
Gastone Usigli's tone poem,
The Song of the River in a_

MghF"pf War , composer con-
ducting

"

Dec. 29 San Francisco Symphony, Mary
Garden, guest soloist

Tivoli Opera House

Civic Auditorium

1932

Jan. 14 John McCormack, tenor

Jan. 21 Beethoven's Missa Solemnis ,

San Francisco Symphony and
Municipal Chorus, Dr. Hans
Leschke, conductor

Feb. 6 Don Cossack Russian Male
Choir

Mar- 14 Ernest Toch, composer-pianist

Mar. 21 Myra Hess, pianist

Apr. 12-14 King Arthur , San Francisco
Chamber Opera Singers

Apr. 26 Queen Esther , Chinese cast,
benefit of Shanghai relief

Apr. 28 Bach's Mass in B-minor , San
Francisco Cantoria a Capella
Choir

May 2 La Wally , Pacific Opera Com-
pany, Arturo Casiglia, con-
ductor

May 4 Abas String Quartet, Frieda
Siemens, pianist

May 5 Boccaccio, San Francisco Opera
Comique

Dreamland
Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Tivoli Opera House

Community Playhouse

Scottish Rite Hall

Community Playhouse

Community Playhouse

Civic Auditorium

Currnn Theatre

Tivoli Opera House
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May 23

June 14

June 19

Aug. 4

Sept. 1

Aug. 25

Sept. 30

Oct. 15

Oct. 17

Love Time , Ame rlcan premiere;
composer Hans Linne, conductor

San Francisco Concert Trio
( debut

)

Pairmount Hotel

Stern Grove dedication; sym-
phony program, Gaetano Merola, Sigmund Stern
conductor Grove

Summer Symphonies' Sir Hamil-
ton Harty, Bernardino Molinari,
Alfred Hertz, Mishel Piastro,
conductor;

San Francisco Symphony,
Ruggiero Ricci, violinist,
Mishel Piastro, conductor

Mountebank s , Children's Opera
Company of San Francisco; Eva
Leone, director, Serantoni,
conductor

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

Opening of War Memorial Opera
House, performance of La Tpsca War Memorial Opera
with Claudia Muzio House

San Francisco Opera Season;
debut of Lily Pons in Luci a
di Lammermoor

War Memorial Opera
House

1933

Jan. 12

Mar. 7,
14, 21,

Mar. 28

July 11-
Aug. 29

War Memorial Opera
House

Veterans ' Auditor-
ium

Vienna Boy's Choir

Sinfonietta Orchestra Con-
certs, Giulio Minetti conduc-
tor

San Francisco Chamber Orches-
tra, Gastone Usigli, conductor:
introducing Ernst Bacon's
Passacaglia

Summer Symphonies: Henry Hadley
Richard Lert, Molinari, Fritz
Reiner, Alfred Hertz, Ossip War Memorial Opera
Gabrilowitsch, conductors House
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Aug. 27 Pacific Saengerbund, Frederick
Schiller, Artur Luis, conduc-
tors

Oct. 13 Three Sisters . Children's
Opera, Eva Leone, director

Nov. 2 San Francisco Municipal
Chorus, Marcel Dupre, organ-
ist

Nov. 3-11 San Francisco Opera Season,
Gaetano Merola, conductor

War Memorial Opera
House

Scottish Rite
Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

War Memorial Opera
House

Jan . 20

Feb.

1934

Honegger's oratorio, King
David ; San Francisco Symphony,
San Francisco Municipal Chorus,
Molinari, conductor; Emily
Hardy, Eva Gruninger Atkinson,
Raymond Marlowe, soloists;
Cantor Reuben Rinder, narrator

Walter Giesekin^, pianist

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

Mar. 12-14 San Carlo Opera Company in
''Dollar Opera" War Memorial Opera

House

Api*. 8 San Francisco Symphony,
Yehudi Menuhin violinist

July 30 Pro Arte String Quartet

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

Augt 23 Beethoven's Missa Solemn!

s

,

Summer Symphony, San Fran-
cisco Municipal Chorus; Dr.
Hans Leschke, conductor

Oct. 1-5 A Midsummer Night 's Dream ,

Max Reinhardt Production

Oct. 2 San Francisco String Quartet,
Naoum Blinder, conductor

Nov. 14- San Francisco Twelfth Opera
Dec. 8 Season

War Memorial Opera
House

Civic Auditorium

Century Club

War Memorial Opera
House
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Dec 12

Dec .18

Debussy program, Mary Garden,
soprano

Agullar Lute Quartet

War Memorial Opera
House

Veterans ' Auditor*
ium

1935

Jan. 13 Stravinsky, pianist-composer

Feb. 21-
Mar. 9 San Carlo Opera Company

Feb. 25 Isaac Stern, violinist
(debut)

Mar. 13 Yehudi Menuhin, violinist

Mar. 27 Beethoven 's
f
Ninth Symphony

San Francisco Symphony and
San Francisco Municipal
Chorus

Apr. 1 Feodor Chaliapin, basso

AP T'- 2 The Necklsfija, of the Sun by
D.H. Lehmer, San Francisco
Chamber Opera Company

Apr. 20 Beethoven's The Mount of
01ive3 . ERA Orchestra aad
Chorus, Giulio Silva, direc-
tor

Apr. 29 The Elopement from the
Seraglio , Deutscher Verein

May 2 Honegger's King David , San
Francisco Symphony and San
Francisco Municipal Chorus

May 17 Mendelssohn's Elijah , Music
Festival commemo rating
eighty-fifth Anniversary of
Temple Emanu-El, Nelson Sddy,
soloist

Aug. 7 SEIIA. Chorus, compositions of
California Musicians

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

Veterans ' Auditor-
ium

War Memorial Opera
House

Civic Auditorium

War Memorial Opera
House

Veterans ' Auditor*-
ium

California Hall

War Memorial Opera
House

Temple Emanu-El

Larkin Hall
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Nov. 1 San Francisco Thirteenth
Opera Season

Nov. 15 Opera-tunities, featuring
Rethberg, Schipa, Pinza,
Glade; San Francisco Opera
Association

Nov. 25 The Barber of Seville,
Josephine Tumminia, sonrano
(debut

)

Dec. 17 Handel's Messiah, Dr. Hans
Le schke , oondnctor

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

Civic Auditorium

1936

Jan. 9 Charles Wakefield Cadman,
pianist -composer

Jan. 10 San Francisco Symphony, open-
ing of Twenty-fourth season,
Pierre Monte ux, conductor

Feb. 7 San Francisco Chamber Music
Society local premiere of
Walter Piston's Sonata for
Flute and Piano

Feb. 11 San Francisco Sinfonietta
Orchestra, Tamara Morgan,
pianist, soloist

Feb. 18 San Francisco Symphony,
Willem Van Den Burg, guest
conductor; Isaac Stern,
violinist, soloist

Apr. 3 Sylvia Lent, local debut

Fairmont Hotel

War Memorial Opera
House

Mrs. Marcus Kosh-
land ' s home

Community Playhouse

Civic Auditorium

War Memorial Opera
House

Apr. 19 Meredith Willson' s A Symphony
of San Francisco, San Fran-
cisco Symphony, composer
conducting

Apr. 29 Nino Martini, tenor

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

May 1 Philadelphia Symphony Or-
chestra, Leopold Stokowski,
conductor

War Memorial Opera
House
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May 7

May 31

June 26

July 10

Sept. 20

Oct. 10

Oct. 18

Dec. 1

Dec. 12

Russian Kale Chorus

San Francisco Symphony,
Erno Rapee, guest conductor:.
General Motors Music Party,
guest artists Rosa Ponselle,
Mishel Fiastro

Federal Symphony Concert,
Ernst Bacon, conductor

Mendelssohn's St. Paul,
Federal Symphony

Strauss' Gypsy Baron, Pacific
Saengerbund

Pasmore Trio and Annie Louise
David, harpist, joint recital

Don Cossack Chorus

Ernst Bacon's Cantata,
Federal Symphony, composer
conducting

Glinka's A. hits. .f.or the. Tzar.
Russian Musical Society

Scottish Rite Hall

'.Tar Memorial Opera
House

Veterans' Auditor-
ium

High School of
Commerce Auditor-
ium

7/ar Memorial Opera
House

Community Playhouse

War Memorial Opera
Mouse

Geary Theatre

Tivoli Opera House

Dec. 26,27 Kunperdinck's Ka.ns_el QQ&
Q££l3X? in English

1937

Jan. 8 San Francisco Symphony, open-
ing of Tventy-fifth Season

Jan. 13 Moritz Rosenthal, pianist

Jan. 15

Jan. 26

Jan. 28-31 Monte Carlo Ballet Russe

San Francisco Symphony,
George Gershwin, conductor

Peter Paul Loyanich, pianist
(debut)

Feb. 24 Marian Anderson, contralto

/ar Memorial Opera
Eous e

'•7ar Memorial Opera
Mouse

Veterans ' Auditor-
ium

-/ar Memorial Opera
House

Var Memorial Opera
House
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Mar. 9 • Loring Club's sixtieth
anniversary

Apr. 13 St. Olaf Lutheran Choir,
from Minnesota

Apr* 20 Meridith Willson's Symphony
in F-minor, composer conduct-
ing

May 1 Bach Festival Foundation
Inauguration

May 2, 3 Philadelphia Symphony Orches-
tra, Leopold Stokowski, con-
ductor

July 28 Frederick Jacobi's Piano
Concerto , Bay Region Symphony

Sept . 7 Federal Symphony, Schonberg,
conductor

Sept. 13 Frederick Preston Search's
The Bridge Builders , Cornel
Lengyel, librettist, Federal -

Symphony Orchestra, composer
conducting

Dec. 6 Rudolph Serkin, pianist

Sir Francis Drake
Hotel

Civic Auditorium

Veterans' Auditor-
ium

Veterans' Auditor-
ium

Veterans' Auditor-
ium

Veterans' Auditor*
ium

War Memorial Opera
House

Dec. 9 Sylvia Lent, violinist,
Gunnar Johansen, pianist,
joint recital

Dec. 17 Ruth Slsnczynski, pianist

Veterans' Auditor-
ium

War Memorial Opera
House

1938

Jan. 7 Premiere of Emerson Whithorne's
Fandango , San Francisco Sym-
phony 7 Jascha Heifetz, guest
artist

Jan. 11 San Francisco Symphony and
San Francisco Municipal
Chorus, Charlotte Boerner,
suest artist

War Memorial Opera
House

Civic Auditorium
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Jan* 13 Salzburg Opera Guild War Memorial Opera
House

Jan. 18 Vaughan-Williams » The Lark,
Ascending Sinfonietta
Orchestra"

Jan. 21 American premiere of
Beethoven's Prjmo Amp, re ,

San Francisco Symphony,
Rose B'amrton, guest artist

Feb. 9 Nelson Eddy, baritone

Community Playhouse

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

Feb. 11 Ernest Bloch's Evorations.,
San Francisco Symphony, josef
Hofmann, pianist, guest artist

Feb. 12 Federal Concert Band, Edwin
Frank Goldman, guest conductor

Feb. 14 George Gershwin's Porgj and
B§ss.

Feb. 15 Varese's Offrandes, Song from
Abov e , and Southern Cross,"
Sinfoni e 1 1 a~"'OTcKe s tra

Feb. 24 William Grant Still's
Kaintuck and Lenox Ave.,
Federal Symphony, composer
conducting

Mar. 28 San Francisco premiere of
Ernest Bloch's Sacred Service ,

Federal Symphony sad Chorus

Mar. 30 Lanny Ross, tenor (San Fran-
cisco debut)

At>r. 5 Loring Club recital

Apr. 13 San Francisco Wind Instru-
ment Ensemble

Apr. 17 San Francisco Symphony, Easter
Concert, Arthur Schnabel,
guest artist

May 17 Federal Symphony, Walter
Herbert, guest conductor

War Memorial Opera
House

Civic Auditorium

Curran Theatre

Community Playhouse

Scottish Rite Hall

Temple Emanu-El

War Memorial Opera
House

Veterans' Auditor-
ium

Century Club

Civic Auditorium

Veterans' Auditor-
ium
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May 24

June 6

June 21

June 28

July 19

Aug. 2

Aug. 30

Sept. 26

Oct. 7

Oct. 10

Oct. 19

Oct. 24

Nov. 9

Dec. 8

Sacred Concert of the Three
Faiths , Bay Region Orchestra
and combined choruses

Victor Herbert's Blossom
Time , John Charles Thomas
and Francis White, soloists

Yehudi Menuhin and Hephzibah
Menuhin, joint recital

Federal Symphony Orchestra,
Erich Korngold, conductor

Federal Symphony Orchestra,
An tonic. Brico, conductor

Federal Symphony Orchestra,
Olinda Murphy, voilinst,
soloist . .

First of "Dime Symphonies,"
Federal Symphony Orchestra,
Brico, conductor

Faust , Max Reinhardt pro-
duction

Andre Chenier , opening San
Francisso Opera Season;
Beniamino Gigli and Elisabeth
Rethberg, ^xtest artists

Don Giovanni , San Francisco
Opera Company, Fritz Reiner
conductor

Western premiere of Pelleas
and Melisande , San Francisco
Opera Company

Premiere of Strauss-
Hofmannsthal's Elektra , San
Francisco Opera Company,
Fritz Reiner, conductor

San Francisco Symphony with
opera stars assisting

Christmas Concert, with Dr.
Klaus Jarm and Erika Mannj
Lotte Goslar, dancer, and
Olive Ponitz, soprano

War Memorial Opera
House

Curran Theatre

War Memorial Opera
House

Veterans' Auditor-
ium

Veterans ' Auditor-
ium

Veterans' Auditor-
ium

Civic Auditorium

Civic Auditorium

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

Exposition Auditor-
ium

War Memorial Opera
House
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Jan. 10 Wood Wind Instrument Ensemble Century Club

Jan. 21-22 San Francisco Opera Ballet,
children's program, Children's
Theatre Association

Feb. San Francisco Symphony, Paul
Hindemith, soloist, playing
own Viola Concerto

Feb. -3 Premiere of Stravinsky's
Sacre du Printemps , San Fran-
cisco Symphony Orchestra

Feb. 26 Marian Anderson, contralto

Mar. 2, 5 Richard Tauber, tenor

Apr, 9 Paderewski, pianist

Apr* 14, 15 Horace Johnson *s Imagery,
San Francisco Symphony

June 12 Strauss' Gypsy Baron , John
Charles Thomas, soloist

»

Sept» 24 Orchestral concert, Mellza
Korjus, soprano, guest artist

Oct. 1 Yehudi Menuhin, violinist

Dec. 24 Community Sing, Municipal
Chorus and Band

High School of
Commerce Auditorium

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

Civic Auditorium

War Memorial Opera
House

Curran Theatre

Sigmund Stern Grove

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

1940

Jan« 25 Lina Pagliughi, soprano

Feb. 5 Westminster Choir

Mar. 12 Arthur Bliss * Checkmate ,

San Francisco Symphony, com-
poser conducting,* Lotte
Lehmann, soloist

Mar. 16 Premiere off Roy Harris*
Symphony No. 3, (dedicated
to Pierre Monteux)

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House

War Memorial Opera
House
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Apr Young People's Concert,
Rudolph Ganz, conductor*
Edward Haug, trumpeter
(debut)

Apr. 12,13 Daniel Gregory Mason's Suite
After Old English Songs , San

Francisco Symphony

Apr. 15 San Francisco Woodwind
Quintet

June 4 Golden Gate International
Exposition Symphony Series,
John Charles Thoma3, soloist

Aug. 30 Alec Templeton, pianist

Oct. 3 Fiftieth anniversary of San
Francisco Musical Club

Nov. 24 Darius Milhaud and wife,
Madelene, in recital

Civic Auditorium

War Memorial Opera

House

Community Playhouse

Treasure Island

Fairmont Hotel

St. Francis Hotel

Curran Theatre
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NOTES ON MUSIC CRITICS

ANTHONY, WALTER

Walter Anthony (who sang tenor in a Santa Cruz

Church as a boy) studied theory and harmony with

Francis Stuart, voice with the noted operatic

tenor, Fernando Michelena, and counterpoint with

Homer A. Norris* After 1900 he was soloist in

several San Francisco churches. Starting his

Journalistic career as cub reporter on the police

and waterfront beats, he won favorable attention

with his humorous style and was assigned to the

drama-music department. From 1907 to 1913 he

worked on the San Francisco Call and from 1914 to

1919 on the San Francisco Chronicle ; thereafter,

he conducted a movie column in Hollywood.

DAVIDSON, MARIE HICKS (b. California)

Mrs. Davidson has had an excellent general music

education, supplemented by a long career of news-

paper work. When she was 21 she edited the Tulare

Advance. Later she worked on the Berkeley Gazette,

the Oakland Tribune, and edited the San Francisco
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Women's C ity Club Maga zlne . During the Panama

-

Pacific International Exposition she was on the

staff of the San Francisco Examiner. _in 1926 she

became editor of the Society Music Department of

the San Francisco Call (today's Call-Bulletin).

FISHER, MARJORY MARKRES (b. San Jose, California)

Miss Fisher studied piano and violin as a child.

She received her P.M. at King's Conservatory,

where she studied violin and viola with Nicola

de Lorenzo. She also studied singing and dancing

-- and later, violin -- with Louis Persinger and

with Albert Stoessel in New York. She organized

the Pacific Ladies' String Quartet, which con-

certized through Northern California. She began

her journalistic work f.s, music correspondent for

Musical America (a position she still holds), and

later served as music correspondent and drama

critic for the Christia n Science Monitor . For

one year she was musifc and drama, critic for the

Argonaut , and has acted as music correspondent

for other California and Eastern papers. In

1929 she became music critic for the San Fran-

c isco News . Miss Fisher is the inventor of the

Em-Eff-Free-Ur-Tone shoulder pad and chin rest

for violinists.
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FRANKENSTEIN, ALFRED (b. October 5, 1906, Chicago, 111.)

Mr. Frankenstein studied music from his childhood

through college* For five years (1920-25) he

played clarinet and bass clarinet with the Chicago

Civic Orchestra* He was graduated from the Uni-

versity of Chicago in 1932, and also studied at

Yale and the Bush Conservatory. Mr. Frankenstein

was the New York music correspondent for the

Chicago Tribune (1927-28); music editor for Re-

view of Reviews Corporation (1928-30); assistant

to Herman Devries, music critic, Chicago American

(1930-34); and instructor in history of music at

the University of Chicago (1932-34). Since 1934

he has been music and" art critic on the San Fran-

cisco Chronicle ; since 1935, a member of the

faculty of the University of California Extension

Division; and since 1937, Program Annotator for

the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. He is a

to

frequent guest instructor at Stanford University

and Mills College. He contributes to Modern

Music, Musical Quarterly, American Mercury , New

York Times , New York Heraid-Tribune, and Magazine

of Art and is San Francisco correspondent for

Musical Courier

•
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PRIED, ALEXANDER (b . May 21, 1902, New York, N. Y.)

Mr. Pried studied piano as a child. At Columbia

University, from which he was graduated in 1923,

he studied under Daniel Gregory Mason and won

the Mosenthal Fellowship in music criticism for

1923. Por his Master of Arts Degree (1924) he

wrote a thesis on Richard Strauss. He worked as

managing editor of Musical Digest and, in 1926,

succeeded Ray C. B. Brown as music editor of the

San Francisco Chronicle . In December, 1934, he

became music editor of the San Franci sco Examiner

.

HENLEY, HOMER (b» December 31, 1872, Dayton, Nov.; d. June
23, 1939, San Francisco)

Little is known of Henley's early life and edu-

cation. He was an active singer and teacher dur-

ing his half-century in San Francisco. He was

music editor of Musical West and of the Arg_onaut_,

and contributed to Etude Magazine for many years.

In 1938, while he wlas Metropolitan Bay Region

Supervisor of the Federal Music Project, he origi-

nated the "Dime Symphony" series,

MASON, REDFERN (b. 1867, ' Manchester, Eng . ; d. April 16,
1941, Yuba City, Calif.)

As a child, Mason studied piano; later, under

Richard Andrews, he studied egression and com-

position. He arrived in America in 1900 and
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immediately took the post cf music editor on

the Rochester Post-Express, a position which he

held for 12 years. In 1912 Mason moved to Carmel,

California, where he wrote two books on Irish

music. There he was associated with the literary

group which included Ambrose Bierce, Mary Austin>

Jack London, and George Sterling, He was recom-

mended for the position of music editor of the

San Francisco Examiner and remained with that

journal for almost the balance of his life. He

took an 18-month leave of absence from his post

in 1917 to follow Isadora Duncan's tour of the

United States. (His admiration for the dancer

was great,) In 1934 his interests were turned

to the problems of labor, and he helped organize

the Newspaper Guild; shortly thereafter he was

reduced from the music desk to the hotel "beat."

He worked in this capacity until his health

failed. In 1936 he was pro-labor candidate for

Mayor of San Francisco. During his last years

he contributed musical reviews to the People's

World. A deep student, a master of eight lan-

guages, Mason was also a prolific writer. Many of

his articles appeared in Etude, Commonwealth, and

the Catholic World.
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METZGER, ALFRED (b« May 5, 1875, Landau, Germany)

Coming to America from Germany, Metzger began

his career in journalistic criticism in 1893 on

the Santa Cruz Penny Press * He wrote for the

Santa Cruz Sentinel from 1895 to 1899. In 1901

he accepted the editorship of the Pacific Coast

Musical Review , a position he held for 30 years.

He contributed to the Argonaut , the Musical

Courier, the San Francisco Bulletin , Town Talk

(of San Francisco) and Die Musik (of Berlin). At

present he is completing his History of Music on the

Pacific Coast , (1849-1915) a work begun in 1910.

NUNAN, THOMAS
( D . Nov . 20, 1867, Terryville, Conn.)

Nunan began his musical career on the Pacific

Coast as assistant to Ashton Stevens (then music

critic of the San Francisco Examiner) , about the

turn of the century. After 1906 he succeeded

Stevens and worked on building up the Sunday

full-page feature until 1913. He retired for a

couple of years to devote himself to poetry, one

volume of which has been published. In 1915 he

returned to the Examiner as dramatic critic. He

has contributed to Musical America.
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SAN FRANCISCO MUSIC CRITICS ( 1906-1940 )

Name

Anthony, Walter

Baily, T. W.

Bier, Allan

Bodin, Walter

Bonnet, Helen

Brown, Ray C. B.

Crawford, James

Dare, Helen

Davidson, Marie Hicks

Dillon, Gerald

Donohue, James

Fisher, Marjory

Frankenstein, Alfred

Fried, Alexander

Gillaspey, A. F.

Publication
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Name

Hanifin, Ada

Harris, Edward

Hopkins, Ernest J.

Hunt, Srace Rollins

Jolliffe, Frances

Jones, Idwal

Mason, Redfern

Merrick, Mollie

Metzger, Alfred

Nunan, Thomas

Partington, Blanche

Pichel, Irving

Renaud, Ralph E.

Rivers, Walter A.

Robertson, Peter

Publication
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Name

Seymour, W. W. B.

Stevens, Ashton

Stewart, H. J.

Stewart, W. R.

Stull, Christopher

Swint , Curran D

.

Publication

Bulletin

Examiner *

Chronicle

Chronicle

Chronicle.,

News

Period

1921

1906-1907

Before 1906

1908-1909

1939-

1926-1928

Warren, George C.

Wickham, Harvey

Winchell, Anna Cora

News

Chronicle

CJaro_n±sJe_

1920-1922

1910-1912

1913-1916

Young, Waldemar Chronicle. 1912-1913
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